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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 Event decompositionOne of the most prominent debates in the generative literature, startingmost probably with Chomsky (1970) concerns the division of labor betweenprocesses and rules applying in the Lexicon and processes relevant to Syntax.The problem is especially acute in the domain of argument structure. Thus,researchers working within the lexicalist tradition, and endorsing the LexicalIntegrity Hypothesis (cf. di Sciullio and Williams (1987)), still debate howmuch information should be associated with the lexical item. The kindof information that is being considered includes the notion of a thematicgrid, the number and type (i.e. internal vs external) of arguments, thethematic labels of participants, etc.. As research has progressed, lexicalentries have grown more and more specic. At the same time it has beennoticed that the `fat' lexical entries run into obvious problems related to aconsiderable exibility of the argument structure congurations that a givenverb (read: root) can occur in. (1) is from Borer (2005). (2) is an example ofa systematic argument frame change that came to be known as `causative-inchoative alternation' and will be a major topic of this dissertation.(1) a. The factory horns sirened throughout the raid.b. The factory horns sirened midday and everyone broke for lunch.c. The police car sirened the Porsche to a stop.d. The police car sirened up to the accident site.e. The police car sirened the daylight out of me. (Borer, 2005:(7))(2) a. Pat broke the window.b. The window broke.This fact lead some researchers to postulate an elaborate module of rulestaking place in the lexicon, which relate to the syntactic component via1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION`linking rules' (cf. inter alia Levin and Rappaport (1995), Reinhart (1996),Reinhart (2002)). To take an example, in Levin and Rappaport's (1995)system the verb break has a complex bieventive Lexical Semantic Represen-tation (LSR). The authors take the intransitive form of this verb to arise asa result of binding the external cause at the level of mapping from LSR toArgument Structure. This is schematically represented in (3):(3) Intransitive breakLSR [[ x do-something] cause [ y become BROKEN ]]
↓Lexical binding ∅Linking rules ↓Argument structure < y >(4) Transitive breakLSR [[ x do-something] cause [ y become BROKEN ]]Linking rules ↓ ↓Argument structure x < y >However, as argued in Borer (2005), the theory in which lexicon is a sep-arate module with its own block of rules, (which, incidentally, have to beextrinsically ordered), and which has to communicate with syntax via an-other block of `linking rules' essentially amounts to duplicating the sametype of information in the lexicon, as well as in a syntactic tree. Moreover,the lexicon conceived of in this way operates with exactly the same kind ofvocabulary that the syntax does (i.e. reference to external and internal ar-guments, passivization, reexivization, etc.). From this perspective it seemsthat assuming only one module is the null hypothesis (cf. also Williams(to appear)). Finally, if it turns out that the syntactic principles operatingoutside the domain of a word (whatever the denition of the latter) are alsorelevant for the word-internal `domain', there seems to be enough reason totake syntax to be responsible for handling what has traditionally been seenas lexical rules.Idiosyncrasy of the lexiconIt needs to be emphasized, however, that being derived in syntax is not mu-tually exclusive with being listed in the lexicon. Thus, the usual lexicalistobjection to deriving (some of) argument structure alternations in syntaxis high degree of semantic idiosyncrasy and distinct phonological processesseen e.g. in so-called lexical causatives and passives, as opposed to syntac-tic causatives and passives (cf. Wasow (1977), Shibatani (1976), Hale andKeyser (2002), Travis (2000b) inter alia). This objection might in fact beorthogonal to the number of modules assumed. The property of idiosyncraticor noncompositional meanings associated with stative passives, and the lack
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 3thereof for eventive passives is illustrated below for Chichewa, which uses twodierent morphemes to express two dierent passives: -idw for the eventivepassive and -ik for the stative passive.(5) a. Chimangacorn chi-ku-gul-idwaAGR-PROG-buy-PASS ku-msika.at-market`Corn is being bought at the market.' (no idiomatic reading)b. Chimangacorn chi-ku-gul-ikaAGR-PROG-buy-STAT ku-msika.at-market`Corn is cheap at the market.' (idiomatic reading)c. Chakayear chathalast chimangacorn chi-na-lim-idwa.AGR-PROG-cultivate-PASS`Last year corn was cultivated.'d. Chakayear chathalast chimangacorn chi-na-lim-ika.AGR-PROG-cultivate-STAT`Last year corn was bountiful.'Dubinsky and Simango (1996:756)As observed, however, in Marantz (1997), the very fact that the eventivepassive cannot receive any idiomatic readings seems to argue against equat-ing the building blocks of syntax with `phonological words', since one wouldexpect that every `phonological word' has a potential to develop idiomaticreadings, as it necessarily belongs to the realm of lexicon.Although in the present work adjectival or stative passives will only be ofsecondary interest, it is still hoped that this dissertation will adduce someevidence for the syntactic nature of the argument structure manipulations.To wit, I will take a dierent stand with respect to the contrast between(5a) and (5b). I will argue, contrary to Marantz and all other accountspostulating a xed domain to which idiomatic readings are restricted, thatthe `special meanings' are in fact possible, although much more rarely, witheventive passives. A good illustration is an idiomatic example: The die iscast. Being `frozen' in the passive testies to the idiomatic character of thephrase. One might argue that this is in fact a stative passive. Yet, a sim-ilar idiom is available in Polish, but the use of auxiliary zosta¢ (`become')indicates the eventive nature of the passive:(6) Ko±cidice zostaªybecomepst.3pl.non−vir rzuco-n-e.throw-PASS-pl.nonvir`The die is cast.'One more piece of reasoning that is missing is motivating the connectionbetween eventivity and the type of auxiliary. I think this can be done byindicating the dierence in time adverbial interpretation: if there is an eventpresent in (6), the adverbial will pick up this event and specify it's timeframe. If, on the other hand, the construction has only the stative reading,
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONthe adverbial will provide a time frame at which the state held. In thelast case, if the predicate happens to be an individual-level predicate, theadverbial will coerce it into a stage-level predicate, as in (7):(7) Yesterday John was intelligent.To the extent that coercion is possible, the implication in (7) is that at sometime either preceding or following yesterday John displays a lesser degree ofintelligence.Consider now (8):(8) Wczorajyesterday ko±cibones zostaªybecomepst.3pl.nonvir rzuco-n-e.throw-PASS-pl.nonvir`The die was cast yesterday.'The interpretation of (8) is clearly eventive, i.e. the state of `being thrown'holds of the die forever after the event took place (cf. Parsons' 1990 Resul-tant State).One more piece of evidence for the eventivity inducing property of zosta¢ isnegation. Assuming, as is rather standard in Polish, that a prexal negationon the participle induces an adjectival/stative interpretation, we see thatwhenever the negated participle occurs in the context of zosta¢ (`become'),the meaning of the latter shifts to `remain'. In other words, adjectival inter-pretation of the participle is incompatible with the Auxiliary use of zosta¢:(9) Prawarights zostaªybecomepst.3pl.non−vir nie-ograniczo-n-e.neg-restrict-PASS-pl.`The rights remained/*became unrestricted.'Since the interpretation of the `Auxiliary' does not have to shift in (8) from`become' to `remain', I conclude that (8) is an eventive passive. Conse-quently, the idiomatic readings, as hard as they might be to nd, are in factavailable for eventive passives as well. If the idiomaticity of (6) is no dierentfrom the idiomaticity of kick the bucket, and the burden of proof is on thosethat would like to argue otherwise, then it becomes harder to delimit thedomain of `special meanings' (cf. also section 4.3.9 for more discussion onidioms).Similarly, the claim in McGinnis (2000) to the eect that idioms are notavailable with category-external causatives does not seem to be borne out.Although McGinnis' claim concerns so-called `outer' causative in Japanese,it seems that Italian causative in (10) is of the same status, as indicated in-ter alia by its predictable periphrastic nature, almost always compositionaland predictable meaning, and the vague nature of causation. Yet, idioms arealso available with this type of causative, as shown in (10) (Tarald Taraldsen,p.c.):
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 5(10) farmake riderelaugh ithe pollichickens Italian`to do something ridiculous'Therefore, I will assume in the present work that the degree of frequency withwhich certain items or phrases are subject to semantic drift is dependent onthe portion of the syntactic tree that they lexicalize: the lower the portionof the tree, the more often an item will be listed, and hence more prone toundergo semantic shifts. The demonstration of this particular point, how-ever, is beyond the scope of the present work.Why not Aktionsart?Following the neo-constructionist view of argument structure alternations(e.g. Baker (1988), Ritter and Rosen (1998), Marantz (1997), van Hout(1996), Borer (1998), Ramchand (1997), Ramchand (2003)), I will decom-pose the information traditionally taken to reside in a lexical item into ahierarchy of syntactic projections. I will also adopt a post-Davidsonian ap-proach to semantics, where the term is dened in Ramchand (2003) as thetheoretical position whereby verbs do not have events in their `argumentstructure', but where events and subevents corresponding to the interpreta-tion of verbal heads are utilised in the expression of compositional semanticmeaning. (Ramchand, 2003:fn 10). The decomposition of the macro-eventinto subevents will not, however, be based on the aspectual properties ofthe structure (contra e.g. van Hout (1996), Borer (2005)). More explicitly,contrary to much of recent aspectual literature (cf. e.g. Verkuyl (1972),Dowty (1979), Tenny (1987), Krifka (1992)), I will not assume the so-calledcompositional approach to aspect, where the presence of a specied quantityof an argument X results in a particular (i.e. telic) aspectual interpretationof the verb. In other words, the answer to the question posed by Borer(2005): whether the syntactically relevant argumental roles are reducible toaspectual roles will be negative. Firstly, the priviledged role of the quantizedinternal argument in Slavic has been shown in Schoorlemmer (1997) not tohold for at least one way of the implication : the presence of the quantizedDP does not induce a telic or perfective aspectual interpretation of the verb,i.e. (11), with a quantized internal argument, is atelic and imperfective1:(11) JanekJanek jadªeatpst.3sg.m t¦thisACC kanapk¦sandwichACC (przez(for póªhalf godziny).hour)`Janek ate this sandwich (for half an hour).'1For the purposes of this dissertation, it is not crucial to distinguish between (a)telicityon the one hand, and (im)perfectivity on the other, as in the cases considered here, thepredicates pattern similarly with respect to all tests, independently whether these areperfectivity of telicity tests. Therefore, I do not wish to engage in a debate whetherperfectivity can be reduced to telicity of not. The reader is referred to a vast literatureon the topic (e.g. Filip (2003), Filip (2000), Borer (2005) and all the references therein).
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONMoreover, as argued in Ramchand (2003), even in English there is a groupof verbs like push which get interpreted atelically in spite of the presenceof a quantized internal argument, as e.g. in John pushed the cart for halfan hour. In other words, I subscribe to Ramchand's position where shetakes `the telicity eects in the class of creation/consumption verbs withquantized objects to be semantic entailments and not encoded in the lexicaldetermination of the verb or its syntactic reexes' (Ramchand (2003:13)).These semantic entailments, I assume, are a general scenario in Polish incases where the verb is perfective. Since the present work is not aboutaspect however, the reader is referred to Ramchand (2003) for elaboratedarguments why the mapping from objects to events is only relevant for asubset of so-called `direct arguments'. To a number of her arguments, let mejust add one consideration from a Polish perspective.Let us take the Borerian system (Borer, 2005) as an example of aktionsartapproach to thematic roles2. Borer (pp. 19-20, ibid.) discusses and rejectsReinhart's argument against aspectual analysis relating to the existence ofunaccusative atelic predicates. Borer uses Degree Achievements like yellowand redden to show that these are in fact variable behavior verbs: they can beinterpreted as an activity, in which case the reading of (12) is simultaneous,or they can be interpreted as telic, and the reading is sequential:(12) The apple yellowed and reddened.This type of exibility is obviously predicted by the radically constructionistsystem of Borer. Yet, it comes with an additional prediction that the soleargument of (12) on the activity reading will display behaviors associatedwith an external argument. This is because in Borers system, when AspQis not projected, the sole argument can only move to the Specier of EventPhrase, and be assigned an interpretation of originator with all the syntacticconsequences of this unergative structure.Now, in this dissertation I show that precisely the group of verbs of the typeof (12) (referred to as Degree Achievements) in Polish are both atelic andimperfective, while at the same time they display clearly unaccusative be-havior (i.e. in the relevant sense of a given level of `unaccusativity' - cf. thediscussion in section 1.4). Their atelicity is manifested in compatibility witha for X time adverbial in (13). In section 2.2.8 I argue that they behave asunaccusative predicates in the sense that they resist Secondary Imperfectiveformation (cf. (14)). Further substantiation of their unaccusative nature isprovided in chapter 3, where incompatibility with the reexive marker, aswell as ungrammaticality in Impersonal Passive (cf. (15) and (16) respec-2The choice of this particular system is crucial since Borer (2005), as opposed to e.g.Verkuyl (1972), does derive the presence of only one-way implication in Slavic: the DPin Spec,AspQP is always interpreted as quantized by virtue of Spec-head agreement withthe prex located in the head of AspQP; yet, the presence of the DP is not necessary forthe telic interpretation to arise.
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 7tively) is invoked.(13) JabªkoappleNOM.neut czerwieniaªoreddenpst.3sg.neut przezfor dwatwo tygodnie/*wweeks/*in dwatwo tygodnie.weeks`The apple reddened for two weeks.'(14) *przy-±lepn-ywa-¢,pref-blind-SI-inf, *wy-pi¦kn-ywa-¢pref-beaut-SI-infintended: `to be getting blind, to be getting beautiful'(15) *czerwienie¢redden si¦,re, *±lepn¡¢get.blind si¦,re, *pi¦knie¢get.beautiful si¦re(16) *Czerwienia-no/redden-NO/ *lepni¦-to.*get.blind-NOintended: `There was reddening/ getting blind.'The conclusion from the preceding discussion seems to be that the aspec-tual properties of the predicate need to be established independently fromthe event structure where particular arguments receive semantic interpreta-tion. In the present work I will refer to the latter region of the clause as the`thematic domain'. That is not to be taken as implying that no Aspectualheads can appear within this domain (cf. also the discussion in Travis (2005)on the distinction between lexical, functional, and event-related categories).The term `thematic domain' refers to a low region of the clause (roughly thedomain of A-movement).Dynamic boundary of l-syntax/ rst phase syntaxCertain fundamental assumptions relating to the status of this thematicdomain also require elucidation. A variety of terms has been employed inthe literature to refer to this domain, which traditionally has been taken tobelong to the lexicon, two most known of those terms being Hale and Keyser's(2002) l(exical)-syntax and Ramchand's rst phase syntax. The leading ideabehind postulating this separate sub-module of syntax is the observationthat the information associated with particular lexical items is subject to thesame principles that govern the syntactic component, while at the same timedisplaying certain dierences alluded to above (e.g. idiosyncratic character).Thus, Hale and Keyser (ibid.) argue that denominal verb as e.g. bag orshelve are derived through `conation' of N with P, as in (17).
8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(17) bag the applesVVbag PDPthe apples PP NThe assumption in (17) is a necessary tight relation between (18a) and (18b).(18) a. put the apples in the bagb. bag the applesConation is argued to be subject to the Head Movement Constraint (cf.Travis (1984)), as conrmed by impossibility to `skip' P on the way to V:(19) *bag the apples inExtending Hale and Keyser's line of argumentation, Travis (2000b) andTravis (2005) provides further evidence for the syntactic looking constraintson the structure of the lexical items. Her argument is based on the for-mation of lexical causatives being subject to the Doubly Filled Voice Filter(originally from Sportiche (1998:273)) in Tagalog. The main claim is thatthe lexical as well as syntactic causative morpheme pag- is only allowed tosurface overtly in case the argument has moved out of the Specier of theprojection where pag- is located. Otherwise the morpheme has to delete.As has been mentioned before, it is the null hypothesis that if the l-syntax,as well as s-syntax can be described in similar terms, they have to be sodescribed.Yet, if there weren't any dierences between l-syntax and s-syntax, the dis-cussion would never arise in the rst place. And as I mentioned before,the dierences most often discussed in this context include semantic andphonological idiosyncrasy, as well as lack of productivity of l-syntax. Se-mantic idiosyncrasy was illustrated in (5) for the `lexical' passive. The lackof productivity is exemplied in (20), where arrive cannot undergo `lexical'causativization in spite of its being unaccusative (cf. its ability to occur ina presentational there sentence in (21), as well as as a prenominal participlein (22)3.(20) *Mark arrived some people.3Both of these tests might in fact be challenged as unaccusativity diagnostics. I employ`arrive' as it seems to be the most certain candidate for an unaccusative verb in Englishin view of the problems with English unaccusativity diagnostics (cf. specically section1.4 for more discussion of that point).
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 9(21) There arrived some people.(22) recently arrived guestsIn a radical system which does not assume a boundary between l-syntaxand s-syntax (20) is predicted to be possible, contrary to facts. Assumingthen that there exists a boundary between the somewhat `unruly' syntaxand the syntax proper, a question arises with respect to the locus of thisboundary. This is the point on which dierent theories diverge. For Hale andKeyser (2002) the external argument can only be introduced in the syntaxproper (i.e. s-syntax) by a functional projection. Functional projections byhypothesis do not occur within l-syntax. In Travis (2000b) and (2005) theboundary is instantiated by Event Phrase (EP) located on top of the higherVP shell, as in (23).(23) Travis' l-syntax domainEPE VPDP V'V AspPAspP VPDP V'V PPIn this sense l-syntax includes an external argument introduced by the higherverbal head (or by Asp in certain circumstances - cf. chapter 5). Travis'system shares this assumption with Ramchandian tripartite structure forthe `rst phase syntax' represented below.
10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(24) Ramchandian tripartite lower domain
νPINITIATOR ν'
ν VPUNDERGOER V'V RPRESULTEE R'R XPAll of the aforementioned theories represent a `static' approach to the l-syntax-s-syntax boundary. The main proposal in the present dissertationwill relate to a `dynamic' way of conceiving of the boundary in question. Inother words, I will adopt the part of the proposal in Travis' system that pos-tulates the existence of certain morphological devices delimiting one eventdomain. The morphological exponents in question will be labeled Event Sep-arators (ES) and will be instantiated by participial morphology in Polish.However, due to a dynamic nature of ES merger, in dierent constructionsdierent congurations might arise, yielding various degrees of the presenceof an external argument. In this sense, it seems to me, the conict betweenHale and Keyser's on the one hand, and Travis' and Ramchand's system onthe other hand seems to be resolved.In spite of the dierences existing between Travis' and Ramchand's systems(e.g. the Aspectual projection intervening between the two verbal shells inthe former vs the lack of such a projection in the latter system), many of theaspects of both could be compared. Out of necessity to keep the terminologyconsistent, but also due to the fact that Ramchandian system seems to bebetter equipped to handle lexical prexation in Slavic (due to the existenceof a special projection - Result Phrase (RP)) - I will adopt the tripartitedivision in (24) with certain crucial modications.Basic assumptions concerning decompositionAccording to Ramchand (2003), νP introduces the causation event and li-censes dierent types of external arguments. VP, on the other hand, speciesthe nature of the change or process and licenses the entity undergoing change
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 11or process. The latter is a denitional property of every dynamic verb. Fi-nally, RP gives the `telos' or `result state' of the event and licenses the entitythat comes to hold the result state. Both Causation event, as well as Re-sult event are taken to be states, whereas the obligatory event is a Process.This is meant to lead to a simpler ontology. The particular subevents are`glued' together by means of a `cause/lead to' relation (following Hale andKeyser (2002)) under the rubric of Principle of Event Composition. Ramc-hand's denitions of two derived predicates over events based on this eventcomposition rule are illustrated in (25):(25) a. [ ∃ e1, e2 [State(e1) & Process(e2) & e1 → e2 ]]→ def Causing(e1)b. [ ∃ e1, e2 [State(e1) & Process(e2) & e2 → e1 ]] → def Result(e1)I will modify that structure slightly. Firstly, I will assume that the Process(if any) always resides in νP. The reasons for that particular assumption areseveral. Firstly, it is not clear to me in what sense a State preceding theTransition/Process is necessarily tied to the presence of external initiator.For instance, from the point of view of Déscles and Guentchéva (1995) thepreceding state is a characteristic property of every dynamic eventuality (i.e.both unergative run, as well as unaccusative arrive).Secondly, if causing subevent is always a State, then the question arises howto distinguish between stative causative psych verbs (26a) and remainingcausatives (26b):(26) a. His behavior surprised Mary.b. He broke the stick.Ramchand considers psych-verbs of the `fear' type as dierent from regularcausatives in that their object is Rhematic (i.e. further species the event,but is not an `inner Subject'). Those, however, are crucially dierent fromthe verb in (26a), which passivizes and the interpretation of the object isclearly as `undergoing' some change. One might distinguish between (26a)and (26b) by postulating that the Process denoting head is present only in(26b), but this is not an option in a system where the Process-denoting headis the obligatory nucleus of every verb. Therefore, I will assume (followingMarantz (2003)) that the subevents out of which a macro-event is built canbe of various types. Specically, the causing subevent can be both a Process(as in the majority of causative verbs) and a State (as in stative causativesin (26a), as well as so-called `anticausatives', cf. chapter 3 for further dis-cussion).Although the aforementioned issues might still be considered peripheral,there is one important consequence related to shifting the Process eventupwards (i.e. from V into ν). The side-eect of this move is that process isno longer a denitional property of verbs. In other words, I will claim that
12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONin verbs which lack νP augmentation, the Process part is only exceptionallyavailable due to the operation of S-summing4. That means that the seman-tics of VP is Transition exclusively. This will have crucial consequences forthe restrictions on the formation of so-called Secondary Imperfective (cf.section 2.2.8). Furthermore, I will also delimit a group of verbs where eventhe light verb layer has transitional (and not stative or processual) seman-tics, i.e. transitive directed motion verbs. More generally speaking then, theclaim is that ν denotes a Process (usually) or State (e.g. with psych-verbsor anticausatives).One important property distinguishes Ramchandian system from the radi-cally constructionist view expressed e.g. in Borer (2005). The latter claims,building on Marantz (1997) that the lexicon, or rather encyclopaedia, is arepository of unstructured `stu' whose relation to syntax is completely ar-bitrary. In Ramchand's words, in the absence of any syntactic informationat all, the lexicon reduces to a nomenclature whose cooption by the syntacticcombinatoric system is reduced to an accident, or at best a mystery. (Ram-chand, 2003:3). Since I share with Ramchand the concern to adequatelycapture the restrictions on argument structure exibility, e.g. the fact thatarrive in English can never be used transitively, I will not embrace the rad-ical Borerian view either. The way Ramchand restricts the exibility ofthe system is by `tagging' a lexical item with categorial features which aresyntactically relevant. Thus, e.g. her lexical entry for defuse is in (27):(27) defuse: [ν, Vi, Ri]That means that the lexical item in question will associate its lexical ency-clopaedic content with all the three heads: Cause (or Initiation in a moreupdated terminology), Process and Result. Coindexing is taken to indicatethat one argument checks/identies two subevents. This is due to the EPPrequirement on each of the subevents.The lexical entry for Process Intransitive dance is illustrated in (28).(28) dance: [νi, Vi]Identifying the sole argument with the Subject of Process is forced by theassumption that VP is an obligatory part of every dynamic verb. If that isso, however, than the sole argument of dance should show at least some ofthe properties of objects, since Spec,VP is a prototypical object position. Asfar as I can see, however, no evidence to that eect is available, e.g. ne/en-cliticization out of unergative verbs in Romance is impossible. It might becontended, however, that the ne/en-cliticization is contingent on the fate of4What I call `process' here corresponds to what is referred to as [+stages] in Roth-stein (2004) and implies that the event is not an atomic entity, but has some internalconstitution.
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 13the argument after it has been merged in its initial position5. In other words,the movement from Spec,VP to Spec,νP in the Ramchandian system mightbe argued to destroy the conguration relevant for subextraction. There isanother argument, however, against the presence of VP, although it concernsa dierent set of data. Consider (29), where the presence of a lexical prexin (29b) and (29c) induces a change in selectional properties with respect tothe ACC object:(29) a. JanekJanekNOM biªbeatpst.3sg.m koleg¦/*z¦by.colleagueACC/ *teethACC`Janek beat a colleague.'b. JanekJanekNOM wy-biªpref-beatpst.3sg.m z¦by/teethACC/ *koleg¦.*coleagueACC`Janek lost his teeth.'c. DyrygentconductorNOM ±piewaªsingpst.3sg.m piosenk¦/songACC/ *dzieciaki.*kidsACC`The conductor sang a song/ *the kids.'d. DyrygentconductorNOM roz-±piewaªpref-singpst.3sg.m dzieciaki/kidsACC/ *piosenk¦.*songACC`The conductor got the kids into singing.'Although unprexed transitive bi¢ (`beat') allows only animate objects, andunergative or cognate object ±piewa¢ (`sing') allows a very restricted set ofinanimate objects, once they are prexed, the selectional properties switcharound: wy-bi¢ can only take a very restricted set of inanimate objects,and roz-±piewa¢ animate ones. In the Ramchandian system, the `unselected'object would be introduced in the Specier of RP, and due to the obligatorypresence of VP and the EPP requirement on it, it would have to remerge inSpec,VP. If that is so, however, it is not clear how the selectional requirementof VP might be satised. One might propose alternatively that it is theexternal argument that is the UNDERGOER (i.e. it is merged in Spec,VP).Yet, the truth conditions of the prexed sentences in (29) belie that sort ofexplanation: Janek did not have to drink as much as a drop of wine in orderto get Maria drunk, as shown in (30)6 :5Although embedded in the present theory of anticausatives (cf. chapter 3), this line ofargumentation would not work either since subextraction out of anticausatives is clearlypossible in both Italian and French. If anticausatives are identical to unergatives in termsof the nal landing site of the argument in Spec, initP, the subextraction test is predictedto come out identically, contrary to facts.6The choice of verbs in (29) is meant to exclude the analysis whereby the unprexedversions do not involve a VP, but instead are Rhematic objects in Ramchandian system.In that case the argument would not hold, as the selectional restrictions in unprexed(29bc) would only hold of the Rhematic complements. The only type of verbs that doesnot, as far as I can see, change selectional properties of objects when prexed, is verbsparticipating in causative/inchoative alternation (cf. section 2.2.2 for discussion). Theseare precisely the verbs that possess VP layer, as I argue in subsequent sections. Thus,
14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(30) JanekJanekNOM u-piªpref-drinkpst.3sg.m Mari¦,MariaACC zafor ka»dymeach razemtime wylewaj¡cpour.outpr.prtzawarto±¢content swojegohis kieliszkawine.glass dointo zlewu.sink`Janek got Maria drunk, each time pouring out the content of hiswine glass into the sink.'Considering the above, if optionality of VP has to be assumed at least forsome cases, and if there is no evidence for the presence of VP with unerga-tives, it seems to be the null hypothesis that VP should also be absent inunergatives of the dance type. Therefore, I will simply assume that VP ismissing with unergatives of that kind. The sole argument is interpreted asa Subject of Process in Spec,νP.Finally, Ramchand's lexical entry for a verb which has a very impoverishedspecication, i.e. widen (intransitive) is in (31).(31) widen: VNow, if transitivization amounts to causativization, then under Ramchan-dian assumptions, it follows that only verbs which lack ν-shell will be ableto be transitivized, as shown in (32):(32) a. John widened the gap.b. *John danced Mary7.This type of reasoning, however, has to be taken with caution. Thus, e.g.based on the ungrammaticality of (33), Ramchand proposes that all of therelevant verbs are specied in the lexicon as in (34):(33) *John arrived/fell/disappeared Mary.(34) arrive: [νi, Vi, Ri]She claims that the sole DP is the instigational force behind its own transi-tion to `arrival'. That would imply that there are certain semantic nuancesthat get lost when translated to other languages with clearer unaccusativitydiagnostics. Yet, from the Polish perspective, it seems especially unmoti-vated to propose (34), since as I will try to show in this dissertation (cf.especially in section 2.2), there is a substantial number of stems which donot have causative equivalents, in spite of not having ν-shell. Moreover, ifarrive was non-unaccusative in the sense of possessing ν layer (cf. sectionin order to refute the argument in the main text, one would have to assume that allverbs other than the ones participating in the causative/inchoative alternation involveRhematic complements. To the extent that I understand Ramchand's system, this wasnot an intention.7The cases of John danced Mary out of the room would probably be analysed as `Mary'being interpreted as RESULTEE only.
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 151.4), it is not clear why it does pass all the other of the remaining few unac-cusativity diagnostics, namely the possibility to occur in presentational thereconstructions, and attributive participle:(35) There arrived some people.(36) recently arrived guestsOf course, it is possible that presentational `there' test is not really sensitiveto the presence of ν-layer, e.g. in Norwegian a corresponding construction al-lows unergatives such as danse (`dance'), sove (`sleep'), etc. (Tarald Tarald-sen, p.c.). Furthermore, the prenominal participle test in (36) also presentscertain problems: as observed in (Pesetsky, 1995:23), many of seeminglyunaccusative verbs fail it. In this sense, however, arrive seems to be as`unaccusative' as it could, as not only does it pass the presentational con-struction diagnostic, but also the very restrictive prenominal participle one.Thus, when faced with verbs such as arrive one has at least two strategiesat one's disposal: either to accept that there can be some accidental gaps incausativization, which is what the Ramchandian system in any case does bymeans of the featural specication on verbs, or else to propose that the rele-vant verbs already display a causative tripartite structure and hence disallowfurther (morphological) causativization. Even if one is willing to assume thatEnglish arrive is in fact as in (34), the latter type of strategy for dealing withgaps in causativization would not help in Polish, since there exists a group ofverbs in Polish which are unaccusative by all sorts of diagnostics (cf. chapter2 and 3) and still do not possess causative equivalents. Some examples ofthis kind are in (37):(37) przyby¢ (`arrive'), umrze¢ (`die'), wi¦dn¡¢ (`wilt'), sczezn¡¢ (`van-ish'), kamienie¢ (`get stone-like'), marnie¢ (`get miserable')In principle there is nothing wrong with identifying all three projections withone and the same argument. Polish, in fact, is transparent in that respectsince it has a minimal pair: przyby¢ (`arrive') and uda¢ si¦ (`go, depart'),where the argument of the latter has clearly more `instigational' propertiesthan the argument of the former. This semantic dierence correlates withunaccusativity diagnostics, i.e. only the latter is acceptable in the ImpersonalPassive (cf. section 3.2 and 3.2.3).(38) a. *Przyby-t-o na przyj¦cie.arrive-PASS-o at partyb. Uda-n-o si¦ na przyj¦cie.go-PASS-o re at party`Someone departed to the party.'
16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONAn important detail of (38b) is that the verb is necessarily marked with thereexive marker. I will argue in section 3.1 that the reexive marker signalsidentication of two Θ-roles in one participant. If Polish requires identi-cation of the external and internal Θ-role to be licensed morphologically bymeans of the reexive clitic, then it is only the verb in (38b) (but not (38a))that represents a lexical feature specication proposed for arrive by Ramc-hand.8At this point it is also necessary to take a stand with respect to the nature of
ν/v, which has been extensively used in the literature starting from Chomsky(1995b), and has grown to be the locus of a multiplicity of dierent functions.Some of the functions are enumerated below.1. ν/v is a category-dening head, which selects for a particular root (cf.Marantz (1997) and subsequent work). Thus, Marantz (1997) postu-lates that v is only one of the three functional heads that determinethe syntactic category of a root: v's, n's, a's. I will not adopt thatassumption for two reasons. Firstly, Marantz claims that little v con-structs verbal meanings like `causative', `stative', etc. That seems tosuggest that the morphology displayed in the causative variant of al-ternating causative-inchoative verbs should be associated with littlev. On the other hand, he also takes Semitic templatic morphology - amore plausible candidate for a category-dening head - to be associatedwith `the little v system' (cf. Marantz (2001)). Clearly, there are lan-guages which possess both: causative augments deriving the transitivevariants of alternating verbs, as well as verbal templatic morphology.Consider e.g. Amharic in this respect:(39) Amharic√
dkm - däkkämä (`be tired') - a-däkkämä (`make tired')The transitive variant of the relevant predicate has to be prexed withthe causative morpheme a-, while the verbal templatic morphologystays. Clearly, both the prex and the template cannot occupy onehead, unless some heads adjoined to little v are postulated. Therefore,in the present work, I will analyse causative morphological augments asoccupying ν and standing for a Process/State subevent with bleachedencyclopaedic content. On the other hand, Polish, like Semitic, dis-plays morphological verbalizers manifested in the shape of thematicvowels. I will take these vowels to be only indirectly determining thecategory of the root by spelling out the verbal functional sequence8The verb in (38b) is also lexically prexed, which makes its lexical entry analogous toEnglish arrive in the sense that it also includes RP.
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 17(henceforth, fseq) (cf. section 1.2 for discussion).9 In this sense theymight (as in the case of `high' thematic vowels), but do not have to beassociated with the Process/State subevent that I use ν to denote.Apart from this empirical consideration, there is a more fundamentalissue related to a general theory of lexical categories: V, N, A. Al-though it is beyond the scope of this work to prove the particular point(but see chapter 4 for arguments based on Polish participial passivesand nominalizations), I believe Michal Starke's recent idea (nanosyntaxseminar) to be on the right track: the distinctions between what we call`adjectives', `nouns' or `verbs' are contingent on the region of the clausebeing spelled out by a particular lexical item. The lowest region of theclause receives the inection perceived as `adjectival'. If the derivationcontinues into higher regions, `nominal' morphology occurs. Finally,an `outgrown' noun becomes a verb. Hopefully, the investigations inchapter 4 will provide some substantiation of this claim.2. ν is the locus of manner (cf. Hale and Keyser (2002)). I will adoptthat assumption with certain modications with respect to Hale andKeyser's assumptions. Firstly, manner features (licensing manner ad-verbials) will depend on the nature of ν (i.e. Process vs State). Sec-ondly, Hale and Keyser (ibid.) distinguish between patient-mannerand agent-manner verbs (e.g. splash vs smear respectively). Since inthe latter verbs the manner component relates to the external argu-ment, they are ungrammatical in the inchoative variant, which lacksan agent (cf. (40) vs (41)):(40) a. The cars splashed mud on the wall.b. Mud splashed on the wall.(41) a. They smeared mud on the wall.9The indirect relationship between thematic vowels and a lexical category is manifestede.g. by the presence of thematic vowels in passive participles displaying essentially adjec-tival morphology. To the extent that participles employed in eventive passives might beargued to be adjectives derived from verbs, the latter strategy seems impossible in anyneo-constructionist framework for stative adjectival participles, which do not entail anyevent taking place. Yet, both involve thematic vowels. I illustrate with a minimal pair(cf. the above discussion concerning zosta¢ (`become/remain')):(i) a. Ksi¡»kibooks nieneg zostaªybecomepst.3pl.non−vir prze-czyt-a-n-e.pref-read-TH-PASS-pl.non-vir`The books have not been read.'b. Ksi¡»kibooks zostaªyremain nie-prze-czyt-a-n-e.neg-pref-read-TH-PASS-pl.non-vir`The books remained unread.'The theme vowel is glossed `TH'. This point suggests that the presence of a thematic vowelcannot indicate that a given item is or has been a `verb' at any point in its derivationalhistory.
18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONb. *Mud smeared on the wall. Hale and Keyser (2002:35)I will however assume that the manner component on a Θ-assigninghead can only relate to the argument that it assigns a Θ-role to (i.e.only an external argument in the case of ν). In this sense, however,the verbs in (41) are indistinguishable. The ungrammaticality of (41b)is thus taken to be due to the same reason that yields (42) ungram-matical, with inanimate mud as an external argument:(42) *Mud smeared butter on the carpet.The reader is referred to chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of theanticausative structure involved in (40b).3. ν is the locus of agentivity, i.e. features relevant to the licensing andinterpretation of external arguments. That will be adopted only withthe reservation made above (i.e. ν has to be a Process to involveagentivity). Furthermore, I restrict the licensing of external argumentto the `implied external argument', i.e. only licensing of adjunct by-phrases in a regular case (see below).4. ν checks/values ACC Case on the object. I will not adopt this as-sumption. In general, I will not adopt the Probe-Goal approach toCase checking (cf. e.g. Chomsky (1999)). Although ν seems to beinstrumental in ACC Case assignment, this is only due to the fact thata certain level in fseq needs to be reached in order for the ACC Case toemerge. This assumed notion of Case is based on the idea by MichalStarke , where a structural Case has to emerge from oblique Case in thecourse of the derivation (cf. especially section 1.7 on more on `peeling',as well as chapters 4 and 5 for the relevant discussion).5. ν introduces an external argument. That assumption requires somediscussion. Although I argue that the presence of ν licenses a Subjectof Process/State, this is not yet the external argument that surfaces ina vanilla-avor active sentence. Instead the Subject of Process is onlyan implied adjunct, and if it occurs, its morphological shape is oblique(i.e. a by-phrase). That means that I need to reject RamchandianEPP feature on ν.6. ν of a dierent avor (i.e. νBecome/Result, cf. Alexiadou and Anagnos-topoulou (2003)) is present with unaccusatives. I will not adopt thatassumption. Thus, what I will sometimes refer to as `unaccusatives'(although see the discussion in section 1.4) are structures where theverbal stem spells out bare VP (i.e. no ν system is involved). The
1.1. EVENT DECOMPOSITION 19issue relating to the presence of ν with unaccusatives seems to bepurely terminological in the following sense. In order to distinguish be-tween `unaccusative' and `non-unaccusative' structures one of the twostrategies seems to be available: (i) postulating multiplicity of dier-ent `avors' of a given functional head; (ii) pursuing a very ne-graineddecomposition analysis of the relevant structures. Since in the presentwork I adopt the latter strategy, the dierence between `unaccusative'and `non-unaccusative' verbs in the present system will boil down to adierent number of functional heads involved. Had I chosen to assume
ν in the structure of inchoative `unaccusatives', one additional head
νn would have to be involved in unergatives and transitives. Since thecrucial border that seems to emerge out of empirical investiations inthe present work is between inchoative `unaccusatives' (i.e. Themelowstems) and other verbs (i.e. Themehigh stems), I decide to label thetransition head involved in the former as VPBecome in order to separateit from the light verb system involving multiplicity of ν's.7. ν denes the rst phase. This assumption is representative of a strandof research building on Chomsky's (1999) proposal to the eect thatsyntactic derivations undergo semantic and phonological interpretationin incremental chunks or phases. Apart from C0 and D0, ν0 assigning a
Θ-role is claimed to head a `strong phase'. The gist of the idea is thatonce a phasal head is complete, movement and agreement operationscan only target the head of the phase and its edge (i.e. the Specierand adjuncts), but its complement is `frozen' or impenetrable. This hy-pothesis, combined with the empirical work on l-syntax or `the domainof special meanings' instigated many accounts arguing for the phasalstatus of category-dening heads: ν/v, a, n (cf. e.g. McGinnis (2000),Arad (2003) among many others). Thus, the major distinction betweenroot-external and category-external material in a sense translates intothe above discussion between l-syntax and s-syntax boundary. I willnot adopt the phasal status of ν either. The rst, empirical reason isthat certain unpredictable morphophonological processes are still hap-pening above ν. One example is the suppletive choice of a SecondaryImperfective (SI) morpheme in Polish. The usual Secondary Imperfec-tive suxes are: -aj- for the -i/y- conjugation class verbs, and -i/ywa-for all the remaining classes. However, with some movement verbs theSI morphology is completely unpredictable, i.e. either suppletive oronly vaguely related to the non-SI form:(43) a. wy-j±¢ (`go out') vs wy-chodzi¢ (`go outimp')b. wy-jecha¢ (`depart') vs wy-je»d»a¢ (`departimp')
20 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONI argue in section 2.2.8 that the SI morphology hosting head is locatedon top of ν. That seems to indicate that ν cannot be the boundarydelimiting the domain of special phonology, meaning, etc.More generally speaking, I will argue that the stem is stretchable, andthe boundary of the event (usually brought up in connection with so-called `rst phase') is dependent on the level where the so-called EventSeparator merges.Summarizing, the only function that ν is fullling under current assumptionsis introducing one of the subevents in a possibly complex macro-event. Thisis due to radical decomposition, where other features traditionally taken tobe carried by ν are taken over by other functional projections on top of
ν. Thus, all the assumptions enumerated above concerned the projectionthat I will label νNEUT (or, more generally, ν1). I will, however, proposethat there is in fact a hierarchy of light verbs located on top of νNEUT thatlicense subsequent levels of `externality' of an argument. In that sense, thedistinction between `internal' and `external' argument will not be conceivedof as a dichotomy, but rather as a gradient property correlating with theposition of the DP in a functional sequence10.It also emerges from the above discussion that I will have to make extensiveuse of a movement from one Θ-position to another. This is rstly due tohaving three (inner) Subject positions: INITIATOR, UNDERGOER andRESULTEE (where a Subject should really be taken as Subject of somepredication relation), and only two structural Cases: NOM and ACC. Thesecond reason involves a particular analysis of the reexive marker, wherebyone DP needs to check two Θ-features. This is tantamount to rejecting the
Θ-Criterion - a topic to which I turn in section 1.3. As for which participantscan get identied with which other participants (Ramchandian coindexingconvention), I take it that the underlying principle must be some version ofRelativized Minimality (Rizzi (1990) - cf. section 1.3, as well as 3.1).1.2 The lexiconThe question of `unpronounced' lexical items, or zero morphology is relatedto the general view of the lexicon. As already mentioned, in Ramchand'ssystem syntactic information is represented as `tags' on lexical items. Thelexical encyclopaedic content is associated with particular functional projec-tions through the tags. In cases of predictable alternations (e.g. causative-inchoative alternation) the tagging on particular lexical items would missan important generalization, and therefore the existence of zero morphol-ogy (for ν) needs to be assumed. The question is not restricted to so-called10This, obviously, is not tantamount to giving up the dichotomy between external andinternal argument in the Subject vs Object sense. In the present work I am only preoc-cupied with Subjects.
1.2. THE LEXICON 21substantive (open-class) items, but concerns also the nature of so-called port-manteau morphemes.One possible approach to these is along the lines of Giorgi and Pianesi (1997),where a fusion of particular syntactic projections is taken as a lexical pa-rameter (cf. also Bobaljik (1995) and Pylkkänen (2002)). The `static fusion'approach à la Giorgi and Pianesi, however, faces a challenge whenever thereoccurs some other material, which splits the two purportedly fused heads.A dierent execution is presented in Borer (2005). Functional heads aretaken to be open values to which range needs to be assigned by a variety ofmeans. One of these means involves range assignment by a head feature (e.g.English <pst> Tense feature), which requires successive head movement ofthe lexical head to support it. Borer takes this head feature to be in a sensea-morphous (thus complying with the Word and Paradigm view of morphol-ogy). Consequently, no zero-morphemes are assumed. Instead The GreatPhonological Dispenser needs to return an output for the relevant structure.In that kind of system portmanteau morphemes are conceived of as doublerange assigners. Consider e.g. English indenite article a. Borer assumesthe existence of innate universal functional hierarchy - an assumption thatI will share. Her nominal structure universally contains a Classier Phrase(CLP) dominated by the Quantity Phrase (#P).(44) [#P <e>d [CLP <e>DIV ]]Open value <e>DIV can be assigned range by the head feature <Plural>.Open value <e>d is assigned range by cardinals. Since singularity is notovertly marked on listemes in English, yet they are not interpreted as de-fault mass, something must assign range to <e>DIV . Borer takes it to be a.Therefore, English a is taken to be a double range assigner: a divider, anda counter - an example of open value fusion.Although the results that I aim to achieve in the present work, could prob-ably also be restated in Borerian system, due to a controversial status ofhead movement in linguistic theory (cf. e.g. Matushansky (to appear)), Iwill adopt a dierent view of the lexicon. Instead, my way of conceivingof the lexicon is closest to the one presented in Williams (2003) and Starke(nanosyntax seminar), i.e. I assume that lexical items realize/ spell outsubsequences of the universal functional hierarchy. This is the idea that Iwill often refer to under the rubric of lavish insertion. Lexical items arehierarchically structured bundles of features. How big a chunk of functionalhierarchy is lexicalized by a particular item is essentially a lexical accident ofa particular language. Furthermore, building on the ideas by Michal Starke,I will also assume that in certain circumstances a lexical item x can spell outa subset of the features that it lexicalizes. The relevant circumstances arewhen another lexical item y lexicalizes a part of the subsequence belonging



















︷In principle, both of the scenarios are possible. The particular execution willhave to depend on the way lexicalization algorithm works. E.g., if insertionis early, in a bottom-up derivation, only one head will be accessible, andtherefore the most specic lexical items should be selected. If lexical inser-tion is late, however, all the syntactic heads in the relevant subsequence arealready accessible, and hence there is a choice with respect to how specicitems are chosen. Assuming that insertion algorithm is top-down, however,would result in the prediction that only down-squeezing is allowed. Sincethe cases discussed in this dissertation will in fact involve both scenarios in(46), as well as (47), I will assume that late insertion happens no earlier thanwhen the highest projection in the thematic domain is merged (i.e. initP)and the insertion algorithm processes the whole tree simultaneously. In otherwords, in cases where two items in the Numeration have overlapping lexicalspecications, as x and y above, all the possible insertion variants are tried,including the one with both items spelling out their full specications, but
1.2. THE LEXICON 23only the two combinations in (46) and (47) can be interpreted at the theinterfaces. The insertion of both x and y causes the derivation to crash.Cases of up- and down-squeezing discussed in the present thesis include thefollowing: one type of so-called thematic vowel, which I will label as Themehigh,will be argued to be specied lexically as spelling out the subsequencestarting from VPBecome with transitional semantics including the wholehierarchy of light verbs. Yet, it will be pushed down by the EventSeparator merged on top of it. The relevant conjugation class markeris illustrated in (48):(48) Tenthis lmmovie mniemeACC o-gªup-i-ª.pref-stupid-TH-pst.3sg`This movie made me stupid.'Abstractly speaking, let us say the lexical entry for a Themehigh like-i- looks as in (49):(49) -i-: [ V, νn, (νn+1 (,νn+2 (,νn+3 (,...))))]What the lexical specication in (49) implies is that the presence of -i-will always entail the structural presence of both the transitional andthe processual subevents (i.e. VP and νn11 respectively) since these arethe only obligatory elements of its lexical specication. However, as thepresent work pursues the idea of a very ne grained syntactic decom-position, where ultimately each functional head contributes only onefeature in the semantics ( an agenda pursued by Michal Starke and at-tributed to Richard Kayne), Ramchandian ν will in fact be decomposedinto multiple light verb projections. With the lexical specication in(49), the presence of the light verbs starting from νn+1 is contingenton the specication of other lexical items present in the Numeration. Event Separator i.e. participial/nominalizing morpheme -n/t- in Polishspecied in the lexicon as lexicalizing the subsequence on top of thelight verb, gets pushed upwards by the Themehigh and that situationresults in a variety of dierent constructions (cf. chapter 4), includingPeriphrastic Passive (in (50)), nominalization in -nie/cie (in (51)), aswell as so-called Impersonal Passive (in (52)):(50) Ksi¡»kabookNOM.f zostaªabecomepst.3sg.fem prze-czyt-a-n-apref-read-TH-n-f przezby Marka.Marek`The book has been read by Marek.'11The reader will recall that νn will be labelled νNEUT as the argumentation unfolds.The present terminology is motivated by exposition-related reasons.
24 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(51) prze-czyt-a-n-iepref-read-TH-n-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN`reading the book'(52) Prze-czyt-a-n-opref-read-TH-n-o ksi¡»k¦.bookACC`There was book-reading/ Someone read the book.'The lexical entry for the ES -n/t- in Polish12 will turn out to be as in(53) (for the relevant fragment of the functional sequence13):(53) -n/t-: [(νn+1 (,νn+2 (,νn+3,...))), νm]This particular lexical specication entails that the ES can attach asearly as on top of νn, but depending on the lexical specication of someother item, it might compromise its lexical specication to the eectthat (some of the) higher light verbs will not be spelled out by it. the reexive marker, which can undergo up-sqeezing in the presence ofThemehigh but can also compromise its upper boundary. The relevantcongurations will involve dierent degrees of up-sqeezing of the reex-ive clitic by the Themehigh manifested in the following constructions:Mediopassive, Dative Reexive Construction (DRC), Middle, as wellas Impersonal Reexive Construction (IRC).Apart from these functional vocabulary items, the lexicon contains also sub-stantive open-class items corresponding to Marantz's categoryless roots or`stu' (cf. Marantz (1997), e.g. √cat, √str (as in destroy, construct), etc.)These function essentially as predicate modiers, but in Polish they do notparticipate in syntax almost at all. The only exception is the case of a groupof roots which get inserted into Ramchand's Result0 (cf. section 2.2.4). Inthat sense the stand I take for Polish is closest to the Borerian system, whereroots nd themselves in a Lexical Domain (L-D), and only later on move out-side of it. ROOT insertion is, however, taken here to be language-dependent.In other words, Polish is argued to display stem-building morphology special-ized to spell out chunks of functional sequence. English, on the other hand,does not possess such functional items. In view of the non-existence of zero-morphology (see below), English verbs must in fact have lexical specicationcomparable to Polish Themes. This essentially obliterates the distinction12The choice of the allomorph -n- vs -t- is due to a complicated and not fully understoodinteraction of morphophonological factors.13The entry in (53) abstracts away from the adjectival passive use of -n/t- - cf. chapter4 for more detailed discussion.
1.2. THE LEXICON 25between functional vocabulary items and roots. This result is in fact cor-roborated by the existence of languages which posses only a very restrictednumber of verbal roots, and in this sense constitute a border case for theopen- and closed-class distinction (one example is Kalam (cf. Pawley (toappear))).One more thing that needs to be added with respect to lexical entries of Pol-ish roots is that they contain information about the choice of the Theme. Iwill illustrate specic lexical entries as the argumentation unfolds (cf. chap-ter 2 in particular).Morpheme-based vs A-Morphous MorphologyThe approach presented here can essentially be considered a representativeof a morpheme-based system, as opposed to the Word and Paradigm oramorphous systems of e.g. Anderson (1992) and Borer (2005). Let us thenaddress at least two of the major problems that Anderson (2004) mentionswith respect to morpheme-based systems:(i) circumxes(ii) zero morphsAnderson (2004), drawing on the Bloomeldian denition of a morpheme asa `linguistic form which bears no partial phonetic-semantic resemblance toany other form' (Bloomeld (1933:161)), pinpoints cases where the one-to-one relation between form and meaning is not preserved, i.e where one of thefour claims is violated:(54) a. Each part of the content is linked to exactly one µ.b. Every X is linked to exactly one µ.c. Every µ is linked to at least one X and to some part of thecontent.d. None of the lines cross.X is a segmental position, µ a morpheme. Thus, an abstract representationof a lexical item in a morpheme-based system is in (55):(55) MEANING1
µ1x MEANING2µ2x x x MEANING3µ3x xConsider now a purported example of circumxation provided by Anderson,i.e. Indonesian ke-bisa-an (`capability'). According to Anderson (2004), thisis an example of a violation of (54d), where the relation between the mean-ing level and the morpheme level results in line crossing. However, eventhe English gloss suggests that there are in fact three elements of meaning
26 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONpresent in kebisaan: (i) the meaning of the root; (ii) modality; (iii) the prop-erty of X (or: `the property of (being able (to cope))). Since the word istri-morphemic as well, there is at least some chance of avoiding the violationof (54d), although this would require a detailed analysis of the function ofboth the prex and the sux within Indonesian.Similarly, Grzegorczykowa and Puzynina (1999:366) give the following ex-amples of discontinuous morphology in Polish:(56) a. prexal-suxal: anty-pa«stw-owy (anti-country-adj)b. interxal-suxal: cudz-o-ziemi-ec (foreign-o-land-er, `foreigner')c. prexal-postxal: na-je±¢ si¦ (na-eat re, `eat to satiation')As far as (56a) is concerned, however, it has to be observed that distribu-tionally speaking both the prex and the sux do not display any mutualdependence and can occur in the absence of the other: anty- is a knownGreek-derived prex present also in other languages (e.g. anty-semita (`anti-Semite'), anty-faszysta (`anti-fascist')), and -owy14 is an adjectivizing mor-pheme (as in e.g. dom-owy (`home-adj'), pro-pa«stw-owy (pro-country-adj)).Clearly, the meaning component contributed by the prex in (56a) is distinctfrom the meaning component of the sux.Similar remarks apply to (56b): -o- is a compound forming element, whichis totally independent of the agentive noun-deriving sux -ec (cf. »yw-o-pªot (alive-o-fence, `hedge'), póªnocn-o-wschodni (northern-o-east, `north-easter')).Finally, turning to (56c), in section 3.1 I will oer a proposal to derive themutual interdependence of certain types of prexes and the reexive clitic,whereby the reexive clitic is a licensing mechanism enabling identicationof the Resultee in Spec, RP (a projection whose morphological exponent is aprex) with an Initiator (cf. specically the structure in (99), section 3.1)15.It emerges from the preceding discussion that (57) is an important propertyof lavish insertion:(57) Lavish insertion applies to contiguous heads.(57) results not only in the non-existence of circumxation, but it also hasspecic consequences for the nature of lexical entries. To wit, the functionalheads that are optional in a given lexical entry (cf. e.g. (59)) also have to becontinuous strings of fseq. In the specic example of -n/t- it is impossible14In fact, it is -ow-y (adj-sg.m).15This is not to be taken as implying that the prex in (56c) is necessarily in R0.This issue needs to be thouroughly investigated. If it happens to be located in somehigher projection, the relevant identication will involve the subject of this projection andInitiator. The point in the text should be taken as an example of a general strategy toexplain away purported cases of circumxation.
1.2. THE LEXICON 27to have both νn+1 and νn+3 optional, but νn+2 obligatory. Such an entrywould entail that the item would have to be inserted violating (57).One more point that needs to be explained is the question under whichcircumstances is up- or down-squeezing allowed. Prima facie it might seemthat squeezing should be only allowed as a Last Resort option, i.e. to avoid acrashing derivation in cases where lexical specications overlap. Consider theinteraction between the Themehigh and Event Separator with lexical entriesrepeated in (58) and (59) respectively.(58) -i-: [ V, νn (,νn+1 (,νn+2 (,νn+3 (,...))))](59) -n/t-: [(νn+1 (,νn+2 (,νn+3,...,))) νm](60) a. [ V , νn , νn+1 , νn+2 , νn+3 , . . . , νn+m ]i n/tb. [ V , νn , νn+1 , νn+2 , νn+3 , . . . , νn+m ]i n/tc. [ V , νn , νn+1 , νn+2 , νn+3 , . . . , νn+m ]i n/td. [ V , νn , νn+1 , νn+2 , νn+3 , . . . , νn+m ]i n/te. *[ V , νn , νn+1 , νn+3 , . . . , νn+m ]i n/tAll of (60) will be converging derivations except for (60e), where Themehighcompromised its upper hierarchy by not spelling out νn+2 and νn+3, whereasEvent Separator compromised its lower boundary by not spelling out νn+2.In this scenario there is no item which would lexicalize νn+2, and thereforethe derivation crashes. This might suggest that squeezing should be proho-bited when there is no need for it. The data analysed in the present work,however, specically the constructions involving the reexive morphology,seem to suggest that squeezing is in fact optional. I will therefore adopt thelatter assumption, and rule out (60e) as a violation of the general constraintin (61):(61) Every (nonoptional) functional projection in a universal functionalsequence must have a morphological exponent.(61) makes sure that no `wholes' are allowed in fseq, but crucially it does notapply to optional projections as RP, VP, or the light verb system. As the
28 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONlexical specication of Themehigh guarantees that the rst of the light verbshas to be present in its spell out, all of the higher ones must also be present,no matter which element will spell them out.Lavish insertion vs zero morphologyThus, incorporating a modied Ramchandian ν-V-R sequence, I will positthe presence of so-called thematic vowels/ conjugation class markers in Pol-ish lling up the verbal functional sequence. These will fall into two types:Themehigh and Themelow, depending on how big a subsequence they lexical-ize. I illustrate the two lexicalization options below16:(62) VPBecomeRPR0Themelow(63) νPVPBecomeRPR0ThemehighI will argue in chapter 2 that the low Themes in (62) are lexically specied asspelling out no more than up until VPBecome projection. That is why theywill dene a group of verbs which is in a certain sense unaccusative. HighThemes in (63), on the other hand, will be argued to lexicalize more struc-ture, including the light verb. ν in (63) should be taken as an abstractionover the whole hierarchy of light verbs.One might obviously think of a more traditional way of lexicalizing in aby hypothesis ne-grained syntactic structure, i.e. zero morphology as expo-nents of the multiple functional heads. Compare the type of lexicalization in(62) and (63) to a traditional way, where the two types of thematic vowelswould simply be morphological exponents of dierent functional projections,as in (64):16The reason why Themelow is represented as lavishly inserted, although only one pro-jection is present, is to allow for potential heads located between RP and VP. As in thepresent thesis I am concerned with verbal argument structure, I do not analyse these cases.
1.2. THE LEXICON 29(64) νPThemehigh VPBecomeThemelow RPLet us in fact consider somewhat prematurely the fragment of the fseq thatI will propose consisiting of ve dierent functional heads: νn+3 > νn+2 >











∅Themelow, on the other hand, will be argued to contribute transitional se-mantics, and thus would be a plausible candidate for lexicalizing V in themore traditional system, where morphemes are inserted in terminal nodes.This particular V is always selected by a special `avor' of the light verb,which is not only morphologically, but also semantically empty. Let us labelthese projections νn+x'. Abstractly speaking, they are similar in functionto Event Separators: they correspond to the eective lack of the light verbsystem17. Projecting these heads, however, is a good way of visualizing thegeneral challenges that the zero morphology system faces. The hypothetical17They cannot be ES -n/t- however, as -n/t- cannot lexicalize νn, as shown in (59).














Given a relatively big number of heads, these special selectional requirementsresult in an overgenerating system since the number of possibilities growsexponentially with the number of heads ( i.e. 2X) (Michal Starke, nanosyntaxseminar). If each of only three light verb projections, as well as V, has twodierent `avors': X and X', then the number of possible derivations growsto 16, out of which only two are in fact attested. This is shown in (67) withthe attested derivations encircled.























VPVP'The problem naturally disappears in a system with lavish insertion sinceThemehigh is lexically specied as in (49). Themelow, on the other hand, hasa lexical specication as in (67):(67) Themelow: [ V ]In this kind of system no reference to `avors' of particular projections is re-quired, nor any morphologically null exponents of syntactic heads. There ex-ists, however, an alternative way to conceive of a lexical entry for Themelow,where reference to `avors' of heads is unavoidable:(68) Themelow: [ V, νn', νn+1', νn+2', νn+3' ]
32 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONSpecifying the light verb hierarchy as νn+x' is necessary in this case, since notraces of the semantics of the light verb system are attested with Themelow.The entry in (68) avoids the problem that (67) poses, i.e.: why is it impossibleto merge Themehigh on top of Themelow, as in (69):(69) [VP [νn+1P [νn+2P [νn+3P ]]]]Themelow ThemehighHaving both: ne-grained syntactic structure, as well as reference to `avors'is undesirable as it results in too powerful a system. Therefore, we seem tobe forced to adopt the lexical specication in (68). Since the negative con-tent of the light verb system will not have any syntactic or semantic eects,however, in the remaining part of this work these heads will not be repre-sented with Themelow.Fortunately, nothing more needs to be said about the mutual exclusion ofThemehigh and Themelow since the lexical specication of the former in (49)already makes clear that the lower boundary of the item cannot be compro-mised (i.e. V is a feature obligatorily present on Themehigh). In other words,Themehigh cannot be up-squeezed. This property, being a lexical accident ofPolish, in fact dierentiates between the language in question and languageswhich possess so-called `inner' Causatives (e.g. Amharic, Hindi/Urdu, andmany others). The Causative morphemes would be items whose lower bound-ary is specied as νn.Polysemy in a system with lavish insertionFinally, lavish insertion system has a natural potential to account for noto-rious cases which, depending on the viewpoint, can be conceived of as eitherpolysemy or syncretism or portmanteau morphology. Consider the reexiveclitic in Greek as an example:(70) a. Aftothis tothe vivliobook.NOM dhiavas-tik-eread-NACT-3S xtes.yesterday Greek`This book was read yesterday.'b. Ithe MariaM.NOM xtenize-tecomb-NACT.3S katheevery mera.day`Maria combs herself every day.' McGinnis (1999:(32))c. tsakizo-mekeo-me (break-NACT)(intr.),(burn-NACT)(intr.), tsakizokeo (tr.)(tr.) (`break')(`burn')singendrono-me (gather-NACT)(intr.), singendrono (tr.) `gather'Haspelmath (1993)The same morphology (labelled NACT) is used in all the three cases: Passivein (70a), Reexive in (70b) and anticausative in (70c). As pointed out byEmbick (1998), this cannot be a case of accidental homophony between pas-
1.2. THE LEXICON 33sives (in (70a)), inherent reexives (in (70b)) and unaccusatives ((70c)) sincethen it would have to be stipulated for each ax separately, and for a widerange of languages, including Polish in fact. Therefore, the only conclusionavailable is that the particular constructions in (70) must share a morphosyn-tactic context. On this point both lavish insertion, as well as DistributedMorphology (cf. Halle and Marantz (1993)) systems converge. However, theway Distributed Morphology accounts try to capture the syncretism in (70)is by means of the notion Underspecication. E.g. in McGinnis (1999), theenvironment for the insertion of the reexive morphology is specied nega-tively: active morphology can be inserted into ν if and only if there is anargument with a full phi-feature specication in the (appropriate) Specierof νP. The nonactive (i.e. reexive) morphology, being default, is insertedin all the remaining cases: (i) in unaccusative contexts, which lack bothexternal argument and causative semantics; (ii) in passive contexts, whichretain causative semantics but lack an external argument; (iii) in reexiveconstructions, which do possess an external argument, albeit not speciedfor phi-features18. Thus, this type of account requires resort to not onlyintrinsic features of the head for insertion of Vocabulary items, but also so-called contextual features (cf. Noyer (1997)). It remains a mystery, however,why certain Vocabulary items should require reference to the latter features,as well as what the actual locality domain for contextual feature referenceis. Is it only a Specier-head relation or somewhat bigger than that? Ab-stracting away also from the problem of multiple avors of ν that McGinnis'account seems to require (i.e. not only [+/-ACC], but also [+/-agentive] for(non)deponent verbs, as well as some additional feature distinguishing unac-cusative from passive ν), there exists a more serious problem related to thegeneral diculty with specifying common morphosyntactic context for all theuses. Polish can serve as a good example of this particular point. AlthoughPolish reexive morphology is involved in all the constructions mentionedabove with respect to Greek, it is also involved in the construction which Iwill label as Dative Reexive Construction (henceforth, DRC). The relevantparadigm is presented in (71):(71) a. MartaMartaNOM myjewash3sg.pres si¦.re`Marta washes.'b. ªama¢ si¦ (intr.), ªama¢ (tr.) (`break')pali¢ si¦ (intr.), pali¢ (tr.) (`burn')zbiera¢ si¦ (intr.), zbiera¢ (tr.) (`gather')18The external argument is taken to be the reexive clitic or to be nonovert, dependingon the language. The reader is referred to section 3.1 for the argument to the eect thatthe type of evidence usually invoked does not justify identication of the reexive cliticwith the external argument.
34 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONc. TrudnoHard mimeDAT si¦re rozmawiaªotalk3sg.neut.pst zwith szefem.boss`It was hard for me to talk to the boss.'It is (71c) that is interesting from our perspective since it clearly displays anAgent, albeit in the somewhat unusual Dative case. It also does not seemto be right to claim that this argument is underspecied for phi-features inany sense comparable to the reexive clitic, especially in view of its semanticinterpretation [1sg]19.Thus, in view of the existence of DRC, it becomes increasingly hard toactually dene the morphosyntactic context for the insertion of nonactivemorphology. As I will argue in chapter 5, the lavish insertion system hasa natural advantage over the traditional one in this particular respect. Inother words, it is not any contextual features of adjacent heads that resultin the presence of the reexive, but rather the same lexical item spelling outsubsequences of functional projections, with the dierences between partic-ular constructions stemming from the reexive clitic being up-squeezed.One more point indicating that the lavish insertion might be better equippedto cope with the cases of portmanteaux is the fact that very often particu-lar morphemes contribute multiple meaning components. In this sense, thesituation reminds Anderson's (2004) justied concern about the one-to-onerelation inherent in the Bloomeldian denition of a morpheme. Instead ofAnderson's many-to-many system, however, lavish insertion oers a natu-ral way to account for all the one-to-many scenarios, i.e. cases where onemorpheme contributes several syntactico-semantic features (cf. the discus-sion above and in particular (57) on why the reverse situation, i.e. severalmorhemes expressing one feature, is not a possible scenario). The reexivemorphology is not an exception in this respect. Firstly, in a lot of languages,it also contributes a certain Modal component (cf. e.g. Bhatt (2000) andLekakou (2004)). I illustrate with Polish DRC in (72):(72) Dobrzewell mimeDAT si¦re spaªo.sleep3sg.neut.pst`I was able to sleep well.' OR`It was possible for me to sleep well.'19Admittedly, the argument does not trigger verb agreement. Yet, at least Numberfeature is in fact visible syntactically in the agreement on the depictive predicate:(i) a. Trudnohard mimeDAT si¦re rozmawiatalk3sg.pres nagim/*nagimi.nakedsg.m.INSTR/*nakedpl.INSTR`It is hard for me to talk naked.'b. Trudnohard namusDAT si¦re rozmawiatalk3sg.pres nagimi/*nagim.nakedpl.INSTR/*nakedsg.m.INSTR`It is hard for us to talk naked.'
1.2. THE LEXICON 35Secondly, in other languages it can also contribute the desiderative compo-nent, as e.g. in Bulgarian (73):(73) Neneg mimeDAT sere spi.sleep3sg.pres Bulgarian`I don't feel like sleeping.'Although I will leave the question of Modality and desiderativity open in thisthesis, it seems that the system with lavish insertion can relatively easily beemployed to account for these cases.Finally, one more advantage of lavish insertion over traditional systems re-lates to the mutual exclusion patterns, and can again be best illustrated withthe reexive morphology. To wit, in cases where the semantics dictates theuse of two reexive clitics, one of them is usually dropped, as in (74):(74) a. Trudnohard mimeDAT si¦re czeszecomb3sg.pres tymthisINSTR grzebieniem.combINSTR`It is hard for me to comb with this comb.'b. Niechc¡cyunwillingly mimeDAT si¦re przewróciªo.overturn3sg.neut.pst`I overturned accidentally.'Both (74a) and (74b) exemplify DRC, as indicated by the presence of theDative argument. Furthermore, the verb in (74a) is an inherent reexive(i.e. interpreted as: X combs X), and the one in (74b) is an anticausative(sometimes labelled inchoative) also necessarily marked with the reexiveclitic. Yet, in both of the sentences only one reexive marker is allowed.This curious phenomenon usually gets relegated to some surface phonologi-cal constraint as haplology, prohibiting overt expression of two homophonousitems. In the lavish insertion system no recourse to phonological componentneeds to be made, as the two uses of the reexive are in fact one and the samelexical item spelling out dierent subsequences of its lexical specication.Summarizing the discussion in this section, I have presented the view of thelexicon assumed in the present work, whereby functional vocabulary itemsdo not necessarily get inserted into terminals, although this is still an optionfor items specialized to lexicalize just one feature. In the present systemmorphemes can lexicalize subsequences of a universal functional sequence,and no language-specic fusion of heads is assumed. At the same time, thelexical specication of morphemes provides information with respect to thedegree of exibility of a particular item. In other words, the lexical entryof an item X species how much of it can be up- or down-squeezed. Com-promising lexical specication of a particular item, however, is restricted bythe constraint in (57), and in this way does not deprive the system of thepredictive power.
36 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONI have compared the lavish insertion system to a-morphous morphology, andconcluded that Anderson's (2004) many-to-many system is not necessary,since the situation where several morphemes would be associated with justone syntactico-semantic feature never arises, given that circumxation can beexplained away20. In turn, if many-to-many system is in fact overgenerating,a more restrictive one-to-many system is to be preferred. Furthermore, theexistence of non-concatenating morphology of the sing-sang type - a majorfault that realizational morphological frameworks nd with morpheme-basedapproaches - disappears in the lavish insertion system. A lexical item sangis not decomposable into SING + ∅T−past, but rather lexically specied asspelling out the whole hierarchy including the functional projection respon-sible for its past tense interpretation.Furthermore, I have compared the lavish insertion system to the traditionalsystem with zero-morphemes and argued that, given a ne-grained universalfseq, the latter system runs into selectional problems, and in turn overgen-erates the number of possibilities. Finally, I have argued for the followingadvantages of lavish insertion over traditional systems: an inherent potential to account for polysemy/syncretism of morphemeswithout a resort to DM notion of Underspecication or contextual fea-tures; an inherent potential to account for portmanteaux without head move-ment; an inherent potential to account for mutual exclusion patterns withoutrecourse to haplology.1.3 The Θ-CriterionThe assumption underlying the present work that needs to be spelled outexplicitly is that the Θ-Criterion shoud be discarded. As noted in Horn-stein (1999), the Θ-Criterion, inherited from the GB package of assump-tions, is incompatible with the Minimalist rejection of D-Structure (startingfrom Chomsky (1995b)). Thus, the Θ-Criterion constrains (A-)chains topossess only one Θ-position, and exactly at the foot of the chain. In Chom-sky (1995b) this central feature of D-Structure is restated as restricting Θ-assignment to trivial chains. Hornstein (1999) argues that within the specicdomain of control, rejecting the Θ-Criterion is really a null hypothesis.20I could not possibly achieve this goal in the present thesis. Hence, the non-existence ofcircumxation has to be taken as an assumption. Similarly, inxation needs to be taken asthe case of surface phonological subcategorization pending other (i.e. syntactic) evidenceto the contrary.
1.3. THE Θ-CRITERION 37Thus, rstly, the distinction between raising and control multiplies the in-ventory of empty categories. Secondly, certain theoretical problems arise inrelation to both (i) the distribution of PRO and (ii) its interpretation. InGB the former was handled by the binding theory, i.e. PRO was taken to bea `pronominal anaphor' and hence subject to contradictory binding require-ments within its governing domain. Therefore, PRO was forced to occuronly in ungoverned positions. This account is hardly implementable undercurrent Minimalist assumptions, since the notion of `government' ceased tobe a primitive. Hence, Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) propose the `null' Casetheory of PRO. As argued by Hornstein, this account of Case properties ofPRO is tailored exactly to t the facts, and hence amounts to a stipulation.Faced with these theoretical inelegancies, Hornstein (1999) proposes to treat
Θ-roles as features that drive movement, and thus to reduce so-called Oblig-atory Control (henceforth, OC, cf. Williams (1980)) to movement from one
Θ-position to another. The properties of OC are illustrated in (75):(75) a. *It was expected PRO to shave himself.b. *John thinks that it was expected PRO to shave himself.c. *John's campaign expects PRO to shave himself.d. John expects PRO to win and Bill does too. (= Bill win)e. *Johni told Maryj to wash themselves/each otheri+j .f. Only Churchill remembers PRO giving the BST speech.(Hornstein, 1999:(4))(75a) shows that OC PRO must have an antecedent, (75b) - that the an-tecedent must be local. (75c) indicates that the antecedent has to c-commandPRO. In (75d), the reading can only be sloppy. (75e) illustrates the fact thatOC PRO disallows split antecedents. In (75f), only (76a), but not (76b), isthe allowed interpretation:(76) a. Only Churchill remembers himself giving the BST speech.b. Only Churchill remembers that he gave the BST speech.All of these properties are argued in Hornstein (1999) to follow under themovement theory of OC.Furthermore, Case-theoretic account of PRO requires an elaborated PROmodule relating to the possible interpretation of PRO that makes use of TheMinimal Distance Principle. MDP accounts for quite a robust generalizationthat when the matrix verb has only one argument, the Subject controls PRO,but when it takes two arguments, Object control arises.(77) a. John wants to leave.b. John told Mary to leave.
38 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONHornstein observes that MDP bears a striking resemblance to RelativizedMinimality/ Minimal Link Condition (Rizzi (1990), Chomsky (1995a)) andhence it would be conceptually desirable to collapse the two. Thus, a move-ment derivation for object control predicate (in (77b)) à la Hornstein (1999)is illustrated in (78):(78) [IP2 John [I0 past [VP3 John ν + told [VP2 Mary told [IP1 Mary [to[VP1 leave Mary ]]]]]]]The next point concerns Nonobligatory Control PRO, which contrasts withOC PRO in all the relevant respects illustrated in (75). Hornstein (1999)argues that in these cases PRO has all the characteristics of pronominalsand therefore should be analysed as involving pro. In section 4.2, 4.3 and5.4 I will discuss other structures involving pro, to wit, Impersonal Passives,nominalizations, as well as Impersonal reexive constructions.Although Control structures will not be analysed in this work for spacereasons, it is hoped that the architecture arrrived at will be naturally extend-able to Control verbs. Thus, e.g. if OC verbs are really lexical restructuringpredicates in the sense of Wurmbrand (2000), we might expect that a givenrestructuring property (e.g. long passive) imposes a particular restriction onthe size of the complement. Now, that fact squares nicely with a surprisingproperty of OC verbs, i.e. the fact that they show animacy requirement withrespect to their Subjects. In fact, this particular property is normally takenas evidence in favor of their lexical (as opposed to functional) nature.(79) a. John/*The storm tried to break the window.b. John/*The storm forgot to destroy the crops.c. John/*The knife didn't even dare to cut the bread.Obviously, the particular restriction might be argued to come from the se-mantics of the relevant verb. Yet, it remains a puzzling property of Obliga-tory control that all the relevant verbs should have that particular semantics.In that sense, the animacy requirement remains an accidental lexical selec-tional requirement. Now, one of the major purposes of the present work is topropose multiple external argument positions. The highest projection for theexternal argument - INITIATOR-P can host arguments not specied withrespect to control/volitionality/animacy, another one - νDIRP - restricts thedenotation of its argument to animate Agents in control of the eventualitydenoted by the root. I will claim in section 3.1.4 that they occupy radicallydierent places in a functional sequence:(80) [InitiatorP DP [FP [FP ... [νDIRP DP[+animate] ]]]]Assuming that lexical restructuring verbs can in fact only take a complementbig enough to include νDIRP, but not InitiatorP, this type of conguration
1.4. DECONSTRUCTING SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY 39might in fact derive the animacy requirement on OC verbs. The congura-tion in (80) might be conceived of as a Hornsteinian movement from one Θ-position to another. Yet, if every external argument were to transit throughthe Specier of νDIRP on its way to Initiator P, then we would expect tosee only animate external arguments - obviously an undesirable result. Onemight postulate that νDIR is an optional part of fseq. That assumption, how-ever, begs the question which parts of fseq and under what circumstances canbe missing. In this dissertation I will present cases to the eect that if onlythe rst of the light verbs is present, none of the higher ones can be missing.Thus, considering the fact that the two lowest verbal projections: VPBecomeand RP are also regularly optional, the following universal thematic domainwould emerge21 :(81) (R0) > (V0Become) > (ν01 > ν02 > ... > ν0m) > (init0)In order, however, to circumvent the problem of the lack of animacy restric-tions on the Subjects of active clauses, I will assume that some externalarguments can be introduced directly in initP, without any previous peel-ing (cf. section 1.7 below) whereas others are introduced via the light verbsystem, where the nal position of the argument is reected in its featurespecication (e.g. animate, human, etc.). Thus, the independent nature ofinitP with respect to the light verb system is also reected in a dierent la-bel. On the other hand, in cases where the argument does not travel via thelight verb system, it must be assumed that the Θ-features on the light verbsare absent, as otherwise uninterpretable Θ-features would lead to a crashingderivation. Furthermore, the mutual interdependence of all the projectionsin the light verb system is reected in the fact that if only the rst one ofthe light verb projections spelled out by the Theme has a Θ-feature, all theremaining ones must also have one.A part of this work is devoted to a conguration parallel to Control struc-tures , i.e. Dative Reexive Construction, where a particular lexicalizationscenario (i.e. reexive clitic spelling out initP) results in the obligatorymovement of the Dative argument to the Specier of νDIRP, and, similarlyto Control structures, yields animacy requirement.1.4 Deconstructing split intransitivityThe purpose of this section is to show that the so-called `split intransitivity',which has gured prominently in the literature, starting from The Unac-cusativity Hypothesis (Perlmutter (1978), Burzio (1986)) should be decon-21RP is regularly missing with all Polish verbs which are not lexically prexed. In section1.1 I assumed also that VBecome is missing in unergative structures (cf. also section 2.2.2for lexical entries).
40 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONstructed to correlate with the very ne-grained syntactic decomposition. Infact, operating within the dichotomy unaccusative vs unergative (or internalvs external argument) is rather misleading, and has lead to many conict-ing conclusions in the literature based on premises that are very dierent innature22. These conicts, most conspicuous in the form of so-called `unac-cusativity mismatches', could be resolved once it is acknowledged that eachfunctional projection in an elaborated functional sequence opens up a possi-bility of a new diagnostic. This way, dierent verbs might show what from adichotomy point of view looks like a `mixed behavior'. The degree to whichcertain verbs seem `unaccusative' would thus be conversely proportionate tothe number of functional heads involved in their derivation23.Even more misleadingly, some researchers are talking about `derived unac-cusatives', conceiving of `unaccusativity' as a notion broader than the afore-mentioned distinction between predicates having and not having an externalargument. This concept of `unaccusativity' has probably been inherited fromthe initial observations in e.g. Burzio (1986) to the eect that `unaccusative'verbs do not assign ACC Case. Thus, the denition of unaccusativity com-prises also passives and middles. Although it keeps the very label `unac-cusative' contentive24, it results in an even greater confusion with respect towhat the common denominator of all of these verbs is.For the sake of the argument, let us simply examine some of the classicunaccusativity diagnostics enumerated in Alexiadou et al. (2004).1. Auxiliary selection.This is standardly taken as an unaccusativity diagnostic, i.e. unerga-tive and transitive verbs take an auxiliary HAVE, whereas unaccusativeverbs take BE. (82) is from French:(82) a. Marie est arrivée en retard. French`Marie arrived late.'b. Marie a dansé.Marie has danced.It is not clear, however, what this is indicative of in view of the factthat English and Spanish use HAVE with both types of verbs. Worse22This does not mean that the distinction is unnecessary, only that it is insucient.23This is a slight simplication, though. Certain diagnostics might in fact turn out to beruled out if they are incompatible with the requirements of some functional head. Someexamples will be discovered as the argumentation unfolds, e.g. the semelfactive light verbis incompatible with the semantic requirements of Secondary Imperfective (cf. section2.2.8).24In fact, a strict execution of this way of conceving of `unaccusativity' might lead tothe inclusion of unergative verbs as well, and more generally all structures where no objectin ACC case is present.
1.4. DECONSTRUCTING SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY 41still, there are languages (e.g. a dialect of Cori (Italian) described inKayne (1993)) where Auxiliary selection is contingent on the φ-featuresof the Subject (i.e. 1,2 vs 3 Person) or on the deniteness status of theSubject (as e.g. in Sardinian, cf. Jones (1993)).2. Possibility to appear in resultative constructions.One sees the claim in the literature (cf. inter alia Levin and Rappaport(1995)) that Resultative phrases can only be predicated of objects oftransitive or subjects of unaccusative verbs. The relevant contrast isin (83):(83) a. *Dora shouted hoarse.b. The bottle broke open. (Alexiadou et al., 2004:(15bc))On this basis it is concluded that `break' in English is an unaccusativeverb. With the ndings from section 1.1 under our belt, we can nowsee quite clearly what the relevant test tests for. If Resultatives arecomplements to RP (cf. Folli and Ramchand (2001) for the justicationof the relevant claim), that means that the presence of RP is impliedin (83b). Since RP possesses an EPP feature (or requires a Subjectto be predicated of), that means that the sole argument will have tostart out as a RESULTEE. Moreover, on Ramchand's assumptions itwill have to raise to check the EPP of VP. I will furthermore arguein section 3.1 that quite plausibly, the same argument also raises tothe specier of the external argument introducing head (although thisis in fact Initiator P, not νP on my account). Now, that means thatthe resultative test in fact only diagnoses the initial position of theargument, but has nothing to say about the fate of this argument asthe derivation proceeds. That is to say, resultative test is one of thediagnostics that does not rely on the absence of external thematic role,though in principle there might be other diagnostics for which thisproperty is criterial (e.g. Impersonal Passive in Polish).3. Prenominal perfect/passive participles.Participles of transitive verbs can occur as attributive predicates ofthe nouns corresponding to their direct objects. The same is possiblewith unaccusative verbs, but ungrammatical with unergative ones (cf.Williams (1981), Hoekstra (1984), Grimshaw (1990), Zaenen (1993)).The relevant contrast is illustrated in (84) for German:(84) a. derthe geküÿtekissed Studentstudent German
42 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONb. *derthe gearbeiteteworked Studentstudentc. derthe eingeschlafenefallen.asleep StudentstudentOne might try to run this diagnostic in Polish. The results are pre-sented in (85):(85) a. bi-t-ybeat-prt-masc studentstudent Polishb. *pracowa-n-ywork-prt-masc studentstudentc. *zmar-t-ydie-prt-masc studentstudentThe transitive and the unergative verb in (85a) and (85b) pattern asin German. However, the result for Polish `die' (which semanticallyspeaking seems to be a good candidate for an unaccusative) is un-expected. One might conclude on the basis of that test that Polishzemrze¢ (`die') is unergative. Yet, that seems to be in conict withthe results of other tests, e.g. it is ungrammatical in the ImpersonalPassive, as shown in (86).(86) *Zmar-t-o.die-prt-ointended: `There was dying.'On closer examination it turns out that there are two dierent par-ticiples involved in German (85a) and (85c). Although German doesnot distinguish morphologically between the two, Polish does. The onethat has been subjected to the test in (86) is a passive participle in-n/t-. But there is also an active one in -ª-, which, identically to theGerman case, is possible with unaccusative verbs:(87) zmar-ª-ydie-prt-sg.m studentstudent PolishIf an external argument is not available within a passive participialprojection25, as I will in fact argue in section 4.3, then ungrammatical-ity of (85b) is not surprising. The dierence between (85a) and (85c),25i.e., putting aside an optional by-phrase
1.4. DECONSTRUCTING SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY 43however, requires making a distinction on a more ne-grained level,i.e. the distinction between objects of transitive verbs and argumentsof unaccusatives. If the passive -n/t- and the resultative -ª- participialmorphology instantiates dierent projections in fseq, or, to adjust theterminology slightly, both have dierent lexical specications, then forsome reason the passive participial one cannot attach to unaccusatives.The negative requirement cannot be reduced to the lack of transitivitysince at the level where the passive participial morphology attaches,it can have no knowledge about the future fate of the derivation, i.e.whether the external argument is going to be introduced or not (cf.chapter 4 for more on that point). In section 4.3 I will argue that theparticipial morphology in -n/t- requires the presence of the rst lightverb shell, i.e. νn (cf. also the lexical specication in (59), section 1.2).The same requirement is apparently not an issue with active resultativeparticiples in -ª-.4. ne/en-cliticizationEven this test, traditionally considered to be uncontroversial, turns outto be more complicated than normally assumed. Thus, it is claimedthat in languages which have the relevant test, subextraction out of aninternal argument is possible, as opposed to subextraction out of anexternal one. I illustrate with Italian:(88) a. GiovanniJohn neof.them hahas insultatiinsulted due.two Italianb. Neof.them arrivanoarrive molti.manyc. *neof.them telefonanotelephone moltimany (Alexiadou et al., 2004:(17-18))Unfortunately, it seems that the tenet concerning ne/en-cliticizationout of VP-internal position only requires additional qualications. Thus,e.g. Bentley (2004), following Lonzi (1986), provides examples of ne-cliticization in Italian out of verbs that take an auxiliary HAVE, andhence seem to be unergatives:(89) a. Nonneg neNE trillaring3sg forteloud nessunanone (di(of sveglie).alarm.clocks) Italian`Of them ring loud none (of alarm clocks).'b. NeNE telefonanophone3pl diof tifosisupporters laon domenica!Sunday`Of them phone (many) of supporters on Sundays!'
44 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONc. NeNE corserorun3pl.pst tanti,many, diof giovani.young people`Of them ran many (of young people).'d. NeNE camminawalk3sg tanta,much, diof gente,people, suon queithose marciapiedi.pavements`Of them walk a lot (of people), on those pavements.'(Lonzi, 1986:112)Bentley's (ibid.) conclusion, although cast in a very dierent frame-work, seems to be that subextraction out of unergatives is possiblein case the predicate receives an existential stage-level interpretationin sentence-focus structure. If, in turn, it turns out that the factorrelevant for subextraction is really being in the domain of existentialclosure, then it seems that for some reason the parenthetical sourcearguments in (89) must still stay in a position low enough to be c-commanded by the landing site of ne/en. More technically speaking,since the deep object of unaccusative verbs also eventually escapes ex-istential closure domain, timing issues would have to play a crucialrole: at the point in the derivation when subextraction happens, theexternal argument in a neutral sentence might have already moved up,but the internal one, as well as the focus-related external one, stillstay low enough to pass the test. Cf. section 3.1 for more discussionon the dierence with respect to subextraction out of reexives andanticausatives.5. Genitive of Negation in Russian.The conclusion reached for subextraction tests seems to be reminis-cent of some claims in the literature made with respect to so-calledGenitive of Negation. In spite of the fact that standardly Genitive ofNegation is taken as unaccusativity diagnostic (starting from Pesetsky(1982)), under specic discourse circumstances, it is also possible withunergative verbs:(90) Russiana. Vin etojthis komnateroom neneg spalosleep3sg.neut.pst ninot odnogooneGEN £eloveka.manGEN`Not a single man slept in this room.'b. Naon etojthis plo²£adkesquare nieneg begalorun3sg.neut.pst ninot odnojoneGEN sobaki.dogGEN`Not a single dog ran on this square.'(E. Romanova, p.c.)
1.4. DECONSTRUCTING SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY 45I will argue at least for Polish, but it is hoped that the relevant pointwill be extendable to Russian, that unaccusative analysis of the verbsin (90) is not possible. (90b) for instance, is a non-directed motionverb involving a high Theme (i.e. assuming Russian -aj- conjugationclass marker has the analysis parallel to Polish cognate -aj-), and assuch will be argued to spell out a bigger chunk of structure including
νP (cf. the structure in (63) in section 1.1). One has to bear in mind,obviously, the problems involved in making generalizations on the basisof cross-linguistic data. However, as Travis (2005:17) remarks, `[all] ofthese are outweighed [...] by what is gained.'I hope to have shown that the dichotomy unaccusative vs unergative cannotbe maintained in the present form. Firstly, movement from one Θ-position toanother results in a mixed behavior of certain verbs (as e.g. in anticausativesof the type in (83b)26). On the one hand, the argument of English break(intr.) behaves as a deep object of unaccusative verbs in the sense of allow-ing the resultative construction. On the other, there is an intuitive sense inwhich English break has causative semantics. In fact, this intuition lies be-hind a lot of lexical projectionist approaches to causative/inchoative alterna-tion (cf. inter alia Chierchia (1989), Levin and Rappaport (1995), Reinhart(1996) and subsequent work), although nding the relevant evidence mightbe exceptionally dicult due to a specic syntactic conguration that anti-causatives represent (cf. section 3.1 for details). One argument, however, isprovided by Chierchia (1989) and involves availability of the Italian adver-bial da se (`by itself'). This argument is picked up by Levin and Rappaport(1995:88) with respect to English:(91) a. The plate broke by itself.b. The door opened by itself.(92) #Mary laughed by herself.Whereas in (91) the adverbial has an interpretation paraphrasable as `with-out outside help' and thus seems to be modifying cause, the only possibleinterpretation of the adverbial in (92) is `alone'27. Thus, the conclusion isthat there is a group of verbs like English intransitive break, which display amixed behavior with respect to unaccusativity diagnostics.26In languages like Polish the relevant anticausative morphology is overt. Cf. section3.1 for arguments why I take English break to be a covert `anticausative'.27Levin and Rappaport (1995) provide other arguments, which do not, however, nec-essarily prove the point under discussion (i.e. bieventive nature of English break in itsinchoative variant). The reader is referred to section 2.1.1 and 3.1 for a detailed discus-sion, where I also provide some new arguments for the complex event analysis of Polishand English anticausatives of the break -type.
46 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONSecondly, specic syntactic congurations (i.e. D-linking vs absence thereof)might change the results of certain diagnostics (e.g. some arguments of verbstraditionally conceived of as unergatives can still remain in the domain ofexistential closure), again requiring a system that distinguishes `degrees ofexternality'. This particular point is furthermore incompatible with any pro-jectionist view of argument structure, as the information represented in thelexical entry cannot possibly depend on the discourse context. The problemcannot be reduced to the existence of two separate lexical entries (i.e. un-accusative and unergative) of the same verb - a solution which might stillbe imaginable for directed vs nondirected motion verbs displaying similarexibility, since then all the verbs in the lexicon would have to possess dou-ble entries, e.g. camminare1 - an unergative verb with the argument mergedexternally, and camminare2 - an unaccusative verb selected in cases there isa need for subextraction, as in (89d). In Borerian system, this would in factbe an extreme example of exibility of roots. Yet, since the unaccusativenature of camminare2 in (89d) does not seem to be conrmed by any diag-nostic (e.g. the verb does not seem to receive a telic interpretation, which isan unaccusativity prerequisite in Borerian system), I interpret this anomalyin a dierent way. I take the D-linking contexts to allow for subextractiondue to a somewhat belated movement of the external argument from its ini-tial position. Dierently from Borer, however, I take the (relevant level of)unaccusativity and unergativity of specic stems to be hard-and-fast andencoded in the lexicon in the ways to be specied.Another example of the phenomenon where diagnostics are sensitive to addi-tional factors, not directly related to VP-internal argument generation is thedierence between passive -n/t- vs active resultative -ª- participles, whichdistinguish on an even more ne-grained level (i.e. objects of transitives vsarguments of unaccusatives). All of these facts are only compatible withso-called syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman (1990)). Theories postulatingany form of Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS), where the decompositioninto meta-predicates like CAUSE, BE, etc. takes place in the lexicon andis then mapped into Argument Structure (AS), cannot have a way to ac-count for the multiplicity of cases. This is because the only level to whichsyntax has access is AS. And AS only operates in terms of the number of ar-guments and the dual distinction between external and internal arguments(cf. e.g. Grimshaw (1990), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1988), Tenny(1987), Zubizarreta (1987)). Of course, the possible avenue of research forthese theories would be to introduce more ne-grained distinctions. In thatcase, however, a suspicion arises that the ultimate result might reproducea syntactic tree in AS. In eect then, the lexical projectionist approach, inorder to account for the empirical data, would have to provide a separatelevel corresponding to a snapshot of every Merge operation in a derivationalframework.
1.5. PYLKKÄNEN'S STATIC FUSION AS A PARAMETER 471.5 Pylkkänen's static fusion as a parameterWe have seen in section 1.1 that most of the theories of ν0 endow this headwith quite a few syntactic properties, including valency increase, Case as-signment, manner, a category-dening property, as well as a phase-boundarydening property. This, to my mind, has serious empirical drawbacks. Dueto multiplicity of syntactic structures where these properties are divorced, anexplosion of `avors' of ν takes place (cf. inter alia Embick (1998), McGin-nis (1999), Folli and Harley (2002) Alexiadou (2001) for a decient ν indierent syntactic congurations). In the present work I would like to pur-sue the research agenda focused on deconstructing functional hierarchy ona very ne-grained level, possibly leading to every syntactic head expressinga single feature. The reason for this particular choice of direction (i.e. ne-grained decomposition, as opposed to `avors' of heads) has been presentedin section 1.2 and involved the selection problem, which yields an overgen-erating system.Thus, following Pylkkänen (2002), I will assume that the only universal def-initional property of CAUSATIVES is introducing a Causing (sub)event28.(93) CAUSE: λP.λe.[(∃ e') P(e') & CAUSE(e,e')]Pylkkänen argues quite convincingly that valency-increase associated withCausatives is an illusion stemming from the fact that certain languages `bun-dle' event introducing head (CAUSEP in her terminology) with external ar-gument introducing head (VoiceP). Her main arguments for splitting thetwo come from the existence of structures which she labels as `caused unac-cusatives'29. These are the structures where CAUSEP projects on its own.In the present system of radical decomposition these will be structures pos-sessing (some portion) of the light verb system, but lacking Initiator P (cf.in particular chapter 5 on so-called `out of control' constructions). Thesestructures, for Pylkkänen, are only possible in languages which do not bun-dle CAUSE and VOICE (i.e. my Initiator), e.g. Finnish and Japanese. Thecase in point is Japanese adversity causative (illustrated in (94)) and Finnishdesiderative (in (95)).(94) Taroo-gaTaro-NOM musuko-oson-ACC sin-ase-ta.die-CAUS-PAST Japanese`Taro's son died on him.30 (Pylkkänen, 2002:(155))28Note that Pylkkänen incorporates the CAUSE relation into the semantics of the rele-vant syntactic projection, as shown in (96). I have stated in section 1.1 that the workingassumption is as in Ramchand (2003), i.e. the relation CAUSE comes from outside thestructure -cf. Principle of Event Composition.29Again, the label `unaccusative' seems to be misleading here - cf. section 1.4.





λe.V ing...VFollowing much of the literature on inectional heads (e.g. Iatridou (1990),Bobaljik (1995), Bobaljik and Thráinsson (1998)), Pylkkänen proposes thatin some languages (e.g. English) the causative relation and the external Θ-role are `packaged' together into one morpheme. Thus, English CAUSE istaken to be `Voice-bundling'. This is essentially the `static fusion' approachmentioned in section 1.2.Although I will endorse the split into Voice and Cause, I do not believe thatthis is the right description of the facts. Firstly, it is not clear which is theEnglish morpheme into which Cause and Voice are purportedly `packaged'.Since English does not have a morphological causative, it is hard to think ofa good candidate, except maybe for the root. If the English root, however,always spells out both Cause and Voice, then it is not clear how it can occur30The example also has a transparent causative reading, which does not concern us here.
1.5. PYLKKÄNEN'S STATIC FUSION AS A PARAMETER 49in structures without an obligatory external argument, e.g. in Passive. ForPylkkänen, it is a passive variety of VoiceP that will be responsible for that.Yet, that amounts to postulating that the English root is actually system-atically ambiguous in the bundle of features that it spells out (i.e. Cause +Voice or Cause + VoicePass).Due to a specic theory of Passives proposed in section 4.3, I will relabelthe projection introducing external arguments from VoiceP into Initiator P(cf. section 1.6 for discussion). I will also argue that the participial morphol-ogy involved in Passive attaches at the level lower than Initiator P, but higherthan CAUSE-P (i.e. my νNEUT ). From that point of view, every (passive)participial projection in every language (including English) is (Pylkkänen's)non-bundling structure. Generally speaking, on this kind of approach everylanguage has the potential to display a non-bundling property on conditionit has items with the lexical specication similar to Polish Event Separator-n/t-.Understood this way, the supercial eect of `bundling' is not really a cross-linguistic parameter related to fusion of syntactic projections, but rather re-lates to the fact whether the particular lexicalization scenario allows for theSpecier of a given light verb to be overtly expressed or not. Both νNEUTPand Initiator P, as well as the hierarchy of light verbs in between the twoare universal and innate. Particular languages can only display or not theconstructions where the presence of νNEUT is detectable in isolation fromInitiator P. As the multiple projections where the external argument can bemerged will be argued to correlate with dierent semantic restrictions onthis argument (cf. chapter 5 and section 1.7 below), these restrictions will infact reveal the presence of a particular projection and the absence of anotherone. In other constructions, the presence of the intermediate projections inthe light verb system might be masked by lavishly inserted conjugation classmarkers, yielding a `bundling' eect.This issue is of central interest in Part II of the present thesis. Thus, PolishImpersonal Passive (discussed in chapter 3) will turn out to involve an evenhigher functional projection, where the external argument has to be merged.Salishan languages, on the other hand, use the distinction between dier-ent levels of argument introduction quite pervasively in the grammar andit manifests itself in dierent types of so-called `transitivizers' (cf. section3.1.4). Similarly, in chapter 5 I will present a typology of `non-bundling' con-structions involving the reexive clitic. The account of Polish crucially relieson the notion of up-squeezing, whereas Lillooet Salish simply possesses twodierent functional vocabulary items with dierent lexical specications.Under these assumptions no manipulation of the universal functional se-quence is necessary, and all cross-linguistic dierences are in fact reduced tolanguage-particular lexical accidents.
50 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.6 The status of Passive in a Voice systemIn spite of the amount of literature devoted to the notion of Passive (startingfrom Chomsky (1965), Perlmutter and Postal (1977)), there is still surpris-ingly little understanding with respect to the universal or denitional prop-erties of Passive.In the early generative theory (Chomsky (1965)) for instance, Passive wasviewed as a transformation deriving an output sentence (97b) from an inputsentence (97a):(97) a. Mary killed the chicken.b. The chicken was killed.c. NP1 V NP2 → NP2 AUX V+EN by NP1As the research progressed, however, it turned out that most of the proper-ties displayed by the structural description in (97c) are in fact not shared byconstructions which were labelled `Passive' in other languages. Consider thefollowing diagnostics, taken by at least some researchers as denitional: Passive applies to transitive verbs only. This is most obviously not truecross-linguistically, and in fact has formed a criterion for distinguishingbetween Personal and Impersonal Passives. (98) is an illustration ofthe latter from German and Finnish.(98) a. Esit wurdewas getanzt.danced German`There was dancing.'b. Illa-llaevening-ADESS laule-ttiin.sing-PASS.PAST Finnish`In the evening it was sung.'(Manninen and Nelson, 2004:(29b)) Passive involves `suppression'/`absorption' of ACC Case. This way offormulating the eect of the operation is especially problematic in abottom-up derivation, since it is not clear how `suppression' is to beexecuted. More updated accounts might propose certain deciency offunctional heads (cf. e.g. ν with the feature [passive] in Manninenand Nelson (2004)), but this kind of solution amounts to restating theproblem as far as I can see. More importantly, however, ACC Case`absorption' is also not borne out cross-linguistically, as shown in (99)for Polish and Finnish:
1.6. THE STATUS OF PASSIVE IN A VOICE SYSTEM 51(99) a. Zastrzelo-noshoot-PASS go.himACC Polish`He was killed.'b. Häne-ts/he-ACC murha-ttiin.31murder-PASS.PAST Finnish`S/he was murdered.' (Manninen and Nelson, 2004:(52b)) Promotion of the object to the Subject position. This property isin Principles and Parameters theory related to the previous one andstems from the Case Filter. Since the DP in the object position cannotreceive Case, it needs to raise to Spec,IP to be assigned NOM. Since itis closely related to ACC `suppression', it also does not hold universally(cf. (99)). Passive reduces valency of the predicate. This property has actuallytwo possible interpretations, which I will call (i) absolute valency reduc-tion, and (ii) phonological valency reduction. The former is a stricterrequirement in the sense that the verb `loses' its argument in a syn-tactic, as well as phonological sense when compared with its activeequivalent. That means that the surface Subject (instead of impliedAgent) serves for the purposes of reexive binding, control of adjunctclauses, etc. I illustrate with Polish Periphrastic Passive:(100) a. MariaiMariaNOM zostaªabecame skªóco-n-aquarrel-PASS-f zewith swoimiire.poss dzie¢mi.children`Maria has been made to quarrel with her children.'b. Wraca-j¡creturn-pres.prt doto domu,home, MariaMaria zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f zaczepio-n-a.accost-PASS-f`Returning home, Maria has been accosted.'`Absolute valency reduction' is not a universal property of Passives, asshown in (101) for Polish, where it is the implied Agent that binds thereexive in (101a), controls the Subject of the depictive predicate in(101b), and controls into an adjunct clause in (101c):(101) a. Kocha-nolove-PASS swojeposs.re »onywivesACC Polish`People loved their wives.'31An interesting quirk of Finnish, which will play a role in chapter 5 is that only pronounsand Partitive DPs retain their objective Case (i.e. ACC or PART). Cf. also section 1.7for the relevant discussion.
52 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONb. Opala-nosunbathe-PASS si¦re nagim.naked3sg.m.INSTR`Someone was sunbathing naked.'c. Wracaj-¡creturn-pres.prt doto domu,home palo-nosmoke-PASS papierosy.cigarettes`People were smoking cigarettes when returning home.'This set of facts is what leads Blevins (2003) to conclude that there isa dierence between Passivization and Impersonalization, where onlythe former reduces valency. In the present work, I will concur withthis conclusion, and try to derive the dierence between the two fromdierent structural congurations.A worse problem, however, is that even the less restrictive `phonologicalvalency reduction' does not seem to be true of all the constructionsthat have been labelled PASSIVE. I illustrate with Japanese AdversityPassive in (102)32:(102) Japanesea. Taroo-gaTaro-NOM Hanako-niHanako-DAT shinkoushuukyoo-onew.religion-ACChajime-rare-ta.begin-PASS-PAST`Taro was adversely aected by Hanako starting a newreligion.' (Pylkkänen, 2002:(114))We see in (102) that the Passive morphology in fact adds an adverselyaected argument, instead of suppressing the Agent. Passive attaches to verbs that have an external argument only. InP&P accounts this is sometimes taken as owing from the fact thatthe Passive morpheme -en is itself an argument and receives an exter-nal Θ-role, as well as is assigned Case (cf. particularly Jaeggli (1986),Baker (1988), and Baker et al. (1989), where however this is taken as aparameter). In Relational Grammar accounts (e.g. Perlmutter (1978))Passives of unaccusatives are excluded by 1-Advancement Exclusive-ness Law (cf. section 3.2.1 for more discussion). Even this purportedfeature of Passive-like constructions does not seem to be universal. Iillustrate with Finnish:32One might ask at this point why is the construction under discussion even calledPASSIVE. The reasons are most probably always related to the polysemous nature of therelevant morphology, i.e. the fact that the morpheme is also used in a more prototypicalPASSIVE construction. This situation follows from the present system, as argued inchapter 4.
1.6. THE STATUS OF PASSIVE IN A VOICE SYSTEM 53(103) Finnisha. Soda-ssawar-INESS kuol-tiindie-PASS.PAST isänmaa-nfatherland-GEN puolesta.behalf.PART`In the war it was died on behalf of the fatherland.'(Manninen and Nelson, 2004:(21a)) The Agent in the Passive is expressed as an oblique by-phrase. Asnoted by Collins (2004), this is in fact quite a serious drawback of thetraditional P&P account of Passives, since the external argument of Ac-tive sentences is generated in a very dierent place in the structure (inSpec,IP or Spec,νP, the latter embracing the VP-internal Subject Hy-pothesis) than the same argument in the Passive (i.e. as a PP adjunctto VP). Quite apart from this theoretical problem, only some varietiesof Passives allow by-phrases, as illustrated for Norwegian Personal andImpersonal Passives in (104a) and (104b) respectively33:(104) Norwegiana. Dennethis bokabook.the blebecomepst lestreadprt avby mangemany mennesker.people`This book was read by many people.'b. Detit blebecomepst dansetdanceprt (*av(by mangemany mennesker).people)`There was dancing by many people.'This fact can actually be interpreted in two dramatically dierent ways,i.e. depending on the assumptions about the by-phrase, its availabilitycan be taken as documenting either the presence or the absence ofinternal argument. If a by-phrase is taken as some sort of doublingphrase parasitic on the presence of the external argument, then itsunavailability testies to the total suppression of the external argument(as e.g. in Engdahl (to appear)). If, however, the by-phrase in factis an external argument, then we expect mutual exclusion situationand in this case the unavailability of the by-phrase will indicate thatthe external argument is present in some ways34. In what follows Iwill adopt the latter assumption due to a particular way of conceivingof the relation between the Nominative external argument and theInstrumental adjunct (cf. section 1.7).33Although for some speakers there is a marginal possibility of a by-phrase in Imper-sonal Passive, there exists at least a group of speakers for whom it is totally out (TaraldTaraldsen, p.c.).34Obviously, this reasoning will only hold for the comparison of Agreeing Passive andImpersonal Passive, but not for true unaccusative structures, where neither an externalargument nor any causing subevent is present.
54 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThus, we see from the above overview that there seems in actuality to be nocommon denominator for all the constructions that have been labelled `Pas-sive' cross-linguistically, maybe with the exception of `some morphologicalmarking' on the verb. In that situation, the very label `Passive' seems tobe contentless, and should either be dispensed with or restricted to a veryspecic subset of contructions mentioned above.Following the analysis of Norwegian get-passives, as well as Japanese Ad-versity Passives in Taraldsen (2003) and Taraldsen (2004), I will argue inchapter 4 for a decompositional analysis of constructions involving `passive'morphology, where the typology of various constructions arises by `aborting'the universal functional sequence by means of Event Separators at dierentlevels. Thus, the constructions under discussion (Polish Periphrastic and Im-personal Passive, as well as uncontroversial nominalization) will be argued tobe `underdeveloped' actives. The mechanics of the analysis will crucially in-volve lavish insertion dened in section 1.2, where the spell-out of the EventSeparator (traditionally called `participial morphology') will be up-squeezedby the Theme (i.e. conjugation class sux). It will also be observed that thelevel at which Event closure occurs correlates with the semantic restrictionson the external argument. Hence, for instance, the usual animate or humanrequirement on the implied Subjects of Impersonal Passives (cf. Siewierska(1984), Manninen and Nelson (2004)). This issue is directly related to thenominal functional sequence, to which I turn in the next section.1.7 PeelingAn issue of considerable import in the present work is the semantic interpre-tation of certain arguments in particular constructions. In the course of thediscussion I will try to answer the question relating to obligatory animacyor humanness of particular arguments in certain varieties of participial andreexive constructions, as contrasted with the lack of such interpretationalrestrictions in other participial/reexive constructions.For that purpose I would like to make use of the recent attempts to drawa parallel between the verbal and the nominal functional hierarchies (start-ing with Pollock (1989) and Abney (1987) respectively). One such attempt,which I would like to build on, is Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) (henceforth,C&S), Starke (2001) and subsequent work. C&S observe a series of syntac-tic, semantic and phonological asymmetries within the pronominal system.These asymmetries are the basis for the division into three types of pro-nouns: strong pronouns, weak pronouns, and clitics. E.g., in the syntacticrealm, strong pronouns on the one hand, and weak and clitic pronouns onthe other, behave dierently distributionally. Whereas the former can occurin a low so-called Θ-position, weak and clitic pronouns must occur higher, inthe Specier of a functional projection. Furthermore, only strong pronouns
1.7. PEELING 55can be coordinated and modied by certain types of modiers. Strong pro-nouns can only refer to [+human] entities.On the semantic plane, decient pronouns are incapable of bearing their ownrange restriction. Therefore, they are either rangeless (e.g. when they occuras expletives, in impersonals, or nonreferential datives) or else they acquirea range-restriction from a discourse antecedent. From a phonological pointof view, only decient elements can restructure, i.e. form a single prosodicunit with an adjecent lexical item.C&S also observe that the decient characteristics of weak pronouns are aproper subset of the decient characteristics of clitics. Therefore, they ar-gue, the trigger for the deciency of weak pronouns must be shared by clitics.Building on the morphological fact that strong pronouns very often seem tocontain the morphology of decient pronouns (e.g. Italian a loro = a +loro), they propose that the `dummy marker' a in fact realizes a functionalprojection in the nominal functional sequence. From that perspective thestructural deciency of weak elements is taken to entail lack of a set of func-tional heads. Building on the analogy to verbal functional sequence, for thecase of a, C&S take the relevant projection to be the equivalent of C0 in thenominal system:(105) a. [CV P that {±wh} [IV P {φ} [...[VP ]]]]b. [XNP of/a {±range,±human} [YNP {φ} [...[NP ]]]]Strong pronouns have both XP and YP, whereas weak pronouns lack theformer. Now, since the presence of X0 is associated with a referential index,it follows that strong pronouns must always have a range. The necessary[+human] reference of strong pronouns, on the other hand is taken to bea default range of a natural language. Strong pronouns are claimed to befacing a contradictory situation: on the one hand they must contain a rangedue to the presence of XP; on the other hand, they are associated witha dummy noun which does not provide a range-specication. The way toresolve the tension, C&S argue, is to resort to default human specication. Inthe present work I will not, however, endorse that way of explaining humanrestriction, noting only that C&S are still forced to assume a stipulation tothe eect that Spanish `dummy marker' a, as well as Romanian pe have tobe specied in the lexicon as [+human] morphological exponents of C0, andthe noun needs to agree with this feature. Instead, I will suggest that thesemantic features creating an implicational hierarchy, as in (106) (cf. alsoSilverstein (1976)) correspond to the functional sequence in nominals35:35Admittedly, the human denotation of strong pronouns when compared with lack ofsuch a restriction with decient pronouns is somewhat harder to account for in the presentsystem since the implicational hierarchy in (106) in fact entails that the feature [pronoun]is lower than the feature [human] in the nominal fseq . Thus, one would expect all pro-nouns, including weak pronouns and clitics, to also display the feature [+human]. More
56 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(106) ±DP > ±animate > ±human > ±pronoun > ±participant (i.e.1,2person)The most specic elements (i.e. 1,2 person pronouns) have the most impov-erished structure. Now, the question arises why these structurally decientelements should necessarily occupy a derived position in the (Specier ofsome) functional projection. C&S's answer to this is (107):(107) Features missing in a decient structure must be recoverable at alllevels of representation.Thus, since all noun phrases need to be associated with case-features, theyneed to undergo movement allowing them to be associated with the relevantfunctional projection containing case-features.In the later work of Starke (e.g. Starke (2001) and subsequent oral presen-tations), this requirement goes under the rubric of `peeling' and is extendedto full DPs, apart from pronouns. Under his assumptions, the DP `is born'in an oblique shape and `peels' o its functional layers when moving throughparticular positions in a verbal fseq. I will assume that dierent levels ofstructural deciency correspond to dierent degrees of obliqueness. How-ever, I will not assume that Case-licensing is the driving force behing themovement of arguments along the verbal fseq. Instead, I take arguments toposses uninterpretable thematic features, which need to be checked againstspecic functional projections, in accordance with Greed (Chomsky (1995b)),and the particular Cases that arise from these movements to be epiphenom-enal in nature. Thus, normally a DP in the Numeration has just one unin-terpretable Θ-role, but since Θ-Criterion has beed rejected in section 1.3, itwill turn out that there can be as many as four uninterpretable thematic fea-tures, corresponding respectively to RESULTEE, UNDERGOER, AGENT,INITIATOR. The reason I assume that uninterpretable thematic featuresare located on Nouns, and not on functional projections is because we willsee cases where in spite of the presence of a certain thematic projection,and the lack of indication that the argument has moved via this projection,the derivation still coverges. Given that no uninterpretable features are al-lowed to reach the interfaces, this must indicate that Θ-features on functionalprojections are in fact interpretable. Additionally, there can be various in-terdependencies between Θ-roles: rstly, it seems that UNDERGOER andRESULTEE are always present on one and the same argument, secondly theAGENT role (which will be argued to be checked in νDIRP) might in fact bea composite role, which requires all of the relevant sub-features to be presentgenerally speaking, it does not seem that C&S's cases can ever be accounted for in termsof implicational feature hierarchy, no matter which order of features is postulated, sincealthough structurally weak pronouns are a subset of strong pronouns, no implication forthe feature [+human] holds. Since in the present work I deal with a dierent set of cases,I leave this issue for future research.
1.7. PEELING 57on the same argument. These will be the features that are checked in thelight verb system. Finally, there might also be general restrictions on thenumber of roles checked by one argument (cf. chapter 3 where I argue thatcombining internal and external Θ-role on a DP requires the presence of thereexive clitic in the Numeration).Furthermore, the concept of lavish insertion will also be invoked within thenominal fseq. Thus, e.g. a DP in a da-phrase occurring e.g. in Italian Passivemight be structurally represented as in (108), contrasting with the DativeCausee marked by the `dummy marker' a:(108) a. [Fn da [NP ]]b. [Fn−3 a [NP ]](108b) is decient in the sense that Fn, Fn−1, Fn−2 are missing. This is,again, stemming from the lexical specication of the relevant oblique mark-ers. The lavish insertion of the markers opens the possibility of two dimen-sions of cross-linguistic variation:(i) the terminological one: due to lavish insertion what is called DATIVE ina language X might not necessarily have the analysis identical to (108b) ina language Y (e.g. if the label DATIVE is used in this language for the itemspelling out up to (and including) Fn−2);(ii) the distributional one: due to the exibility in insertion (i.e. up- anddown-squeezing) an item x in a language X might be used in a dierentrange of constructions than an item y (with an overlapping lexical specica-tion) in a language Y. This is because their up- or down-squeezing potentialmight be dierently lexically specied, even if the full lexical specicationsare identical. A similar conclusion is reached for non-Nominative subjects inMahajan (2004).Coming back to (108), in a certain sense the account is similar to the onein Collins (2004), where the Agent in the Passive is merged in exactly thesame position that it is merged in the active sentence, i.e. Spec,νNEUTP -the rst of the light verb hierarchy36. The dierence between the active andthe passive would then consist in the fact that in the latter construction theexternal argument stays low in the verbal fseq, whereas in the former it peelsits higher layers by moving through dierent projections in the verbal fseqto end up nally in the NOMINATIVE Case. From this perspective it isinteresting that Nominative seems to be morphologically most unmarked inthe sense that in very many languages it displays no morphological markeroutside the nominal root/stem. In other words, the proposal relating to the36Yet, dierently from Collins, I do not assume that the marker by is the head of VoiceP,but rather a subsequence of nominal fseq . There are numerous other dierences betweenCollins's and my account, which however do not directly concern the issue under discussion(cf. section 4.1.3 for more on the dierences.).
58 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONnominal fseq is that morphological cases are embedded one in the other. Inthe present thesis, I will try to answer the question which particular projec-tions in the verbal fseq correspond to which ones in the nominal one.One remaining question is what happens to the nominal peels left by a DPin the course of its movement to a higher position? Let us consider an exem-plary derivation. Suppose that the Numeration contains an Event Separator-n/t- and a root selecting high Thematic vowel labelled here THhigh, as in(109)37:(109) {DPINSTR, DP2, -n-, √ + THhigh}Since -n- and THhigh have overlapping lexical specications (cf. (49) and(59) in section 1.2), dierent squeezing possibilities are tried out. Let usconcentrate on one of the converging derivations, e.g. where the Theme isinserted to ll up until νn+3P (in other words it undergoes optional down-squeezing) and the Event Separator merges on top of it, to ll up all theremaining light verbs, including init P.(110) -n- νn+3PF2PF1PNP νn+2PF3 νn+1PF4 νnPF5aBefore, however, lexical insertion takes place, DPINSTR is attracted to νnPin virtue of having a matching feature38. Subsequently, a subextraction ofthe nominal sequence [F4 ...[NP]] to Spec, νn+1P takes place, followed byanother subextraction, this time of [F3 ...[NP]] to Spec,νn+2P. Note thatsubextractions need to be subsequent in order to check all uninterpretablefeatures on the light verb projections at the end of the day. Finally, when[F2 ...[NP]] is merged in Spec,νn+3P, Themehigh is inserted and the DP hasto nd itself at the edge of the dynamic phase at this stage in the derivation.Further merger operations involve negative values of light verbs. Therefore,the DP will have no reason to move to higher speciers. What then about thespell out of the nominal layers? The marker inserted in the relevant Speciermust be a, and not da due to the constraint on insertion in (57), section1.2 to the eect that lavish insertion can only apply to contonuous heads.37I abstract away here from the issue relating to the Auxiliary.38In subsequent chapters I will readjust the subscripting on verbal and nominal projec-tions in order to make feature-matching more conspicuous.
1.7. PEELING 59Furthermore, in principle one might imagine that da might compromise itslexical specication by [Fn, Fn−1, Fn−2]. This situation will be blocked bythe Elsewhere Condition (EC, cf. Kiparsky (1973)). The essence of the ECis that, when the same representation could in principle undergo either oftwo rules which have conicting eects and are related such that one is moregeneral and the other more specic (being applicable only to a proper subsetof the forms potentially aected by the other), then it is only the specicrule that can apply, thereby disjoining (pre-empting) the conicting generalrule. Since a is the spell out of a subset of structures spelled out by da, thiswill be selected for insertion. What, however, of the remaining Speciers? Ifthere is no item specialized to spell out the relevant nominal shell, this shellwill remain nonovert. In principle, however, we could imagine a languagethat possesses such an item specialized to spell out one of the relevant shells.Consider a situation where two items are involved, e.g. as in (111):(111) F3x F2F1NPyIf a language displays such two lexical items, it is in principle possible for itto have a construction where the derivation is `aborted' by an ES just after
νn+1P. F2P is attracted to Spec,νn+1P and the marker y is inserted. Apartfrom that, however, x can also be inserted in Spec, νnP since no compromiseto the lexical specication needs to be involved. Pending evidence to thecontrary, I will assume that this situation is in principle possible, although ithas to be observed that it must be quite rare due to the fact that it requirestwo lexical coincidences: (i) two lexical items with appropriate specicationand (ii) Event Separator displaying a specication that would allow `abor-tion' at the relevant level. It might be the case that the scenario in (111)results in the presence of an argument embedded in a PP and bearing acertain oblique case (where the former is a morphological manifestation ofF3 shell, and the latter F2P).(112) νn+1PF2PFnPNP νnPF1PF2P
60 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONAlternatively, one might follow Starke (2001) and assume the collapse ofSpeciers and heads. Then all the nominal peels would in fact be lexicalizedby the Theme. I will continue to use the more traditional phrase structurethroughout the dissertation, but it should be kept in mind that nothingsignicant will change in the analysis were the Speciers and heads to becollapsed.1.8 Overview of the thesisThis thesis is about the way certain `word markers' relate to argument struc-ture. Part I deals with theme vowels (which I refer to as Themes), Part IIwith another class of markers (labelled Event Separators). The empiricalscope of the latter includes passive and active participial morphology, aswell as nominalizing morphology. I argue that both Themes and ESs shouldbe conceived of as lavishly inserted llers of fseq, with the exibly denedupper bound for one type of conjugation class marker (i.e. Themehigh) and astrictly dened one for the other type (i.e. Themelow), and a exibly denedlower bound for ESs . Thus the exible boundaries will be movable, andin this sense will result in a typology of constructions involving the sameword markers. I start out in section 2.1 with the problem of cross-linguisticdierences of two types: (i) whether a language uses morphological means toderive an inchoative from transitive variant of causative-inchoative alterna-tion (so-called `anticausativizing' morphology) or the other way round (i.e.`causativizing morphology'); (ii) whether roots functioning as verbs are nec-essarily augmented in a language or not. In section 2.2 I udertake a casestudy in the verbal morphology of Polish. The goal of this section is to showthat what has up till now been considered purely inectional, meaninglessmorphology, and as such has constituted one of the last vestiges to be in-voked by the advocates of a strict division between morphology and syntax,does in fact interact with syntax in multiplicity of ways. The case in point isso-called `theme vowels' or conjugation class markers. The specic proposalI entertain is that there are two types of Themes, each of which spells outa dierent chunk of functional sequence on top of the root. The distinctionbetween the two thus yields a certain level of split intransitivity, since theTheme overtly signals the size of the structure. Furthermore, I also showhow the detailed analysis of the semantics of particular subevents set up insection 2.2 accounts for certain irregularities or restrictions within the Aspec-tual domain (specically, the formation of Secondary Imperfective), whichotherwise get swept under the carpet of `morphological aberrants'.Chapter 3 picks up two domains sensitive to the particular types of eventstructure, as decomposed in section 1.1 and signalled overtly by the con-jugation class suxes. The two domains are (i) reexively marked verbs,
1.8. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 61including reexives, anticausatives, Reexiva Tantum, and prex-inducedreexives; (ii) Impersonal Passive in Polish39. The evidence amassed in thecourse of the discussion is aimed to provide conrmation of the particularway to decompose the macro-event, as well as the role of the Themes. Insection 3.2.5 I also show that the curious properties of Polish ImpersonalPassive are not an isolated quirk. Other unrelated languages, e.g. Turkish,also seem to have the relevant construction. I also argue that the PolishImpersonal Passive -NO/TO, in spite of involving the same morphology asin the regular Passive, is in fact a case, where Polish uses the morpheme asan active (perfect) participle, similarly (though not identically) to the activeperfect participles in Germanic and Macedonian. In an attempt to derive thecurious requirement of sentience/humanness on the understood argument ofImpersonal Passive, I make an excursus in section 3.1.4 on Salishan andArawak languages in order to show that the sentience of the external argu-ment makes a dierence when it comes to (i) morphological realization of thetransitivizer (in Lillooet Salish), (ii) agreement pattern on morphologicallyderived causatives (in Tariana). This nding sets up a stage for postulatingtwo positions for the external argument: in Spec,νDIRP (for animate DPs),and in Spec,InitiatorP (for any DP).Part 2 concerns the inuence of participial morphology on the argumentstructure. In section 4.2 I return to the Polish Impersonal Passive andpropose an analysis of it that accounts for its unusual cross-linguisticallyproperty of assigning ACC Case. Since ACC Case under my assumptions isnot available within the passive participial projection, I argue that -NO/TOinvolves the case of substantial `up-squeezing' of the participial morphologyby the Theme, where the embedded Theme lls the structure up to a levelhigher than in a regular Passive, with the -n/t- morpheme ending up spellingout a subset of its lexical specication. This hypothesis draws a parallel be-tween -NO/TO and active perfect participles in other languages, and in thisway accounts also for the restricted Tense interpretation of the constructionin question40. In section 4.3 I compare three types of constructions in Polishinvolving participial morphology, and argue in a deconstructionist spirit thatthe dierences between them relate to spelling out dierent subsets of thelexical specication of the relevant morpheme. A corollary of the proposalis also a biclausal analysis of Periphrastic Passive in Polish.Chapter 5 is an investigation of so-called Out of Control (OOC) construc-tions, which I claim involve Causative structures without an Initiator. This39The terminology is somewhat confusing though: I refer to all the constructions in-volving a given clitic (si¦) as reexive-marked, purely as a mnemonic, whereas one of theuses of the clitic is referred to as `reexive' (as e.g. my¢ si¦ (`wash') ).40Note that this is incompatible with the claim in e.g. Collins (2004) or Embick (2004),where both active and passive participles are taken to involve the same structures.
62 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONis another domain where the presence of a higher light verb has not beenmasked by the usual lexicalization of the Theme. Having reviewed the cross-linguistic evidence for OOC, I undertake a case study involving Polish Da-tive reexive construction. Exploiting the idea of lavish insertion, I proposean account of OOC constructions in terms of the reexive marker being aspell-out of the relevant Causative head, namely so-called Faire Innitive(henceforth, FI) Causative. OOC will be argued to involve a lexicalizationscenario whereby the external argument is blocked to move further fromSpec, ν2P. In that sense an external argument of OOC construction willbe argued to be structurally identical to the Causee in the Faire InnitiveCausative. The discussion also bears on the status of the reexive markerwith Mediopassives, Middles and Impersonals, and builds a major parallelbetween the typology of participial morphology involving contructions onthe one hand, and reexive marker involving ones on the other.Chapter 6 concludes this work, as well as speculates on the possible exten-sions where the architecture arrived at in the course of the discussion mightbe employed.
Part IThemes
63
Chapter 2Event decomposition andconjugation classes2.1 Inter-language variation2.1.1 Dening the problemThe variation in the morphological shape of both alternants of the so-calledcausative/inchoative alternation has been an object of study for a long timenow, which resulted in a proliferation of accounts for the variation. Toillustrate the problem, let me rst show examples of causative/inchoativealternation in a strongly causativizing language, namely St'át'imcets (Lil-looet Salish) (data below from Davis (2000)). What I mean by `stronglycausativizing' is a language that regularly shows surplus morphology on tran-sitive verbs.(1) St'át'imcetsqam't `to be hit' (by thrown object) (intr.) qam't-s `to hit' (by throwing') (tr.)7us `to get thrown out' (intr.) 7us -ts `to throw out' (tr.)k'ax `to be dry, to get dry' (intr.) k'áx-an' `to dry' (tr.)xwak `to wake up, be awoken' (intr.) xwák-an' `to wake' (tr.)As shown in (1), all bare roots is St'át'imcets are intransitive. In order tobe used transitively, they must be suxed with one of the overt transitiviz-ing morphemes. The variant that is morphologically more complex is thecausative alternant.Other languages seem to display the reverse situation: from the morpho-logical point of view, it is the intransitive variant that seems to be derived.I will refer to these languages as `anticausativizing' below. Commonly thefunction of so-called `anticausative' morphology is fullled by the reexivemarker. I illustrate with Polish, but it should be borne in mind that a lot65
66 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...of languages display anticausativizing derivations, e.g. Italian, Hebrew (i.e.to the extent that the hitpael binyan can be considered `anticausativizing'),Nivkh (isolate, possibly Altaic). For a detailed survey cf. Nedjalkov (1966)and Haspelmath (1993).(2)otworzy¢ `open' (tr.) otworzy¢ si¦ `open' (intr.)gubi¢ `lose' (tr.) gubi¢ si¦ `get lost' (`intr.')gotowa¢ `boil'(tr.) gotowa¢ si¦ `boil' (intr.)miesza¢ `mix' (tr.) miesza¢ si¦ `get mixed' (intr.)On top of that, there are languages where verbs are ambitransitive (termi-nology due to Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000)) or labile ( Haspelmath's (1993)term), where inchoative and causative variants do not display any morpho-logical dierence. I illustrate with English and Tariana (North Arawak).The latter language shows an interesting quirk.(3) a. Mary broke the branch.b. The branch broke.(4) Tarianaa. duhua-neshe-FOC.A/S heku-kenatree-BRANCH du-thuka,3sgf-break.TRANS, duka3sgf+arrivedu-pe-pidana3sgf-let-REM.P.REP du-kolota3sgf-meet du-ña3sgf-hitdiha-na-nukuART-VERT-TOP.NON.A/Sdhi-ni-na-nuku3sgnf+swive-TOP.ADV-CL:VERT-TOP.NON.A/S kayuso duhuashedu-ña-ka-pidana,3sgf-hit-SUB-REM.P.REP di-thuka-kha3sgnf-break.INTR-AWAY di-ruku3sgnf-falldi-a3sgnf-go diha-na-neART-CL:VERT-FOC.A/S`She broke a branch, she managed to hit (the evil spirit) on hispenis, after she did so, it (the penis) was breaking and fallingo.' (Aikhenvald, 2003:235)As is conspicuous from (4), Tariana displays head-marking in the sense ofNichols (1986). It is, however, head marking of a `split system' (cf. Dixon(1994)), where it is only the external arguments of agentive verbs (Sa inDixon's terminology) that end up cross-referenced by means of prexes onthe verb; the Theme arguments of stative or inchoative verbs do not triggercross-referencing. From this perspective it is worthwhile to point out that
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 67in the case of labile verbs as `break' in (4), the argument of the intransitivevariant is also cross-referenced on the verb, although it is interpreted as aTheme/Patient. That seems to suggest that there is at least a class of verbsthe argument of which behaves ambiguously: it acts as an Sa in certain re-spects, although it is interpreted nonagentively. On the plausible assumptionthat cross-referencing correlates with external vs internal argument distinc-tion, it seems to suggest that the argument of intransitive `break' in (4) isin a sense external. I will come back to this issue in the analysis of anti-causatives in section 3.1.In an attempt to account for this kind of cross-linguistic variation the fol-lowing classes of analyses have been proposed:1. Universally causative Lexical Semantic Representation (LSR). This isan approach exemplied by Chierchia (1989) Reinhart (1996), Rein-hart (2002), Pustejovsky (1995), Levin and Rappaport (1995), Davisand Demirdache (2000) inter alia. The main tenet of these approachesis that the intransitive variant of causative/inchoative alternation isbased on and derived from the transitive (causative) one. For example,in Reinhart (2002) the inchoative variant of the alternation is taken tobe derived by a lexical operation reducing the arity of the verbal entry,namely Expletivization (External reduction). The result of applyingthis operation to a causative verb is an unaccusative predicate. Inchapter 3 I will argue that inchoative of the anticausative type cannotbe equated with the `real unaccusatives' and that the relevant dierencehas to be represented in syntax one way or the other. This is becausecertain syntactic congurations (e.g. Impersonal Passive) are sensitiveto the relevant dierence. Some conceptual drawbacks of the univer-sally causative LSR approach were mentioned in chapter 1, section 1.1,the most serious of them being duplicating the same kind of informa-tion both in the lexicon and in syntax1. Another issue is the fact thatthe approach runs into problems with `anticausativizing' languages likeHebrew or Polish, unless totally arbitrary and language-specic mor-phological rules are posited. This is because the morphosyntactic shapeof the inchoative variant is not predictable on the basis of the form ofthe transitive variant. Conceivably, one such morphological rule wouldbe to insert a reexive clitic in Polish or to redirect a verb to the rightbinyan in Hebrew as a result of applying a certain lexical operation. InEnglish the same operation wouldn't leave any morphological traces.Such rules, however, could not be systematic, since e.g. in Polish itwould not apply to gasn¡¢ (`go out') (cf. gasi¢ (`put out')), but it wouldto zªama¢ si¦ (`break'). These rules result in envisioning morphological1Obviously, this is a fault that holds of any lexicalist approach, not only the onederiving intransitives from causatives.
68 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...component as guided by rules totally distinct from not only syntac-tic principles, but also lexicon rules. Worse still, if LSR is causativeuniversally, there is no principled reason why strongly causativizinglanguages like Salish or Tagalog (cf. Davis (2000) and Travis (2000b)respectively) should manifest a discrete causative morpheme.Nevertheless, the existence of this type of approach is signicant alsofrom my perspective since it builds on some kind of intuition that atleast a part of alternating causative/inchoative verbs are in a certainsense or at a certain level `caused' or `complex' events. The variousapproaches within this general current dier on the empirical domainfor such an analysis. Thus, e.g. Chierchia (1989) and Reinhart (1996)and subsequent work extend this type of analysis to all verbs with thesole argument interpreted as undergoing some change, including thenon-alternating ones. Levin and Rappaport (1995), on the other hand,present a non-homogeneous approach to change-of-state verbs, wherethe causative lexical entry is proposed only for the alternating ones,but not for non-alternating verbs of existence and appearance. In thepresent work I will concur with the latter non-homogeneous take on therelevant verbs, although the complex causative nature of anticausativeverbs will in fact be present in the syntax.At this point let us, however, consider the case where the general in-tuition about the caused nature of alternating verbs is supplementedby concrete arguments, as in Levin and Rappaport (1995). Their twomain arguments have to do with:(i) selectional restrictions on the Subject of inchoative variants;(ii) `unstable valency' of unaccusative verbs (i.e. ability to developtransitive uses), as opposed to ban on transitive uses of unergatives.Let us consider the rst argument. Levin and Rappaport (1995:85) ob-serve that the Subjects of an intransitive variant of the causative/inchoativeconstruction are in fact a subset of the objects of its transitive variant.This is illustrated in (5):(5) a. He broke his promise / the world record.b. *His promise/ *The world record broke.According to L&R, if the direction of the lexical rule was from aninchoative to a transitive, then the transitive variants in (5a) wouldbe impossible to derive due to the lack of source entries. Abstractingaway from the fact that this argument could just as well be turnedupside-down, in other words, it is not clear why the lexical binding ofcause rule (i.e. L&R's way of accounting for causative/inchoative al-ternation) should be blocked in case the verb displays a certain object,there is a more serious reason to suspect that the argument is mis-conceived. Although L&R try to demonstrate that the phenomenon
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 69is not restricted to less `literal' uses of the verbs by providing an un-grammatical, yet totally `literal' use of the verb clear in (6), Marantz(2005:(9d)) disagrees with their judgement and provides grammaticalexample in (7)2:(6) a. The waiter cleared the table.b. *The table cleared.(7) The screen quickly cleared.Similar intransitive uses of deadjectival verb `clear' are perfectly ac-ceptable in Polish, given enough context:(8) PodªogaoorNOM wy-czy±ciªapref-clear3sg.f.pst si¦re samaitself poprzezthrough ci¡gªeconstant chodzeniewalkingpoon niej.it`The oor cleared by itself through constant walking.'The grammaticality of (8) is in striking contrast to (9):(9) *RekordrecordNOM ±wiataworldGEN samitself si¦re pobiªbreak3sg.m.pst poprzezthrough miesi¡cemonthsci¦»kichhardGEN.pl ¢wicze«.exercisesGENintended: `The world record broke by itself through months ofhard excercises.'This contrast seems to indicate that the relevant restriction does con-cern idiomatic uses of verbs. If, on the other hand, the idiom cong-uration is destroyed when the object moves out of the VP, then theungrammaticality of (5b) is explained3. As my analysis of anticausativeverbs will involve movement of the sole argument from the object tothe subject (thematic) position, it has the potential of accounting forthe relevant restriction. Thus, the conclusion is that L&R's argumentdoes not necessarily prove the point it was meant to prove.Turning now to the second argument originally from Chierchia (1989),i.e. the possibility to develop a transitive variant of unaccusative verbs,as opposed to the lack of such an option with unergatives (cf. (10) vs2In Marantz (2005) the dierence between clear (grammatical in the inchoative) andclean (ungrammatical in the inchoative) is structural in nature. Although it is clear thatcausative/inchoative alternation is not fully productive, and the reasons for this might aswell be structural, the point that concerns us here is whether the nature of the objects ofverbs that otherwise participate in the alternation inuences their grammaticality.3The reader is also referred to section 4.3.9 for more on degrees of idiom preservation.
70 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(11) respectively), it seems to me it is incompatible with the StrictLexicalist Hypothesis.(10) The pine needles were deteriorating the roof. (L&R (1995:87))(11) *I sweated/cried/laughed the child.The problem is that the online creating of the transitive variant ofthe verb that is normally used as inchoative only, e.g. deteriorate in(10), must belong to the realm of syntax, as the Lexicon is taken inlexicalist theories to be the repository of stored and unpredictable or`unruly' forms. If, however, it is created in syntax, then the innovativespeaker must have access to the lexical information about the dyadicnature if the predicate at LSR. This type of challenge for the strictencapsulation of modules will in fact arise more often, e.g. in relationto adverbial modication (cf. section 3.1). An alternative, syntactic,way to account for the contrast between (11) and (10) is the obviousfact that unergative verbs in (11) already have an external argument(and the light verb shell). Therefore, they cannot add another externalargument.I will in general attempt to use the insight of the causative approach,although not in the lexicalist framework, supplementing it with myown arguments from Polish. Yet, it is noteworthy in this context toobserve that the vast majority of accounts in question are based oneither Germanic (mainly English) or Romance data. This is, as faras I can see, a considerable drawback since in both cases alternatingverbs are in fact `anticausative' (i.e. covertly in the former, and overtlyin the latter case - cf. section 3.1 for discussion). This has givenrise to premature generalizations concerning alternating verbs in otherlanguages, which might in fact test dierently and have a dramaticallydierent structural analysis, as e.g. in strongly causativizing languages.2. universally inchoative LSR. This approach has one major advantageover the previous one. To wit, it allows compositional semantics towork in parallel with morphosyntax. Specically, since even the mostlexicalist approaches to causatives assume a complex (bieventive) se-mantic representation for accomplishments of the break type, it followsthat the semantically simpler structure should be primary with respectto the complex one. The following lexical semantic decomposition isfrom Dowty (1979):(12) a. Intransitive break[X BECOME broken]b. Transitive break[Y DO SOMETHING]CAUSE[X BECOME broken]
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 71This approach (exemplied by e.g. Pesetsky (1995) and Davis (2000))is challenged by the existence of `anticausative' systems. In otherwords, the challenge is to make additive morphology (i.e. anticausativemarkers) eectively suppress one of the events. Thus, it seems that an-ticausatives have to be excluded from the analysis. The morphologicalproblems mentioned with respect to the previous approach, emergealso here, but `on the other side', so to speak. To wit, there is no wayto predict which verbs will be augmented by the causative morpheme,and which won't (as, e.g. labile/ambitransitive verbs).3. variable LSR. The third option is to assume that the lexical semanticrepresentations of a given verb participating in the causative/inchoativealternation dier from language to language. Thus, e.g. in Salishan,strongly causativizing languages the LSR of the concept `hit' might betaken as simplex inchoative, whereas in Polish it might be thought of ascausative. This approach, as noted in Davis (2000), amounts to givingup any semantic bootstrapping in the process of language acquisition(cf. Pinker (1989)). In other words, it is impossible for a child to sussout the subcategorization frames of a given verb from its meaning, sincethere is no universal meaning (or LSR representation) for a given verb.Within a variable LSR approach it is for instance impossible to char-acterize the concept BREAK in terms of L&R's features: externallyvs internally caused. This is because, given that no evidence for thepresence of dyadic structure in the intransitive variant is available ine.g. Lillooet Salish (cf. Davis (2000)), the LSR of BREAK would haveto be as in (12a) in Lillooet Salish, but as in (12b) in English. In thiscase, however, we are simply dealing with two dierent concepts, andthe translation does not in fact reect the semantic dierences betweenthem. The cross-linguistic dierences constitute a legitimate point ofconcern, on which the variable LSR approach builds. Yet, the fact thatwithin this approach there is in fact no way to make any generaliza-tions about the semantics of particular predicates on a universal level,seems to be a serious drawback in view of the fact that the speakers arein fact able to translate concepts. What seems to be needed is iden-tifying the semantics of `BREAK' that is common to both languages,without compromising the account for the dierences between them.From here there is just one small logical step to the concept of ROOTcharacteristic of syntactic so-called neo-constructionist approaches.4. Syntactic bootstrapping. In view of the problems that the aforemen-tioned analyses must face, there arose a new strand of research (e.g.Marantz (1997), Marantz (2003), Borer (2005), Ramchand (2003)), themain tenet of which is constructionist in spirit. Under the syntacticbootstrapping hypothesis the argument structure of a particular verb
72 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(called also root (Marantz, 1997) or listeme (Borer, 2005)) is contin-gent on a syntactic environment a given root is embedded in. Thisapproach allows for dierent degrees of argument structure exibilityin its dierent instantiations (cf. e.g. an extremely exible system ofBorer (2005) and a more restricted one of Ramchand (2003)). Thisexibility ows from the fact that the constructionist approach doesaway with the notion of LSR. It is noteworthy that this approach is notnecessarily incompatible with the cross-linguistic variation in the lexi-calization possibilities mentioned in connection with variable LSR ap-proach. Thus, it is open for the possibility that the concept `BREAK' isnot always merged in identical syntactic environments in all languages.Given a parallel syntax-semantics machinery, however - an assumptioninbuilt into constructionist approaches- the dierent syntactic contextsshould result in subtle meaning dierences. Thus, the grammaticallyrelevant meaning component will come from syntax, and dierent lex-icalization options will bring meaning dierences. That is the pointwhere translation might in fact be obliterating things. The root willprovide conceptual, possibly quite complex, though not grammaticallyrelevant encyclopaedic content to the structure.Summarizing the discussion of the various approaches above, let me specifythe research goals that I will strive to achieve, or the properties that an idealtheory of argument structure should eventually display. With each objectiveI will also indicate the kind of solution that will be put forward in the presentwork.1. Find a systematic and predictable way morphology relates to seman-tics, i.e. additive morphology should never take away any semanticstructure. The problem is particularly acute for anticausative morphol-ogy. I will argue that the eect of `subtracting' semantic (and syntac-tic) structure in anticausatives is in fact misleading. Anticausatives arein fact structurally complex transitive structures, and the morphologysimply allows one argument to fulll the role of both an external andinternal argument.2. Account for the cross-linguistic variation relating to morphology, aswell as syntactic diagnostics (e.g. the fact that anticasatives in Polishdo test positively for the presence of an external argument or bieventalnature, as opposed to bare root inchoatives in Salishan languages).The take on this issue will tie the dierences to the lexical accidentof a particular language. In other words, the same concept `BREAK'can be listed in the lexicon as lexicalizing the syntactic structure x in alanguage X, but a dierent structure y (e.g. a subset of x) in a languageY. Additionally, the particular `listing' will in Polish be overtly visiblein the shape of a specic conjugation class marker.
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 733. Assuming that argument structure manipulations are syntactic, nd asystematic and predictable way syntax relates to semantics, in otherwords: identify the meaning components that are contributed syntac-tically. In the present work this is manifested in the decomposition ofthe macro-event into ResultP, transitional VPBecome, and a hierarchyof light verbs.4. Find a way to account for the mutual translation potential of concepts,in spite of the morpho-syntactic divergences, i.e. extract ROOTS.5. Account for the exible nature of certain verbs, where the dierentcongurations are NOT mediated by any morphology (might in factbe treated as a subcase of 1). This relates to English alternatingcausative/inchoative verbs as well as smaller groups of verbs in otherlanguages, e.g. Tariana (4). I will suggest in section 3.1 that thesepredicates in English are in fact covert anticausatives. This should notbe taken as implying any zero morphology, but rather is keyed to theinherent potential of English verbs to be extremely exible in termsof their lexicalization possibilities (i.e. the English stem being able tospell out the projections corresponding to the reexive morphology inother languages).6. In a systematic way account for the restrictions on argument structureexibility, e.g. the fact that English arrive can never be used in a tran-sitive frame. This, again, will be taken as a language-particular lexicalaccident. Some non-alternating unaccusative verbs will simply not belisted with the Theme appropriate to spell-out the structure relevantfor the causative variant. Any diachronic or speaker-particular innova-tion in this respect will necessarily involve manipulation of the lexicalspecication of a given root. This diers from Borer's (2005) answer,where the exibility of roots with respect to the syntactic structuresthey are merged in is essentially unrestricted, with the exception ofwhat is traditionally called `achievement' verbs. The latter verbs aretaken to be idioms in the sense of being listemes with partial subcat-egorization (i.e. involving a covert locative-existential assigning rangeto an open value in AspQ). In a certain sense, I assume here thatall verbs are idioms, i.e. their lexical entries contain full specicationrelating to their argumental properties. The cases involving exibility(be it active vs passive structures, or causative vs inchoative ones) arealways manipulated by certain morphology and stem from the squeez-ing potential of certain morphemes.The problem of causativizing vs anticausativizing morphology is widely rec-ognized and has received much attention in the literature. Yet, there isanother issue related to the mapping between event-type and its morpho-logical representation that has not been addressed with enough attention so
74 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...far. The relevant distinction is that between bare roots (as in English) onthe one hand, and necessarily `augmented' roots (as in Slavic, Catalan (cf.Oltra (1999)) or Semitic (cf. Doron (1999) and Arad and Shlonsky (2001)).The only exception that I am aware of is the theory proposed in Déchaine(2003) and I turn to it now.2.1.2 Autonomous root hypothesis (Déchaine, 2003)Déchaine (2003) is an example of a theory that patterns together with theconstructionist approaches summarised in section 2.1.1. It follows Marantz(1997) and Borer (2005) in assuming that a root is a semantic constant whichrestricts the denotation of an eventuality. Thus, roots are independent fromthe νP shell. The novelty of the proposal relates to the following two tenets: the way the root merges with a syntactic conguration is reected inthe morphology; there is no uniform algorithm for lexical insertion.The rst hypothesis has the advantage of reducing morphology to syntax,and in this way dispensing with the problems of arbitrary morphological rulesmentioned in the previous section. The second hypothesis crucially diersfrom Distributed Morphology `late insertion' assumption, where insertion ofthe lexical material takes place once a phase boundary (e.g. ν) is reached.In Déchaine's system, the level at which a root is inserted into the structureis parametrized. This particular parametrization option yields four dierentsystems:(13) a. `early merge' of root into VP4 e.g. St'át'imcets/Salishb. `late merge' of root into νP e.g. English/Germanicc. `early merge' of root inside VP e.g. Modern Hebrew/Semiticd. `late merge' of root inside νP e.g. Plains Cree/AlgonquianIn the case of Semitic (13c) the root is a V-modier, whereas in Algonquian(13d) it is a predicate-modier. This is what the `inside' is supposed to standfor, i.e. the necessary presence of verbal augments.2.1.2.1 Lillooet Salish (St'át'imcets)The observation that derives the assumption in (13a) is that bare roots arepossible in Salish. This indeed seems to be the case and I have enumerated4Déchaine really writes νP in all the four cases. The reason is probably incorporatingthe inchoative avor of ν - an assumption I do not make (cf. section 1.1). I adapt theformulation for expository reasons.
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 75some in (1).Furthermore, since root insertion takes place early (at the VP level), bareroots in St'át'mcets have unaccusative syntax (cf. event decomposition insection 1.1) This is in fact the conclusion in Davis (2000). Let me adduce justone of the unaccusativity diagnostics mentioned by Davis (2000), namely dif-ferent suxing possibilities for agentive and non-agentive intransitive verbs.There are two `closely related but distinct suxes', which are in complemen-tary distribution: -al'm-@n `want to' attaching to agentive predicates, and-alm-@n `almost' attaching to non-agentive ones5. Bare roots can only takethe latter, as illustrated in (14):(14) a. tscícw-*al'm-en/-alm-en `to almost get there'b. kwís-*al'm-en/-alm-en `to almost fall'c. zúqw-*al'm-en/-alm-en `to be almost dead, dying'(Davis, 2000:25)A further point owing from the early root insertion is that transitive orunergative verbs (i.e. those that have ν-shell) need to be derived by meansof an overt transitivizer or intransitivizer. In (15) I illustrate a derivedintransitive unergative verb:(15) [k'ác-cal-ø/*-as]dry-ACT-ABS/*-ERG [ki=sts'úqwaz'-aCOLL.DET=sh=DET [s-Laura]]6NOM-Laura'Laura did some sh-drying.' (Davis and Demirdache, 2000:103)Furthermore, it is the transitivizer that is the locus of agent-orientation.Therefore, bare roots can never be passivized, and they cannot host obliqueagents, as shown in (16a). (16b) is a grammatical example of a passivizedderived causative verb.(16) a. *qam'tget.hit (l)=ta=sqáyxw=aOBL=DET=man=EXIS ta=twéww'et=aDET=boy=EXISintended:'The boy was hit by the man.'b. qám't-s-tumget.hit-CAUS-3PASS l=ta=sqáycw=aOBL=DET=man=EXIS ta=tw@w'w'@t=aDET=boy=EXIS'The boy was hit by the man.' (Davis, 2000:23)5It is interesting that derived reexive verbs in Lillooet also take only -al'm-@n `wantto', and in this respect pattern with unergatives (cf. Davis (2000)). The same conclusioncan be drawn for reexive verbs in Polish - cf. section 3.1.6ACT stands for Active intransitivizer - cf. Davis and Demirdache (2000).
76 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...Thus, all of the diagnostics seem to suggest that bare roots in Salish are un-accusative - the property responsible for the strongly causativizing characterof the language.2.1.2.2 EnglishI turn now to the case in (13b), namely the Germanic situation, where,according to Déchaine, the root is inserted as late as possible in a givenstructure and into a νP. Procrastinating the insertion of the root results inthe labile/ambitransitive behavior of roots illustrated in (17). If there is νshell present, the root will be inserted there. If that layer is absent, thehighest possible root insertion place is into V. This way no morphologicalextensions are needed in either variant of the causative/inchoative alterna-tion, as well as in unaccusatives (e.g. arrive, fall) and ditransitive verbs (e.g.give, send, etc.). That is because `whatever is the highest possible insertionsite determines the valency associated with root'.(17) a. Mary broke the branch.b. The branch broke.(18) a. νPDP ν'ROOT ν0 VV DP
b. VPV'ROOT V DPThe above hypothesis forces one to assume a nominalizing or adjectivizingstructure embedded under a verbalizer for cases of morphologically derivedverbs in English:(19) a. denominal transitives: origin-ate, class-ify, symbol-izeb. deadjectival transitives: wid-en, intens-ify, special-izeA corollary to this is that `deverbal verbs` are impossible in English. Thatfollows from the assumption concerning the way of inserting the root (i.e.into νP, as opposed to inside νP) . Note in this connection the eects thatthe category changing operation have on the insertion site of root: procrasti-nating root insertion does not seem to operate across the category-changingheads (in the sense of Marantz (1997)). If it did, absolutely no verbalizingmorphology of the -ate, -en, -ify, -ize type would be expected, since theROOT would have to simply wait until the whole structure is computed andthen would be inserted without any augments.
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 772.1.2.3 Modern HebrewThe third case is that of Semitic languages, where the root is merged early,but as V-modier. The empirical fact on which this assumption rests is thatbare roots are impossible in Semitic. In order to function as verbs they needto be `augmented' by means of a vocalic melody. Hebrew displays a systemof seven vocalic verbal templates (binyanim), which I illustrate in (20):(20)root binyan e.g. category gloss valencyrestrictionlmd CaCaC lamad V `learn' tr./intr.lmd ni-CCaC nilman V `was learned' non-transitiveqlp CiC(C)ec qilef V `peel' tr./intr.qlp CuC(C)ac qulaf V `was peeled' passiveqlt hi-CCic hi-qlit V `record' tr./intr.qlt hu-CCaC hu-qlat V `was recorded' passivepll hit-CaC(C)eC hit-palel V `pray' intr.(adapted from Arad and Shlonsky (2001))Déchaine (2003) mentioned two purported predictions: roots can be selected by certain event-types, resulting in the divisionof roots into aspectual classes; semantic value of a root will be contextually determined.As far as I can see, however, to the extent that the latter is a valid predictionin a totally exible and autonomous computational system given the con-structionist assumptions, the former seems to have to be stipulated ratherthan predicted unless something special is said about particular binyanim.The selection between a root and a binyan has to be a lexical idiosyncrasy,i.e. the fact that the root `qlp' selects for CiC(C)eC (and not e.g. hi-CCiC)is unpredictable as far as I can see. There is at least one binyan that seems tobe interestingly restricted to intransitive verbs (hit-CaC(C)eC). For intran-sitive verbs, however, Déchaine's system would most probably predict earlyroot insertion into V, which should give these verbs unaccusative syntax.Unfortunately, a lot of verbs in this binyan has the semantics which initiallyis hardly reconcilable with the standard unaccusativity.Incidentally, note that there is no binyan with a valency requirement oftransitivity. In that sense Hebrew binyanim system is similar to Polish con-jugation class system, where there are classes restricted to intransitive verbs,but there aren't any restricted to transitive frames. This makes Hebrew andPolish dierent from languages with causativizing morphology, which require
78 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...the presence of two arguments when the verb is causativized, e.g. Salish lan-guages, Turkish or Finnish. Causativizers of the Salish agglutinating typeneed to be made fundamentally dierent from Semitic binyanim. One evi-dence in this direction is Amharic, which has both: causativizing morphemea(s)-, as well as verbal templatic morphology. Amharic verbal templates fallinto three classes:(21) a. Type A: CäCCäCä (2nd radical geminated in the perfect only)b. Type B: CäCCäCä (2nd radical geminated throughout)c. Type C: CaCCäCäVerbs extended by the causative prex a- can occur in all three conjugationclasses:(22) a. Type A: a-däkkämä (däkkämä `be tired') Amharicb. Type B: a-bäddärä (bäddärä `borrow')c. Type C: a-massäna (massänä `become exhausted')I take the Amharic facts to crucially call for a distinction between causativeaugments (in e.g. Salishan languages) and verbalizing augments (in e.g.Amharic, Polish and Hebrew).The aforementioned root-exibility in Hebrew, on the other hand, is a wel-come result and I illustrate it in (23) with the root √sgr:(23) Hebrewtemplate example category glossCaCaC sagar V `close'hiCCiC hisgir V `extradite'hitCaC(C)eC histager V `cocoon oneself'miCCeCet misgeret N `frame'CeCeC seger N `closure'CoCCayim sograyim N `parentheses'(adapted from Arad and Shlonsky (2001))In (23) a single root can have dierent interpretations depending on thekind of verbalizer or nominalizer. The meanings are, again, unpredictable,as expected of derivations below the category dening head on not onlylexicalist, but also Marantz's 1997 assumptions (cf. also Arad (2003)).2.1.2.4 Plains CreeIn Algonquian root insertion is assumed to take place separately from andhigher than νP shell, as a predicate-modier essentially adverbial in nature.It follows then that Algonquian shares with Hebrew the ban on bare roots.More interestingly, however, the root is predicted to be:
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 79(i) aspectually neutral (where aspectual really amounts to argument struc-ture conguration (cf. Borer (2005) and van Hout (1996) in this respect));(ii) it is neutral with respect to subject or object-orientation (in contrast toSalish); agent-orientation is coded by transitivizers, whereas object orienta-tion is coded by so-called `nals';(iii) it has a stable semantic value (probably because it is inserted above
νP-shell - the domain of idiosyncratic meaning negotiation);(iv) it is recursive (due to being adjunct-like).The rst property is illustrated in (24), where separate morphemes are re-sponsible for aspectual characteristics of the structures:(24) a. kiskis-i=wremember-PROCESS=3 Plains Cree'(s)he remembers'b. kiskiso-payi=wremember-INCH=3'(s)he remembered'c. kiskiso-h-ê=wremember-TRANS-anim=3'(s)he made him/her remember'Agent-orientation manifests itself in the distinction between indirect, neutraland direct causation covarying with the distinction between animate andinanimate objects. All of these distinctions are coded on causative markers.I illustrate for direct causation only:(25)animate O inanimate O gloss-m -ht `act on x by mouth/speech'-êyim -êyiht `act on x by thought'-n -n `act on x by hand'-ihtaw -iht `act on x by hearing'Object orientation is coded by theme suxes, which are also sensitive to thetype of causation. Thus, aected inanimate objects in indirect and neutralcausation take -aw, whereas in direct causation they take -am. Animateobjects, on the other hand, are always marked by means of transitive markerê .Property (iii), i.e. the stability of the semantic contribution of the root istrivially true (cf. e.g. (24)).The recursive character of root in Algonquian (property (iv)) is illustratedin (26):
80 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(26) a. miyw-êiht-good-TRANS.by.thought.inanim Plains Cree'consider something good, be glad'b. môsko-miyw-êiht-cry-good-TRANS.by.thought.inanim'cry with joy about something' (Déchaine (2003)(51))2.1.3 Problems with Déchaine (2003)In spite of the major merit of Déchaine's approach, namely accounting forvariation among languages with respect to morphological make-up of verbsin dierent argument structure congurations, the theory has certain draw-backs. The most serious of them is treating the height and the type (i.e.adjunction vs substitution) of root insertion as a parameter. That clearlycannot be the whole story in view of the fact that many languages do notdisplay uniform verbal behaviour throughout the system. Let me illustratewith a somewhat exotic language Tawala.7Tawala (Austronesian - Papuan Tip cluster) is a head-marking languagein the sense of Nichols (1986). The subject is cross-referenced on the verb bymeans of a prex, whereas the object is marked by means of a sux. Rootsseem not to be augmented, even though a denitive claim requires furtherresearch.Now, causative verbs in Tawala display a variety of morphological shapes.Firstly, they can be morphologically underived (as in (27)). This is the casewhere the root takes Subject and Object agreement. Secondly, a great mul-tiplicity of roots (at least 50%, according to Ezard's estimation) must addone of a number of derivational prexes in order to form a transitive (i.e.causative) variant, as in (28).(27) I-hedal'-i.3sg-break-3sg Tawala'He broke it.'(28) a. I-hilage.3sg-die'He/She/It died.'b. I-li-hilage-ni.3sg-CAUS-die-3sg'He killed it.' (Ezard, 1997:268)If we assumed low root insertion for Tawala, causativized verbs like (28b)are expected, but underived verbs in (27) are not unless one hypothesizes7All the Tawala data from Ezard (1997).
2.1. INTER-LANGUAGE VARIATION 81morphological ∅ causative morpheme. This last solution, however, seems tobe conceptually undesirable since it would have to be assumed for a lot ofverbs. In view of the fact that Déchaine's system is tailored to account forthe absence vs presence of causativizing morphology in dierent languages,this move would in eect strip the theory of its merits (the reader is referredto section 1.2 for the arguments against zero morphology). Assuming laterroot insertion would account for the other part of the data only (i.e. theverbs in (27), but not in (28)).The problem has a dierent facet to it as well. To wit, there are intran-sitive verbs in Tawala, which require both suxal object agreement and pre-xal subject agreement identical in φ-features . Ezard calls them `conditionverbs'.(29) a. Koiba-histomach-3pl hi-hogo-hi.3pl-full-3pl Tawala'They are pregnant.'b. I-li-polo-ya.83sg-CAUS-pig-3sg'It became a pig.' (Ezard, 1997:63)The fact that the sole argument of the verbs in (29) has to be cross-referencedtwice on the predicate could be compared to the so-called `anticausative'morphology present e.g. in Slavic or Romance. If we take head markingmorphemes to reect agreement with specic syntactic heads, then it seemsthat the sole argument of the verbs in (29) must be travelling through boththe position of the internal argument and the position of the canonical ex-ternal argument. (29a) might be comparable to so-called Reexiva Tantum(cf. (30a) and (31a)), whereas (29b) is equivalent to inchoative variants ofthe causative-inchoative alternation (and cf. (30b) and (31b)).(30) a. inginocchiar-si (`kneel') Italianb. Ithe vetriglasses sire sonoare rotti.broken'The glasses broke.'(31) a. cheªpi¢ si¦ (`boast') Polishb. ZbyszekZbyszek si¦re ze-±win-iª.pref-pig-pst.3sg.m'Zbyszek became a pig.'(i.e. did something morally unaccept-able)Although late root insertion might still be a valid assumption for Slavicor Romance, as evidenced by the (almost absolute) lack of morphologically8-ya and -ni are dialectal forms of 3sg object agreement, as claimed in Ezard (1997).
82 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...discrete causatives, for Tawala - a strongly causativizing language - the pres-ence of some special morphology deriving intransitive variants is unexpected.What seems to be lacking is a certain typology of verbs within a languageand the criteria necessary for establishing the typology. I will argue in thenext section that for Polish the relevant factor delineating the typology isconjugation class sux.Thus, we need to assume that the type of root/stem insertion varies notonly cross-linguistically, but also within a language ( for an argument to theeect that languages form a continuum with dierent percentages of verbstaking causative or anticausative morphology see Haspelmath (1993)).
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 832.2 Intra-language variation. Themes9In this section I will argue that the existence of `anticausative' morphol-ogy in Polish is due to the fact that most of the verbal stems in Polish areforced to spell-out internally complex events. Strictly speaking, in accor-dance with the assumptions presented in chapter 1, I will argue that stemsof the anticausative-transitive alternation spell out both the Causing andthe Caused subevents (i.e. they lexicalize ν+V). This, in turn, stems fromthe fact that the verbs participating in the causative-inchoative alternationin Polish belong to certain conjugation classes which necessarily lexicalizethe ν layer. That amounts to revising Déchaine's early/late root insertionhypothesis to the eect that ROOTs (as in the English case) or stems (asin Polish) may lexicalize dierent subsequences of fseq. Thus, the purpose ofthis section is rstly to substantiate the claim that so-called theme vowels,which occur in Polish verbs and which dene conjugation classes in Polish,are instrumental in establishing how much structure a given stem spells out.This, in turn, bears on the split intransitivity diagnostics in Polish (adjecti-val participle formation and so-called -no/to- Impersonal Passive10, as wellas the obligatory presence of the `reexive' morphology in the `inchoativevariant' of causative/inchoative alternation, and in reexiva tantum). Theupshot of the analysis will be that Polish is a language with a very restrictedset of unaccusative verbs (essentially, only verbs in -ej- conjugation and in-choative -n- conjugation class). Conjugation classes seem to be signicantin other languages as well, e.g. certain types of nominalizations in BrazilianPortuguese seem to display sensitivity to the type of thematic vowel (BrunoOliveira Maroneze - p.c.). Similar correlations have also been argued to existfor Lithuanian (cf. Arkadiev (2005)) and Georgian (cf. Harris (1981)). ForHebrew, a proposal relating particular templates to a particular syntacticconguration has been made in Doron (1999), and argued against in Aradand Shlonsky (2001).2.2.1 Dening conjugation classes in PolishBefore I proceed, let me make certain reservations. The present investiga-tion is concerned with the area of grammar (i.e. lexical syntax in Hale andKeyser (2002)'s terms, or First Phase Syntax in Ramchand's 2003 terms),9The material in this chapter has been presented at CASTL Colloquium, UiTø(14.02.2004), Workshop on Argument Realization, University of Mainz (26.02.2004), andPozna« Linguistic Meeting, Adam Mickiewicz University (19.05.2004). I thank the respec-tive audiences for useful comments.10In the present work, I will only analyse Impersonal Passive constructions. Resultativeparticiple formation, as interesting as it is, will be left for future research, although itclearly correlates with types of Themes as well. The reader is referred to Cetnarowska(2000).
84 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...where numerous irregularities and idiosyncrasies are expected to happen.This is because the building blocks of this domain are listed and memorized,as opposed to created online. To begin with, the assignment of a root toa particular conjugation class is determined by historical factors. In eect,there is no way to predict which root will spell out how big a sequence inconjunction with its theme. In some cases real world knowledge might beinvolved, but not necessarily in all of them. What's more, certain conjuga-tion classes are not productive in Modern Polish. Yet, it is my belief thatthe massive tendencies displayed by conjugation classes with respect to ar-gument structure congurations, cannot be disregarded and swept under thecarpet of diachronic development since they clearly have synchronic syntac-tic consequences. Thus, most of the conjugation classes I will make strongclaims about, e.g. -i/y- conjugation class, and -ej- conjugation class, arevery productive and newly coined verbs will end up in those classes, as willbecome apparent below. Yet, the most productive class, which accommo-dates borrowings, is the -owa- class. The latter, however, does not showany interesting argument structure correlations, i.e. it is either very exiblewith respect to the size of the subsequence that it spells out, or else it is alsoa high Theme, similarly to -i/y-. Pending other strong evidence for eitherposition, I remain agnostic on the status of the -owa- and -a- conjugationclasses. Since with these classes all bets are o, they are quite uninterestingfor our purposes. It should also be borne in mind, however, that the otherclasses I refrain from making claims about are all unproductive in ModernPolish (e.g. the -e- class and the -C- class). In these cases, the decisionwith respect to which syntactic conguration we are dealing with needs tobe established on a case-by-case basis, in connection to independent testsavailable in a language.Thus, Polish verbs are characterized by the presence of certain morphologyintervening between the root and the Tense/Agreement morphemes. Thismorphology largely determines the conjugation pattern a given root belongsto. The division into conjugation classes is a controversial issue. Some tra-ditional grammars delineate three (e.g. Laskowski (1999)) or four main con-jugation classes. For instance in Laskowski (1999) the distinction into mainconjugation classes is based on the shape of person-number morphemes. Therelevant distinction is presented in 2.1 (adapted from (Laskowski, 1999:236)).
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 85Pers/Num I II II1sg -¦ -¦ -m2sg -esz -isz -sz3sg -e -i ∅1pl -emy -imy -my2pl -ecie -icie -cie3pl ¡ -¡ ∅Table 2.1: Person/Number suxesSince this division is not very informative (it really determines only a three-way distinction: -e vs -i vs ∅), Laskowski ends up having a multiplicity ofsubclasses under each conjugation class.A criterion that Laskowski uses for subdivision is morphophonological al-ternations. Thus, e.g. pisa¢ (`write') is classied as class 2a of the rstconjugation together with verbs like rwa¢ (`pluck') because the vocalic stempisa- and rwa- alternates with the consonantal shortened stem pis- and rw-in the present tense. I illustrate the Present and Past Tense paradigm forpisa¢ below: Pres 1sg pisz-¦ Pres 1pl pisz-emyPres 2sg pisz-esz Pres 2pl pisz-eciePres 3sg pisz-e Pres 3pl pisz-¡Past111sg pisa-ª-em Past 1pl pisa-l-i±myPast 2sg pisa-ª-e± Past 2pl pisa-l-i±ciePast 3sg pisa-ª Past 3pl pisa-l-iTable 2.2: Present and Past paradigm for pisa¢Under those assumptions however, it remains a mystery why two dierentstems should be operative in two dierent tenses.A similar point can be made about verbs like krzycze¢ (`shout'), which be-long to the second (main) conjugation class. They display three kinds ofvocalic alternations: e:y:a, according to Laskowski. Thus the innitive formis krzycz-e-¢ (shout-e-inf), the Present Tense form is krzycz-y (shout3sg.prs),and the Past Tense form is krzycz-a-ª (shout3sg.pst). Again, these alterna-tions are completely unpredictable when viewed from Laskowski's perspec-tive. There is also no way to defend the generalization that thematic vowelsdetermine the conjugation class, as it is dicult to decide which of the threevowels should be treated as criterial. Obviously, one might simply stipulatethat the criterion for establishing a conjugation class are forms of 3 Person11I assume for the time being that l is a past tense marker. The past forms inect forGender as well. I only provide masculine (in the sg) and virile (in the plural) forms sinceit does not aect the point.
86 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...singular and plural. Yet, this simply begs the question why it should be so.Things are dierent, however, on a theory such as Rubach (1984), wherethe exponent of the Present Tense is -e- or -i- (an assumption attributedto Moris Halle's suggestion), the choice between the two allomorphs beingconditioned phonologically (i.e. -e- is the default Present Tense, which israised to -i/y- after a front non-low vowel).This theory has the advantage of explaining cases like pisa¢. The underlyingrepresentation is really (32a), Present Tense is (32b) with the eect of Voweldeletion rule shown in (32c). Finally, Past Tense form does not present anyproblems under the assumption that Past Tense is realized by ª.(32) a. //pis-a-¢//write-a-infb. //pis-a-e//write-a-Tpresc. pisz-e-sz12write-Tpres-2sgd. //pis-a-ª//write-a-TpstSimilarly, cases like krzycze¢ (`shout') also follow under these assumptions.The underlying representation is really //krzyk-e-e-sz// (shout-Th-T-2sg13),which after the application of Raising (i.e. Present Tense e → i), FirstVelar Palatalization (i.e. k → cz ) (cf. (Rubach, 1984:112)), Vowel dele-tion (Rubach, 1984:95) (so-called `Jakobson rule') and Retraction (Rubach,1984:203) ends up as a surface form krzyczysz.For the aforementioned reasons I will base the present considerations on thedivision into conjugation classes proposed in Rubach (1984). I illustratemajor conjugation classes with several examples of each one below. -a- stems : pis-a-¢ (`write'), kaz-a-¢ (`order'), chrap-a-¢ (`snore') -e- stems : sªysz-e-¢ (`hear'), widzi-e-¢ (`see'), szumi-e-¢ (`sough'),leci-e-¢ (`y' dir. motion) -C- stems : pa±-¢ (`graze'), wle(c)-c (`drag'), umrz-e¢ (`die'), zacz-¡-¢(`begin') -owa- stems : bor-owa-¢ (`bore'), mal-owa-¢ (`paint'), chor-owa-¢ (`besick'), brak-owa-¢ (`lack')12I gloss over the eects of Iotation s → sz. The reader is referred to Rubach (1984) forthe relevant discussion.13Whenever the identity of a particular conjugation class sux is irrelevant for the pointbeing made in the text, I gloss it as `Th'.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 87 -i/y- stems : kos-i-¢ (`mow'), pal-i-¢ (`burn'), krocz-y-¢ (`step'), ±nie»-y-¢ (`snow') -aj- stems : czyt-a-¢ (`read'), gr-a-¢ (`play'), chow-a-¢ (`hide'), gniew-a-¢ (`make angry') -ej- stems : siwi-e-¢ (`get grey'), pi¦kni-e-¢ (`get beautiful'), babi-e-¢(`become eeminated') semelfactive -n- : kop-n¡-¢ (`kick once'), wark-n¡-¢ (`snap once'),mach-n¡-¢ (`wave once') inchoative -n- : marz-n¡-¢ (`freeze'), wi¦d-n¡-¢ (`wither'), sch-n¡-¢(`get dry')As previously mentioned, I will refrain from making any claims about therst three conjugation classes, noting that they are no longer productive.In these classes the decision about the event structure they contain mustbe made on a case-by-case basis, examining all the available unaccusativitydiagnostics. The fourth class (-owa-) is a very productive class and most ofthe borrowings will be assigned to it. I illustrate below:(33) a. faks-owa¢ (`to fax')b. komputeryz-owa¢ (`to computerize')c. urbaniz-owa¢ (`urbanize')d. forward-owa¢ (`to forward')This class, however, seems to be indiscriminate with respect to the argu-ment structure conguration, as evidenced by heterogeneous semantics of itsmembers, e.g. it contains stative verbs like brakowa¢ (`lack') and chorowa¢(`be sick'), as well as agentive transitive ones, e.g. borowa¢ (`bore'), budowa¢(`build').The remaining ve classes, on the other hand, show clear restrictions withrespect to the syntactic conguration the roots are embedded in, the surfacemanifestation of which are argument structure dierences.One nal point that I wish to make is that the two last suxes (i.e. semelfac-tive and inchoative) are not traditionally included in the conjugation classlistings (that is in fact the reason why conjugation class markers have oftenbeen referred to as `thematic vowels'). I will treat them parallelly to otherconjugation classes since that results in a uniform system. Furthermore, theclaim that the two suxes (the semelfactive and the inchoative) are distinctseems to me to be uncontroversial in view of the fact that (i) they clearlyhave dierent semantics; (ii) they show dierent phonological behavior inRussian: semelfactive sux is often stressed in minimal pairs, as opposed tothe inchoative one (Eugenia Romanova, p.c.); (iii) they also show dierent
88 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...argument structure correlations, as I will show in sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.6,e.g. semelfactives can be transitive whereas inchoatives cannot.2.2.2 -i/y- stems14Firstly, it has to be pointed out that a majority of verbs belonging to -i/y-conjugation class are transitive. I list examples in (34):(34) rob-i-¢ (`do, make'), otworz-y-¢ (`open'), sadz-i-¢ (`plant'),jednocz-y-¢ (`unite'), sma»-y-¢ (`fry'),marszcz-y-¢ (`wrinkle, crease'),niszcz-y-¢ (`destroy'), pal-i-¢ (`burn'), parz-y-¢ (`vaporize'),dus-i-¢ (`strangle'), kus-i-¢ (`tempt'), etc.Most of the causative Object Experiencer verbs also belong to this conjuga-tion:(35) dziw-i-¢ (`surprise'), zªo±c-i-¢ (`irritate'), martw-i-¢ (`worry'),niepoko-i-¢ (`upset'), nudz-i-¢ (`bore'), smuc-i-¢ (`sadden'), etc.Some of the verbs in this conjugation, however, seem to pose problems forthe transitivity hypothesis associated with -i/y-.(36) b¦bn-i-¢ (`drum'), dudn-i-¢ (`rumble'), dzwon-i-¢ (`ring'),szele±c-i-¢ (`rustle'), t¦tn-i-¢ (`pulsate'), tkw-i-¢ (`stick'),krocz-y-¢ (`step'), klucz-y-¢ (`wander around'), kp-i-¢ (`jest'),po±c-i-¢ (`fast'), t¦skn-i-¢ (`miss'), ±nie»-y-¢ (`snow'),seplen-i-¢ (`lisp')Note that translations of the verbs in (36) seem to correspond to verbs whichhave been declared as unergatives in other languages on the basis of language-particular tests (e.g in English *I rustle the leaves or *There rustled someleaves and *the rustled leaves).Thus it seems that verbs in -i/y- conjugation class are either transitive orunergative. Therefore, I submit that they contain ν0 and in this respect aredierent from unaccusative verbs15.Before I proceed to make a specic proposal, let me consider a group ofverbs which might potentially be taken as a counterexample. These verbsare illustrated in (37).14The allomorphy is the result of a very late and automatic phonological rule of Retrac-tion (cf. Rubach (1984)).15In several accounts of unaccusative verbs there is a light ν layer present (see e.g.Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2003), Legate (2003)), even though its semantic contentmust clearly be dierent since it does not introduce an argument. Here I assume that thislayer is absent in unaccusatives - cf. section 1.1 for discussion.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 89(37) stercz-e-¢ (`stick out'), becz-e-¢ (`bleat, cry'), brzmi-e-¢ (`sound'),siedzi-e-¢ (`sit'), le»-e-¢ (`lie'), sycz-e-¢ (`hiss'), szumi-e-¢ (`hum'),rycz-e-¢ (`roar'), dysz-e-¢ (`pant'), brz¦cz-e-¢ (`buzz'),±mierdzi-e-¢ (`stink'), dr»-e-¢ (`tremble')Although the innitive does not show the relevant thematic vowel -i/y-, thesevowels occur in the conjugated paradigm:(38) `lie': le»-¦ (1sg), le»-y-sz (2sg), le»-y (3sg), le»-y-my (1pl), etc.What is bothersome about these verbs is that their unergative semanticsis not so clear any more. E.g. so-called `position verbs' like `lie' are un-accusative in numerous languages. Yet, as has been mentioned in section2.2.1, these verbs are in fact `fake' specimens of -i/y- class since the `the-matic vowel' is really the one occurring in innitives (i.e. -e-) and the vowelsurfacing in the Present Tense paradigm is an exponent of the Present Tenseraised to -i- due to its phonological environment.Having dismissed the cases of `fake' -i/y- conjugation class stems in (37), letme now explain the details of the proposal. Specically, I propose that -i/y-is a type of word marker, which merges on top of the ROOT and spells outthe verbal functional sequence to a high level with the upper bound deter-mined by the last ν projection. The specic light verb projections will beindependently motivated in later chapters. What is crucial, however, is thatthe rst light verb projection, introducing the causing subevent, is obligato-rily spelled out. That is because semantically speaking all of the -i/y- stemsdisplay either (i) complex event properties (as in the case of transitives); or(ii) simplex activity-type event properties (as in unergatives). Higher pro-jections of the light verb system will turn out to be only optionally spelledout. Thus, the lexical entry for -i/y- is in (39):(39) -i/y-: [ R, V, νn, (νn+1 (,νn+2 (,νn+3 (,...))))]I will refer to this type of a word marker as Themehigh.One might envisage dierent hypotheses at this point. E.g. it might beposited that Themehigh is simply a morphological exponent of ν (essentiallyequating it with Causative augments) and, as in Déchaine (2003), that this
ν is modied by the ROOT. The reasons for the present version of thestory are both conceptual and empirical in nature. Firstly, treating theROOT as a V-modier as in Déchaine (2003) (i.e. the modier of the themevowel) seems to be tantamount to assuming that the theme is obligatory, butthe ROOT optional, contrary to facts. Secondly, equating the theme vowelwith causative morphemes of the Salishan type is a conclusion which seemsproblematic for languages that have both (e.g. Amharic, cf. the discussionin section 2.1.2.3). Moreover, this particular assumption would result in aprediction that the verbal structure below νP (i.e. VPBecome) should be
90 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...expressible in Polish on its own, contrary to facts. The structure for highTheme stems is presented in (40):(40) νPVPBecomeROOTTheme
highThemehigh is lavishly inserted for V+ν+R. I also assume, following Ramc-hand and Svenonius (2002), Ramchand (2003), Romanova (2007), that lexi-cal prexes are located in the PP complement of RP. As the lexical entry in(39) stands, Themes seem to be only attaching to roots. In other words, itseems that they cannot undergo up-sqeezing. This is because in the lexicalentry in (39) the lower projections (i.e. R, VBecome and νn) are obligatory16. I will argue below, however, that in some cases Themes can compromiseits lower projections, as in deadjectival verbs. I will furthermore argue insections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 that there is also Themelow spelling out only up tillVPBecome. If that is so, it is in principle possible that the low Theme willup-squeeze the high one to spell out just ν. That situation, however, neverarises. In other words, there are no roots which would take two thematic vow-els. I will look for a dierent way to exclude this scenario, allowing Themesto be up-sqeezed in general, and modyfying the lexical entry in (39) accord-ingly. It is noteworthy to observe that on a more traditional approach, whereThemehigh would be treated as an exponent of ν, there is no reason to ex-clude Themelow stems augmented by adding a Themehigh (i.e. causativized).Generally speaking then, Themes simply ll up the structure on top ofROOT. One indication that this in fact might be on the right track is thefact that the Themes are also involved in so-called adjectival passives, asshown in (41). The morphology of adjectival passive participles and even-tive/verbal passive participles is identical in Polish, but the use of Auxiliarydistinguishes the two (cf. the discussion in section 1.1). In (41) the stativenature of the participle is also guaranteed by the prexal negation on it.(41) Trawagrass jestis nadalstill nie-s-kosz-∅-on-a.neg-pref-mow-i-prt-sg.f`The grass is still unmown.'16Note that the obligatory spell out of all three projections: R,V,ν holds only withinthe given lexical entry of Themehigh: if any of these projections is merged, Theme willhave to spell them out. Yet, in general, all of these projections are optional in fseq . Thus,optionality of a projection needs to be distinguished from squeezing. To the extent thatthe latter is indicated in the lexical entry by parenthetical notation, the latter is notmarked at all.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 91Although the Themehigh is not overtly visible, it leaves traces in the shapeof an Iotated preceding consonant. In that sense it seems that participialmorphology can help lexicalization at the very low level, even before theTheme gets to spell out the eventive part of fseq (i.e. transition VPBecome).If, however, the Theme reaches VPBecome, it cannot stop there, but insteadneeds to spell out ν as well. That fact might suggest that the exibility of alexical item might have a more complex facet to it and look as in (42).(42) -i/y-: [ R (,VBecome, νn (, νn+1 (, ... )))]The spell out of certain projections might simply be contingent on the spellout of other projections: in the particular case in question, VBecome cannotbe spelled out in isolation from νn. A more detailed discussion of the down-squeezing possibilities of Themehigh will be included in chapter 4. For ourpresent purposes it is only important to bear in mind that the presence of
νn is necessary in every (eventive) use of -i/y- sux.Finally, let us return to unergatives. If VPBecome is missing, as I arguedfor unergatives in section 1.1, Themehigh is inserted for ν only (and R, ifpresent at all). I partly follow Borer (2005) in assuming that the root doesnot participate in spelling out the functional sequence in Polish. Yet, I takeit to be a language-particular phenomenon.Having presented the gist of the hypothesis, let me proceed to lay out em-pirical substantiation of the claim. Firstly, it has to be observed that the-i/y- conjugation class is very productive in the sense that a lot of so-calleddeadjectival and denominal verbs will occur in this class. In the Distribu-tive Morphology framework it is not so clear that the verbs are actuallyderived from adjectives or nouns unless there is a clear adjectival or nominalmorphology embedded under the Theme. Some of these verbs with theircorresponding adjectives or nouns are presented in (43):(43) a. cause to be A:ob-ni»-y-¢ (pref-low-Th-inf; `lower') vs nis-k-i (low-adj-m) ,o-brzydz-i-¢ (pref-ugly-Th-inf; 'render sth repugnant') vs brzyd-k-i (ugly-adj-m)od-chudz-i-¢ (pref-thin-Th-inf `cause to lose weight') vs chud-y(thin-m)czy±¢-i-¢ (clean-Th-inf; `clean') vs czyst-y (clean-m)brudz-i-¢ (dirt-Th-inf; `dirty') vs brud-n-y (dirty-adj-m)b. cause to have N:zbro-i-¢ (`cause to have armour') vs zbroja ('armour')o-granicz-y-¢ (pref-border-Th-inf: `limit') vs granica (`border')ran-i-¢ (`wound') vs rana (`wound')barw-i-¢ (`color') vs barwa (`color')







VPBecomeRPR0-liw-In (46) the morpheme traditionally conceived of as an adjectivizer is in factinserted for the lowest functional projection R0. This is also its usual spell17This fact will actually be instrumental in establishing the status of analogous predi-cates in English and Norwegian (cf. section 3.1 for discussion).
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 93out in cases where an adjective (e.g. mo»-liw-y (can-adj-3sg.m; `possible')) isnot embedded in a verbal structure. The ROOT, as is usual in Polish, doesnot participate in syntax att all. However, contrary to the proposed lexicalspecication in (42), the Theme does not spell out R0 in spite of its presencein the structure. In other words, if the Numeration contains an adjectivizerspecied lexically for R0, Theme will have to be up-sqeezed in order for thederivation to converge. That seems to suggest a slight modication to thelexical entry for Themehigh in (42):(47) -i/y-: [ (R (,VBecome, νn (, νn+1 (, ... ))))]Irrespective of the general optionality of RP, the projection in question isalso optional in the spell out of Themehigh. The entry in (47) implies in factthat none of the projections in the lexical entry of Themehigh is obligatory.Yet, there are certain mutual dependencies between projections (i.e. VBecomeimplies νn). Moreover, the higher light verb projections are also optional,but the analysis yielding this particular result is delayed until chapter 4.The question that arises, however, is what rules out the derivations wherethe Numeration contains just Themehigh with the same roots as in (44), butno adjectivizer spelling out R0. In other words, why are the verbs in (48),with no adjectivizer in their derivational history, impossible:(48) a. *u-mo»-i¢ (pref-can-Th-inf)b. *u-real-i-¢ (pref-real-Th-inf)c. *u-dom-i-¢ (pref-house-Th-inf)The other side of the same coin is: why don't the roots in (43a) participate indeadjectival derivations (e.g. *ob-nis-cz-y-¢ (pref-low-adj-Th-inf), *u-brud-n-i-¢ (pref-dirty-adj-Th-inf)). Unfortunately, that seems to be just the wayit is. In other words, it seems to be a lexical accident of Polish, in thesame sense that roots are listed with specic Themes. Thus, an entry for aroot participating in the deadjectival derivation must include the informationabout adjectivizer as well:(49) √mog + -liw- + ThhighA further question that arises and which I will not be able to answer here iswhy the prex should be necessary in the case of `deadjectival' -i/y- stems.As for suppletive comparative morphology embedded under the high Theme,I will not oer an exact explanation for it either. Under the present assump-tions, however, it is evident that the Theme in deadjectival derivations needsto take a complement that already includes whatever it is that is the com-plement of the degree head, displaying suppletive stems. It cannot, however,include the degree head itself since regular comparative degree morphologycannot be embedded under high Theme:
94 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(50) a. po-grub-i-¢ (pref-thick-Th-inf, `make thick(er)') vs *po-grub-sz-y-¢ (pref-thick-deg-Th-inf)Thus, this fact seems to suggest that the Theme in deadjectival derivationsembeds a little bit of a functional sequence instead of merging directly on topof a ROOT in (Borerian) Lexical Domain - precisely the structure suggestedfor deadjectival derivations.Finally, in the cases where the prex is not necessary, and there is no overtadjectivizer (cf. (43a)), the Theme identies ν+V (+R), as usual, and thereis no adjectivizer in the derivational history.As for unambiguously denominal verbs, they are very hard to nd. One of theexamples is a neologism coming from a famous quote from Jan Kobuszewskiin (51). Note that the productivity of the -i/y- class with neologisms is con-siderably diminished due to the fact that it is in a serious competition withthe -owa- class, which is indiscriminate with respect to argument structure.(51) atwiejeasier kijekstick ob-cien-k-owa-¢pref-thin-adj-Th-inf ni»than gohim potemlater po-grub-as-i-¢.pref-fat-n-Th-inf`It's easier to make the stick thinner that to thicker it later on.'The -i/y- stem in (51) contains a nominalizing sux -as (grubas (`a fatman')). Note that in this case the prex is obligatory, i.e. *grub-as-i¢ is animpossible form, even as a neologism. This, however, is an exception andany attempt to verbalize a nominalization by means of -i/y- Theme is unsuc-cessful. This stands in opposition to a very productive -owa- class (compare(52) and (53) in this respect) and in fact corroborates the indiscriminatenature of -owa- mentioned above.(52) a. *dom-cz-y-¢ (house-dim-Th-inf; from dom-ek (`little house'))b. *siostrz-enicz-y-¢ (sister-n-Th-inf; from siostrz-enica (`niece'))c. *»óªt-o±¢-i¢ (yellow-n-Th-inf; from »óªt-o±¢ (`yellowness'))(53) a. re»ys-er-owa-¢ (direct-or-Th-inf; `to direct')b. jaj-eczk-owa-¢ (egg-dim-Th-inf; `to ovulate')c. butel-k-owa-¢ (bottle-dim-Th-inf; `to bottle')Thus, it seems justied to conclude that the purported denominal verbs in(43b), in spite of giving the impression of being derived from nouns, in factinvolve a categoryless root and the whole fseq on top of it is lexicalized byThemehigh.Having established the derivation for deadjectival and purportedly denomi-nal verbs in (44) and (43b), I would like to come back to intransitive -i/y-stems in (36). For Ramchand, the sole argument of these verbs would prob-
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 95ably be the Subject of both νP and VP (i.e. INITIATOR-UNDERGOER,cf. section 1.1 for discussion) since for her VP is always necessarily presentand has an EPP feature. Since I have assumed, however, that VP can bemissing, I will take the derivation of these verbs to involve the Themehighidentifying only ν. These verbs can sometimes take `fake' objects. In themajority of cases these objects will take Instrumental case in Polish18:(54) a. dzwoni¢ kluczami (ring keysINSTR; `to ring with the keys')b. t¦tni¢ »yciem (pulsate lifeINSTR; `to pulsate with life')To sum up, we have three dierent structures for the verbs in -i/y- conjuga-tion class, the common denominator for all of them being the stem spellingout the functional sequence up until (and including) ν. I illustrate the deriva-tions for the three types of verbs: causative/inchoative niszcz-y-¢ (destr-Th-inf; `destroy')19, deadjectival u-mo»-liw-i-¢ (pref-can-adj-Th-inf; `makepossible'), and unergative or fake transitive t¦tn-i-¢ (puls-Th-inf; `pulsate').(55) causative/inchoative niszcz-y-¢a. [νP i/yν0 [V PBecome DP V0 ]]b. [νP i/yν0 [V PBecome DP V0 [RP tDP R0 [PP tDP P0pref ]]]](56) deadjectival u-mo»-liw-i-¢a. [νP i/yν0 [V PBecome DP V0 [RP liwtDP R0 [PP tDP P0 ]]]]b. *[νP i/yν0 [V PBecome DP V0 [RP R0-liw- [PP P0pref ]]]](57) unergative/ fake transitive t¦tn-i-¢a. [νP i/yν0 [(ApplP ) DP Appl0 ]]b. [νP i/yν0 [RP DP R0 [PP P0pref ]]]I follow Marantz (2003) in assuming that the crucial contrast is the one be-tween verbs whose constants (i.e. Ramchand's lexical encyclopaedic content)name manners and do not necessarily embed a change of state (as in (57))vs verbs whose constants name and necessarily embed a change of state (asin (55) and (56)). Verbs which name manner only (i.e. unergatives and faketransitives) can take an object introduced by low Applicative head (followingMarantz (2003)), which however is not a predication relation, as opposed toRP. Thus, in (55)[a] there are two predication relations: Causing Process in18Although, in principle ACC `fake' objects are also possible.19Note that this is dierent from English destroy, which does not participate in thecausative/inchoative alternation.
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ν and Caused change-of-state in V for the causative-inchoative. In (55)[b]and (56a) there are three predications: Causing Process in ν, caused change-of-state, and caused Resulting State in RP. Finally, (57) involves only onepredication relation instantiated by ν0.Furthermore, there are certain assumptions involved in (55)-(57) that havenot been explicated so far. Firstly, I assume that R0 always takes a PP asa complement (possibly as a subsequence of fseq). The lexical prex is thespell out of P0. That means that in unprexed (55)[a] the Theme cannotpossibly spell out R0, since the presence of RP would always be signalledovertly by the prex. This is in accordance wth the general optionality ofRP. On the other hand, whenever the Theme spells out R0 as well, theprex has to occur. In deadjectival derivations (56) the presence of RP isguaranteed due to the lexical specication of -liw-, which always spells outR0. However, a further assumption that I make is that the latter morphemespells out also P0. In order to see the underlying reasons for that particu-lar move, one has to examine the interaction between the typology of highTheme stems established in (55)-(57) and lexical prexes. For the distinctionbetween lexical (internal) and superlexical (external) prexes, the reader isreferred to Isa£enko (1960), Romanova (2003), Ramchand (2004), Svenonius(2004), di Sciullio and Slabakova (2005)). For the exposition's sake let mejust observe that lexical prexes very often contribute unpredictable mean-ing dierences, have commonly spatial semantics, and undergo SecondaryImperfectivization. Both causative/inchoative, as well as unergative verbsare allowed to take lexical prexes, as shown in (58) for the former, and (59)for the latter:(58) o-tworz-y-¢ (pref-ROOT-Th-inf; `open'), roz-ªo»-y-¢ (pref-put-Th-inf; `unfold'), wy-pal-i-¢ (pref-burn-Th-inf; `outburn')(59) roz-±nie»-y-¢ (pref-snow-Th-inf; `distribute by snowing'), prze-krocz-y-¢ (pref-step-Th-inf; `step across sth'), roz-dzwon-i-¢ si¦ (pref-ring-Th-inf re; `go into ringing')On the other hand, deadjectival verbs cannot add lexical prexes:(60) *wy-u-mo»-liw-i-¢ (pref-pref-possible-Th-inf), *roz-po-gorsz-y-¢ (pref-pref-worse-Th-inf)One obvious solution presents itself with respect to ungrammaticality of(60). One might suggest that the reason why deadjectival verbs resist takinglexical prexes is because they already have a lexical prex, i.e. u-. As thereis only one slot for a lexical prex, no other prex is allowed. Yet, there issome indication that this answer is not on the right track. Firstly, u- doesnot seem to have the spatial semantics characteristic of lexical prexes, nordoes it add idiosyncratic meaning component, as lexical prexes usually do.Secondly, there are other deadjectival verbs without any prexes, which still
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 97display the relevant restriction (see section 2.2.4 for more on these verbs):(61) a. gªod-n-ie-¢hungr-adj-Th-inf`to become hungry'b. *przy-/*pod-/*wy-/*roz-gªod-n-ie-¢pref-/pref-/pref-/pref-hungr-adj-Th-infIf, however, the adjectivizer spells out the whole subsequence starting on topof the ROOT up till RP, then it follows that no other spell out of PP can bepresent. Consequently, it is impossible to augment deadjectival derivationsby means of lexical prexes.20A further prediction related to the Theme hypothesis is that if a given rootnames a change-of-state and at the same time takes Themehigh -i/y-, thelower predication relation will never be expressible on its own. This is be-cause the stem always needs to ll up the fseq up to the level introducinga Causing subevent (and, consequently, implied external argument). Thatprediction is conrmed, as shown in (62)21:(62) a. *Drzwidoor o-tworz-y-ªy.pref-open-Th-pst.3pl.nonvirintended: `The door opened.'b. *Sukienkadress z-niszcz-y-ªa.pref-destr-Th-pst.3sg.fintended: `The dress got destroyed.'It needs to be emphasized again that the Themehigh is crucially dierent fromcausative morphemes or transitivizers in languages like Salish (cf. section2.1.2.1, but also 3.1.4). In these languages the root can always name eitherthe transition predicate, i.e. its lexical specication approximates the oneof Polish Themelow (cf. next section), or else Resulting State. The Causingsubevent can be added independently. I submit that the reason for thisdierence is that Polish does not possess an item that would spell out thestructure starting from ν. The lexical entry for such a transitivizer wouldhave to be as in (63):(63) Transitivizer X: [νn (, νn+1 (, νn+2 (,...)))]20One additional prediction stemming from the hypothesis that the Theme can spellout R0, in conjunction with the hypothesis that RP always embeds a PP is the following.In cases where the Theme is forced to spell out just R (since no other head present inits lexical specication is projected), we expect to necessarily see a lexical prex. Therelevant context involves stative adjectival participles (cf. section 4.1): all the unprexedparticiples end up interpreted eventively. At this point I only mention this predictionsince the relevant constructions will be discussed in chapter 4.21At this point I abstract away from the possibility to express an inachoative predicateadding the reexive clitic. This scenario will be analysed in section 3.1.
98 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...Turning now to unergatives/fake transitives in (57), there is no embeddedpredicate there. The only predication relation is ν. The object, if any, canbe introduced in two ways:(i) if the macro-event is augmented by RP, the DP - inner Subject of thestative predicate (i.e. RESULTEE) will be introduced in Spec,PP and movedto Spec,RP, as in (57)[b];(ii) if low Applicative head is added, a `fake' object can be introduced by thishead, in spite of not being an `inner Subject', as in (57)[a]. This situationcorresponds most probably to Ramchand's rhematic complement, where theDP further species the event, but does not contribute any subevent of itsown.The question how to distinguish between verbs that embed a predicate, andverbs whose objects are participants in an applicative relation, but not trueobjects is a subtle one. Firstly, verbs in (57) will often be intransitive andwill more easily allow object drop. Secondly, these verbs will not participatein the causative-inchoative alternation, even if transitive. This is becauseApplP, not being a predication relation, will not be expressible on its own.Thus, the usual way to derive an inchoative variant out of high Theme stemsin -i/y- is by means of the reexive marker. Yet, for the fake transitiveverbs in (57) an attempt to derive an inchoative in (64) fails. (64) can onlybe interpreted with an unspecied human agent, i.e. as a type of Passive(another use of the reexive marker - cf. chapter 5). Yet, it cannot receive aninchoative interpretation `the grass got mowed' or `the dinner got made'22.(64) a. Trawagrass kos-i-∅mow-Th-prs.3sg si¦.re'The grass is being mowed.'b. Obiaddinner rob-i-∅do-Th-prs.3sg si¦.re'Dinner is being made.'Although this prediction hinges on a particular way to conceive of inchoativevariants of causative/inchoative alternation (i.e. that they involve VPBecomeonly - a hypothesis which I reject in section 3.1), it suces for our presentpurposes. In subsequent chapters I will revise it to the eect that the reex-ive clitic present in the `inchoative' variant of caus/inch alternation is onlysensitive to the arguments bearing Θ-roles, i.e. inner Subjects. Therefore, itcannot cooccur with arguments introduced by Applicative.Having said this, let me highlight another prediction stemming from the com-parison of causative/inchoative verbs in (55) and unergative verbs in (57).22It probably would be an overstatement, however, to claim that the fake transitivestructure is the only reason why verbs do not participate in the causative/inchoativealternation. In other words, for verbs like murder or assassinate the exibility restrictionmost probably stems from a dierent source.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 99To wit, since causative/inchoative verbs are obligatorily transitive (becausetheir stems spell out complex macro-event consisting of two predication re-lations), their RP (if present) will never be able to introduce an `unselected'argument in the Specier. Or, more strictly speaking, it can introduce anargument, but this argument has to be identical in selectional requirementsto the argument in Spec,VP (i.e. Subject of Transition). This is possiblydue to the fact that there is only one ACC Case available for the object.Strictly speaking, however, one might imagine having three arguments andassigning inherent Case to one of them (say, Subject of Transition). Thatsituation never arises. In other words, Subject of Transition (if this projec-tion is present) always seems to be identied by the same DP that identiesSubject of Result, creating RESULTEE-UNDERGOER. This might well bedue to real world-knowledge. This in turn means that no change in selec-tional properties can be involved with causative/inchoative verbs when thelexical prex is added. Unergative or fake transitive verbs in (57), on theother hand, always have an option of introducing an `unselected object' bymeans of RP. Both sides of this prediction are indeed conrmed, as shown in(65) and (66). Causative/inchoative verbs in (65) might add lexical prexes,but the properties of objects are never changed.23Verbs in (66), on the otherhand, freely display unselected objects:(65) a. OknowindowNOM krzyw-i-ªotilt-Th-pst.3sg.neut si¦.re`The window was tilting.'b. MariaMaria prze-krzyw-i-ªapref-tilt-Th-pst.3sg.f okno.windowACC`Maria tilted the window aside.'c. Kamie«stoneNOM krusz-y-ªcrumble-Th-pst.3sg.m si¦.re`The stone was crumbling.'d. MarekMarek ob-krusz-y-ªpref-crumble-Th-pst.3sg.m kamie«.stoneACC`Marek crumbled the stone into pieces.'(66) a. MariaMaria sadz-i-ªaplant-Th-pst.3sg.f kwiatki.owersACC .`Maria was planting owers.'b. MariaMaria ob-sadz-i-ªapref-plant-Th-pst.3sg.f grz¡dk¦patchACC (kwiatkami).(owersINSTR)`Maria planted the patch with the owers.'23I illustrate with anticausative variants of these verbs, in order to show that the relevantverbs are alternating. This is not to be taken as `unaccusatives'. Again, the detailedanalysis of anticausatives has to be postponed until section 3.1.
100 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...c. MariaMaria mów-i-ªaspeak-Th-pst.3sg.f bzdury.rubbishACC .`Maria was talking nonsense.'d. MariaMaria ob-mów-i-ªapref-speak-Th-pst.3sg.f Marka.MarekACC`Maria talked behind Marek's back'The consequence of dierent embedding possibilities under νP is the factthat there will never be any conjugation class sux which would requireobligatory transitivity. Yet, there will be low Themes which require obliga-tory intransitivity, as we will see in section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. This is also trueof Hebrew binyanim (compare (20)). This is another feature distinguishingThemes from causative augments. The latter, when added to a verb, willrequire an embedded inner Subject (in Spec,VP), since the verb without aCausative augment is self-sucient, so it should be predicated of some Sub-ject. That, in eect, will make all causativized verbs necessarily transitive.As stated in section 1.1, I do not assume that the Cause relation is encodedon ν. In other words, there is no `causative avor' of ν. This is because,as observed by Marantz (2003), CAUSE is a relation between eventualitiesof any sort. In this sense, one can in principle derive complex embeddingswhich do not have labels in a Vendlerian system: State can cause Activity,Activity can cause State, Activity can cause Transition, etc.24From this perspective it is important to note that a lot of Object Experiencerverbs are -i/y- stems (cf. (35), repeated here as (67)):(67) dziw-i-¢ (`surprise'), zªo±c-i-¢ (`irritate'), martw-i-¢ (`worry'),niepoko-i-¢ (`upset'), nudz-i-¢ (`bore'), smuc-i-¢ (`sadden'), etc.Under current assumptions the structure of these would be identical to thestructure of causative/inchoative verbs in (55) except for the nature of thecausing subevent, which in this case would be stative25 by hypothesis.(68) Object Experiencer verbs26
νPstativeVPBecomeDP (RP)R ROOTThemehigh24Cf. also Ramchand's Principle of Event Decomposition, which, however, is cruciallyrestricted to State-Process-State sequence.25All Object Experiencer verbs allow coerced agentive readings with a greater or lesserdegree of resistance. I disregard these readings here.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 101Morphological `causativization'A further interesting point to the eect that the conjugation class sux-i/y- has some clearly denable syntactic consequences is morphologicalcausativization in Polish. There are not many morphological causatives of(what looks like) unergative verbs in Slavic. Yet, every case of morphologicalcausativization seems to require changing the conjugation class to -i/y-, asshown in (69):(69) a. sp-a-¢ (`sleep' - fake -i/y- class27),u-±p-i-¢ (`put to sleep' - true -i/y- class)b. pi-¢ (`drink' - stem in -j-),po-i-¢ (`make drink' - -i/y- class)c. pa±-¢ (`fall' inchoative -n- class)pu±c-i-¢ (`drop' -i/y- stem)If the causative transitive variants in (69) were to be derived from the in-transitive ones, that would necessarily imply that the embedded predicateis unaccusative. This is because the Theme -i- spelling out ν could onlyembed unaccusative VPBecome (i.e. on the traditional assumptions wheremorphemes are inserted into terminals). The `unaccusative' status of the in-transitive verbs in (69) is not so obvious, however, in view of the possibilityto (impersonally) passivize (69a) and (69b) (cf. also section 3.2). (70) isreturned by Google search.(70) Wat ostatni¡last nocnight spa-n-osleep-PASS-o tak»ealso naon betonieconcrete ...`Last night people slept also on the concrete...'Moreover, deriving one from the other would imply the presence of twoThemes. This is hardly detectable, but admittedly, by Jakobson's rule (cf.Jakobson (1948)) VV sequence would anyway be simplied (e.g. e + i → i).In one case, however, where the conjugation marker contains a consonant(as in inchoative -n- stems in (69c)), this consonant should not drop outin the causative, if it was to be derived from intransitive, contrary to fact.More importantly, in the present system it is not clear what the role of thetwo Themes stacked on top of each other would be, since only one (i.e. theunambiguously high Theme -i-) could fulll the role of fseq ller.Although the number of such pairs is hardly sucient to allow any seriousgeneralizing, I conclude that the pairs of verbs in (69) are unrelated one tothe other. What is crucial, however, for our present purposes, is that all of26Needless to say, whenever RP is present, PP with a lexical prex will also be present.I gloss over this detail in (68).27The exact conjugation class status of this verb is hard to establish due to morphologicalirregularities in the paradigm. However, it contains -i- in the inected paradigm and istherefore comparable to the verbs in (37).
102 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...the causative variants display the high Theme -i/y-.Motion verbsAnother domain, where the Theme -i/y- has strictly dened syntactic con-sequences is motion verbs. There is a distinction in Polish between directedmotion verbs (which have an inherent specication for direction and mayoccur with directional PPs) and non-directed verbs of motion (with no di-rection specied). The pairs are based on the same root. Interestingly, thenon-directed motion verbs end up in either -i/y- or -aj- conjugation class.At this point I only illustrate -i/y- stems, but cf. table 2.6 in section 2.2.8for the relevant -aj- stems.dir. motion class non-dir. motion class glossnie±¢ C-stem nosi¢ -i- stem `carry'wie¹¢ C-stem wozi¢ -i- stem `transport'i±¢ irreg. chodzi¢ -i stem `go/walk'Table 2.3: Motion Verbs IMotion verbs without an inherent end-point seem to be good candidates forencoding a Process. This is because their semantics entails an argumentagentively involved in the activity that does not in itself possess any cul-mination or telos (i.e. Vendlerian Activity). Therefore, Table 2.3 in eectseems to corroborate the event decomposition assumed in section 1.1 andthe analysis of the sux -i/y- as a high Theme spelling out processual ν.Furthermore, it is important to point out that non-directed motion verbstems are used whenever the Progressive reading of directed motion verbs isrequired. I.e. non-directed stems are Secondary Imperfectives (henceforth,SI) of directed motion verbs. This is shown in (71) by means of Maslov'stest, i.e. the use of historic present.(71) MariaMaria wy-chodz-i-∅pref-gonon−dir-Th-pres.3sg zfrom pokoju,room, aand tuhere nagle...suddenly...`Maria is walking out of the room and suddenly...'Although the verb in (71) does have a specied beginning point (and in thissense is a directed motion verb), its Progressive reading cannot possibly beexpressed with the directed motion stem. Instead, the high Theme -i/y-stem is used. This fact will become important in section 2.2.8. For the timebeing let me just observe that -i/y- sux seems to entail the Activity-in-progress reading in non-directed motion verbs. The fact that non-directedmotion verbs can be either transitive or intransitive makes one adopt thestructure in (57) for these verbs. This structure, however, will cause certaintheory-internal problems related to the selectional requirement of SecondaryImperfective (cf. section 2.2.8). Therefore, I suggest that this is in fact the
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 103case where we deal with the light verb that has Transitional semantics. Ilabel it νBecome:(72) transitive Directed Motion verbs
νPBecome(RP/ApplP)ThIt needs to be borne in mind, however, that for some of intransitive directedmotion verbs an unaccusative analysis (i.e. without ν-layer) is available (cf.section 2.2.3 for the discussion of the relevant structural conguration). Thismight be the case of directed motion i±¢ (`go/walk'), which is ungrammaticalin Impersonal Passive. In this sense the structure in (72) does not hold ofdirected motion verbs as a group. What is crucial for the purpose of thissection, however, is that no -i/y- conjugation marker can be involved withdirected motion verbs.Summary of resultsRecapitulating the results of this section, I have tried to show that the suf-x -i/y- dening a conjugation pattern correlates with either processual se-mantics (i.e. ACTIVITY) whenever agentive verbs are involved, or stativesemantics (as in the case of Object Experiencer verbs). Therefore, I arguedfor the analysis of -i/y- as a Themehigh specied in the lexicon as spellingout the functional sequence on top of the ROOT and up until ν. As such itrequires lavish insertion. Embedding possibilities under the Process/Statesubevent, however, are of three types (cf. (55)-(57)) and each root containsthis detailed feature specication in its lexical entry. These are equivalentsof Ramchandian categorial features, mutatis mutandis. Whenever there isan embedded predicate present (i.e. VPBecome), the root will be obligatorilytransitive (the reexive variant aside for the time being). When there is noembedded predicate, the root will simply name the manner of Activity withObjects being introduced by means of Appllow0 (or as Rhemes in Ramc-hand's terms). With deadjectival verbs, the adjectivizer will be inserted tospell out the fseq up until R0. Only then will the Theme attach spelling outits lexical specication up until ν. As a way of summary, I present the typol-ogy of verbs with their lexical entries below. (73) illustrates the possibilitiesof spell out for -i/y-. The optionality of VBecome and ν is based on the factthat high Themes occur also with stative adjectival participles (cf. section4.1 for the discussion of the relevant structures).(73) a. i/y1: [(R (,VBecome, ν))] caus/inchb. i/y2: [(R (,VBecome, νstative))] Object Experiencerc. i/y3: [(VBecome,ν)] deadjectival
104 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...d. i/y4: [(R (,ν))] unergativee. i/y5: [ Appl, ν] fake transitiveConsidering the fact that transitive verbs generally has an option of switch-ing between stative and agentive readings, i/y1 and i/y2 could in fact becollapsed. Furthermore, i/y3 specication will simply follow from the pres-ence of an adjectivizing morpheme in the lexical entry of a given root. Thus,the only remaining distinction is the one between verbs which do take `fakeobject' (i.e. spell out Appl) and those that don't. This way we are left with:(74) a. i1: [(R (,VBecome, νag/st))]b. i2: [(R (,ν))]c. i5: [ Appl, ν]These dierent possibilities of spell out stem from (i) the general optionalityof both RP and VPBecome, and (ii) the potential of the Theme to compromiseits lower boundary, i.e. to get up-sqeezed. All of them, however, are relatedto one lexical entry:(75) -i/y-: [(R (,VBecome, νag/st))]Thus, the lexical entries for particular roots will look as in (76):(76) a. causative/inchoative, e.g.√
niszcz + i1 (`destroy')b. Object Experiencer, e.g.√
smut + i1 (`sadden')c. deadjectival, e.g.√
mog + -liw- + i1 (`make possible')d. unergative, e.g.√
snieg + i2 (`snow')e. fake transitive, e.g.√
sadz + i3 (`plant')The following arguments have been adduced in favor of the Themehigh anal-ysis of -i/y- sux: transitivity of a majority of -i/y- stems; activity semantics of all the-i/y- stems (Object Experiencer verbs aside); shift of conjugation class into -i/y- in the case of semantic causatives; shift of conjugation class into -i/y- with the activity reading of motionverbs; shift of conjugation class into -i/y- to express Progressive variants (i.e.activity-in-progress) of directed motion verbs;
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 105 no inchoative Theme reading of the sole argument of intransitive -i/y-stems.Additionally, the structures presented for the three types of verbs derivedthe following facts:1. ungrammaticality of inchoative (monoevental) variants of Themehighstems in -i/y- (i.e. without reexive morphology);2. potential change of selectional requirements with respect to objectsof `fake transitive' verbs, but no such change for causative/inchoativeverbs;3. possibility to augment the macro-event by adding RP (diagnosed by thepresence of lexical prexes) with causative/inchoative and unergative/fake transitive verbs, but no such option for deadjectival verbs.One nal remark is that similar arguments could be invoked here for anotherhigh Theme, i.e. -aj-. E.g. -aj- stems usually have agentive semantics,as shown in (77). They participate in causative/inchoative alternation (cf.(78)), but dierently from -i/y- stems they are not involved in deadjectivalderivations.(77) sklad-a-¢ (`fold'), bada¢ (`examine'), gad-a-¢ (`chat'), fruw-a-¢ (`y')(78) a. PiotrPiotrNOM miesz-amix-Thpres.3sg farb¦.paintACC`Piotr is mixing the paint.'b. FarbypaintsNOM si¦re miesz-aj-¡.mix-Th-pres.3pl`The paints get mixed.'I will not present all the arguments for the Themehigh nature of -aj- stemshere for space reasons. Yet, its high status will resurface in the discussionin several places, most prominently in connection with nondirected motionverbs and Secondary Imperfective.2.2.3 Inchoative -n- stemsAs has been shown in section 2.2.2, -i/y- stems cannot be used to spell outthe structure that is usually referred to as `unaccusative' (i.e. the one lackingthe light verb layer). Thus, it is not surprising to nd that whenever thereis a need to express inchoation of the concept expressed by the -i/y- stem, ashift in conjugation class takes place. I illustrate the shift in (79):(79) a. gas-i-¢ (tr.) (`put out') - gas-n¡-¢I 28(`go out')b. o-±lep-i-¢ (tr.) (`make blind') - ±lep-n¡-¢I (`get blind')
106 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...c. gªusz-y-¢ (tr.) (`deafen') - gªuch-n¡-¢I (`get deaf')d. od-chudz-i-¢ (tr.) (`make lose weight') - chud-n¡-¢I (`lose weight')e. mroz-i-¢ (tr.) (`freeze') - marz-n¡-¢I (`get frozen')f. mocz-y-¢ (tr.) (`wet') - mok-n¡-¢I (`get wet')g. studz-i-¢ (tr.) (`cool') - styg-n¡-¢I (`get cool')Note that the redirection to a dierent conjugation class is not random, i.e.all the inchoative variants get an inchoative -n- sux. Note furthermorethat it is not the case, again, that one stem is derived from the other. Ifthe inchoative variant was derived from the causative variant, we would seetraces of palatalization on the root-nal consonants. This, however, is notthe case. Even more clearly, deriving the causative stem from the inchoativeone is excluded since no traces of a nasal consonant are detectable.The semantics of the relevant -n- stems provide an initial reason to asso-ciate the -n- sux with the low Theme lexicalizing the Transition predicate(i.e. VBecome) and possibly some lower projections. Therefore, the structurethat I propose for inchoative -n- stems is in (80):(80) VPBecomeDP (RP)Themelow ROOTNeedless to say, whenever RP is present, PP will also be projected and spelledout by the prex. Since it is the spell out of the Theme that is in question,I gloss over this issue.To spell out the hypothesis about Themelow more clearly, I assume thatthe low inchoative Theme -n- is lexically specied for spelling out a subsetof what the high Theme -i/y- spells out. With respect to the structure in(80) note rstly that inchoative -n- stems have an option of augmenting theevent by means of an RP. This is shown in (81), where the prexes are lexical(vague za- in (81a), spatial wy- in (81b) and `into pieces' roz- in (81c)):(81) a. za-styg-n¡-¢ (pref-cool-Th-inf; `solidify')b. wy-marz-n¡-¢ (pref-freeze-Th-inf; `get frozen on the outside')c. roz-mok-n¡-¢ (pref-wet-Th-inf; `soak into pieces')The potential to add a lexical prex is not open to all the -n- stems. Yet,since it might just we well be an accidental gap, I disregard this in the28In some cases the aspectual properties of the verbal complex might be dicult togure out for a non-native speaker. Therefore, where I consider it necessary, I providesuperscripted symbols I (Imperfective) and P (Perfective).
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 107structural representation. Now, inchoative -n- stems cannot augment theevent by merging a ν on top of VPBecome, because there is no lexical item inPolish that would be specied for spelling out fseq starting from ν. The onlyway to lexicalize ν is to use the Themehigh (either -i/y- or -aj-). The questionthat arises at this point is the following. Why couldn't complex macroeventsbe spelled out by both types of Themes, where Themehigh would compromiseits lower heads [R,VBecome] in favour of Themelow (i.e. inchoative -n-). Thatis never attested and I submit the reason is the mutual interaction betweenthe lexical specication of high Theme -i/y- (in (82a)) and the low inchoative-n- Theme (in (82b)).(82) a. -i/y-: [(R (,VBecome, νn, νn+1, ...))]b. -n-: [R, VBecome]Since the Themelow n- spells out up to VBecome, the Themehigh would have tocompromise VBecome. However, since the presence of VBecome is in fact tiedto the presence of the whole light verb system, this particular spell-out optionis not possible. If both VBecome and the light verb system is compromised,there will obviously be no place for the Themehigh to be inserted. Thatresults in a prediction that inchoative -n- stems can never be used in thecausative or transitive sense. This prediction is borne out, as shown in (83):(83) a. *MarekMarek o-gªuch-(n¡)29-ªpref-deaf-Th-pst.3sg.masc dziadka.grandfatherACCintended:'Marek made grandfather go deaf.'b. *MarekMarek roz-marz-(n¡)-ªpref-freeze-Th-pst.3sg.masc ko±ci.bonesACCintended:'Marek defrosted the bones into pieces.'It is crucial to point out that the structure in (80) does not automaticallyprohibit inchoative -n- stems from occurring in a transitive frame. That isbecause RP in principle has an option of introducing an 'unselected' argu-ment (i.e. Resultee in Ramchand's terminology). In actuality, however, thesituation never arises: there are no transitive uses of inchoative -n- stems.The reason for that, I submit, is the lack of objective Case. For the time be-ing, it suces to say that due to the absence of ν checking and valuing ACCCase on VP-internal arguments, transitive low Theme inchoative -n- stemswill fail to be licensed. In chapter 4, however, I will revise that assumptionto the eect that a level higher than ν has to be reached for the ACC Caseto be assigned.One more thing about inchoative -n- stems needs to be established. Theissue concerns their aspectual properties and the presence/absence of the29In some cases of inchoative -n- stems we get deletion of the nasal sux before PastTense ending -ª. The point here, however, remains unaected since the examples areungrammatical, whether with or without the sux.
108 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...processual part. Firstly, note that, when unprexed, all inchoative -n- stemsare atelic and imperfective. Atelicity is checked in (84a) with for X timeadverbial. The standard perfectivity test, on the other hand, is grammati-cality as the complement of a phasal verb (e.g. zacz¡¢ (`begin'), which holdstrue of imperfective verbs only (cf. e.g. Borik (2002) among many others formore discussion on aspectual tests):(84) a. marz-n¡-¢freeze-Th-inf póªhalf godzinyhour`freeze for half an hour'b. zacz¡¢begin marz-n¡-¢freeze-Th-inf`begin freezing'Yet, explaining the presence of the processual part requires spelling out cer-tain semantic details of these verbs (degree achievements - terminology dueto Dowty (1979)). In a sense this is unexpected since, as I argued in section1.1, the only locus of Process is in ν, and these verbs are taken not to in-volve ν shell at all. Moreover, the processual reading is incompatible withthe transitional semantics proposed for VPBecome. That is why in section2.2.5 I will undertake a detailed analysis of degree achievements (henceforth,DA), where I will argue that the presence of the process is derivative underS-summing. Thus, their semantics will be argued to involve multiplicity oftransitions, which however can exceptionally be S-summed to create a con-tinuum or process. Yet, this process is not necessary for the truth conditionsof -n- stem verbs to be satised. Process in the nonderivative sense is notavailable there and that is why Secondary Imperfectivization is not possiblewith these stems (cf. section 2.2.8).A further question is whether the structure for inchoative -n- stems in (79)should not involve an adjectivizer embedded under the low Theme. In fact,very many of these verbs seem to express adjectival concepts. Moreover,there is an adjectival sux -n- in the inventory of Polish morphemes. Thatopens up the possibility to decompose -n¡/¦- into an adjectivizer and a the-matic vowel, with the relevant structure sketched in (85):(85) [VPBecome -¡/¦- [RP -n- [ ROOT ]]]This derivation, although parallel to deadjectival high Theme verbs thatwe saw in the previous section, is however belied by two types of empiricalconsiderations. Firstly, the adjectives which are involved do not containthe -n- adjectivizer, e.g. ±lep-y (`blind'), gªuch-y (`deaf'), mokr-y (`wet').Secondly, if the adjectivizer spelled out R0, no lexical prexes should beallowed, contrary to fact:
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 109(86) a. roz-mok-n¡-¢ (pref-wet-Th-inf; `soak into pieces')b. wy-chud-n¡-¢ (pref-slim-Th-inf; `get slimmer')Therefore, I reject the deadjectival analysis for low Theme inchoative -n-stems. The conclusion from this section is that since all of the inchoative-n- stems have degree achievement semantics, it is possible to analyse thesux -n- as Themelow whose upper boundary is dened as VPBecome. Thisanalysis derives exclusively intransitive uses of -n- stems. The lexical entryfor the low Theme -n- is repeated in (87):(87) -n- (inchoative): [ R, (VBecome) ]As previously mentioned with respect to -i/y- stems, this lexical entry takesinto consideration the possibility of low Theme stems to occur in adjectivalpassives (cf. section 4.1). For this reason VBecome is optional in (87), i.e. theTheme spells out only R in the relevant construction. As usual, the generaloptionality of R is not indicated in the lexical entry. Hence, the lack ofdeadjectival inchoative -n- stems is taken to imply entry-specic obligatorynature of R.2.2.4 -ej- stems-ej- stems are in many respects similar to the inchoative -n- stems discussedin the previous section. Some of the roots which belong to the -i/y- conju-gation class when used transitively, necessarily redirect the roots to an -ej-conjugation class to express the inchoative variant of the same concept (cf.(88))30.(88) a. za-g¦±c-i-¢ (tr.) (`make thick') - g¦st-n-ie-¢ (`get thick')31b. u-pi¦ksz-y-¢ (tr.) (`beautify') - pi¦k-n-ie-¢ (`get beatiful')c. szpec-i-¢ (tr.) (`make ugly') - szpet-n-ie-¢ (`get ugly')d. gªodz-i-¢ (tr.) (`starve') - gªod-n-ie-¢ (`get hungry')e. o-gªup-i-¢ (tr.) (`make stupid') - gªup-ie-¢ (`get stupid')f. zielen-i-¢ (tr.) (`make green') - zielen-ie-¢ (`get green')g. od-mªodz-i-¢ (tr.) (`make younger') -mªod-n-ie-¢ (`get younger')h. za-grzyb-i-¢ (tr.) (`cause sth to have fungi') - grzyb-ie-¢ (`getsenile')Firstly, note that inchoative -ej- variants in many cases have overt ad-jectivizing morpheme -n-. In this respect they dier from inchoative -n-stems. Interestingly, sometimes adjectivizing morphology occurs even inspite of the fact that the adjective itself does not display the -n- morpheme.30I use the term `redirect' very loosely, i.e. no derivational relation is implied.31The i that occurs in the spelling of inchoative variants is just an orthographic way ofmarking palatalization of the preceding consonant in the context of the marker -ej-. Theglide of the relevant Theme deletes before a consonantal innitival ending.
110 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...This is the case for mªod-n-ie-¢ (`get young')(cf. adjective mªod-y (young-sg.masc)). The usual denominal adjectivizing morpheme in Polish is -i- or -j-(cf. Rubach (1984)), which is detectable in the feminine and neuter form ofthe adjective, e.g. grzyb-i-a (mushroom-adj-sg.f; `pertaining to mushrooms').Therefore, the exact parse of denominal -ej- stem grzybie¢ is hard to arriveat. This is because if there was an adjectivizer -i-, it would only be visibleas palatalization (marked orthographically as -i-) before the Theme. On theother hand, even if there was no adjectivizer, palatalization would still betriggered by the Theme -ej-, as it is for all the remaining verbs in (88).Yet, since assuming the presence of adjectivizing -i- for (88h) allows for auniform analysis of all -ej- stems, I will postulate the structure in (89) forall the -ej- stems.(89) VPBecomeDP -ej- RPtDP R0 PPP0 ROOT-n-The structure in (89) is in a sense parallel to deadjectival high Theme stemsproposed in section 2.2.2. Yet, this time the Theme spells out a smallerchunk of structure up to VPBecome and no ν shell is present. As an aside, itis noteworthy that low Theme deadjectival verbs, as opposed to Themehighdeadjectival stems, do not necessarily take a prex (cf. the contrast in (90ab)vs (90cd)).(90) a. *(u)-mo»-liw-i-¢ (pref-possible-adj-Th-inf; `make possible')b. *(po)-gorsz-y-¢ (pref-worse-Th-inf; `worsen')c. (wy)-pi¦k-n-ie-¢ ((pref)-beaut-adj-Th-inf; `get beautiful')d. (ze)-szpet-n-ie-¢ ((pref)-ugly-adj-Th-inf; `get ugly')This contrast seems to indicate that the presence of the prex does not haveanything to do with the presence of adjectivizing morphology below Theme.Rather, it seems that the presence of Causing subevent in ν is crucial for theprex, although in ways that remain a mystery to me.Let us now turn to the predictions associated with the structure in (89).Firstly, as with deadjectival high Theme stems, the adjectivizer lls thestructure up until R0. As a consequence of this fact, the -ej- stems shouldbe incompatible with lexical prexes, which originate in the PP complementto RP. This prediction is borne out, as shown in (91):
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 111(91) *przy-/pod-/wy-/roz-/prze-gªup-i-e-¢przy-/pod-/wy-/roz-/prze-stupid-adj-Th-infThe only counterexamples I can think of are:(92) a. wy-pi¦k-n-ie-¢ (wy-beaut-adj-Th-inf; `get beautiful')b. od-mªod-n-ie-¢ (od-young-adj-Th-inf; `get young back')The prexes in (92), however, might turn out not to be lexical in the end.This is because wy- does not contribute any semantics. What's more, inthe case of pi¦knie¢ no other prex can attach except for wy-. Thus, wy-in (92a) might be purely perfectivizing in nature (i.e. changing the outer-aspectual properties of the verb, but not contributing any meaning dier-ence, the reader is referred to Jablonska (2004) for the argument why purelyperfectivizing prexes are NOT located in R.). Od-, on the other hand, iscomparable to English `back' (cf. the translation of (92b)) and this particlealso in English seems to be located in the region higher than RP, e.g. it isone of the few particles that cooccurs with other particles, as in throw theball back in (cf. Svenonius (2004)).A more general prediction stemming from the hypothesis relating to adjec-tival morphology as spell out of [ R, P ] is that adjectives in general wouldbe incompatible with lexical prexes. This prediction is partly borne out, asshown in (93):(93) a. roz-zªo±c-i-¢ (pref-angr-Th-inf; `make angry') vs (*roz)-zªo±-liw-y (pref-angr-adj-3sg.m; `mean/malicious')b. wy-rzuc-i-¢ (pref-throw-Th-inf; `throw out') vs (*wy)-rzut-k-i(pref-throw-adj-3sg.m; `enterprising')c. wy-br-a-¢ (pref-take-Th-inf; `elect') vs (*wy)-bier-n-y (pref-take-adj-3sg.m; `passive')d. za-kwiec-i-¢ (pref-ower-Th-inf) vs (*za)-kwiat-ow-y (pref-ower-adj-3sg.m; `owery')Yet, in some adjectives with the relevant adjectival morphology, i.e. -liw-,-n- and -ow-, lexical prexes seem to be available:(94) a. na-pa±¢ (pref-fall; `attack') - na-past-liw-y (pref-fall-adj-3sg.m;`attacking')b. ob-woz-i-¢ (pref-transport-Th-inf; `transport around') - ob-wo¹-n-y (pref-transport-adj-3sg.m; `transportable')c. w-suw-a-¢ (pref-push-Th-inf; `push inside') - w-suw-n-y (pref-push-adj-3sg.m; `pushable inside')Note, however, that all of the above adjectives have semantics more com-plicated than the unprexed adjectives in (93). Therefore, I take the adjec-tivizers in (94) to involve a dierent spell out (higher heads than RP), the
112 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...identity of which I leave for future research32.Apart from the interaction with lexical prexes, there are further predic-tions stemming from the structure in (56). Analogously to inchoative -n-stems, -ej- stems cannot be used transitively. This is again due to the factthat there is no ν shell in these verbs. Under the quite widely accepted as-sumption that ν is instrumental in assigning ACC (see chapter 4, however,for reformulations), the ungrammaticality of transitive structures follows.It needs to be pointed out that the potential transitivity might in princi-ple be due to two sources: (i) DP1-Undergoer and DP2-Initiator, and (ii)DP1-Resultee and DP2-Undergoer. As with inchoative -n- stems, the lack ofobjective Case explanation accounts for the ungrammaticality of both. Thisis illustrated in (95):(95) a. *MarekMarek z-gªup-i-a-ªperf-stupid-adj-Thej-pst.3sg.m Mart¦.MartaACCintended:'Marek made Marta stupid.'b. *MarekMarek od-mªod-ni-a-ªpref-young-adj-Thej -pst.3sg.m Mart¦.33MartaACCintended:'Marek made Marta young.'A further interesting quirk about -ej- stems is their inability to form Sec-ondary Imperfective, as well as the ability to form so-called -l -participle(resultative adjectival participle, cf. Cetnarowska (2000), although no con-nection to conjugation classes is made there). I will investigate the formerissue in section 2.2.5 and 2.2.8, whereas the -ª- participle formation will sur-face in the discussion in chapter 4.To sum up the results of the last two sections, I have analysed both inchoa-tive -n- and -ej- suxes as a Themelow spelling out the functional sequenceup until VPBecome. This analysis accounted for their argument structureproperties, namely the fact that they are restricted to intransitive congura-tions, as well as their uniform semantics of Degree Achievements. I have alsoshown that the two dier in the sense that -ej- stems are deadjectival verbs,whereas inchoative -n- stems are not derived. The lack of lexical prexationof the former follows from this fact.32Furthermore, stative adjectival passives are predicted to allow the presence of lexicalprexes, since their R is spelled out by the Theme, and hence P0 is free to host a lexicalprex. The discussion of this point presupposes the analysis in chapter 4.33The alternation of the Theme: ej → a is caused by the context of non-palatalizedª. Cf. gªup-i-e-li (stupid-adj-Th-3pl.vir; `theyvir were getting stupid') vs gªup-i-a-ªy(stupid-adj-Th-3pl.nonvir; `theynonvir were getting stupid'). Similarly for -e- stems:krzycz-e-li (shout-Th-3pl.vir; `theyvir were shouting') vs krzycz-a-ªy (shout-Th-3pl.nonvir;`theynonvir were shouting'). Furthermore, the underlying presence of the Theme -ej- in(95) is conrmed by the palatalization eect on the preceding consonant: od-mªod-ni-a-ª.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 1132.2.5 More on degree achievementsSemantically speaking, both of the previously described groups of verbs , i.e.inchoative -n- stems and -ej- stems seem to be very similar. They are verbsof gradual change, i.e. degree achievements. As noted in the literature (cf.e.g. Dowty (1979), Bertinetto and Squartini (1995), Ramchand (1997), Hayet al. (1999)), these verbs are notoriously dicult in English to characterizein terms of telic/atelic opposition. That is because they behave ambiguouslywith respect to standard telicity tests. Firstly, they are compatible with bothin an hour and for an hour adverbials:(96) a. The soup cooled for an hour.b. The soup cooled in an hour.Secondly, in certain cases the progressive forms of DAs entail their perfectivevariants (a property taken as diagnosing atelicity), whereas in other casesthey don't:(97) a. Kim is lengthening the rope. → Kim has lengthened the rope.b. Kim is straightening the rope. 9 Kim has straightened therope.Thirdly, the adverbial almost test, which yields ambiguity in interpretationfor telic verbs (i.e. almost can either scope over the whole macro-event orelse only over the resulting state) and no such ambiguity for atelic ones, alsoyields mixed results for DAs:(98) a. The tailor almost lengthened my pants. (ambiguous)b. The teacher almost lengthened the exam. (unambiguous)This schizophrenic behaviour of DAs lead Bertinetto and Squartini (1995) toconclude that DAs are systematically ambiguous between two interpretations(A stands for the underlying adjective in (99)):(99) a. to become A-erb. to become AThe same intuition is formalized in Hay et al. (1999), where DAs are taken tointroduce a measure of the degree to which an argument of the verb changeswith respect to the gradable property of the adjectival base. I note herethat, in my view, the prominence of gradability of roots does not necessarilyimply adjectival projections in the derivational history. Thus, I conceive ofgradability as a property of roots. That assumption allows one to incorporateinchoative -n- stems into the analysis in spite of their not being deadjectivalstrictly speaking. More generally speaking, under the present assumptionsall roots combining with a Theme that spells out VBecome are gradable innature.
114 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...Thus, Hay et al. (1999) and Kennedy and Levin (2002) propose to formalizethe scalarity underlying the semantics of these verbs in terms of a scale S,which is a set of points ordered along some dimension (e.g. length, volume,duration, etc.). The points are taken to correspond to the set of real numbersbetween 0 and 1. Scales can be open or closed, depending on the lexicalsemantics of the underlying adjective. I illustrate open scale verbs in Polishin (100) and closed scale in (101):(100) a. dro»e¢ (`get (more) expensive')b. gªupie¢ (`get (more) stupid')c. marnie¢ (`get (more) miserable')(101) a. zielenie¢ (`get (more) green')b. zdrowie¢ (`get (more) healthy')c. kamienie¢ (`get (more) stony')The distinction correlates with the possibility to use scalar adverbs, e.g.an adverb zupeªnie (`totally'), which picks up the end of the scale S (cf.zupeªnie zdrowy (`totally healthy') vs *zupeªnie drogi (`totally expensive')).The measure of change corresponds to a (dierential) degree argument.(102) For any verb of gradual change V∆ with associated gradable prop-erty GV : [V P V∆ x d-much] is true of an event e i x increases inGV -ness by d-much. (Kennedy and Levin, 2002)Thus, the lexical semantics of gªupie¢ adapted from Kennedy and Levin(2002) is as in (103), where BEG and END are functions from events totimes that return an event's begining and end points respectively.(103) a. V∆ = λxλdλe.INCREASE(STUPID(x))(d)(e)b. [INCREASE(STUPID(x))(d)(e)] = 1i STUPID(x)(END(e)) = STUPID(x)(BEG(e)) + dFurther, Kennedy and Levin (2002) argue that telicity vs atelicity of DAsreally corresponds to the presence of quantized vs non-quantized d argument.Thus, in English there can be four ways of determining the value of d:1. d quantized by explicitly provided linguistic material;2. d quantized by inference from the lexical semantics of the verb and itsarguments;3. d quantized by inference from world-knowledge;4. d bound by an existential quantier.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 115The rst strategy is illustrated in (104), where the predicate cannot be inter-preted atelically once the degree is overtly specied. Therefore, for X timeadverbial diagnosing atelicity is ungrammatical in (104):(104) The icicle lengthened by 3 centimeters (*for two days).The second strategy, i.e. inference from lexical semantics is related to open vsclosed scale adjectives (cf. Hay (1998) and Kennedy and McNally (1999)).The verb based on an adjective with a maximal value cannot usually beinterpreted atelically:(105) The tub is emptying. 9 The tub has emptied.Yet, the world-knowledge (the third strategy) can sometimes override theeects of lexical semantics, as in (106), which is most saliently interpretedas an atelic verb:(106) The Amazon emptied into the Ocean.Real world-knowledge may also help assign aspectual value to the verb onits own, as in (98a), repeated here as (107):(107) The tailor almost lengthened my pants. (ambiguous)What we know about tailors, as well as about trousers having a certain limitto how much they can be lengthened helps establishing the telic interpreta-tion as one of the possible readings.Finally, if none of these factors is operative, d is bound by an existentialquantier at the level of the verbal predicate. The result is an atelic predi-cate. Although it seems that the four dierent strategies in English can bequite closely interwoven, I will argue that in Polish quantization of d vs lackthereof is in fact signalled overtly by means of prexes. In that sense, thedierence with respect to English equivalents is that no ambiguity ever arises.Note further that the truth conditions for the gradual change event, as de-ned in (103) result in the following predictions:(108) a. When d is quantized, lengthen the icicle is true only of eventswhose endpoints correspond to that point in time at which thelength of the icicle increased by d.b. When d is not quantized, lengthen the icicle is true of anyevent of icicle-lengthening.Polish DAs, when unprexed, behave as atelic in all possible respects. Towit, they are compatible with for X time adverbial, but never with in Xtime, as shown in (109).
116 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(109) mar-n-ie-¢/miser-adj-Thej -inf/ gas-n¡-¢go.out-Thn-inf przezfor póªhalf godziny/hour/ *w*in póªhalfgodzinyhour`to get miserable/ to go out for half an hour'Furthermore, unprexed low Theme stems are unambiguous with respect tothe `almost' test (cf. (110)), in contrast to their prexed variants (cf. (111)).(110) a. MarekMarek prawiealmost mar-n-ia-ªmiser-adj-Thej-pst.3sg.m win oczach.eyes`Marek was almost getting miserable (i.e. didn't even start)'b. MarekMarek prawiealmost ±lep-n¡-ª.blind-Thn-pst.3sg.m`Marek was almost getting blind (i.e. didn't even start).'(111) a. MarekMarek prawiealmost z-mar-n-ia-ª.pref-miser-adj-Thej -pst.3sg.m`Marek almost got miserable.' (ambiguous)b. MarekMarek prawiealmost o-±lep-∅-ªpref-blind-Thn-pst.3sg.m`Marek almost got blind.' (ambiguous)The two interpretations in (111) are: (i) Marek didn't even start to get mis-erable/blind, although he looked as if he was going to, and (ii) Marek startedgetting miserable/blind but he didn't achieve the contextually dened nalstate of being blind/miserable.Finally, the Progressive entailment test, where only atelic verbs license a se-mantic entailment from Progressive to Past Simple, is quite tricky to applyto Polish. This is due to the lack of correspondences between the two lan-guages. Firstly, the Progressive can be expressed by two forms in Polish: abare stem, as well as a derived so-called Secondary Imperfective. Secondly,the interpretation in the Past Tense in Polish is dependent on the aspectof the verb. Therefore, an unprexed verb in the Past will always be inter-preted as Progressive, whereas the prexed verb is the only equivalent of theEnglish Past Simple. For this reason, checking whether an unprexed verbin the Past Tense licenses an entailment from the Progressive does not reallymake sense, since the entailment is trivially true: the Progressive entails theProgressive, as in (112):(112) a. MarekMarek marz-n¡-ªfreeze-Thn-pst.3sg.m kiedywhen przyszªacomepst.3sg.f mama.→mother`Marek was freezing when mother came'
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 117b. MarekMarek marz-n¡-ª.freeze-Thn-pst.3sg.m`Marek was freezing.'(112a) trivially entails imperfective (112b). On the other hand, when a lowTheme verb is prexed, it is important to check the Progressive variant ofexactly the same verb, i.e. a Secondary Imperfective of a prexed verb, asin (113):(113) a. MarekMarek wy-marz-a-ªpref-freeze-Th.SI-pst.3sg.m 9`Marek was freezing on the outside.'b. MarekMarek wy-marz-∅-ª.pref-freeze-Thn-pst.3sg.m`Marek froze in the outside.'Since a perfective verb in (113b) does not license an entailment from itsProgressive form, we conclude that it behaves as a telic predicate. Puttingaside these complications, the conclusion for Polish seems to be that theDAs of the low Theme type behave unambiguously: whenever unprexed,they are atelic, whereas prexation results in telicity34. I conclude that theunprexed variants must exemplify the strategy in 4, where the value of dis unquantized and only existentially bound. The event is true even if theminimal change took place. Thus, the only restriction on the truth conditionsof these predicates is in (114):(114) STUPID(x)(END(e)) - STUPID(x)(BEG(e))) > 0The point that I need to address is the following: if DAs can in principledenote a minimal change, i.e. are in a certain sense instantaneous, just assemelfactives, how can they ever be compatible with for X time adverbials(cf. (109))? I argue that this is because the process reading is derived forthese predicates under S-summing (cf. Rothstein (2004)).I follow Rothstein (ibid.) in assuming that S-summing is a freely avail-able operation with the standard summing properties that forms a singularentity out of two singular entities if they stand in an appropriate R relation.The denition of S-summing is in (115):(115) S-sum: ∀ x,y [S-sum(x,y) → R(x,y) ∧ S(xty)]For events as entities, the relation R(e,e') holds i:34Similar conclusions hold of transitive variants of the same roots, with the additionalrestrictions to the eect that strictly deadjectival transitive high Theme stems lack un-prexed (imperfective) variants (cf. section 2.2.2.
118 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...(116) a. e and e' are temporally overlappingb. e and e' have the same participantsThus, S-summing will freely apply to activities and states. For predicates ofchange, however, S-summing normally does not nd satisfactory conditions,i.e. the potential subevents cannot overlap temporally.If X is a predicate of change, then two events in X with thesame participants cannot immediately follow each other since anevent of change from ¬ϕ to ϕ cannot be immediately followedby a second event of the same kind (with the same participant)without rst there being a change back from ϕ to ¬ϕ.(Kamp, 1979)The prediction is, then, that if there are predicates of change which are notchanges from ¬ϕ to ϕ, these predicates will allow for S-summing to apply tothem. DAs are exactly the case in point. Let me be more explicit about it.Suppose there are two events e and e', where BEG(e) corresponds to point0 on the Scale S and END(e) corresponds to 0.03, and BEG(e') correspondsto 0.03 and END(e') to 0.05. Then these two subevents minimally over-lap in the sense that the nal point at which e holds is the initial point atwhich e' holds. No other subevent need intervene. Thus, the two events areS-summable with the degree of change 0.05. A continuum is created underS-summing and that continuum is compatible with for X time adverbial.35'36The above dierence in the behavior of DAs in English and Polish is re-ally a reection of a more fundamental dierence between the two languagesconcerning the way of establishing aspectual properties. In English the rele-vant level of aspect does not seem to be marked morphologically and there-fore verbs will be ambiguous between quantized and non-quantized variants.Hence bare stems in English will be extremely exible and only the syntacticor even pragmatic context will conspire to yield (a)telic readings. That iswhy e.g. delimitation of the object in the case of Incremental Theme verbswill matter and in fact inspired the whole strand of research on composi-tionality of aspect (cf. Verkuyl (1972), Verkuyl (1999), Krifka (1992), Filip(2003)). For instance, under Verkuyl's assumptions the specied quantity ofobject in (117a) leads to telicity, as opposed to the lack thereof in (117b):35Note that I remained agnostic about the semantic requirements of for X time, i.e.it probably does not have any requirement with respect to the homogeneous nature ofthe predicate it applies to. Thus, change-of-state inherent in the semantics of -ej- andinchoative -n- stems does not have fatal consequences for the use of the adverbial inquestion.36S-summing is not necessarily incompatible with the change taking place at a varyingpace. This is because the minimal atomic subevent which can undergo S-summing isdened on the basis of the truth conditions in (114). Therefore, only the degree of changeat the beginning and end point of each subevent is crucial.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 119(117) a. John drank three glasses of wine in/ *for an hour.b. John drank wine for/ *in an hour.As argued in Ramchand (2003), this is only specic to Incremental Themeverbs, but is not true of other verbs (e.g. push the cart, although it has aspecied object, receives atelic reading in the absence of goal). With otherverbs, it might in fact be due to conversational implicature that the sentenceis interpreted as telic. Consider (118):(118) John painted the wall.As noted by Hay et al. (1999), it is just uninformative to utter (118) whenthe whole wall hasn't been aected. From a pragmatic point of view, outof context, one is probably obeying Grice's Maxim of Relevance when aconnection is made to the eects of the event (so-called `Resultant State', cf.Parsons (1990)). It is only when a specic context is set up (e.g. when onewants to know what John was doing yesterday at 5 o'clock since he didn'tturn up at the family dinner.) that the reference to an unnished eventmight be made. In this or similar context, the telic interpretation of (118)can be overriden (e.g. by means of adding for X time adverbial)37.Still, there are limits to how much certain stems can appear exible even inEnglish. Thus, there is a group of verbs that seem to come telic already fromthe lexicon and there is nothing that can override it. This group, however, isnot distinctive in any morphological sense. I provide an example in (119)38:(119) *John killed the chicken for two minutes, but then he changed hismind and went to eat out.For this group of verbs the root/stem might be specied in the lexicon asspelling out also R head, and thus inducing telicity. The lexical entry forsuch a verb would look as in (120)39:(120) break: [ R, VBecome, ν]That is in striking opposition to languages like Polish, where bare stemsnever display the eect exemplied in (119). They are always interpreted37Cf. also Borer (2005:ch.11, p.21) referring to Mittwoch's claim to the eect that allaccomplishment verbs in English have a possible (atelic) activity interpretation as well.38Even in this case, however, it seems that the `non-exibility' needs to be related toreal world-knowledge. This is because with kill the Resultant State is neither reversible,nor repeatable (i.e. when the same participant is involved). Even with verbs like break,it is possible to coerce an atelic reading, though in the sense of iteration of events (i.e.probably a higher aspectual level).39The light verb layer is an obligatory element, as I will argue in section 3.1. The entrydoes not include, however, the possible iterative construal, where an additional optionallayer of higher Aspect would be included.
120 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...atelically40. Any delimitation of the event (whether in the sense of telicityor any higher level aspect) needs to be done by formal means, i.e. by attach-ing a prex. In this sense bare stems in Slavic come from the lexicon notequipped with any temporal specication at all41.Specically, I will assume together with Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria(2000) that Aspect is really a dyadic predicate relating two temporal vari-ables. The fact that the temporal boundaries really do not exist for the barestems in Polish makes them comparable to English stative verbs. That mightbe the reason why Polish bare stems are compatible with Present Tense inter-pretation, whereas English non-stative verbs need the Progressive operatorto mediate between Event Time and Speech Time. I will come back to thisdistinction in greater detail in sections 2.2.8.Thus, the ambiguity of English DAs stems from their potential to lexicalizeR. The English root/stem cool from (96) is specied in the lexicon42:(121) cool: [ (R), VBecome, (ν)]If, however, R is present (i.e. in cases where the verb gets interpreted astelic, as in The soup cooled in ve minutes, one expects to also see a PPcomplement of R0. In turn, since P is spelled out by a particle in English(cf. e.g. Ramchand and Svenonius (2002)), we expect to see a particle in therelevant structure, contrary to fact. Since giving up the obligatory natureof a PP complement to RP would result in quite an unrestrictive theory, Iconclude that English root/stem can also spell out P0, as opposed to Polish,where only prexes are elligible to spell out R0. This conclusion is in a sensein the spirit of the extreme exibility of English roots.The essence of the proposal is than that telicity (in both English and Polish)corresponds to the temporal boundedness of the event denoted by VBecome.This boundedness comes from assigning an absolute value to the dierentialdegree argument d. This absolute value is assigned by means of RP in bothlanguages. The dierence is that in Polish R lexicalized by the Theme re-quires a PP complementation, which in turn is always lexicalized by a lexicalprex. In English, on the other hand, the root can spell out the whole lowerportion of fseq on top of ROOT, including P0.40I abstract away from the cases of bare stems in the Perfect use - see Borik (2002). InPolish this phenomenon is much more restricted than in Russian. Moreover, the issue isconsiderably obliterated by the semantics of the Perfect of Experience.41It might be objected that if bare stems in Polish are obligatorily atelic, they are in asense specied temporally. I do not draw that conclusion however, since following Borer(2005) I conceive of atelicity as a default option. I.e. in the absence of the functionalprojection which would correlate with telicity/perfectivity, atelicity arises.42For this particular root/stem there does not seem to be any evidence for the covertanticausative analysis in the intransitive variant. Therefore, ν is kept optional, pendingthis type of evidence.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 121Finally, it is my contention, that the analysis presented above for DAs is alsoapplicable mutatis mutandis to Polish directed motion verbs. If these verbsalso contain a degree argument that measures a gradable property of move-ment along some path, then again we derive the fact that sentences withdirected motion verbs will be true as long as any increase in the propertyassociated with the ROOT has taken place. Further consequences of thisanalysis will bear on SI formation (cf. section 2.2.8).Summarizing the results of the present section, I have tried to show thatscalarity underlying the semantics of both degree achievements and directedmotion verbs combined with certain assumptions about the way aspect worksin Polish, results in a situation where, given a dense Scale S, the existence ofthe process part is not mutually exclusive with the change-of-state inherentin the semantics of these verbs. In other words, S-summing in the senseof Rothstein (2004) is exceptionally possible with DAs since they are notchanges from -α to α, but rather gradable changes on the scale. Therefore,the minimal subevents can be temporally overlapping, enabling S-summing.More generally speaking, since the claim concerns all verbs whose root/stemlexicalizes VBecome, it seems that no verbs are in fact changes of the formertype (i.e. from -α to α) since there is no functional projections with thiskind of semantics. Rather, the arising impression of such semantics comesfrom an absolute value being assigned to a dierential degree argument bymeans of R0. The gradability under the present assumptions holds of bothtransitive, as well as intransitive verbs. The issue arose, however, in relationto Polish Themelow stems (i.e. inchoative -n- and deadjectival -ej- stems)as they are claimed not to possess a Process layer located in ν. From thisperspective it was unexpected that the transitional semantics proposed forVBecome can still yield atelic predicates. Concluding, all stems which spellout VBecome, are in a sense Degree Achievements. Alternatively, there isn'tany separate class of verbs referred to as Degree Achievements.2.2.6 SemelfactivesThere exists a distinction within Polish (and Slavic in general) verbal sys-tem between verbs which encode instantaneous events (i.e. semelfactives)and verbs which encode iteration of instantaneous events conceptualized asactivity/process. The former contain the sux -n- which denes a conjuga-tion class. They are either transitive or intransitive. Examples of the twoclasses are provided below:Slavic semelfactives crucially contrast with English semelfactives, e.g. beep,blink, cough, tap. As noted in Marantz (2003), these verbs behave similarly toactivities, e.g. they can take resultatives (i.e. Ramchand's RP) introducingunselected objects, as in (122):
122 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...non-semelf. conj.class gloss semelf. glosskopa¢ -a- stem `be kicking' kopn¡¢ `kick once'macha¢ -aj- stem `be waving' machn¡¢ `wave once'wali¢ -i- stem `be banging' waln¡¢ `bang once'puka¢ -aj- stem `be knocking' pukn¡¢ `knock once'szczeka¢ -aj- stem `be barking' szczekn¡¢ `bark onceTable 2.4: Semelfactives(122) a. beeped John crazyb. beeped his way out of the roomc. beeped the door open (Marantz, 2003:12)Thus, in the case of English verbs like beep we can talk about activity orsemelfactive readings of the same verb form. In Polish, however, semelfac-tives display an array of dierent syntactic properties to which I turn directly.Firstly, semelfactives do not seem to be able to take an RP. This is seenin their inability to take either prepositional resultative predicates (cf. e.g.Folli and Ramchand (2001) for the claim that complement of RP is the locusof resultatives), or lexical prexes. This is illustrated in (123c) and (123a)respectively43 .(123) a. *przy-/wy-/roz-/pod-/ob-kop-n¡-¢przy-/wy-/roz-/pod-/ob-kick-Thsem-infb. wy-kop-a-¢out-kick-Th-inf piªk¦ballACC'kick out a ball'c. *za-mach-n¡-¢pref-wave-Thsem-inf kogo±somebody nato ±mier¢deathintended:'to wave somebody to death'd. za-mach-a-¢pref-wave-Th-inf kogo±somebody nato ±mier¢death'to wave somebody to death'With respect to the examples in (123) note that whenever there is a needto add a lexical prex or a resultative predicate to the root expressing thesemelfactive concept, conjugation class shift occurs. The semelfactive suxdisappears even though there is no phonological reason for this (i.e. (123a)and (123c) are perfectly pronounceable) and the root is redirected to a dif-ferent conjugation class: -a- stem in the case of (123b) and -aj- stem in the43Still, the restriction is not absolute. E.g. there occur some prex-induced reexivesemelfactives, as za-mach-n¡-¢ si¦ (pref-wave-Thsem-inf re; `to swing a hand as if oneprepares for a throw').
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 123case of (123d). This fact can be interpreted in two ways: (i) the semelfactiveTheme for some reason cannot take an RP augment, or (ii) the semelfactiveTheme obligatorily includes [RP,PP] in its spell out. As for the rst solu-tion, there does not seem to be any way to explain it without resorting toselectional requirements on semelfactive -n- (i.e. saying that the semelfactiveanti-selects RP). Since, however, the anti-selection is not general, and im-posing contextual restrictions on morphemes beyond those associated withthe heads they lexicalize seem to increase considerably the descriptive powerof the whole system, I decide against this solution. If the latter hypothesisis entertained, certain predictions arise. Specically, if Themesem is taken toobligatorily lexicalize R0, it is expected that all semelfactives will in fact beinterpreted telically, and would pass all the tests that are passed by verbswith lexical prexes. This is in fact borne out. Present unprexed forms ofsemelfactives can only receive Future interpretation (cf. (124)) and they areimpossible as complements of so-called `phasal verbs' (cf. (125)) - the twouncontroversial perfectivity diagnostics in Slavic44:(124) Kop-ni-e-mykick-sem-pres-3.pl Jana.JanACC'We will kick Jan.'(125) *zacz¡¢/sko«czy¢begin/nish kop-n¡-¢kick-sem-infintended: `to begin/nish kicking once'Yet, there is a more serious reason to think that the Themesem obligato-rily lexicalizing R0 is problematic. The reason is that a lot of semelfactiveverbs are in fact intransitive. If R were obligatorily present with semelfactivestems, we would expect the presence of the argument interpreted as RESUL-TEE. Yet, a great many semelfactive stems in fact lack objects altogether(e.g. szczek-n¡-¢ (bark-Thsem-inf; `to bark once')). One might advance ahypothesis that it is the external argument in intransitive semelfactive verbsthat starts out as a RESULTEE. Yet, as I will argue in section 3.1, iden-tifying an internal and an external role on one argument requires a speciallicensing mechanism, i.e. the presence of the reexive clitic. Thus, it seemsthat neither of the two solutions is unproblematic. Therefore, I leave thequirk of semelfactives associated with the paradigm in (123a) unresolved.Coming back, however, to the gist of the proposal, I take the semelfactive -n-to be lavishly inserted to spell out a subsequence of fseq involving a dierent,non-durative avor of ν. Hence no process is involved in the denotation of44Here I use the perfectivity tests, as opposed to the telicity test. This is because theonly telicity test, i.e. in X time adverbial is excluded due to the instantaneous natureof semelfactives. Lexically prexed verbs, however, are also expected to pass perfectivitydiagnostics.
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νsem. The lexical entry for Themesem is in (126).(126) Themesem: [ (R (,VBecome, νsem)))]An alternative to this avor-of-ν solution would be to postulate that thesemelfactive -n- occupies a dierent place in fseq than the Themehigh of theprocessual type - i.e. a still more ne-grained analysis of the lower domain.In that sense the semelfactive Theme would spell out either a subset or asuperset of the spell out of high processual Themes45. This solution would infact be more in line with the general research agenda pursued in the presentwork. Yet, since I cannot think of any ways to verify which of the νs domi-nates which one, I will keep referring to a `semelfactive avor of ν'. A furtherthing to note about (126) is that in spite of being homophonous with thepreviously discussed low inchoative Theme -n-, the semelfactive Theme is ofthe high type. The decision is motivated by several facts. Firstly, semelfac-tives do not have the semantics associated with Themelow stems. Instead,their semantics is always agentive, and identical to the non-semelfactive ac-tivity counterparts (i.e. modulo non-durativity). Moreover, we will see inchapter 3 that all semelfactive verbs pattern with non-unaccusative verbs onthe basis of language-internal diagnostics.Finally, semelfactives can take objects - a fact which under present assump-tions excludes a low Theme analysis. Therefore, as with all high Themes(cf. section 2.2.2), the presence of VBecome necessarily induces the presenceof the light verb as well. The optional projection R is included in (126) inorder to allow for the use of Themesem in stative adjectival participles (cf.chapter 4 for the discussion of participial structures).The question that arises with respect to the objects of semelfactives is whereare they merged? One possibility is that they merge as UNDERGOERS, i.e.in Spec,VPBecome. In section 3.1 I will argue that this correlates with theirability to participate in causative/inchoative alternation. This prediction isconrmed for a part of semelfactive stems, e.g. in (127).(127) a. MarekMarek wal-n¡-ªbang-Thsem-pst.3sg.m Jarka.Jarek`Marek hit Jarek once.'b. JarekJarek wal-n¡-ªbang-Thsem-pst.3sg.m si¦.re`Jarek got hit.'On the other hand, however, other semelfactive verbs are either intransitive45In fact, if we assume that Rothstein's (2004) S-summing is structurally represented asa functional projection, it might indicate that the Themesemelf spells out a subset of thelexicalization of processual Themes, i.e. Process is in a sense derived from a semelfactiveevent.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 125or take an Instrumental object, e.g.:(128) a. MarekMarek mach-n¡-ªwave-Thsem-pst.3sg.m (r¦k¡).(handINSTR)`Marek waved once (with his hand).'These objects are clearly not in the regular object position. They are notinterpreted as UNDERGOERS, nor do they undergo passivization if in otherthan ACC case. In that sense they seem to be good candidates for Ramchan-dian rhematic objects or objects introduced by the low Applicative head.This discussion seems to suggest that we need to allow for two types ofstructures with semelfactives (see also (55) and (57) in section 2.2.2 for theanalogy within the domain of processual Themehigh verbs): one for the verblike wal-n¡-¢ (`bang once'), and another for the verb like mach-n¡-¢ (`wave').That implies that there should in fact be two semelfactive Themes availablein the lexicon, specied as in (129):(129) a. -n1-: [(R (,VBecome, νsem)) ]b. -n2-: [(Appl (,νsem))]Appl is generally optional, and it is mutually exclusive with R. Then, thetwo roots under discussion would have the following lexical entries (wherethe availability of -i- in (130) and -aj- stands for the non-semelfactive variantof the predicates):(130) a. √wal ++ n1-i-b. √mach ++ n2-aj-Treating the semelfactive sux as lexicalizing a distinct avor of ν is furthersupported by the fact that the light verb involved in semelfactives is oftendierent from the light verb involved in Activities, as observed by Rothstein(2004).(131) a. John gave a punch/ a kick / a wink.b. John had a walk / a run / a swim.One more interesting property of semelfactives in Polish is their inability toform SI. For the time being I only mention this fact. The details concerningSI fomation will be spelled-out in section 2.2.8.The lesson to take home from this section is that the semelfactive suxincludes in its lexical specication a special instantaneous avor of ν, itsdistinctness being manifested, among other things, by the frequent inabilityto take any Resulting State predicate, special semantics, as well an `unusual'
126 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...light verb in English.2.2.7 Summary: dierent types of ThemesTo recapitulate the ndings so far, we have seen that the stem-forming mor-phology occurring in Polish has syntactico-semantic consequences. The par-ticular conjugation class markers are lexically specied as spelling out dier-ent sizes of lowest portion of fseq: the high Themes (-i/y- and -aj-) lexicalizefseq up to ν whose semantic content is Process or State. The low ones (in-choative -n- and -ej-) can spell out the structure no higher than VPBecome.Additionally, there is one more high Theme, which lexicalizes a special in-stantaneous type of ν. The consequence of this is that Themes transparentlysignal a typology of verbs in Polish with dierent semantic and morphosyn-tactic properties. These dierent sizes of fseq spelled out by stems correlatewith particular argument conguration restrictions. The decomposition ofthe macro-event into causing Process or State (νP), caused Transition (VP),and the Resulting State (RP) accounts for a certain degree of root exibility,whereas types of Themes restrict this exibility. The typology of Themes, aspresented in 2.5, in order to be compelling, should correlate with some othersyntactic properties. In other words, we expect Themelow stems to passcertain unaccusativity diagnostics (i.e. unaccusativity relevant to this levelof structure - cf. the discussion in 1.4), whereas Themeshigh should fail ex-actly the same diagnostics. And the other way round for non-unaccusativitydiagnostics.Theme insertion augment Aspect of SI for- expectedby RP bare form mation properties-i-caus/inch ν+VBecome + imp. + non-unacc.unerg. ν + imp. + unerg.fake tr. ν (+Appl) - imp + non-unacc.deadject. ν+VBecome - no bare + non-unacc.adj in R form-n- semelf. νsem + VBecome - perf. - non-unacc.
νsem (+ Appl) + punctual-n- inchoat. VBecome + imp. - unacc.-ej- VBecome - imp. - unacc.adj in RTable 2.5: Typology of ThemesAll of the Themes in Table 2.5 above the double line are high Themes,whereas the ones below the double line are low ones. In section 2.2.8 I exam-
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 127ine the interaction of dierent types of verbs (signalled by dierent types ofThemes) with Secondary Imperfective (SI) formation. The conclusion fromthis investigation will be that SI in Polish is an unaccusativity diagnostic. Inchapter 3 other two unaccusativity diagnostics are examined: the reexivemarker (section 3.1) and so-called Impersonal Passive -NO/TO (section 3.2).It will turn out that these two tests also correlate with the dierent types ofThemes.One more issue needs to be raised. In the preceding discussion, whenever Italk about particular transitivity restrictions (e.g. deadjectival -i/y- stemsbeing necessarily transitive, and Themelow stems never being transitive),it is not supposed to literally mean that the structure spelled out by theThemehigh stems is transitive. In other words, I assume that ν licenses animplied external argument by virtue of introducing a new sub-event, and thuscreating a complex event. Yet, this external argument is more adjunct-likeat this point in the derivation. This issue will be examined more carefullyin Part II.2.2.8 Secondary ImperfectiveThe particular decomposition of the macro-event nds support also in thepossibilities of forming so-called Secondary Imperfective. There are two ba-sic allomorphs of the SI: -aj- (identical to the conjugation class sux -aj-)and -i/ywa-. Mªynarczyk (2003), who refers to Czochralski's 1975 investiga-tions of Polish verbs, presents dierent realizations of SI as multiplicity ofmorphological quirks. It is my contention that all the exceptional allomorphsof SI (e.g. -ewa-) are residual and that synchronically the allomorph of SIis quite predictable from the conjugation class. For example, I believe thatthe pair that Mªynarczyk provides as a counterexample to the generalizationthat -i/y- stems take -aj- allomorph of SI : kup-i-¢ (`buy'P ) - kup-owa¢ (buy-imp-inf; `buy'I) should really be treated as two seperate verbs due to lackof palatalization eects. If kupowa¢ was to be derived from kupi¢, the formexpected after Polish phonology rules have applied is *kupiowa¢ (cf. analo-gous top-i-¢ (sink-Th-inf `melt') and wy-tapi-a-¢ (pref-sink-imp-inf; `melt') .Instead, I believe that kupowa¢ is an underived activity verb.Let us rst observe the functions of SI. SI can have two dierent readings:Progressive and Habitual/Iterative. This is illustrated in (132):(132) a. MarekMarek prze-bud-ow-ywa-ªpref-build-Th-SI-pst.3sg.m kuchni¦kitchen (kiedy(when weszªaMariaMaria).entered).'Marek was transforming the kitchen (when Maria entered).'
128 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...b. MarekMarek prze-bud-ow-ywa-ªpref-build-Th-SI-pst.3sg.m kuchni¦kitchen ka»degoeach roku.year.'Marek transformed the kitchen every year.'In the present section I will focus rst on the Progressive reading of the SI,and then, once the pieces of the analysis are in place, I will also relate to theIterative/Habitual reading.One thing that has to be observed about the SI is that it (almost46) alwaystakes scope over the prex. This is conspicuous in (133), where the prexedverb in (133a) is incompatible with 'phasal' verbs, indicating that the derivedform is perfective. In (133b), on the other hand, the SI sux eectively`nullies' the contribution of the prex, making the verb imperfective again.(133) a. *zacz¡¢begin prze-bud-owa-¢pref-build-Th-infb. zacz¡¢begin prze-bud-ow-ywa-¢pref-build-Th-SI-inf`to begin to rebuild'The next thing to notice are the restrictions on SI formation. Firstly, SI isimpossible on bare (i.e. non-prexed) stems, as illustrated in (134):(134) a. *mal-ow-ywa-¢ (paint-Th-SI-inf)b. *kasz-∅-a-¢ (mow-Th-SI-inf)47c. *leg-∅-iwa-¢ (lie-Th-SI-inf)Admittedly, there is a group of verbs denoting prototypical habitual activitiesthat can derive SI. Yet, this is a very marginal phenomenon and should ratherbe treated as a historical residue. The only reading that is present in theforms in (135) is habitual. The following is pretty much an exhaustive list:(135) b(y)-ywa-¢ (`be habitually'), gr-ywa-¢ (`play habitually'), czyt-ywa-¢ (`read habitually'), pis-ywa-¢ (`write habitually'), chadz-a-¢ (`gohabitually'), sypi-a-¢ (`sleep habitually'), jad-a-¢ (`eat habitually'),siad-ywa-¢ ('sit habitually')For the aforementioned reasons I set the verbs in (135) aside and will not bepreoccupied with them in what follows. To the extent that the ungrammat-icality of (134) might be explained in terms of Blocking (i.e. there alreadyis a form expressing exactly the same semantics, i.e. a bare stem), the sameexplanation cannot be invoked to rule out the Iterative/Habitual reading.46With the exception of the quite rare in Polish phenomenon of a prex stacked on topof another - cf. Jablonska (2004).47I apply all the relevant phonological rules to the invented forms, e.g. Rubach's (1984)Derived Imperfective Tensing.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 129This is because bare stems, although they can, they do not have to expressIterativity/Habituality. Even if, however, the lack of SI of unprexed verbsis derived through Blocking, there is still an array of stems in Polish whichdo not derive Secondary Imperfectives, as we will see below. Therefore, inwhat follows I will pursue a dierent explanation of these impossible SI forms.The ungrammaticality of (134) must be compared with the relevant En-glish examples. In English any (non-stative) bare stem can (in fact has to)undergo Progressive formation in order to refer to the Time of Speech, as in(136):(136) a. Mark is painting.b. John is mowing.The interesting question is what is the dierence between Polish and En-glish bare stems. In section 2.2.5 I have already outlined the direction ofthe explanation. Polish bare stems (to the exclusion of semelfactives) donot introduce Event Time. That makes them equivalent to stative verbs inEnglish and mass nouns in the nominal domain. To be precise, I assume thatthey have a left temporal boundary of the Event (by virtue of the existenceof the state preceding a dynamic eventuality - cf. Déscles and Guentchéva(1995)), but they lack the right one. This in eect makes their temporalextension open-ended. Stative verbs in both languages, on the other hand,lack both the right and the left boundary. This is because with stative verbsthere is no other state preceding the state denoted by the stative predicatein question.The next question that arises is why having a closed Event Time shouldmatter for the Secondary Imperfective. In order to answer that part, I needto spell out certain assumptions about the Secondary Imperfective. I followZagona (1990), Stowell (1993) and Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (2000)in taking both Tense and Aspect (i.e. SI in this case) to be dyadic pred-icates and maximal projections in syntax that take time-denoting phrasesas arguments. The external argument of Aspect is a Reference Time (As-sertion Time in Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (2000)), and its internalargument is the time of the event denoted by VP/νP (ET). The particularproposal for Progressive Aspect (i.e. SI in our case) is in (137) (adaptedfrom Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (2000)).(137) Secondary Imperfective is a spatiotemporal predicate with themeaning of WITHIN: it orders the Reference Time (RT) WITHINthe Event Time (ET); hence it selects for a delimited ET. RT mustdenote a homogeneous predicate.The consequences of (137) are of two kinds. Firstly, it follows that barestems in Polish are not able to derive SI since the selectional requirement of
130 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...Asp is not satised. In other words, because the temporal extension of thepredicates expressed by bare stems is open-ended, the containment relationrelevant for SI is not possible48. Secondly, the semantics of SI is such that itcan only take an internal argument ET, which under the present terminologycorresponds to νP that is an interval (in Rothstein's terms: [+stages]). Inother words, the processual part is a prerequisite for SI formation. One nalthing that follows from the denition in (137) is that although ET mustbe non-homogeneous, RT displays the opposite requirement: the temporalvariable introduced by SI head needs to denote a homogeneous event.Below I will explore the consequences of this proposal.Note also that there is a prediction stemming from the assumed distinctionbetween stative and eventive verbs in Polish. If statives have neither the leftnor the right temporal boundary, then we predict that they will never be ableto form SI, not even when prexed. This is because if the role of the prex isto set one of the boundaries (as was indicated already for DAs in 2.2.5), andif states lack both of the boundaries, prexing will still result in an open-ended interval, which will be incompatible with the semantic requirementsof SI. There is some indication that this prediction might be borne out. Towit, in verbs which are exclusively stative or ambiguous between stative andagentive readings, whenever they are able to form SI, the stative readingdisappears:(138) koch-a-¢ (love-Th-inf) - po-koch-a-¢ (pref-love-Th-inf; `start lov-ing') - *po-koch-∅-iwa-¢ (pref-love-Th-SI-inf)(139) koch-a-¢ (love-Th-inf) - roz-koch-a-¢ (pref-love-Th-inf; `make sblove') - roz-koch-∅-iwa-¢ (pref-love-Th-SI-inf; `to be making sblove')(140) nudz-i-¢ (bore-Th-inf) - przy-nudz-i-¢ (pref-bore-Th-inf; `talk in aboring way') - przy-nudz-∅-a-¢ (pref-bore-Th-SI-inf; `to be talkingin a boring way')(141) ciesz-y-¢ (joy-Th-inf; `make sb glad') - po-ciesz-y-¢ (pref-joy-Th-inf;`console') - po-ciesz-∅-a-¢ (pref-joy-Th-SI-inf; `to be consoling')(142) sªysz-e-¢ (hear-Th-inf; `hear') - pod-sªysz-e-¢ (pref-hear-Th-inf; `eaves-drop/hear sth accidentally') - *pod-sªych-∅-iwa-¢ (pref-hear-Th-imp-inf)(143) sªuch-a-¢ (listen-Th-inf; `listen') - pod-sªuch-a-¢ (pref-listen-Th-inf;`eavesdrop') - pod-sªuch-∅-iwa-¢ (pref-listen-Th-SI-inf; `to be eaves-dropping')48Since the containment relation in an open-ended interval is possible in a strict sense,we need to add a stipulation that the SI requires both temporal boundaries of the event tobe individuated. If any of the boundaries is missing, the temporal extension of the eventis not visible for the SI to apply.
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 131In all the grammatical cases of Secondary Imperfectives above, the stativereading is gone. One conrmation of this fact is the restrictions on theexternal argument of SI forms, namely the fact that they are ungrammaticalwith nonsentient subjects, though this is an option for unprexed underivedvariants:(144) a. Tenthis lmlm mniemeACC nudzibore // *przy-nudz-a.pref-bore-SI'This lm bores me (*by talking).'b. Tenthis faktfact mniemeACC cieszymake.glad // *po-ciesz-a.pref-make.glad-SI'This fact makes me glad /*is consoling me.'Since nonsentient inanimate DPs are incapable of acting agentively, they canonly cause events by means of being a participant in a state (i.e. State leadsto Transition). If this type of DPs is unavailable in (144) with SI variants,that means that the relevant verbs are agentive.An aside on English is that since stative verbs in English would on thisanalysis come out as non-individuated, just as Polish eventive verbs, theirProgressive forms should be impossible. That is in fact the case.(145) *John is loving Mary.The Progressive of English eventive verbs, on the other hand, is perfectlygrammatical since they come from the lexicon equipped with the right bound-ary set up by R0 at least potentially (as in the case of paint), or obligatorily( as in break) (cf. Ramchand's 2003 lexical features). Consequently, thecontainment relation is always possible49.Turning now to particular Themes, in English, all the verbs that might po-tentially have the semelfactive reading allow Progressive formation since theyare morphologically indistinguishable from their non-semelfactive variants.In (146) the activity reading is forced by the presence of the resultativepredicate (i.e. on the assumption that the semelfactive event does not takeRP).(146) John is beeping me crazy.On the other hand, Progressive of the semelfactive event diagnosed by theadverbial once is ungrammatical:(147) *John is beeping once.More interestingly, however, in Polish there would be all sorts of restric-49It is a separate question, though, why the atelic version of paint would disallow over-lapping with Time of Speech. In other words, why is the Progressive operator necessarywith potentially ambiguous verbs.
132 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...tions on SI formation. These restrictions, I claim, correlate with conjugationclasses and lend further support for the event decomposition assumed in thepresent work. Let us now examine the correlations.Themehigh stemsHigh Themes lexicalizing ν of a processual kind, i.e. -i/y- and -aj- are pre-dicted to allow SI after its internal argument's (i.e. νP) temporal extensionhas been individuated by xing the right boundary by means of RP. Theovert manifestation of it is a prex. This is because a predicate for whichboth boundaries have been xed will allow SI since the Reference Time canbe properly contained within the Event Time. This is illustrated in (148)for -i/y- stems, which take -aj- allomorph of SI as a rule, and in (149) for-aj- stems, which take -i/ywa- allomorph:(148) a. za-korzen-i-¢ si¦P (pref-root-Th-inf; 'settle down') - za-korzen-i-a-¢ si¦I (pref-root-Th-SI-inf)b. wy-gas-i-¢P (pref-go.out-v-inf; `put out') - wy-gasz-∅-a-¢I (pref-go.out-Th-SI-inf)c. u-±p-i-¢P (pref-sleep-Th-inf: `make sleep') - u-syp-i-a-¢I (pref-sleep-Th-SI-inf)(149) a. wy-czyt-a-¢P (pref-read-Th-SI-inf; 'read out') - wy-czyt-∅-ywa-¢I (pref-read-Th-SI-inf)b. o-sªuch-a-¢P (pref-listen-Th-inf; `examine with stethoscope') -o-sªuch-∅-iwa-¢I (pref-listen-Th-SI-inf)c. przy-±piew-a-¢P (pref-sing-Th-inf; `sing for accompaniment) -przy-±piew-∅-ywa-¢ (pref-sing-Th-SI-inf)Note that I assume that the non-SI variant is a base for deriving the SI vari-ant, as opposed to certain approaches within Generalized Paradigm Mor-phology (cf. e.g. Spencer (2004)), which treat SI as a simple shift in theconjugation class and do not derive one form from the other. It seems tome that these approaches are at a loss when it comes to explaining cer-tain phonological consonant alternations, for example the palatalizing eectof the Theme -i- in (148a), as well as the results of Iotation ( s → sz ) in(148b). Furthermore, in one case where the morphological exponent of theTheme is bigger than just a vowel (i.e. -owa-), we see the SI morphemetransparently attaching on top of the Theme. Pursuing a uniform analysisof all the Themes, it seems to me only natural to extend this fact to otherconjugation classes.The forms in (148) and (149) are predicted under the present analysis sincehigh Themes -i/y- and -aj- with agentive readings always embed events whichare [+stages] in Rothstein's (2004) terminology, i.e. their ET potentially hassome duration. Moreover, their right boundary can be individuated by means
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 133of a prex. In this way they comply with the selectional requirements of SI.Finally, the Process denoting event in ν0 is homogeneous, as all the atomicsubevents are in the denotation of the whole process. If so, then the tempo-ral variable introduced by the SI is a subset of the homogeneous predicate,and therefore homogeneous itself.SemelfactivesConversely to high processual Themes, semelfactives are predicted not tobe able to form SI. The issue whether semelfactives have inherently xedEvent Time of the instantaneous type or is really immaterial. They arenot able to form SI either from unprexed, or from prexed forms becausesemelfactive ν lacks a process part, which might allow the Reference Timeof the Progressive operator to be properly contained WITHIN Event Time.This prediction is indeed borne out:(150) a. *wy-kop-n-ywa-¢ (pref-kick-sem-SI-inf; intended:'be kicking outonce')b. *przy-pieprz-n-ywa-¢ (pref-pepper-sem-SI-inf; intended: `be hit-ting once')c. *ze-skrob-n-ywa-¢ (pref-scratch-sem-SI-inf; intended: `be remov-ing sth from surface by scratching once')With respect to (150) note that the potential string -nywa- seems to complywith Polish phonotactics. There is a rule of Nasal Deletion (cf. Schenker(1954)) in Polish. Yet, the phonological environment is very dierent (i.e.before -ª). Any theory that treats semelfactive -n- as purely inectionalstem-forming sux is forced to posit an arbitrary morphophonological ruleof -n- deletion for the cases of properly formed semelfactives in (151), or elsestipulate that SI formation only applies to nonsemelfactive variants:(151) a. wy-kop-∅-ywa-¢ (pref-kick-Th-SI-inf; 'be kicking out')b. przy-pieprz-∅-a-¢ (pref-pepper-Th-SI-inf; 'be hitting')c. ze-skrob-∅-ywa-¢ (pref-scratch-Th-SI-inf; 'be removing sth byscratching')The question is what is the identity of the Theme in (151). I argue thatthese are vocalic processual Themes: -a-50 in (151a) and (151c), and -y- in(151b). They all get deleted by a very productive hiatus resolving strategy,namely Jakobson's rule (cf. Jakobson (1948)). In fact, the shape of the SImorpheme seems to conrm it, assuming SI allomorphs are predictable, i.e.-aj- SI for -i/y- stems, and -i/ywa- for all the remaining classes. In section2.2.6 I observed that semelfactives are not able to take lexical prexes. Fromthis perspective the existence of (151) would be unexpected if the missing50Note that I do not make claims about -a- stems as a class. In this particular case,however, the -a- stem seems to be equivalent to a high processual Theme.
134 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...Theme were to be identied with the semelfactive -n-. On the other hand,lexically prexed forms with processual Themes exist, as shown in (152):(152) a. wy-kop-a-¢P (out-kick-Th-inf; `kick out')b. przy-pieprz-y-¢P (at-pepper-Th-inf; `hit')c. ze-skrob-a-¢P (from-scratch-Th-inf; `remove by scratching')The question whether semelfactive readings are being preserved in (151) or(152) is really immaterial. To the extent that every causative event (i.e. Pro-cess (causing Transition) causing Resulting State))) denotes a single macro-event, there is no point talking about semelfactivity of (151) or (152). Thus,I conclude that the semantics of SI and the semantics of semelfactivity areincompatible. In case there is a need to derive a SI, the non-semelfactivestem has to be used.One more remark is in order. It might be contended that the inability ofsemelfactives to form SI stems from their inability to take lexical prexes,as I showed in section 2.2.6. In this case, the punctual denotation of νsemmight be questioned. Yet, in the rare cases where reexive semelfactives dotake lexical prexes, these are still not able to form a SI, as shown in (153).(153) a. za-mach-n¡-¢ si¦ (pref-wave-Thsem-inf re; `swing hand so asto prepare to throw sth')b. wy-kopyrt-n¡-¢ si¦ (pref-root-Thsem-inf re; `stumble and fall')c. *za-mach-iwa-¢ si¦ (pref-wave-SI-inf re)d. *wy-kopyrt-ywa-¢ si¦ (pref-root-SI-inf re)For this reason, the conclusion still holds: semelfactives are not able to formSIs due to the semantics of the light verb they lexicalize (i.e. lack of processpart).Themelow stemsFinally, let us turn to low Themes. In section 2.2.5 I have argued that thesemantics contributed by VBecome that low Themes spell out is an S-sumof minimal transitions on the scalar structure associated with the propertydenoted by the root. If the Scale S is dense, then no matter how small thedegree of change is, there is always a [+stages] component in the denotationof these verbs. Thus, the containment relation relevant for the SecondaryImperfective should nd satisfactory conditions to apply. Yet, SecondaryImperfective of low Theme stems is always ungrammatical.Let us start with inchoative -n- stems. Consider (154). All of the verbs in(154) must be rst prexed in order to derive a SI, as the prex is necessaryin order to assign a value to the degree argument d.(154) a. przy-±lep-n¡-¢P (pref-blind-Th-inf; `get slightly blind') - *przy-±lep-(n)-ywa-¢I (pref-blind-Th-SI-inf)
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 135b. przy-gªuch-n¡-¢P (pref-deaf-Th-inf; `get slightly deaf') - *przy-gªuch-(n)-ywa-¢I (pref-deaf-Th-SI-inf)None of the forms of SI (i.e. with or without the inchoative sux) is accept-able, contrary to expectations. This is where the homogeneity of RT comesinto picture. I submit that the failure of low Theme stems to yield SIs is dueto the fact that the temporal extension that the Progressive would introducewould never be homogeneous due to the presence of a dierential argumentd. Specically, in low Theme stems each minimal subevent is outside thedenotation of the whole predicate denoting their S-sum due to the fact thateach of them will have a dierent value for d51. When a SI attaches ontop of high Theme stems on the other hand, which also posses VBecome, theeect of the latter is immaterial since the Progressive operates directly onthe subevent located in the light verb. This is a homogeneous process aug-mented by a xed right boundary, and therefore the interval delimited by theProgressive will also be homogeneous, in accordance with the requirementin (137). Thus, the proposal is that low Theme stems, although superciallyindistinguishable from activities, are in fact non-homogeneous due to theirhighest event-denoting head being trasnitional in nature.However, in very many cases, there are SI variants of inchoative -n- stems,except that the inchoative -n- again has to disappear, as in (155):(155) a. wy-marz-n¡-¢P (out-freeze-Th-inf; `get frozen out') - wy-marz-a-¢I (`out-freeze-aj-inf')b. roz-mok-n¡-¢P (pref-wet-Th-inf; `get soaked into pieces') - roz-mak-a-¢I (pref-wet-aj-inf)c. wy-gas-n¡-¢P (out-go.out-Th-inf; `go out/expire') - wy-gas-a-¢I (out-go.out-aj-inf)Note that the sux that occurs with the imperfective verbs in (155) mightpotentially be analysed as either a Theme or a Secondary Imperfective mor-pheme. Thus, one hypothesis might be that the stems are redirected to ahigh processual conjugation class (-aj-) and a zero SI allomorph is added.This would, however, go against the general approach undertaken in thepresent work and related to lavish insertion, namely doing away with zeromorphology (cf. section 1.2 for discussion). In principle, a dierent parse ispossible: the conjugation class shifts to some vocalic Theme and then theSI allomorph -aj- is added. The vowel is subsequently deleted by Jakobson'srule. What speaks against the latter hypothesis is the fact that -i/ywa- isthe default allomorph of the SI, and not -aj-. The allomorph -aj- only oc-51Again, if the change takes place at a varying pace, the intervals during which nochange has taken place will not count as separate atomic events. This is due to the factthat the value of d that is taken into consideration is the one at the beginning and end ofan event.
136 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...curs with -i/y- stems like gas-i-¢ (`put out'). If, however, SI -aj- were to beattached on top of the Theme -i-, this class marker would leave traces (i.e.the results of Iotation: s → sz ), as in its causative SI wy-gasz-∅-a-¢I (out-go.out-i-SI-inf; `put out'). Yet, there is no Iotation in (155c). Therefore, Ipropose that in (155) exceptionally the Theme -aj- spells out the structureincluding SI projection. That might in itself not be that surprising, as Iwill argue that in fact Themes might swallow up even more structure thanthe locus of SI. What is exceptional about (155) is that the Theme is posi-tively specied for the feature relevant for SI, i.e. it yields the semantics ofProgressivity/Iterativity. This, however, does not cause any system-internalproblems, since the variant in (155) will always stand out as distinct mor-phologically from the usual inchoative -n- sux taken by these roots. Thestructural representation is in (156).(156) [SIP ajSI0 [νP DP νP [V P tDP V0 [RP tDP R0 [DP prefP0 ]]]]]Since the root has been redirected to a high Theme conjugation class (i.e.-aj-), the SI can attach on top of this structure. Anticipating the discus-sion relating to the hierarchy of light verbs (cf. chapter 4), it is noteworthyto observe that the light verb represented in (156) is the rst of the lightverbs. Once this is present in the structure, all of the remaining light verbsmust also be present, other things being equal. The argument originates asa RESULTEE, but moves to check the UNDERGOER feature, as well asthe external argument feature. As we will see in the next chapter, this isin fact the only situation where checking both the internal and the externalthematic feature by the same argument can go `unlicensed'.Let us then be more specic about the lexical specication of -aj-. AsThemehigh, it has the specication in (157). (158) represents its lexical entryas a Secondary Imperfective morpheme, and nally (159) is its spell out asa SI form of inchoative -n- stems.(157) a. Theme -aj-: [(R (,VBecome, νn ,νn+1, ...))] for transitivesb. Theme -aj-: [(Appl (νn, νn+1, ...))] for unergatives and faketransitives(158) SI -aj-: [SI, νn+1, ... ](159) Theme and SI -aj-: [(R (,VBecome, νn, SI, νn+1, ...))]The question is now whether these three uses can be collapsed. I think theanswer to this question must be negative for the following reasons. Collapsing(157) with (158) would always fail since the two have diverging specicationwith respect to SI (i.e. negative in the former, and positive in the lattercase). On the other hand, collapsing (158) and (159) seems possible, as the
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 137two have identical specication with respect to SI. Thus, the collapsed entrywould have to involve up-sqeezing of -aj- by another Theme vowel (i.e. -i-)in cases where -aj- functions exclusively as a SI. This is shown in (160):(160) -aj-: [(VBecome, νn), SI, νn+1, ...]The solution in (160) yields a desirable result of morphological identity of theSI instantiation of -aj- and the Thematic vowel -aj-. Note, however, that noother Themehigh can undergo such up-sqeezing52 since no other Themehigh isspecied positively for SI. Consequently, we are left with three lexical entriesfor -aj-:(161) a. aj1: [(R (,VBecome, νn ,νn+1, ...))] for transitive (Theme)b. aj2: [(Appl (νn, νn+1, ...))] for unergatives and fake transitives(Theme)c. aj3: [(R (VBecome, νn), SI, νn+1, ...)] (Theme+SI or just SI)Coming back to inchoative Themelow stems and recapitulating a bit, inchoa-tive -n- stems are not compatible with the semantics of SI since they arenot homogeneous events, and therefore any interval that is picked up by theProgressive will violate the requirement that it be homogeneous. Wheneverthere is a need to form a SI, the roots are necessarily redirected to a highprocessual Theme class. In that sense they resemble semelfactives. Thelexical entry for the root √mrz (`freeze' from (155)) is presented in (162):(162) √mrz + -i- mrozi¢ (`freeze' tr.)+ -n- marzn¡¢ (`freeze' intr.)+ -aj-3 za-marza¢ (`freeze'I)When the thematic vowel -i is inserted on top of the root, the structureinvolves a light verb system, and the external Θ-role is checked by Merge.Hence a transitive conguration arises. If, on the other hand, the inchoativeconjugation marker -n- is present in the Numeration, the structure will beunaccusative (i.e. without a light verb system) and necessarily intransitive.Finally, when the root combines with -aj-3, the semantics associated with SIis present, as well as the light verb system, but the external Θ-role is checkedby Move53 .Turning now to low Theme -ej- stem, we see that they are never able toderive SI either. In (163) neither of the SI allomorphs (-aj- or -ywa-) is52The other allomorph of SI, i.e. -iwa/ywa- does not function as a Thematic vowel atall.53Alternatively, no internal Θ-role is present. It is dicult to see how the semanticinterpretation would dier depending on which hypothesis is adopted. No internal Θ-rolehypothesis would have the advantage to the eect that licensing by a reexive clitic is notlonger required (cf. section 3.1).
138 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...grammatical.(163) a. *wy-pi¦k-n-ywa-¢/*wy-pi¦k-ni-a-¢pref-beaut-adj-imp-inf/pref-beaut-adj-imp-infb. *ze-szpet-n-ywa-¢/*ze-szpet-ni-a-¢pref-ugly-adj-imp-inf/pref-ugly-adj-imp-inf(163) might initially be taken as owing from the non-homogeneous natureof -ej- stems, similarly to inchoative -n- stems. Yet, the question is whythe option of redirecting the same roots into a dierent conjugation class,which was operative in the case of inchoative -n- stems, is not available for-ej- stems. I submit that the reason is the deadjectival derivational historyof -ej- stems. Since they have an embedded adjective below the Theme (cf.the structure in (89) in section 2.2.4) that spells out the whole subsequence:[P,R], they are not able to take lexical prexes (which spell out P0). Thatfact results in a situation where the only type of prex that -ej- stems cantake is the pure perfectivizing prex (most often z(e)-)54 . Purely perfec-tivized verbs, however, display a general ban on SI formation, whatever thereason for that might be.Motion verbsThe last issue that is related to SI formation is motion verbs. In section2.2.2 (cf. Table 2.3) I illustrated the distinction present in the verbal systemof Polish, namely the distinction between directed and non-directed motionverbs. There I concentrated mainly on non-directed -i/y- stems. Here, how-ever, the focus is on directed motion verbs. I enumerate some in 2.6.dir. motion class non-dir. motion class glossnie±¢ C-stem nosi¢ -i- stem `carry'wie¹¢ C-stem wozi¢ -i- stem `transport'pªyn¡¢ C-stem pªywa¢ -aj- stem `swim'biec inch. -n- stem biega¢ -aj- stem `run'lecie¢ -e- stem lata¢ -aj- stem `y'Table 2.6: Motion Verbs IINote rst that the non-directed motion verbs are used not only in case themotion does not have any particular direction, but also as Progressive formsof directed motion verbs. Consider (164):(164) MariaMaria wy-nos-i-ªaout-carry-v.imp-pst.3sg.fem meblefurniture nato ±mietnik,rubbish.skip kiedywhenwszedªentered Jan.Jan54and `considerable change' po- -cf. Jablonska (2004).
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 139'Maria was carrying the furniture out into the rubbish skip whenJan entered.'In other words, directed motion verbs, similarly to inchoative -n- stems anddeadjectival -ej- stems, cannot undergo Secondary Imperfectivization. In-stead, whenever the relevant semantics needs to be expressed, they are redi-rected to a high Theme stems (i.e. non-directed motion verbs). In section2.2.2 I have already hinted at the reasons for this behavior. Similarly tolow Theme stems, with directed motion verbs the highest subevent in thewhole macroevent is a head with transitional semantics. Dierently from lowTheme stems, however, there is no way to make a general claim about thelevel of of fseq at which the upper bound of the Theme is. Rephrasing a bit,every directed motion stem needs to be considered separately and submittedto independent language-internal diagnostics in order to establish whetherthe light verb system is or is not present in its structural representation. E.g.i±¢ (`go/walk') might be considered `unaccusative' low Theme stem in viewof the fact that it fails Impersonal Passivization in (165):(165) *Idni¦-t-o/go-PASS-o/ *Po-szedni¦-t-opref-go-PASS-o doto szkoªy.schoolintended: `Someone went to school.'On the other hand, transitive nie±¢ (`carry') absolutely cannot have an un-accusative structure. This is also conrmed by its grammaticality in Imper-sonal Passivization:(166) Niesio-n-ocary-PASS-o tothisACC doto szkoªy.school`Someone was carrying it to school.'The lexical entry for both verbs in question is presented in (167), togetherwith the specication of their Themes. Since i±¢ is irregular, and nie±¢ is aconsonantal stem, the notion `Theme' should be treated rather abstractly,or else the relevant structure should be spelled out by the ROOT.(167) a. √id: [R, VBecome]b. √nies′: [R/Appl, νBecome]In (167b) I take the relevant verb to not involve VBecome, as it does notparticipate in the causative/inchoative alternation (cf. section 3.1 for therelevant discussion). Thus, whenever no lexical prex is present, the objectof nie±¢ will be introduced by an Applicative head. When RP is present, therelevant object wil merge as a RESULTEE.Now, I subscript the relevant light verb with transitional semantics as νBecomein order to bring out the parallel with VBecome. Yet, it should be understoodin a more general way, i.e. in John ran to the shop it is John's gradual `be-
140 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...coming closer to the shop' that is implied. In turn, if the light verb presentwith directed motion verbs is an S-sum of minimal transitions, it follows thatthe Secondary Imperfective cannot attach on top of it, since the predicatedenoted by its complement would be nonhomogeneous, and consequentlythe RT introduced by the Secondary Imperfective would also be nonhomo-geneous.On the other hand, it is not accidental that all of the non-directed mo-tion equivalents end up as high processual Themes, i.e. either -i/y- or -aj-.They either denote Activities (in their basic use) or else Progressive formsof directed-motion verbs. Again, this kind of behavior remains a morpho-logical aberration under any theory that deprives stem-forming suxes ofsyntactico-semantic consequences. The reader will note that the structurein (156), repeated here as (168) for convenience, is also relevant for Pro-gressive directed motion verbs. The root is redirected to a Themehigh class,which additionally lexicalizes also SI.(168) [SIP ajSI0 [νP DP νP [V P tDP V0 [RP tDP R0 [DP prefP0 ]]]]]In that sense Progressive directed motion verbs cease to be an exceptionto a very robust generalization to the eect that prexed verbs are alwaysperfective. On the analysis where no SI projection is involved in (169), theyremain a curious exception (i.e. prexed and imperfective).Summarizing the results of this section, the analysis of the SI as an As-pectual head taking two temporal arguments and relating them by means ofrelation WITHIN (based on Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (2000)) al-lowed me to account for the dierence in the Progressive formation betweenEnglish and Polish stems. It also substantiated the analysis of conjugationclass suxes in terms of high vs low Themes, where it is only the formerthat encode nonderivative process (excluding the semelfactives). Therefore,only high processual Themes -i/y- and -aj- displayed the ability to deriveSIs. Taken to its logical conclusion, this fact yields a prediction that all thederived imperfective verbal forms will in eect be non-unaccusative in thesense of possessing ν shell. I will investigate this prediction in chapter 3 andalso in section 3.2.3.I have also noted an interesting phenomenon of roots oscillating betweendierent Themes in case there was a need (i.e. under SI formation). Thisphenomenon, however, is quite restricted. It is basically only inchoative -n-stems, as well as directed motion verbs augmented by lexical prexes thatcan be redirected, and not even all of them. An interesting question is whythese redirections do not give rise to causative/transitive verbs. E.g. SIvariants in (155) can never be used transitively:
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 141(169) *MarekMarek wy-gas-a-ªpref-go.out-Th.imp-pst.3sg.m ognisko.replaceintended: `Marek was putting out the replace.'Possibly, the reason is that these forms exist in opposition to causative -i/y-stems based on the same roots, i.e. wy-mra»-∅-a-¢ (`be freezing sth'), wy-gasz-∅-a-¢ (`be putting out sth'), roz-macz-a-∅-¢ (`be soaking sth')55. Inorder to be fully explicit, I present the structural representations of (i) theROOT taking an inchoative -n- Themelow; (ii) the same ROOT redirectedto a processual Themehigh in its SI variant; (iii) the same ROOT taking aThemehigh -i-; and (iv) SI variant of -i- stem.(170)a. marz-n¡¢ (freeze-Th-inf) b. roz-marz-a-¢ (pref-freeze-Th/SI-inf)VPBecomeDP (RP)-n- √mrz SI νnPDP VPBecometDP RPtDP PProz √
mrz




-i- SI-aj- νnPDP2 VPBecomeDP1 RPtDP−1 PProz √
mrz
-i-(170b) shows furthermore that the CAUSE relation is really epiphenomenaland is not inbuilt in the structure. This is because the event is complex in(170b), i.e. it consists of the Result State (in RP), the Transition subevent(in VPBecome) and the Process subevent (in νnP). Yet, it is not interpretedcausatively in any obvious sense. I conclude that the label `causative' is amisnomer stemming from the fact that in the general case two dierent par-55Note the result of Iotation in all the transitive forms - the side eect of the presenceof the Theme -i-.
142 CHAPTER 2. EVENT DECOMPOSITION AND ...ticipants would be involved in the two subevents (as in (170c) and (170d)).Hence, it is probably the speakers' only option to relate the two subevents toeach other by means of the relation CAUSE. Whether it lies in the domainof our cognitive abilities or is related to world knowledge, it does not haveany syntactic representation, and as such is not of interest here.The nal remark concerns the other reading of the verbs with SecondaryImperfective morphology, i.e. Habitual/Iterative. At this point, let me ex-plicitly spell out the assumptions about both of the readings of SI. For theProgressive reading, I follow Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria:(171) a. Secondary Imperfective (Progressive)SI is a spatiotemporal dyadic predicate with the semantics ofcentral coincidence WITHIN that orders its external argument-RT- WITHIN Event Time (ET). In this sense it selects for adelimited interval ET. RT must be homogeneousb. Secondary Imperfective (Iterative)SI is a spatiotemporal dyadic predicate that multiplies in-nitely the Event Time (ET) and orders RT OUTSIDE mul-tiplied ET. Since multiplication is innite, the result is a non-delimited predicate. Since the event must be individuated formultiplication, it selects for delimited predicates. RT must behomogeneous.In this sense both of the uses of SI require `individuation' of the event'stemporal span. In other words, both uses of SI can only apply to perfectiveverbs. For a detailed examination of how this is done, and the syntactico-semantic analysis of aspectual levels in Polish the reader is referred to Jablon-ska (2004). Furthermore, the reason why Iterative SI cannot apply to de-limited low Theme stems (cf. (172), which can have neither Progressive norIterative readings) is identical to the reason Progressive didn't attach on topof low Theme stems, i.e. the non-homogeneous nature of Themelow stems.Out of all Themelow stems it is only inchoative -n- stems that are testablesince deadjectival -ej- stems do not take lexical prexes, and hence cannotform SI to begin with.(172) a. przy-±lep-n¡-¢P (pref-blind-Thlow-inf; `get slightly blind') - *przy-±lep-(n)-ywa-¢ (pref-blind-Thlow-SI-inf)b. roz-marz-n¡-¢ (pref-freeze-Thn-inf; `defreeze into pieces') - *roz-marz-(n)-ywa-¢ (pref-freeze-Thn-SI-inf)Thus, the same restrictions that hold of the Progressive use of SecondaryImperfective also holds of the Iterative one. Below I enumerate the groupsof verbs which do not form Secondary Imperfectives and specify the reasonfor it:
2.2. INTRA-LANGUAGE VARIATION. THEMES 143 deadjectival -ej- stems: no possibility to take a lexical prex since Roccupied by the adjectivizer → no SI; inchoative -n- stems: transitional non-homogeneous nature of the pred-icate denoted by VBecome → no SI; directed motion stems: transitional non-homogeneous nature of thepredicate denoted by either VBecome or νBecome → no SI; semelfactives: no Process part available in the denotation of νsem →no containment relation possible → no SI.In the next chapter I will explore the interaction of the typology of verbsestablished throughout this chapter with reexive marking and ImpersonalPassivization.
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Chapter 3Split Intransitivity3.1 The reexive marker and conjugation classes3.1.1 PreliminariesThe issue concerning the proper (and unied) analysis of the reexive markeris a well-established and frequent trend in the argument structure literature.Unfortunately, the amount of research done on the topic can hardly be saidto correlate with any understanding of the phenomenon. Researchers stilldisagree on the module that should handle the occurrence of the reexivemarker (i.e. lexicon vs syntax, although even parametrized approaches havebeen adopted - cf. e.g. Reinhart and Siloni (2004), Marelj (2004)), on thestatus of the marker (the pronominal vs valency-reducing marker), the re-lation to Case assignment, as well as the very need for a unied account.Although I could not plausibly do justice to the whole literature on reexiv-ity, nor oer an elaborate and self-contained theory of the reexive marker,it seems necessary to include the present section, as the reexive marker en-ters into nontrivial interaction with the conjugation class system, and henceseems to support the event decomposition argued for in the present work.Teasing apart the dierent uses of `anaphoric' reexiveFirstly, let me delimit the scope of investigation. This section deals ex-clusively with what might be referred to as anaphoric uses of the reexive(following Manzini (1986), who distinguishes se1 - a free variable and se2- a bound one)1. The term anaphoric should really be treated as purelymnemonic, since, as it will turn out, anaphoricity of the relevant item will beredundant under the present analysis. To the extent that the label anaphoricis valid here, it refers to a property of the relevant constructions wherebyone and the same DP argument is semantically interpreted as bearing two1I will have something to say about the nonanaphoric uses of the reexive, namelyMiddle and Impersonal Reexives in chapter 5.145
146 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYthematic roles. The four uses under discussion are illustrated below. (1)is a reexive use of the clitic, which comprises a group of verbs denotingself-directed actions, and which do not require or even prohibit the use ofa full-edged argumental anaphor (i.e. the anaphor of the SELF type touse Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) terminology). The English equivalent ofthis use would involve verbs which can be interpreted reexively without anyovert anaphoric element whatsoever (i.e. wash, comb, etc.). (2) is an exam-ple of the inchoative/anticausative construction, which needs to be teasedapart from the Middle use (cf. the discussion below). (3) is an inherentreexive which I will refer to as Reexiva Tantum - verbs which necessarilyoccur with the reexive clitic, and nally (4) is a prex-induced reexive,where the reexive clitic cooccurs with a certain type of prex (most oftenroz-, wy-, za-, na-, do-) called here a lexical prex (cf. Isa£enko (1960),Romanova (2003), Ramchand (2004), Svenonius (2004)).(1) MarekMarekNOM czeszecombpres.3sg si¦.re`Marek combs (himself)'.(2) Marek/MarekNOM.m/ SzafawardrobeNOM.f przewróciª-(a)overturnpst.3sg-(fem) si¦.re`Marek/ the wardrobe overturned.'(3) MarekMarek pocisweatpres.3sg si¦.re`Marek is sweating.'(4) MarekMarek roz-gadaªpref-talkpst.3sg.m si¦.re`Marek went into talking.'So far the anaphoric interpretation of one argument as bearing two thematicroles is probably only intuitively clear with respect to (1). I will, however,propose an analysis where other roles in a ne-grained decomposition of thelower domain are unied in one participant for all the four uses illustratedabove.Some discussion of the classication is in order as it is dierent from the oneassumed e.g. in Wilczewska (1966) and Szyma«ska (2000). The former in-volves numerous small groups delimited on a semantic basis. It is not clear,however, that the identied semantic dierences are structural in nature.The two aspects of Szyma«ska's (2000) theory that I would like to raise are: grouping inherent reexives with prex-induced ones, and labellingthem both as Reexiva Tantum. This fact stems from the limitation ofher system, namely the fact that the prex is not given an independentstatus. Although I will not really present an answer to the question
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 147why the relevant verbs are tantum, the inherent reexives and theprex-induced reexives will be taken to involve a dierent structuralconguration. This is possible in the present system, where the lexicalprex is a morphological exponent of a separate very low functionalprojection PP -a complement to RP (Result Phrase) adopted fromRamchand (2003), Ramchand and Svenonius (2002), and subsequentwork. The group of Reexiva Tantum in this narrow sense, on theother hand, will be argued to be parasitic on two dierent structures:(i) the one relevant for reexive uses in (1); or (ii) the one relevantfor anticausative uses in (2). This type of division, as far as I cansee, accounts for the seemingly circumxing nature of prex-inducedreexives, as well as varying degree to which a self-directed nature ofvarious Reexiva Tantum verbs is visible. Szyma«ska also groups Middles with inchoatives/anticausatives, claim-ing that the dierence in interpretation really stems from the interac-tion with aspectual properties. This assumption reects the generaltendency of Middles to be associated with generic, and anticausativeswith episodic contexts (cf. e.g. Cinque (1988)) . For instance (5a) istaken by Szyma«ska as inchoative (i.e. anticausative, strictly speak-ing), and so is (5b).(5) a. Zawi¡zaªotiepst.3sg.n si¦re nowenew towarzystwoassociationNOM charytatywne.charitative`A new charity was founded.'b. Tenthis domhouse budujebuildpres.3sg si¦re odfor trzechthree lat.years.`This house has been being built for three years.'(Szyma«ska, 2000:127,(9bc))For Szyma«ska both cases involve a Subject specied as [+cause, +af-fected] (building on Rozwadowska's (1992) system of features). Col-lapsing the two seems to me to be unjustied for the following reasons.Firstly, there are clear interpretative dierences between anticausativeconstruction, which I claim to be represented by (5a) only, and Mid-dle/Passive construction illustrated in (5b) on my view2. In (5b) thereclearly is some other Agent implied, as opposed to (5a), although thisAgent cannot be realized overtly e.g. in a by-phrase in Polish. Al-though it is dicult to nd dierentiating contexts for the two verbsin (5), switching to other predicates seems useful. Then it turns out2In fact, distingushing between Middles and Passives can be more problematic, as itwill turn out in chapter 5. Since it does not bear on the present discussion I group Middleand Passive together for the time being.
148 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYthat for some predicates the anticausative interpretation is simply un-available, irrespective of the episodic/generic context. For other pred-icates, however, there are clearly two interpretations available, withdiscernible semantic dierences. Thus, the canonical Middle construc-tion of the type in (6) cannot be used in a context where it is aninherent property of the bread that it easily gets transformed in shapefrom a loaf into slices. Yet, in the anticausative in (7), the readingwhere the untying happens without anyone's intervention is perfectlyplausible (alongside the Middle reading).(6) Tenthis chlebbreadNOM ªatwoeasily si¦re kroi.cutpres.3sg`This bread cuts easily.'(7) Tathis sznurówkalaceNOM ªatwoeasily si¦re rozwi¡zuje.untiepres.3sg`This shoelace gets untied/can be untied easily.'The dierence cannot be reduced to episodic vs generic contexts sinceboth (6) and (7) are generic contexts.Related to this dierence is the fact that the two constructions applyto a very dierent range of predicates, i.e. Middle can apply to verbswhich are necessarily caused by human agents (e.g. `build', `ampu-tate', etc.), whereas this is impossible for anticausatives. If the dier-ence were only aspect, then (5b) or (6) should switch to an inchoativeinterpretation in the perfective past Tense episodic context, but it isclearly ungrammatical3:(8) a. #TenThis domhouseNOM z-budowaªpref-buildpst.3sg.m si¦re win trzythree lata.years.intended: `This house got built in three years.'b. #Chlebbread nafor wczorajsz¡yesterday kolacj¦dinner po-kroiªpref-cutpst.3sg.m si¦.reintended: `The bread for yesterday's dinner got cut.'For Szyma«ska, the unacceptability of (8) probably stems from therestriction in LCS of the verb (i.e. the fact that the LCS of the verbspecies Subject as [+sentient] and [+sentient] subjects cannot be `sup-pressed'4). Yet, this seems to yield a problem for a minimal pair in (9),where the verb is also argued to involve obligatorily sentient Subject:3Again, the ungrammaticality is taken to be categorical on an inchoative reading only,since speakers dier in the degree to which they allow a Passive reading in the exampleunder discussion.4This conclusion, arrived at in Rozwadowska (1992) is in fact very interesting in thecontext of chapter 5, where I will argue that human (i.e. [+sentient] in Rozwadowska's
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 149(9) a. *FilmlmNOM ju»already si¦re obejrzaª.watchperf.pres.3sg.mintended: `The lm got watched.'b. FilmlmNOM si¦re wªa±niejust ogl¡da.5watchimp.pres.3sg`The lm is just being watched.'The inchoative is impossible, as opposed to the Middle/Passive, whichseems to indicate that the latter construction does not exclude thepossibility of there being a sentient Agent implied. Thus, I would liketo keep Middles apart from the other uses, at least for the purpose ofthis section. Middles/Passives are Manzini's (1986) free variables, andhence are of no interest at this point.Bare stem inchoatives 6= anticausativesLet me rst turn to anticausatives in (2). The question is what is the relation,if any, of the anticausative to its transitive variant (cf. also the discussionin section 2.1.1). Both lexical as well as syntactic approaches agree thathaving two separate entries for the transitive and the intransitive variantof causative/inchoative alternation would in fact miss an important gener-alization. E.g. within the projectionist endoskeletal approach of Reinhart(1996), Reinhart (2002), Marelj (2004) this concern is encoded as LexiconUniformity Hypothesis:(10) Lexicon Uniformity HypothesisEach verb-concept corresponds to one lexical entry with one the-matic structure. The various thematic forms of a given verb arederived by lexical operations from one thematic structure.(Reinhart (1996:(6)))On a syntactic neo-constructionist approach the same concern manifests it-self as e.g. optional ν categorial feature in Ramchand (2003):(11) break [ (ν), V, R)]The one-lexical-entry assumption is thus independent of whether a particu-lar approach is projectionist or constructionist, nor of the assumption aboutterminology) Subjects emerge at a higher level, and once the derivation reaches this level,the relevant argument's presence will be necessarily conspicuous in a variety of syntactictests.5Szyma«ska (2000) puts `??' next to this example. All the speakers I consulted (my-self included) accept the example, given enough context. In general, the problem withMediopassives in Polish is that they are very much contextually dependent and a bit ofnegotiation of context usually makes native speakers accept the examples.
150 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYwhich of the variants is the basic one, and which one is derived. The partic-ular assumption, however, rests on the semantic entailment argument, whichI consider at least partly misguided for the reason to be specied below.Thus, Marelj (2004:21) observes the purported parallelism in the semanticentailment of (12) and (13):(12) a. Peter melted the ice. →b. The ice melted.(13) a. Peter broke the window. →b. The window was broken by Peter.In order to make the argument convincing I view it necessary to switch toPolish, as the judgements are quite delicate. Thus, it seems to me that tothe extent that the active variant in (13b) does entail (13a), the same doesnot hold of anticausatives in Polish (14):(14) a. PiotrPiotrNOM zepsuªspoilpst.3sg.m telewizor.9TVACC`Piotr broke the TV.'b. TelewizorTVNOM zepsuªspoilpst.3sg.m si¦.re`The TV broke.'The two sentences have dierent truth conditions: in (14a) the participantin the Causing subevent is distinct from the Undergoer (i.e. participantin the caused subevent). In (14b), on the other hand, the only argumentpossesses certain properties that cause it to undergo the caused event. Aswe will see below, on the hypothesis advanced in this chapter the structurallack of entailment is simply viewed as in (15) (see below for the more preciseneo-Davidsonian representation):(15) a. X CAUSE Z 9 Y CAUSE ZThe question is, however, how the impression of the entailment arises. I sub-mit that this is due to extra-linguistic factors, namely the way we conceive ofcausation. World knowledge allows for multiplication of the intermediariesin a causal chain probably ad innitum. To give a concrete example, in asentence John cut the bread the rst approximation of a causal relation is theevent whose participant is John causing another event of the bread changingits shape. Yet, world knowledge tells us that in order for the latter event totake place, there must exist another subevent whose participant is an inter-mediary of the Instrument type, e.g. a knife. Similarly, another necessarysubevent must be the state of the bread possessing a certain type of propertythat enables it to undergo a change. I suggest that exactly the latter sce-nario is the one responsible for the purported entailment from the transitive
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 151to the anticausative variant of the alternating verbs. A word of caution isin order: the innitely ne-grained decomposition of causal relations mightbe a true congnitive mechanism, but it is distinct from the linguistic struc-tural representation of subevents. In fact, one of the main purposes of thepresent work is to establish which of the potentially innite subevents arelinguistically represented. In this sense, causative/anticausative alternationin Polish displays a logical inference rather than a semantic entailment.It is also noteworthy to see the contrast between Themelow stems and anti-causatives in the following contexts:(16) a. #TelewizorTV si¦re zepsuª,spoilpst.3sg.m bobecause PiotrPiotr goitACC zepsuª.spoilpst.3sg.mintended: `The TV broke because Piotr broke it.'b. wieczkaCandle zgas-∅-ªa,go.out-Thlow-pst.3sg.f bobecause j¡itACC zgasiªem.put.outpst.3sg.m`The candle went out because I put it out.'Although the judgements are delicate, there is a contrast between perfectlyacceptable low Theme stem in (16b) and the slightly contradictory reexive-marked anticausative in (16a). That seems to suggest that the entailmentfrom the transitive variant to the low Theme unaccusative intransitive pred-icate is possible, but not to the anticausative. The contradictory natureof (16a), I submit, is due to an attempt to impose two dierent externalarguments in the two respective clauses. The reason why the contrast is del-icate is because the extralinguistic mechanism of logical inference intervenes.In other words, my position is that Parsons' (1990) semantic representationof the intransitive variant of causative/inchoative alternation, which pur-portedly proves the presence of entailment, is in fact inadequate for Polishanticausatives. Parsonian representation of the transitive and intransitive isin (17a) and (17b) respectively:(17) a. (∃e) [Agent(e,Max) & (∃e') [Breaking (e') & Theme(e', thevase)] & CAUSE (e, e')]b. (∃e) [Breaking (e) & Theme(e, the vase)]In that kind of representation, the entailment follows. I will however try tosubstantiate Chierchia's (1989) intuition that with anticausatives the surfacesubject is not only interpreted as UNDERGOER, but also as a nonsentientstative CAUSER of its own Transition. In other words, I propose a morecomplicated semantic representation of anticausatives, as in (18):(18) (∃ s) [Holder(s, the vase) & (∃e) [Breaking(e) & Theme(e, the vase)]& CAUSE(s,e)]
152 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYIn (18) I keep Parsonian thematic labels for the sake of clarity of exposition.Yet, it should be borne in mind that under the present assumptions thespecic thematic roles are much more vague and dened only by occupyinga particular syntactic position (i.e. Ramchandian Initiator, Undergoer, Re-sultee)6. In such a representation there is no semantic entailment from thetransitive to the anticausative variant.Again, I need to emphasize that the above considerations are crucially re-stricted to the anticausative alternation, and do not concern bare stem in-choatives in languages like Lillooet Salish or Amharic7. This is in the generalvain of distinguishing between `real unaccusatives' of the inchoative type (asin Salishan languages) and anticausatives of the Polish/Romance/Germanictype.Thus, on any lexical approach to anticausatives, where the reexive markeris an overt manifestation of a lexical operation, the verb should in prin-ciple enter syntax as a monovalent unaccusative predicate. This is so inReinhart's (Reinhart (2002), Reinhart and Siloni (2004)) system (buildingon Chierchia (1989)), where the anticausative se casser (`break') is derivedfrom a transitive verb by means of the operation referred to as Reduction.In this particular case, Reduction targets the external argument:(19) a. V (Θ1, Θ2)b. Reduction: R(V)(Θn) (Reinhart and Siloni, 2004:(14))The result is an unaccusative entry. In that sense, for all intents and pur-poses of syntax, the anticausative verb should be equated with what I referto in the present work as degree achievement verbs (but prefer to switch fromnow on to a `real unaccusative'). Yet, some of the diagnostics employed inthe substantiation of the causative LSR do not seem to assume this strictencapsulation hypothesis. This is the case of the by itself adverbial test (cf.the discussion below). From a methodological point of view then, a consis-tent lexical treatment of the relevant diagnostics should:(i) either reject the strict encapsulation hypothesis and consistently treatall of the diagnostics relating to the presence of Causative LSR as valid; anatural consequence of such a position is adopting a syntactic account;(ii) or assume the strict encapsulation of modules, and consequently do notexpect any syntactic traces of the complex event LSR; in that case the avail-ability of the adverbial by itself becomes a problem, since it is not clear howthe complex event lexical representation can transpire to syntax.6For the particular case under discussion, i.e. the stative subevent Parsonian label'Holder' seems to be more appropriate than Ramchand's Initiator, as the argument israther devoid of any instigational properties.7The prediction stemming from the analysis that I will present below is in fact thatthere will be a semantic entailment present in the relevant languages. Pending evidence todistinguish between logical inference and semantic entailment, I leave this issue for futureresearch.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 153Therefore, my proposal will adopt the set of assumptions related to theformer approach. Yet, I will try to show that the relevant diagnostics, whenthey occur, they clearly distinguish between simplex event inchoatives on theone hand, and complex event anticausatives on the other. To wit, there arecontexts where `real unaccusatives' behave dierently from anticausatives.Consider the minimal pairs in (20):(20) a. zielenie¢ vs zieleni¢ si¦ (`get green(er)')b. ucichn¡¢ vs uciszy¢ si¦ (`get silent')c. zg¦stnie¢ vs zag¦±ci¢ si¦ (`thicken')d. ton¡¢ vs topi¢ si¦ (`drown')e. wychyn¡¢ vs wychyli¢ si¦ (`appear/stick out')Initially, the existence of these doublets seems to be mysterious. The moreso, if one endorses the hypothesis that a language does not tolerate syn-onyms. Native speakers have a hard time characterizing the exact semanticdierence between the variant with high -i- Theme and the reexive marker,and the one with low -ej- (as in (20ac)) or inchoative -n- (as in (20bde))Theme and no reexive marker. One response that I got was that the event`lasts a bit longer' in the former case. Yet, on closer examination it turns outthat there are contexts where one variant can be used, but the other cannot.Firstly, it seems that control into purpose clauses is sometimes allowedwith the anticausative variants, but not coercible in the case of real un-accusatives8:(21) a. MarekMarekNOM utopiªdrownpst.3sg.m si¦re [[ »ebyso.that wyªudzi¢extortinf pieni¡dzemoneyACCzfrom ubezpieczenia].insurance]`Marek drowned in order to extort the insurance money.'b. ??MarekMarekNOM uton¡ªdrownpst.3sg.m [[ »ebyso.that wyªudzi¢extortinf pieni¡dzemoneyACC zfromubezpieczenia].insurance](22) a. DziecichildrenNOM uciszyªyget.quietpst.3pl.nonvir si¦re [[ »ebyso.that usªysze¢hearinf woªaniacallingsrodziców].parentsGEN ]8Admittedly, there are cases of pragmatic control, as in Edwin Williams' example: Thegrass is green to promote the photosynthesis. I take the fact that there does exist a contrastbetween control with anticausatives and control with unaccusatives to indicate that thephenomenon is independent. From that perspective the marginal acceptability of (21b)and (22b) might be taken as involving pragmatic (event) control.
154 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY`The children got quiet in order to hear the parents' calling.'b. ??DziecichildrenNOM ucichªyget.quietpst.3pl.nonvir [[ »ebyso.that usªysze¢hearinf woªaniacallingsrodziców].parentsGEN ]There exists a possibility, however, that (22a) and (22b) are in fact coercedreexive structures, as opposed to anticausatives, in which case the argu-ments of (21a) and (22a) are interpreted agentively. In that case, the aboveparadigm does not constitute an argument distinguishing between inchoat-ives and anticausatives.Yet, there is another test dierentiating the two types of predicates. ThePolish equivalent of Italian da sé phrase, argued by Chierchia to be onlypossible with unaccusatives, is sam/a/o (alonem/alonef/alonen). As in thecase of purpose clauses, it is much better with anticausatives than with realunaccusatives:(23) a. MartaMartaNOM.f samaalonef si¦re utopiªa.drownpst.3sg.f`Marta drowned by herself (without any external cause).'b. #MartaMartaNOM.f samaalonef uton¦ªa.drownpst.3sg.f`Marta drowned alone.'`*Marta drowned by herself.'(24) a. TrawagrassNOM.f samaalonef si¦re zazieleniªa.get.greenpst.3sg.f`The grass got green by itself.'b. ??TrawagrassNOM.f samaalonef zzieleniaªa.get.greenpst.3sg.fintended:`The grass got green by itself.'(23b) can only be interpreted as meaning `alone' - the reading that Chierchiawants to put aside since it seems to be indiscriminate with respect to thetype of the predicate. (24b) can't even have that reading since the Subjectis inanimate, and Polish `alone' is restricted to animates. From Chierchia'sexamples, however, it does not seem that the contrast can be reproduced forItalian:(25) a. Lathe portadoor sire éis apertaopened daby sé.itselfb. Lathe barcaboat éis aondatasunk daby sé.itself (Chierchia, 1989:(42ab))
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 155Note, however, that Italian aondare (`sink') is not really comparable toPolish ton¡¢ (`sink') since the former is ambiguous between a transitive andinchoative version. Thus, my hunch is that the possibility of having da sé in(25b) is really related to the transitive entry for aondare. In that sense thecomparison of the relevant contrast should involve a real Italian unaccusativelike arrivare. And in fact (26) seems to be considerably degraded:(26) ??La lettera é arrivata da sé.Moreover, since the presence of da sé or sam/a/o phrases is taken to reectthe accessibility of `cause argument', it follows also for our purposes thatthe relevant event is complex9. Yet, in a lexicalist framework, where the`suppression' of the cause argument is done presyntactically, it is not clearhow adverbial attachment - clearly a syntactic matter - can have access tothis `suppressed' argument. Thus, the unied account of all unaccusativesin terms of Reduction in the lexicon, does not explain the Italian contrastbetween (25) and (26).English inchoatives are covert anticausativesAt this point I would like to make an aside on English alternating `inchoat-ives'. When discussing verbs participating in the causative-inchoative alter-nation (illustrated in (27)) in English, Ramchand considers a lexical entryfor these verbs represented in (28).(27) a. The stick broke.b. John broke the stick.(28) break : [(ν), V, R ]She observes, however, that this assumption would miss the generalizationthat all [V,R] and [V] verbs seem to allow transitivization by the additionof an external causer. Therefore, she proposes that English has an unpro-nounced lexical item with default causational semantics which can be asso-ciated under ν, and which triggers incorporation of the V into it.There seems, however, to be at least some evidence to the eect that ν-shellis present with some alternating verbs even in their intransitive variants inEnglish. Firstly, a contrast similar to Italian (25) and (26) is present inEnglish (29) and (30) as well:(29) #Mark died / arrived / fainted by himself.(30) The cup broke / The ice melted / His condition worsened by itself.9This point is made in (Reinhart, 2002:26): when the concept includes a cause ar-gument, as with break, but not glow, we can refer to it, even if we selected a lexicalrepresentation which does not realize it. As indicated above, this position seems to beincompatible with the strict encapsulation of modules tenet.
156 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(29) shows clear preference for the irrelevant `alone' reading, whereas in (30)the most salient reading is the relevant `without assistance' (Peter Sveno-nius, p.c.). In fact, it seems to be the only reading for (30), which mightindicate again animacy requirement of the English `alone'. Thus, it seemsthat the twofold analogy to Polish should be:(i) verbs in (29) are comparable to Polish `real unaccusatives', i.e. stemswith Themelow;(ii) verbs in (30) are comparable to Polish `anticausatives', i.e. stems withThemehigh.To the extent that the rst part of the analogy is expected, the second partseems to be a little unorthodox, as standardly these verbs are taken as un-accusatives. Moreover, there does not seem to be any special anticausativemorphology present in English (30), e.g. no reexive clitic is found. In con-nection with the reexive marking, it seems crucial to observe that Englishdoes not have overt (so-called `lexical') reexive marking10:(31) John washed.The `unaccusative' analysis of (31) with John as an UNDERGOER onlyis invalidated by the semantics. In (31) John is clearly doing something,apart from undergoing. The lack of an overt reexive opens the possibilitythat also in other verbs in English we might be dealing with covert reexivity.A further piece of evidence for the presence of the light verb layer in Englishverbs of the type in (30) involves suppletive deadjectival verbs. It seems to betrue for many languages that adjectives which form suppletive comparativeand superlative, use the comparative stem when they serve as basis for verbalderivation11. Polish shows transparently, however, that this is only true ofcausative (transitive) variants. With Themelow inchoatives, the positive stemis used. This is shown below:(32) a. maª-y (`small') - mniejsz-y (`smaller')b. dobr-y (`good') - lepsz-y (`better')(33) a. mal-e¢ (`get smaller') - z-mniejsz-y¢ (`make smaller')b. dobrz-e¢ (`get better') - u-lepsz-y¢ (`make better')It should also be pinpointed that there exist anticausative variants of thetransitive verbs in (33), which display the reexive marking, and these arealso based on a comparative stem, as shown in (34):(34) z-mniejsz-y¢ si¦ (`get smaller'), po-lepsz-y¢ si¦ (`get better')10And note also that no reexive marking is visible in English Middles. In a sense then,it seems that English simply lacks an item that would perform the function of a reexiveclitic in Slavic or Romance languages.11In Bobaljik (2006) this is taken as a universal fact and derived structurally.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 157Now, in English the comparative stem is employed in both transitive, as wellas intransitive variants of alternating verbs, as shown in (36):(35) bad - worse(36) a. This worsened the situation.b. The situation worsened/*baddened.That seems to suggest that English intransitive worsen is really comparableto Polish anticausative zmniejszy¢ si¦ (`get smaller') rather than male¢ (`getsmaller').Furthermore, a lot of other Germanic or Romance languages behave like En-glish in the sense that both transitive and intransitive variants of alternatingverbs display comparative suppletive stems. Since they dier from English,however, in possessing a reexive/anticausative marker, we expect all of theintransitive variants to necessarily employ the morphology in question. Thisseems partly borne out by the facts, as I illustrate below for Norwegian((37)), Swedish ((38)) and French ((39)).(37) a. for-bedre *(seg) (`get better/improve', cf. bedre (`better'))b. for-verre *(seg) (`get worse/worsen', cf. verre (`worse'))(38) a. för-bättra *(sig) (`get better/improve', cf. bättre (`better'))b. för-sämra *(sig) (`get worse/worsen', cf. sämre (`worse'))(39) a. *(s')ameliorer (`get better/improve', cf. meileur (`better'))The reexive morphology is necessary in order to express the inchoativevariant. Admittedly, there are cases where a verb displaying suppletive com-parative morphology does not require the reexive marker in the intransi-tive variant, although the language in question actually possesses such alexical item, e.g. Italian migliorare (`get better'), peggiorare (`get worse').Since, however, Italian possess also other labile verbs alternating between thetransitive and intransitive variants without any mediating morphology, e.g.aondare (`sink'tr/intr), I leave these cases for future research and assumethat the correlation: suppletive morphology → anticausative structure holds.In view of the suppletive evidence presented above, let us then hypothesizethat English suppletive stem intransitives are in fact covert anticausatives.Of course, this fact by itself does not mean anything for the verbs like break.Yet, when we combine it with another fact, discussed in Haspelmath (1993),i.e. that BREAK is a concept that is cross-linguistically most commonlyanticausativized, it seems that the covert anticausative analysis for Englishalternating verbs like break gains some initial plausibility. Moreover, it isfurther substantiated by the adverbial contrast presented in (29) and (30).The covert reexive hypothesis for English has some extensions in other
158 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYdomains as well. For instance, the observation by Michal Starke that in-transitive stative unergative verbs seem to be particularly rare is prima facieinvalidated by the existence of psych-verbs of the`worry' type.(40) John worries.It is interesting, however, that these verbs bear the reexive morphology inother languages. I illustrate with Polish:(41) Janek martwi si¦/ dziwi si¦.Janek worry re/ amaze re`Janek worries/ is amazed.'Since I will argue in section 3.1 that every reexive-marked verb involvesidentication of Subjects of two subevents12, (41) is in a sense transitive,and hence ceases to be a counterexample to a robust generalization. Thecovert anticausative analysis of English causative-inchoative verbs has theadvantage that it dispenses with unpronounced items like the null ν, althoughof course the lack of overt reexive marking needs to be accounted for. Isubmit that under the present assumptions, the stem in English can spell outthe functional projection relevant for the reexive clitic in other languages.In other words, the English stem has the lexical specication in which thereexive projection (let us call it reP) gures as an optional element.(42) break : [ R0, V0, ν0, (re0) ]This comes as no surprise in fact, in view of extreme exibility of Englishstems, which can express many dierent feature combinations not mediatedby any axation, e.g. the telicity of English break can be overriden bya higher level aspectual feature, i.e. iterative aspect (most probably theequivalent of Polish Secondary imperfective - cf. section 2.2.8), as shown in(43):(43) a. John broke the chair in three seconds.b. John broke the chair continuously for an hour until it was inone million pieces.The only limitations on the exibility are due to the architecture of fseqcombined with the principles of lavish insertion specied in section 1.2, i.e.the fact that lavish insertion applies to contiguous heads only. That meansthat the stem cannot lexicalize some optional feature higher in fseq withoutnecessarily lexicalizing the optional feature lower in fseq.Thus, it seems that English is exceptionally opaque with respect to the chunkof structure that a particular stem lexicalizes. By the same reasoning, how-12Excluding Middles and Impersonals, for the time being.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 159ever, the empirical scope of the possibility of `covert anticausative' analysisin English is unfortunately not clear. This is because in many intransitivepredicates the stem could just as well lexicalize just the chunk of structureequivalent to Polish Themelow stems. In section 2.2 I argued that this is ex-actly where Polish behaves morphologically transparently and can be usedas a probe for which projections a particular lexical item identies.Let me now recapitulate the results of the above discussion. Having delin-eated the empirical scope of investigations of this chapter, I have rejected theassumption concerning the presence of the semantic entailment between thetransitive and the anticausative variant of causative/inchoative alternation.Consequently, none of the variants can be derived from the other: neither thetransitive derived from the anticausative (as e.g. in Pesetsky (1995)), nor theanticausative derived from the causative (as e.g. in Reinhart (2002)). More-over, I have shown that some of the diagnostics employed by some lexicalistresearchers in order to prove the complex event LSR are in fact incompatiblewith the Lexicalist Hypothesis. In turn, a syntactic one-module approachto causative/inchoative alternation seems to be the null hypothesis. I havealso proposed a semantic representation of anticausatives as complex events,where the sole argument is not only an Undergoer of the change-of-statesubevent, but also a non-sentient stative Initiator of the higher subevent.This hypothesis, I believe, solves the long-standing problem in the litera-ture. To wit, many lexical accounts share an intuition that anticausativesare in fact complex events. Yet, this intuition is very hard to prove due toa very specic structure that anticausatives instantiate. It is my convictionthat most tests that are used in the literature to show a complex causativestructure/LSR are contigent either on the agentivity of the higher subevent,or on the distinctness of the participants in the two events, or on both ofthese factors. Since I proposed that the higher subevent is in fact a State,and since with reexive-marked verbs one and the same argument is a par-ticipant in both of the relevant events, there is not much left to prove thepoint. Therefore, it is precisely the contrast between the `real unaccusatives'and the anticausatives in Polish that enables one to see the complex natureof the latter set against the background of the simplex nature of the former.Thus, I have repeatedly stressed that a unied treatment of all intransitivevariants of causative/inchoative verbs is untenable. In the next section I willtry to show that these two types of structures systematically correlate withspecic conjugation class markers, i.e. Themes. Finally, I have advancedan English-specic proposal to the eect that at least some of the Englishverbs of the break type are in its intransitive variants comparable to Pol-ish reexive-marked anticausatives, and hence are not unaccusatives in thetraditional sense.
160 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY3.1.2 The interaction between Themes and the reexive markerTurning now to interaction with the types of Themes, note that from the per-spective of any approach which equates anticausatives with unaccusatives,it is expected that anticausatives should only involve low Themes since no νlayer should be present. This is because in accordance with UTAH (Baker,1988), the argument of unaccusative verbs is merged VP-internally. Yet, thisprediction seems to be totally on the wrong track: low Theme stems (almost)never take a reexive marker, as shown in (44). On the other hand, most ofthe verbs involving a reexive marker are high Theme stems (cf. (45))13.(44) z-marz-n¡-¢pref-freeze-n-inf (*si¦)/(re)/ o-gªuch-n¡-¢pref-deaf-n-inf (*si¦)/(re)/ wy-pi¦kn-ie-¢pref-beaut-ej-inf (*si¦)/(re)/zielen-ie-¢green-ej-inf (*si¦)(re)(45) a. caus-inch: budz-i-¢ (si¦) (`wake', i/y-stem), krusz-y-¢ (si¦)(`crumble', i/y-stem), gniew-a-¢ (si¦) (`annoy/be annoyed', aj-stem), wikª-a-¢ (si¦) (`interweave/ complicate/get complicated',aj-stem), top-i-¢ (si¦) (`melt', i/y-stem)b. re: czes-a-¢ (si¦) (`comb (oneself)', a-stem), ubier-a-¢ (si¦)(`dress (oneself')', aj-stem), poªo»-y-¢ (si¦) (`put/lie', i/y-stem)c. inherent: cheªp-i-¢ si¦ (`boast', i/y-stem), chmurz-y-¢ si¦ (`getcloudy', i/y-stem), j¡k-a-¢ si¦ (`stutter', aj-stem), wzdryg-a-¢si¦ (`jerk', aj-stem)d. pref-induced: roz-gad-a-¢ si¦ (`go into talking', aj-stem), za-koch-a-¢ si¦ (`fall in love', aj-stem), do-licz-y-¢ si¦ (`nally man-age to count sth', i/y-stem), na-patrz-y-¢ si¦ (`watch sth intosatiation', i/y-stem)If my conclusion from chapter 2 to the eect that the high Themes correlatewith (a certain level of) non-unaccusativity, and if intransitive variants ofanticausatives are claimed to merge their arguments VP-internaly, then weseem to be running into a problem. On the other hand, one might arguethat the inchoative variant of the verbs participating in causative-inchoativealternation, as well as reexives are derived in syntax. This is in essencethe pronominal approach pursued by many researchers starting from Kayne(1975). The reexive clitic e.g. is taken to be generated in the object po-sition and climb upwards, binding an empty category in its trace position.Then, it will follow that since transitive verbs are always involved, low Themestems, being always monovalent, cannot participate in the relevant construc-13In fact, in a pilot study that I conducted concerning causative/inchoative alternationinvolving 324 verbs, 63% of them turned out to be high Theme stems. The rest werestems, the status of which was ambiguous (like -owa-stems), and only one verb with lowverbalizer -ej-, i.e. starze¢ si¦ (`get old').
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 161tions. This approach, however, has nothing to oer with respect to ReexivaTantum (henceforth, RT), which never seem to be transitive. Similarly, cer-tain verbs from which prex-induced reexive constructions are derived, alsonever take any object. E.g. patrze¢ (`look') in (45d) can optionally take aPP object, but never a bare DP. From this point of view, the fact that RTand prexed-induced reexive verbs cannot be low Theme stems is ratherunexpected. Therefore, if a unied account for all the four cases in (45) isto be proposed, the correlation with the type of Themes must be treated asnon-trivial.Finally, if at least some of the verbs with the reexive marker (most oftenthe ones that involve an argument interpreted nonvolitionally) are taken tobe unaccusatives, it is unexpected that they can occur in Impersonal Passiveconstruction in -NO/TO, as illustrated in (46):(46) a. Potk-ni¦-tostumble-sem-NO si¦re naat schodach.stairs anticausative`Someone stumbled on the stairs.'b. Zmartw-i-onoworry-i-NO si¦re rozwojemdevelopment wypadków.incidents psych-verb`Someone got worried by the development of the situation.'c. U±miech-ni¦-tosmile-sem-NO si¦re doto niego.him RT`Someone smiled to him.'d. Do-patrz-∅-onopref-look-i-NO si¦re bª¦dów.mistakes pref-induced`Someone noticed mistakes.'If Passive is usually taken to apply to verbs with external arguments only (cf.e.g. Perlmutter and Postal (1977), Baker (1988), and Baker et al. (1989),but also the discussion in section 1.6), then under the unaccusative analysisof anticausatives (46) is unexpected. Note that all of the Themes involvedin (46) are high (i.e. semelfactive -n- in (46ac) and processual -i- in (46bd)).This fact is one of the main arguments provided in the literature in favourof the non-passive nature of -NO/TO, one of the classical examples of whichis Lavine (2000) reviewed in section 3.2.2.In fact, it seems that the presence of the reexive marker `helps' the sentenceto become grammatical in certain cases. For instance, uciec (`escape') is averb whose conjugation marker is of a hard to establish status. This is dueto certain irregularities in the paradigm. That is why it is only marginal inthe Impersonal construction (cf. (47a)). Yet, there is an inherent reexiveverb uciec si¦ (`resort'), which is perfect in the Impersonal Passive:
162 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(47) a. ??Uciekni¦-toescape-NO zfrom wi¦zienia.prison`Someone escaped from prison.'b. Uciekni¦-toescape-NO si¦re doto rozwi¡za«solutions ekstremalnych.extreme`Someone resorted to extreme measures.'Again, on the (quite unpopular in the Polish literature, cf. section 3.2.2for references) assumption that -NO/TO is a real Passive, the facts are asexpected, i.e. only high Theme verbs (i.e. verbs potentially possessing anexternal argument ) can undergo Passive formation, whatever the reason forthis restriction might be.The conclusion owing from the evidence reviewed above seems to be asin (48):(48) Only high Theme (non-unaccusative) stems are able to takea reexive marker of reexive, anticausative, inherent, prex-induced persuasion.14,15(48), in turn, suggests that reexive verbs (of the relevant types) are com-plex macroevents involving at least two subevents: νP and VP. The questionarises why this state of aairs should hold. I would like to argue that thisis due to the semantics of the reexive marker, the surface manifestation ofwhich is usually taken as its anaphoricity. The clearest case of anaphoricityinvolves reexives (for examples of which cf. (45b)), where in a certain sensethe external argument of the reexive predicate (Agent) is coreferential withits internal argument (Patient/Theme). Below, I will extend this particularpoint to all the relevant uses of the reexive marker.Reexive marking involves two Θ-rolesThe anaphoric status of the reexive clitic is not taken for granted in theliterature, however. Abstracting away from the very label `anaphor', which iscertainly loaded within generative grammar, I need to show that the presenceof the reexive clitic always necessarily correlates with two Θ-roles. Let usrst consider the purported counterexamples.For instance, Alsina (1996) argues that the reexive clitic is not an anaphorsince it can occur in nominalized innitives in Catalan:15This formulation will be in fact revised below, allowing for some very restricted casesof Themelow stems with the prex-induced reexive, which are essentially conrming theanalysis.15The relevant restriction concerns also Middles, but not Impersonals. The reader isreferred to chapter 5.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 163(49) Catalana. Elthe satirsatyr observavaobserved amagathidden elthe despullar-seundressinf -re sorollosnoisy ambwithquewhich esre divertienamused lesthe nimfesnymphs`Hidden, the satyr was observing the noisy undressing withwhich the nymphs amused themselves.'Given the decompositional approach to morphology, however, it is not clearthat the nominalized innitival could not include an embedded antecedentof the pro/PRO type. In fact, I will argue in section 4.3 that one of theinstantiations of the Polish nominalization in -NIE/CIE, which also seemsto be able to occur with the reexive marker, can embed a projection intro-ducing pro as an external argument.One conrmation of that hypothesis is the fact that the missing Subjectof the nominalization with the reexive marker seems to be restricted ininterpretation to human arguments.(50) a. Bardzovery mniemeACC denerwujeannoys tothis ci¡gªeconstant przewraca-nieoverturn-nom si¦.re`Someone's/my constant falling gets on my nerves.'b. Kr¦ce-niespin-nom si¦re win kóªkocircle nieneg polepszaimprove sytuacji.situation`Someone's going in circles doesn't improve the situation.'c. Cofa-niewithdraw-nom si¦re mahas zawszealways skutkieects uboczne.sideways`Someone's withdrawing always has side eects.'This is in spite of the fact that the relevant predicates can be used with bothanimate and inanimate Subjects:(51) a. Janek/stóªJanek/table przewracaoverturnpres.3sg si¦.re`Janek/the table is falling.'b. Janek/interesJanek/business si¦re kr¦ci.spinpres.3sg`Janek is dgeting/ The business is thriving.'c. Janek/chorobaJanek/disease cofn¦ªawithdrawpst.3sg.f si¦.re`Janek/the disease has withdrawn.'Furthermore, if the human interpretation of the Subject is on the right track,then the prediction arises to the eect that reexive-marked verbs which canonly take inanimate Subjects should be disallowed in nominalizations. Itseems the prediction is conrmed:
164 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(52) a. *Aktualizowa-nieupdate-nom si¦re zwróciªoturnpst.3sg.n moj¡my uwag¦.attentionintended: `Becoming updated drew my attention.'b. *Dªu»e-nielong-nom si¦re nigdynever nieneg jestis przyjemne.pleasantintended: `Being boring is never pleasant.'c. *Zwith niecierpliwo±ci¡impatience czekamwaitpres.1sg nafor goje-nieheal-nom si¦.reintended: `I am looking forward to healing.'The inanimate external argument restriction for the relevant predicates isillustrated in (53):a. Dane/*Ludziedata/*people aktualizuj¡updatepres.3pl si¦.re`The data/*people are updating.'b. Wykªad/*Marialecture/*Marie si¦re dªu»y.lengthenpres.3sg`The lecture/*Maria is getting boring.'c. Rany/*Ludziewounds/*people goj¡healpres.3pl si¦.re`The wounds/*people are healing.'I haven't been able to check the relevant facts for Catalan, but it seemsthat Spanish nominalized innitives can also occur with the reexive clitic,and the interpretation of the missing argument is necessarily animate (LuisaMarti, p.c.). Thus, (53) cannot be used when it is things that collide:(53) *Elthe.masc estrellar-secollide-re esis algosomething quethat meme asusta.scares Spanishintended: `The colliding of things is something that scares me.'Although I will argue in section 4.3 that the restriction in question stemsfrom the level in functional sequence where the nominalization takes place,for the time being this is immaterial, since human interpretation will stemfrom the feature specication of pro/PRO. Thus, the conclusion seems to bethat there is no reason to undermine the `anaphoricity' of the reexive clitic.Although I will not implement it in terms of `anaphoricity', the conclusionis still something to bear in mind.(Non)-argumental status of the reexive markerLet me now turn to the controversy between pronominal vs valency reduc-ing accounts of the reexive clitic. It has become clear by now that thepronominal approach to reexive marker is untenable. This is due to thefact that in many respects sentences with reexive clitics pattern with in-transitive verbs, and dierently from sentences with full-edged anaphors of
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 165the English oneself type, Italian se stesso or Polish siebie. For instance,Kayne (1975) observes that reexive verbs do not trigger dativization of theCausee in causative constructions. In this respect the embedded (reexive)verb seems to pattern with an intransitive verb:(54) a. JeI feraiwill.make laverwash MaxMax áto Paul.Paul French`I will make Paul wash Max.'b. JeI feraiwill.make courirrun Paul.Paul`I will make Paul run.'c. JeI feraiwill.make sere laverwash Paul.Paul`I will make Paul wash himself.'Alsina (1996) also observes that the full-edged reexive allows more read-ings than the clitic does.(55) Mary defends herself better than Gertrude.(56) a. Maryi defends herselfi better than Gertrudej defends herselfjb. Maryi defends herselfi better than Gertrudej defends heric. Maryi defends herselfi better than shei defends Gertrudej(57) La Maria es defensa millor que la Gertrudis.(58) a. Maryi defends herselfi better than Gertrudej defends herselfjb. *Maryi defends herselfi better than Gertrudej defends heric. *Maryi defends herselfi better than shei defends GertrudejThus, for the Spanish reexive clitic in (58), only the strict reading is possi-ble. For Alsina, this means that the functional structure is copied from thenon-elliptical clause except for the information overtly present in the ellip-tical clause. Due to a-structure binding, only one function (i.e. Subject) islicensed, which rules out the interpretation in (58c). Since two bound argu-ments cannot have dierent referential indices, the reading in (58b) is alsoout.Furthermore, predicative adjectives in Small Clauses as complements of tran-sitive verbs show Case agreement with the object (i.e. ACC) in Polish,whereas with reexive verbs they Case-agree with the Subject16:(59) a. MariaMaria umyªawashpst.3sg.f Ew¦EwaACC caª¡.wholeACC Polish`Maria washed Ewa all over.'16Thanks to Lucie Medova for drawing my attention to these facts.
166 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYb. MariaMaria umyªawashpst.3sg.f si¦re caªa.wholeNOM`Maria washed herself all over.'These and similar facts have for a long time constituted the main argumentagainst the syntactic pronominal treatment, and in favor of a lexical valency-reducing marker account of the reexive clitic. The challenge that the lexicalaccounts must face, however, is the fact that the reexive clitic is able to becoindexed with the argument of another predicate. This is the case for ECMconstructions (as shown in Marantz (1984)) (cf. (60)), as well as coindexingout of so-called Faire ...par causative in French:(60) a. Jean se considére intelligent. French`Jean considers himself intelligent.'b. Jean s'est fait embrassér par Marie.`Jean had Marie kiss him.'Since on any lexicalist theory of reexive marking valency-reducing operationoccurs in the lexicon, it is not clear how this operation should apply to thearguments of two dierent predicates: the argument of the causative/ECMverb and the argument of its complement.In view of these facts, certain lexicalists postulate parametrizing reexiviza-tion with respect to whether it is handled by the lexicon or by the syntax(cf. e.g. Reinhart and Siloni (2004), Marelj (2004)). To take an example,since Hebrew does not allow reexivization of non-coarguments in ECM con-struction, the valency reduction operation is taken to apply in the lexicon.Conversely, since French does allow it, the relevant operation is claimed toapply in the syntactic component17. It seems to me, however, that the cross-linguistic similarities are too striking to assume such a dierent treatmentof the phenomenon. Moreover, there are some empirical problems involvedin the parametrization hypothesis.To wit, Marelj (2004) follows Siloni (2003) in arguing that the formation ofreexive nominalizations in fact substantiates the split application hypoth-esis. The reasoning goes as follows. Because French allows Reexivizationin ECM contexts, it must be a syntax language. If Reexivization is a syn-tactic operation, one expects it not to be able to feed lexicon operations,e.g. nominalizing. Therefore, the lack of reexive nominalizations in Frenchfollows. Hebrew, on the other hand, is predicted to allow reexive nominal-izations, as one lexical operation (i.e. Reexivization) can feed another one17The parametrization option is taken to hold of Reexivization only, as opposed toExpletivization (valency reduction in inchoatives/anticausative). The latter applies in thelexicon exclusively, since the approach assumes that the basic variant is the transitive one,and it is impossible to subtract an argument in syntax.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 167(i.e. nominalization)18 :(61) a. hitraxcutself-washingb. histarkutself-combing Marelj (2004:34)The problem is Polish, which, although it allows Reexivization of non-coarguments, and in this sense comes out as a syntax language, does allowalso reexive nominalizations. These two facts are illustrated in (62) and(63) respectively:(62) a. MarekMarek uwa»aconsiderpres.3sg si¦re zafor inteligentnego.intelligent`Marek considers himself intelligent.'(63) myc-iewash-nom si¦/re czesa-niecomb-nom si¦re`washing/ combing oneself'If the nominalization is taken as a lexical operation, it is not clear how itcan be fed by syntactic Reexivization. If, in turn, the syntactic approach toReexivization is relevant for at least some languages (like French and Pol-ish), and the parametrization hypothesis faces problems, the null hypothesisis a syntactic approach to Reexivization in all languages.Summarizing the discussion so far, there is clear evidence that the syntacticaccount of the reexive clitic that grants it an argumental status cannot beright. Yet, the lexical valency-reduction marker approach also faces prob-lems, and hence must be rejected. Instead, what seems to be called for is aunied syntactic treatment of all the relevant uses of the reexive marker,incorporating the ndings concerning intransitivity of reexive verbs, butat the same time accounting for why certain languages (e.g. Hebrew andEnglish) do not allow coindexing of non-coarguments. I will leave the latterissue for future research.One more remark is in order. Generally speaking, the approaches whichpostulate transitive structure for the reexive-marked verbs usually evokethe type of evidence that tells us that the external argument is present inthe sentences in question, but not what is the external argument. To take anexample, Pesetsky (1995), referring to Kayne's idea, take the reexive cliticto be an external argument that is assigned ACC Case. The full DP in (64)is claimed to be the underlying object that moves to Spec,IP and binds the18Note that this conception of the lexicon necessarily involves ordering operations, whichin eect yields a reproduced syntactic derivation.
168 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYreexive from this position.(64) Mariei [V P sei voit ti]A consequence of this analysis is that the reexive verbs are incompatiblewith clauses whose main verb lacks an external argument (cf. also Rizzi(1986)). I illustrate for passive and raising verbs in (65) and (66) respectively:(65) a. *Gianni si è stato adato.intended: `Gianni was entrusted to himself.'b. *Gianni non si sembra fare il suo dovere.intended: `Gianni does not seem to himself to do his duty.'Pesetsky (1995:104)Since, by hypothesis, passive and raising verbs lack an external argument,it follows for Pesetsky that the reexive clitic is incompatible with thesecontexts, as it is assigned an external Θ-role. Although this might be an ar-gument in favor the presence of the external argument, it does not necessarilyfollow that the clitic is the argument.3.1.3 An analysisConsidering the aforementioned problems with the pronominal approach tothe reexive clitic, I would like to follow Manzini and Savoia (2004) in as-suming a base-generation analysis of the clitic19. Thus, let us suppose thatthe clitic has a dedicated functional projection in Manzini and Savoia's clitichierarchy, call it reP20. Manzini and Savoia (2004) operate in terms of as-pectual features Originator and Measure. The claim is that the clitic ismerged in Or and the DP acts as an attractor of both thematic features Orand Meas. The lexical subject is merged in a position c-commanding the po-sition of the clitic and can attract one of the aspectual features: if it attractsMeas, the result is a passive. The person agreement between the clitic andthe Subject is taken to reect the fact that Meas passes through Spec,OrP(with the reexive clitic in its head). If, on the other hand, the lexical DP at-tracts Or andMeas, the result is a reexive/anticausative verb. I will modifythis analysis slightly. Firstly, in view of the ne-grained event-decompositionassumed here (i.e. the tripartite event decomposition), it seems to me thatthe reexive clitic cannot be associated with one or two particular thematicfeatures, simply because one would run short of the possibilities of combina-tions needed to represent all the existing constructions. Secondly, Manzini19Base-generation account has been proposed earlier by Sportiche (1996). Yet, consid-ering the assumptions made in this section, Manzini and Savoia (2004) seems to be theclosest predecessor.20I do not intend here to enter the discussion concerning the exact position of thereexive clitic w.r.t. other clitics.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 169and Savoia claim that the dierence between reexives and anticausatives ispragmatic/interpretive, rather than derivational. This seems not to be sub-stantiated empirically, since, as I will show below, there are clear syntacticdierences between the two (e.g. with respect to ne-cliticization, control intopurpose clauses, the range of possible subjects, etc.) In fact, it is interestingthat M&S represent the other extreme of the approach to unaccusativity,as compared with Chierchia (1989). The latter argues for the unaccusativestatus of all the monovalent structures with a Theme-interpreted argument,whereas M&S choose to extend their analysis of anticausatives to all unac-cusatives (i.e. including predicates like venire (`come')), which essentiallyamounts to postulating an external argument (their Originator for all un-accusatives. One of the purposes of this section is to argue that a uniedanalysis of the monovalent structures with a Theme argument (i.e. PolishThemelow stems and anticausatives) is untenable.Although M&S's account is based on the assumption that I share as well,i.e. that Θ-roles are features, and the one-to-one match between argumentsand Θ-roles is not a necessity in the minimalist framework, the particulartechnical implementation of this assumption will be dierent here. M&S,adopting the framework of Chomsky (1995b), take the Θ-features to be ableto move abstractly into the domain of the base-generated clitic. As I as-sume the existence of a universal ne-grained thematic functional sequence,I will instead take the particular functional heads to come with the partic-ular Θ-features that need to be checked by the movement of the argumentinto a Specier of a given functional projection. The question that arisesis what is then the function of the reexive clitic generated in re0? I willhypothesize that the semantics of reP is licensing of the identication oftwo Θ-roles in one argument. Specically, re0 scans its immediate searchspace to nd the closest Goal with nominal features α (see below for moredetails on α), and this DP will be allowed to bear two Θ-roles: an internaland an external one. The identication of the two Θ-features is orthogonalto those features being already checked or not yet checked by movement ofthe argument to a thematic projection. Thus, if a DP has already checkedboth its Θ-features , these will be the two roles identied. If, however, a DPwhich has acquired only one Θ-role is the rst available Goal, the checkedfeature will be identied with an unchecked one, regardless of the subsequentmoving/checking the other Θ-role feature. In this sense, re0 is blind to thetype of the thematic role.The relevant question is what is the exact place of reP in fseq. Let usassume, for the sake of the argument, that it is above νP, but below VoiceP(cf. section 1.5 for the split into Cause and Voice à la Pylkkänen (2002)).In the present work I prefer to substitute the label VoiceP (originally fromKratzer (1996)) with initiatorP (cf. also section 1.5) - the highest thematic
170 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYposition for the external argument in the hierarchy of light verbs. This is dueto the fact that the traditional label Voice immediately recalls the active-passive opposition. As I will argue in section 4.3 that the notion `passive'should be reduced to aborting the verbal sequence at a relatively low level,and hence has nothing to do with Voice, the latter label seems to be mis-leading. The only purpose of the relevant projection (i.e. initP) is to attractexternal arguments which check the initiator's feature there. I also do notwish to call it AgentP, since the arguments being hosted there can be of dif-ferent thematic persuasions. This is because their relation to the embeddedevent is very loose21.(66) [initP DP [init' [reP [re' si¦ [νP/VP -i/y/aj- DP ]]]]](66) incorporates the nding arrived at above, namely the fact that only highTheme stems are allowed to take a reexive marker22. Thus, in what followsI will try to go through all the possible derivations involving a reexive clitic,assuming the low thematic domain proposed in this work and repeated in(67):(67) [initP [νP [VPBecome [RP ]]]]AnticausativesLet us start with the derivation for anticausatives. I would like to exploitthe insight recurrent in the literature concerning the fact that the Subjectof anticausatives in a sense seems to behave syntactically and semanticallyas both Causer and Patient. Thus, e.g. Chierchia argues that in the boatsank23  [...] some property of the boat (or some state the boat is in) causesit to go down. That is with unaccusatives (read: anticausatives - P.J.) thecausing factor must be understood not as an action but statively. The sameintuition is captured in Szyma«ska's (ib.) system of featural decomposition(adopted from Rozwadowska (1992)), where she argues that the Subject ofinchoatives (anticausatives) is specied as [+cause, +aected, -sentient].Transposing this insight into a derivational framework, let me propose thatanticausative derivation involves a stative avor of νP - the rst of the lightverbs introducing the causing subevent, and the sole argument is merged21In a certain sense my initiator is comparable to Ramchand's initiator. The relevantsense concerns the very loose or unspecied involvement of the participant in bringingabout the event. Yet, my initiator is introduced at a level much higher than Ramchand's
ν - a fact which stems from much more ne-grained decomposition.22Exceptions conrming the analysis will be discussed below.23This statement requires qualication: for Chierchia any verb whose sole argument isinterpreted as Patient is unaccusative. Thus, his formulation concerning stative causationapplies equally to `real unaccusatives' and anticausatives. I would like to modify this claimand restrict it to anticausatives. There does not seem to be any evidence whatsoever tothe eect that the Subject of `real unaccusatives' bears any causing property.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 171as the Subject-of-Transition (in Spec,VPBecome). The next step involvesmerging νstate. This is by hypothesis a projection that does not have athematic feature, its only purpose is to introduce a subevent. That meansthat no movement to Spec,νstate is triggered. A further Merge adds re0,whose morphological exponent is the reexive clitic, to the derivation. Atthis point re probes for a nominal argument and nds the closest (in factthe only) appropriate Goal - the DP in the object position. The reexiveallows for this DP to bear two Θ-roles. Now, the only other role available isthe external Θ-role of initiator. Consequently, the DP moves to Spec,initPto check the relevant thematic feature. This derivation is illustrated in (68):(68) AnticausativeinitPDP init' rePsi¦
Θ1 = Θ2
νstatP
ν' VPtDP(Θ1, Θ2)Note also that the fact that the DP starts out in a VP-internal position yieldsa desirable result of enabling en/ne cliticization. If subextraction of that typeis only possible out of a VP-internal position (but cf. the discussion in 1.4for the complications involved), then grammaticality of French anticausative(69) and Italian (70) follows:(69) a. Ilthere s're enof.them estis cassébroken beaucoupmany dansin cethe lave-vaisselle.dish-washer`Many of them have broken in the dish-washer.'(Reinhart and Siloni, 2004:(24c))b. Sere neof.them sonoare rottibroken due.three`Three of them have broken.' (Bentley, 2004:(24h))This type of analysis derives not only the type of Theme used with anti-causatives (i.e. necessarily Themehigh since this is the only lexical item inPolish that is able to spell out the hierarchy of light verbs). In addition to
172 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYthat, the analysis accounts for the Kayne/Pesetsky's observation in (65) tothe eect that reexive verbs are excluded from clauses which do not havean external argument (i.e. raising and passive verbs), as well as Chierchia'sby itself test.At this point one might raise an objection to the eect that anticausatives donot pass any of the standard external argument diagnostics. Let us howeversee which of the diagnostics are usually employed: compatibility with agent-oriented adverbs, e.g. volitionally, intention-ally, etc.; compatibility with a by-phrase or Intrumental DP; ability to control into an adjunct in order to clause.As far as I can see, the rst and the last test could not possibly give positiveresults for anticausative precisely because they identify an Agent, and theargument in anticausatives is not an Agent, but rather an initiator. Due tothe stative nature of the light verb, no agentivity-related test can ever bepassed by anticausatives. Finally, the by-phrase test is in fact predicted onthe present analysis. Since I do not assume that a by-phrase is an elementthat doubles the external argument (cf. also the discussion in section 1.6,as well as chapter 4), but rather it is an external argument, it follows thatInitiator and a by-phrase are mutually exclusive.Last but not least, apart from the usually employed agent-oriented in orderto clauses, there are also present participial clauses. These, on the otherhand, do test positively with anticausatives:(70) a. MariaMariaNOM przewróciªaoverturnpst.3sg.f si¦,re [id¡cwalkpr.prt doto szkoªy].school`Maria overturned when walking to school.'b. MasªobutterNOM roztopiªomeltpst.3sg.n si¦,re, [stoj¡cstanding naon kaloryferze].radiator.`The butter melted standing on the radiator.'The argument in the object position (i.e. Spec,VPBecome) does not seem tobe able to control this type of adjunct clauses, as shown in (71):(71) AnnaiAnnaNOM spotkaªameetpst.3sg.f Mari¦j ,MariaACC [PROi/∗jwalkpr.prt id¡cto doschool szkoªy].`Anna met Maria when Anna was walking to school.'From this fact we conclude that the argument in anticausative sentences in(70) needs to be in a position higher than the internal argument position.Of course this is nothing new or unexpected, since all approaches to anti-causatives assume further movement of the DP to the NOM position. What
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 173is new is the juxtaposition with in order to clauses, where this type of move-ment does not rescue anticausatives. The conclusion seems to be, again, thatthe purpose clauses are sensitive to some syntactico-semantic feature otherthan the c-command relation. If this feature is agentivity, then naturally itwill not test positively with anticausatives.At this point I would like to briey mention reexive derivations of the my¢si¦ type. As noted with respect to Manzini and Savoia (2004)'s account,there exist certain dierence between reexive and anticausative construc-tions. These dierence include: ne-cliticization in Italian (possible only out of anticausatives); postverbal subjects in Hebrew (possible only with anticausatives (cf.Reinhart and Siloni (2004))); the range of possible subjects (any DP with anticausatives, but onlyanimate DP with reexives).Therefore, it seems necessary to distinguish the two derivations structurally,although the same functional projection reP will be involved in both. Ipostpone the issue for the time being, as it requires some cross-linguisticinvestigations in order to give an accurate structural representation for thereexive derivation. In section 3.1.5 I reduce all the three dierences enumer-ated above to a dierent, higher light verb projection involved in reexivederivations. The next section provides some substantiation for this particularprojection.3.1.4 Cross-linguistic evidence for multiple Subject positionsThere seems to be some cross-linguistic evidence to the eect that somelanguages distinguish between projections introducing volitional/ control-ling Agents and projections introducing nonvolitional/accidental/inadvertor neutral Causes. A reservation that should also be added at the beginningof this section is that I am not preoccupied here with the broad notion ofCONTROL that might also include its presence or absence in relation tointransitive predicates. For example, although a lot of so-called `split erga-tive' languages use dierent grammatical encoding with intransitive verbs(cf. e.g. Dixon (1994), also Mithun (1999) for the discussion of this broadnotion of CONTROL), depending on the Semantic role of the argument. Ibelieve that this might actually be a reection of split intransitivity, ratherthan dierent levels of external argument introduction. I am also not pre-occupied here with the cases where presence or absence of control comesfrom suxes adjacent to or cooccurring with the transitivizers. These casesare labelled in the traditional Salishan literature as Out of Control and will
174 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYbe discussed in chapter 524.Thus, the contrast relevant for the purposes ofthis section is most conspicuous between controlled and non-controlled tran-sitive verbs. With intransitives some other factors might obliterate the issue.Let me rst introduce the relevant data from St'át'imcets (Lillooet Salish).As shown in e.g. Davis and Demirdache (2000) and Davis (in preparation), inSt'át'imcets, similarly to other Salishan languages, all transitive verbs requirean overt morpheme attaching to the root (cf. also section 2.1.2.1). Thereare two types of transitivizers: n-type transitivizer (glossed as DIR(ective),following Davis and Demirdache (2000)) and s-type transitivizers (glossedas CAU(sative)). I illustrate both in (72a) and (72b) respectively.(72) a. túp-un'be.punched-DIR St'át'imcets`to punch someone/thing'b. kwis-tsfall-CAU`to drop something'DIR seems to be more marked and Davis and Demirdache (ibid.) character-ize the argument introduced by DIR as a participant to which we ascribeconscious (mindful) control over the action denoted by the predicate. (Davisand Demirdache, 2000:102). Judging from this denition, as well as from thefact that DIR can be used when talking about animals (Henry Davis, p.c.), Iconclude that the transitivizer correlates with the feature [+animate]. Thus,DIR is used in accomplishment verbs with the conscious involvement of theCauser.CAU, on the other hand seems to be a `default' transitivizer in the sense thatit is used wherever n-type transitivizer cannot be used. Thus, CAU occurswith natural (or supernatural) inanimate entities as Causes. Frequently, thes-type transitivizer cooccurs with an Aspectual morpheme (realized as -t-or -p-). In the examples below I boldface the Aspectual `change-of-state'morpheme (INCH(oative) in (73) and IMM(ediate) in (74)) and italicize thetransitivizer.(73) St'át'imcetsa. Zík-t-s-ásfall-IMM-CAU-3ERG ta=sráp=aDET=tree=EXIS ts7athis ku=xwélmen.DET=saw`This saw cut the tree down.'24Admittedly, distinguishing between these cases and (non)control transitivizers will notalways be straightforward in every language under consideration.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 175(74) Sek'w-p-s-ásshatter-INCH-CAU-3ERG ta=nk'wanústen=aDET=window=EXISta=qvl-alhtmícw=a.DET=bad-CONN-land=EXIS `The storm broke the window.'(Davis, in preparation:chapter 39, (28-29))The second case where s-type transitivizer is used is embedded under theso-called out-of-control marker ka= ...=a. I will not analyse this scenariohere - for details see section 5.2 and 5.4.Finally, there is a group of predicates with subjects fully in control, yetprexed with a stative prex s- (incidentally, identical to a nominalizer)with the meaning of a `resulting state'.(75) Wa7=malhIMPF=ADHORT t'anam-ílctry-AUT kw-á-suDET=(NOM)IMPF=2G.POSSs-gwel-s.STA-burn-CAUS`Try to keep it lit!'(76) Wá7=tu7IMPF=then s-7ats'x-s-twítasSTA-see-CAU-PL.ERG ta=tmícw=aDET=earth=EXISnelh=cín'=aPL.ABS.DET=long.time=EXIS úcwalmicw.people St'át'imcets`The Indians of long ago watched over the land.'(Davis, in preparation:chapter 39, (34-5))The same contrast can also be shown by the minimal pair example in (77),where (77a) involves DIR without the prex, and (77b) involves CAU and anominalizing prex.(77) St'át'imcetsa. Lhecw-n-ásput.on-DIR-3ERG ta=áe7m=aDET=pretty=EXIS leqwáz'dress ti7thatku=smém'lhats.DET=girl`That girl put on a pretty dress.'b. S-lhecw-s-ásSTAT-put.on-CAU-3ERG ta=á7emh=aDET=pretty=a leqwáz'dress ti7thatku=smém'lhats.DET=girl`That girl is wearing a pretty dress.'(Davis, in preparation:chapter 39,(40))
176 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYAnother scenario where CAU occurs irrespective of the sentience of theCauser is under so-called indirect causation. I only mention this fact atthis point, but it is signicant in the context of chapter 5.Similarly, Thompson (1979) identies two transitive suxes in Lushoot-seed (spoken in the area of Seattle), where one of them implies full control,whereas the other limited control on the part of the Agent:(78) a. ?uªíci-d £@d Lushootseed`I cut it (on purpose)'b. ?uªíc-dxw £@d`I cut it (accidentally)'(79) a. ?upúsu-d £@d Lushootseed`I threw something and hit him (intentionally)'b. ?pús-dxw £@d`I threw something and hit him (accidentally)'(Thompson, 1979:156)The distinction between control and lack thereof also shows up in anotherdomain, namely agreement patterns. It is the more interesting since the lan-guage in question is genetically unrelated to Salishan languages. To wit, asclaimed in Aikhenvald (2003), Tariana (a member of Arawak family, spokenin northwestern Brazil), marks the sole argument of intransitive active verbs(Sa, following Dixon's terminology) by means of a prex agreeing for per-son, number and gender. The argument of stative So verbs25, however, is notcross-referenced on the verb in any way. The distinction roughly correspondsto the familiar distinction between unergative vs unaccusative verbs. Thisindicates that only external arguments are cross-referenced on the verb bymeans of a prex.More to the point, however, Tariana allows morphological causativization ofmost So and Sa verbs with an interesting quirk (cf. Aikhenvald (2003:268)).The causative morpheme used is -i or -ita. Interestingly, causatives of Soverbs can be prexed or prexless, depending on `whether the result isachieved intentionally, or not' (Aikhenvald, 2003:269). (80) illustrates a bareSo verb, (81)- it's causative countepart. According to Aikhenvald, since theaction of warming up food is perceived as intentional, the subject is cross-referenced by means of a prex.
25This is the exact formulation from (Aikhenvald, 2003:239). By looking at the exam-ples, however, one might infer that these are not only statives, but also dynamic eventu-alites whose sole argument is interpreted as Theme.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 177(80) Tarianaa. ke:ri-ne-mhasun-INSTR-PRES.NONVIS pana-pheleaf-CL:LEAF.LIKE meri.be.toasted`The leaf is dry (lit.toasted) because of the sun.'(Aikhenvald, 2003:13.39)(81) paitaone+NUM.CL:ANIM kuphesh di-merita-ka3sgnf-be.toasted+CAUS-REC.P.VIS`He toasted one sh.' (Aikhenvald, 2003:13.40)In contrast, `debilitating' in (82) is achieved unintentionally, and the causativeformed this way is prexless:(82) isawound nu-na1sg-OBJ inasueta-mahkabe.lazy/debilitated+CAUS-REC.P.NONVIS`The wound made me debilitated (or lazy).'(Aikhenvald, 2003:13.41)Irrespective of one's theory of Agreement, i.e. whether Agreement is takento be a reection of a long-distance Agree operation (as in Chomsky (1999))or whether it is taken to hold in a Spec-head conguration arising by move-ment, it surely is the minimal assumption that Agreement holds with spe-cic syntactic positions in the tree. On this minimal assumption it seemsthe argument introduced by the causative in (81) has to involve a dierentsyntactic position from the one introducing the argument in (82), unless aconceptually undesirable notion of `optional agreement spell-out' is resortedto26. Note also that, although Aikhenvald is not explicit about it, it seemsthat the distinction correlates with the sentience/animacy of the externalargument.This cross-linguistic evidence allows me to propose that the distinction inquestion is in fact a universal. The question that arises is how should thisdistinction be implemented syntactically. Since bare roots in Lillooet Sal-ish are argued to be unaccusatives (cf. Davis (2000)), i.e. under presentassumptions they lexicalize as much as VBecome, and all transitive verbs re-quire the presence of one of the two transitivizers, the rst hypothesis is thatDIR and CAU must be exponents of ν. One alternative that suggests itselfimmediately is to assume that the dierence between the two transitivizerscorresponds to two dierent avors of ν (as assumed e.g. in Folli and Harley(2002)) attaching at exactly the same place in fseq. .26This solution is the more undesirable in view of the fact that there clearly is a gener-alization behind the presence or absence of the prex.
178 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(83)a. νDIRPDP
[+human] νDIR'VPDP
b. νCAUPDP νCAU 'VPDPThis hypothesis, however, is conceptually awed. Namely, under the presentassumptions relating to very ne-grained functional decomposition it is unde-sirable to postulate many `avors' of functional projections. This is becausewe end up with an unrestricted system of many functional heads multipliedexponentially by the number of selected avors (cf. section 1.1 for the dis-cussion of the relevant point).The only alternative, then, is to say that the two thematic projections cor-respond to dierent levels in fseq. Considering the semantics of both typesof transitivizers, and in particular the very loose connection between the ar-gument introduced by CAU and the embedded event, I propose that νCAUin fact corresponds to initP.The question is now whether the projection responsible for introduction ofanimate external arguments with DIR could be merged directly on top ofVPBecome. In other words, could it be the ν? The answer to this questionmust be negative for the following reason. If the external argument was in-troduced in Spec,νP immediately dominating VPBecome, there would be noway to ever derive a construction without an external argument and with νpresent in the framework dispensing with `avors' of projections. ConsiderPeriphrastic Passive in Polish in (84):(84) Ksi¡»kabookNOM.f zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f prze-czyt-a-n-a.pref-read-aj-PASS-f`The book has been read.'Given the analysis of the Themehigh (in this case -aj-) presented in chapter2, Polish transparently shows that since Passive embeds the Theme, it alsoby transitivity embeds ν. Yet, there is no mention in (84) of the externalargument. Instead, the external argument is implied and can be expressedin an optional by-phrase. For that reason I assume that the only externalargument that is available at the level of the rst ν is an adjunct-like by-phrase. Similar assumption is made in Collins (2004), where it is taken toyield a desirable result of merging external arguments in the same place inboth active and passive sentences. If ν does not introduce an argument,that means there is a need for the existence of another projection - the onerelevant for introducing animate DPs. The question is what is its ordering infseq with respect to initP. In other words, which of the two types of external
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 179arguments gets introduced lower and which higher? In spite of the shortageof empirical evidence to resolve this issue, there are some theoretical consid-erations related to it.These relate to the type of predictions that the two alternative structures in(85) yield.(85) a. [initP [νDIRP ]]b. [νDIRP [initP ]]In a lavish insertion system, where verbal stems are spelling out fseq chunksof various sizes, one expects to see dient groups of verbs, depending onwhich structure in (85) is assumed. The structure in (85a) predicts theexistence of two natural classes of verbal stems: (i) class I containing verbswhose external argument bears both Θ-features: that of an Agent (acquiredin Spec, νDIRP), and that of an initiator (acquired in Spec, initP); (ii)class II containing verbs which spell out only up until νDIR and hence theirexternal argument is restricted to animate controlling Agents. On the otherhand, the structure in (85b) makes the same prediction with respect to classI, but it diers with respect to class II: under this hypothesis there shouldexist a group of verbs whose external argument is restricted to inanimatenonsentient Causes. As it turns out, there are no such verbs. This is alsothe conclusion in Levin and Rappaport (1995) (cf. also Marelj (2004:chapt.4, p.33)). I enumerate some of the verbs whose external argument can beboth initiator and Agent in (86a), whereas the verbs restricted to animatesentient arguments are in (86b).(86) a. break, cut, open, melt, entertain, surpriseb. murder, read, walk, see, send, smearIt needs to be observed that the verbs in (86) are purposefully quite heteroge-nous (e.g. apart from standard transitive verbs, there is also a perceptionverb, as well as ditransitive verb and so-called psych-verbs). Thus, no com-mon analysis is implied. Yet, the lack of a group of verbs which would bananimate or human Agents seems striking27. For this reason, I conclude thatthe hypothesis in (85b) should be rejected.Taking into consideration these empirical predictions, I take it as a work-ing hypothesis that the projection hosting [+animate] arguments is locatedlower than initP, but on top of the rst light verb ν1P. initP, on the otherhand is the highest pojection hosting arguments that are semantically unre-stricted. This relates to the idea of peeling arguments in the course of the27There are occasional cases of monovalent verbs taking only inanimate arguments, e.g.suce, rain, etc. Yet, rstly, it is not clear whether the argument in question is reallyexternal, and secondly, the phenomenon is not systematic in the sense that no semanticallyhomogenous group of verbs can be delimited.
180 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYderivation (cf. the discussion in section 1.7). I will argue that argumentsare born as oblique structures (i.e. as semantically unrestricted by-phrase inSpec,ν1P) and lose the oblique shells by movement to certain verbal func-tional projections. This is the way structural case emerges from obliques.These movements, I will claim, will correlate with certain semantic inter-pretations of arguments. Thus, the higher the verbal projection, the morespecic semantic interpretation of the DP. Crucially, movement of the argu-ment throughout the light verb system has to be succesive, i.e. the argumentcannot jump across several verbal heads, skipping the projections inducinga specic semantic requirement. If this is the case, however, the questionarises what happens in the case of a vanilla-avor active clause, where theSubject does not display any special semantic restrictions, e.g. in The stormbroke the tree. I submit that in this case the external argument is mergeddirectly in Spec,initP, without undergoing any movement through the lightverb system.Incorporating the results of the above discussion, let me propose two externalargument positions in (87).(87) initPDP init'
νDIRPDP
[+animate] νDIR'
ν1PVPIn (87) I label the rst light verb projection introducing a subevent andoptionally a by-phrase ν1 , and the higher one νDIR, to keep the Salishanreference and as a mnemonic.It needs to be emphasized, however, that at this point (87) is just a workinghypothesis. As the argument develops, however, the reader will hopefullysee all the desirable consequences stemming from the ordering in (87), oneof the main empirical advantages being the fact that the semantic restrictionson the argument are always visible in case there is some matrix predicatedominating, i.e. in embedded contexts28. It seems worthwhile to pinpointone type of empirical consideration in favor of ordering νDIR below initP.Assume it was possible to satisfy the Θ-feature by Merge, i.e. the Agent in28Travis (2005) also proposes distinguishing between projections introducing Agents,and the one introducing Causes. Yet, in her structure the former c-commands the latter.Cf. chapter 5 for discussion.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 181Spec,νDIR and the initiator would be distinct arguments. If the nonsentientCause argument was introduced lower, and the conscious Agent higher, it isnot clear in what sense the higher argument could inuence the lower onesince Cause is [-sentient]. In fact, this seems to be the scenario relevant forexternal causatives, e.g. Italian so-called Faire Innitive:(88) *Gianni ha fatto rompere la nestra al ramo.intended: `John got the branch to break the window.'Folli and Harley (2002:20bd)(89) La rabbia fece rompere il tavolo a Gianni.`The rage made Gianni break the table.'Folli and Harley (2002:28a)Assuming that the structure in (89) is in fact monoclausal, and the argumentof the causative verb initiates the event of breaking in a very loose sense,whereas the argument of the embedded lexical verb is a controlling sentientAgent, we get exactly the right animacy predictions: the initiator can beany DP, whereas the Agent has to be an animate DP. If the c-commandrelation was the reverse (i.e. animate Agents introduced higher and nonsen-tient Causes introduced lower), it is rather unexpected that (88) should beungrammatical.Coming back to the structure in (87), although there are two DPs repre-sented in the two relevant projections, the usual scenario will in fact involveonly one. In other words, once a DP is merged in Spec,νDIR, the Θ-roleof initiator is usually satised by Move/Remerge, but not by Merge, otherthings being equal29 . νDIR is always present in fseq, but not always itseects are visible. Namely, the external argument only moves through thisprojection in case there is a Θ-feature on it. Furthermore, it stays in thisposition whenever some other item blocks higher thematic positions. Spe-cic constructions of this type will be analysed in the remaining part of thethesis.For the particular case of St'át'imcets I hypothesize that the -n- transitivizeris lavishly inserted to spell out the subsequence [ν1, νDIR]. I remain agnos-tic, however, with respect to the nature of -s- transitivizer. This seems to bea harder issue since -s- occurs in a lot of cases, e.g. on top of intransitivizers,and is in fact described by Davis (in preparation) as a default transitivizer.29Other things are not equal when there is an Event Separator, which enables introduc-ing another event. In this particular scenario, the Θ-feature on init can be satised byMerge. I assume this is a situation in so-called external or syntactic causatives, althoughI will not analyse the latter for space reasons.
182 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYTherefore, it seems that its lexical specication must be extremely exible.I leave the details of it, however, for future research.3.1.5 Other reexive-marked derivationsReexivesNow, the claim is that reexives dier from anticausatives in the type ofcausing subevent involved, i.e. dierently from anticausatives, reexives em-ploy an agentive processual light verb labelled ν1 (as opposed to νstat inanticausatives). The argument in reexives has to be construed agentively,as well as it has to be animate. As I argued in the previous section, this typeof arguments is hosted by a dierent light verb - νDIR. Thus, I propose thatthe structure of reexives looks as in (90):(90) ReexivesrePsi¦ νDIRPDP νDIR'
ν1PtDP VPBecometDPIt needs to be observed that the assumption in (90) is that initP is absent30.The derivation proceeds as follows. First, the argument is merged in a VP-internal position, i.e. in Spec,VPBecome and interpreted as Undergoer. Thenext step involves merging the processual light verb introducing the causingsubevent, which bears a thematic feature, so it attracts the internal argu-ment to its specier31. Subsequently, νDIR is merged and the argumentmoves to Spec,νDIR in order to check the Agent feature. It needs to bepointed out again that the thematic feature on ν1, as well as νDIR has to beoptional in general. This is because, although νDIR is necessarily present inevery structure involving high Themes, its eects are obviously not alwaysvisible. In other words, not every Subject of a high Theme stem displaysanimate Subjects. If νDIR always came with an uninterpretable thematicfeature, one would expect all external arguments to have to move through30This might in fact depend on the lexical specifcation of the lavishly inserted reexive,as we will see in chapter 5. For the present purposes the point is irrelevant.31The reader will recall that the assumptions is that if the rst of the light verb projec-tions has a thematic feature, all the remaining projections also have one.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 183Spec,νDIR, and consequently to display animacy restriction. The questionthen is why should the relevant feature necessarily occur in the case underdiscussion, i.e. the reexive derivation. The answer to this question lies inthe type of feature that the reexive identies. Suppose that the optionallyintroduced thematic feature on ν1 is the highest level in the hierarchy ofthematic features, i.e. simply Θ. I submit that the reexive is not sensi-tive to this type of feature. Instead, it enters Agree with the higher level offeatural distinctions, let us say Θexternal/Θinternal32. If a DP present in theNumeration bears this feature, the reP can be merged as the next step in aderivation. It probes for the closest DP with the relevant nominal features,which in this case is the only argument available in Spec,νDIR, and licensesthe unication of the external and internal role on this argument.A further issue is morphological in nature, i.e. which morphemes lexicalizewhich parts of fseq. In section 1.2 I suggested that high Themes present inreexive derivations are lexically specied to spell out the whole hierarchy oflight verbs, yet they can be down-sqeezed by other lexical items. I proposethat in the reexive derivation in (90) Themehigh is inserted for the subse-quence [ VBecome, ν1, νDIR ]. This is similar, but not identical to LillooetSalish DIR transitivizer. The latter cannot be employed to spell out thestructure below ν1, dierently from Polish Themes. The reason this down-sqeezing in reexive structures happens is because the reexive marker isinserted to spell out all the projections above νDIR. That hypothesis pre-supposes lavish insertion of the reexive marker. In other words, re0 is onlyone of the heads involved in the lexical specication of the relevant clitic.How exactly does this negotiation of structure spell out between the Themeand the clitic happen? Recall that lexical insertion in the present systemis late. Suppose it happens after the whole macro-event has been built, i.e.after initP is merged (if present) or else after the whole hierarchy of lightverbs has been merged. At this point, if both the Theme and the reexiveclitic are inserted at the same time with their full lexical specications, thederivation will crash. In fact, it will crash whenever there is any overlap inthe specication of both items. In order to see that, however, we need toknow what is the lower boundary of the reexive. If it is the rst projectionon top of νDIR, and this boundary is not exible (in other words, cannot beup-sqeezed), then the only possible spell-out negotiation between the reex-ive and the Theme is the scenario described above, i.e. the Theme spellingup till νDIR, and the reexive spelling out its usual specication. Yet, as32Although it is questionable that the semantic content of this distinction really hingeson the split between external and internal, as in other languages, e.g. Czech, the reexivecan identify two internal roles in the absence of an external one. In the latter sensethe scenario is similar, though, to the init-less structure that I propose for the reexivederivation. I leave the exact semantic content of the thematic role distinction for futureresearch.
184 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYwe will see in chapter 5, the reexive clitic has a exible lower boundary aswell. If this is so, however, one would expect one more plausible converg-ing derivation. Both of the theoretically possible spell-out negotations areillustrated in (91).(91) a. [reflP [ ... [νDIRP [ν1P [V PBecome ]]]]]si¦ Thb. [reflP [ ... [νDIRP [ν1P [V PBecome ]]]]]re ThTo reformulate the question, why is it that the spell out negotiation is tiedto the movement of an argument to a specic position? I suggest that thereason is the specication of the reexive clitic: the projections that the re-exive clitic spells out do not have any thematic features whatsoever. Thus,if νDIRP is merged with the relevant thematic feature and the argumentmoves to its Specier to check this feature, no reexive clitic can be insertedto spell out this projection later on in the derivation due to a feature clash.This type of analysis, I believe, accounts for the usual problems with reexive-marked verbs related to their ambiguous behavior. E.g. Sportiche's 1998observation to the eect that reexive derivations must involve a derivedSubject due to the participial agreement seems to point in the unaccusativeanalysis direction:(92) Lathe voiturecarf estis passè-e.passed-f`The car has passed.'This observation is challenged in Reinhart and Siloni (2004), where the au-thors argue that there is evidence that the argument of reexive verbs isgenerated in VP-external position. The relevant evidence concerns the abil-ity to occur in so-called simple inversion in Hebrew, i.e. in a postverbalposition. The paradigm is illustrated in (93): postverbal position is allowedfor Subjects of unaccusatives ((93a)), passives ((93b)), and anticausatives inhitpael template ((93e)), but it is ungrammatical with unergatives ((93c))and reexive verbs ((93d)).(93) a. ni²barbroke ma²ehusomething Hebrewb. ne'ecruwere.arrested ²lo²athree xayalimsoldiers ba-hafganain.the.demonstrationc. *rakdudanced ²lo²athree yeladimboys ba-mesibain.the.party
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 185d. *hitlab²udressed ²alo²three dugmaniyotmodels ba-knisain.the.entrancee. hitalfufainted ²lo²athree xayalimsoldiers ba-hafganain.the.demonstrationReinhart and Siloni (2004:28)From our perspective the most interesting is the contrast between (93d) and(93e), as it seems to indicate that it is not only the external vs internal argu-ment distinction, but a more ne-grained distinction related to a particulartype of movement of the argument involved in the reexive structure on theone hand, and the anticausative one on the other. I could not possibly oera detailed account of the relevant Hebrew word order facts, since it wouldrequire a detailed investigation into the position of the argument (whether itis base-generated or derived, etc.). It should be stressed, however, that thepresent account opens the possibility to distinguish between reexive and an-ticausatives structurally, and hence potentially also in terms of word order:e.g. I argued above that the Subject of reexives needs to pass via Spec,νDIRon its way to the NOM-licensing position, but the Subject of anticausativescannot pass through this position, irrespective of the fact whether it movesto Spec,νstat or not. At the same time, the account predicts the facts relatingto the participial agreement since the Subject of reexives is in fact derived,similarly to the Subject of anticausatives33. Finally, the analysis enables aunied treatment of the hitpael template, where the relevant morphologyis specied to spell out the various subsequences equivalent to the reexiveclitic and Themehigh stems in other languages. It is quite interesting to notethat this particular template does not employ only vocalic melody, but italso displays a prex hit-. This seems to indicate an independent status ofhit- equivalent to the reexive clitic. I leave the investigation of Hebrew tem-plates to the people more knowledgeable about it (cf. also Doron (1999)).Similar considerations arise with respect to the dierence between reex-ives and anticausatives relating to subextraction tests. Reinhart and Siloni(2004) show that ne/en-cliticization is possible with anticausatives ((94a)),but ungrammatical with reexives ((94b)) in French and Italian.(94) a. Ilthere s're enof.them estis cassébroken beaucoupmany dansin cethe lave-vaisselle.dish-washer`Many of them have broken in the dish-washer.'33I put aside here the complications involved in cross-linguistic facts relating to par-ticipial agreement. If participial agreement turns out not to be a sucient argument forthe derived nature of arguments of reexives, then I take the thematic interpretation ofthis argument (i.e. as Theme/Patient/Undergoer) to be enough reason for a VP-internalmerge of the relevant argument.
186 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYb. *Ilthere s're enof.them estis lavéwashed beaucoupmany dansin cesthese douchespublicpubliques,showers récemment.recently (Reinhart and Siloni, 2004:(24))Assuming that the subextraction test is contingent on the c-command re-lation, it might simply be the case that at the level where subextractionhappens the Subject of anticausatives is still in a c-commanded position(since its movement is procrastinated until initP is merged in the structure),but the Subject of reexives has already moved out of the subextraction do-main (e.g. to Spec,νDIR).Finally, many predicates are ambiguous between the reexive and anti-causative derivation, depending on the pragmatic context. This is becausemany roots are compatible with either an agentive or stative causation sce-nario. Thus, e.g. the verb illustrated in (95) can only be disambiguited bythe context:(95) a. DrzwidoorNOM wy-krzyw-i-ªypref-crooked-Th-pst.3pl.nonvir si¦re odfrom zimna.cold`The door got crooked from the cold.'b. MariaMariaNOM s-krzyw-i-ªapref-crooked-Th-pst.3sg.f si¦re zwith niesmakiem.distaste`Maria made a wry face.'Since the argument in (95a) is inanimate, the anticausative derivation is im-posed. This is because Spec,νDIRP by assumption does not host inanimateDPs. (95b), on the other hand is easily construable as a reexive, but anti-causative syntax is not impossible. That kind of slippage opens a possibilitythat in the case where the argument of a prima facie anticausative can con-trol into a purpose clause (as in (21a) and (22a)), we are in fact dealing withreexives. As far as I can see, the question is not veriable in Polish.As for so-called Reexiva Tantum, I assume they can be parasitic on eitheranticausative or reexive structure. Thus, e.g. czerwien-i-¢ si¦ (`get red')and pojaw-i-¢ si¦ (`appear/turn up') are easier construed as anticausativessince the argument seems not to be sentiently involved in causation, whereasmizdrz-y-¢ si¦ (`wheedle/ogle') or gramol-i-¢ si¦ (`clamber') are better thoughtof as involving some conscious and intentional actions. In Polish, again, asfar as I can see, there are no diagnostics that would dierentiate the twostructures, but subextraction might be the relevant tests for Romance inher-ently reexive verbs.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 187Unergative, transitive and RP-augmented structuresOne might contend at this point that the ne-grained thematic domain leavesmany more possibilities for the reexive clitic to occur, and yet it does not.For instance, in the Ramchandian system, where unergative structures in-volve two Θ-roles checked by the same argument: Undergoer and Initiator,one would expect to see the licensing of this identication by means of thereexive clitic. This is clearly not the case:(96) Marek biegaª (*si¦).MarekNOM runpst.3sg.m (*re)`Marek ran/was running.'The reader will recall, however, that in section 1.1 I argued that there is nomotivation for the presence of VPBecome introducing an Undergoer in unerga-tives. Moreover, the relevant projection has to be absent in lexically prexedverbs with unselected objects due to particular selectional restrictions. Thus,on the present analysis, no identication of external and internal Θ-role ispresent in (96). Therefore, the lack of the reexive clitic is expected.Let us now turn to transitive structures. With transitives, the external ar-gument role is satised by Merge. Let us consider the derivation in (97):(97) [reP si¦ [νDIRP DP2 [ν1P [VPBecome DP1 ]]]]At the point where reP merges, it looks for the closest Goal with the rel-evant nominal features, i.e. DP2. No identication of thematic roles canbe done, however, since the internal role has already been checked by adierent argument, i.e. DP1. Therefore, the derivation with the reexiveclitic crashes. The question is, however, why couldn't re0 license identi-cation of two external Θ-roles: Agent and initiator. The ungrammaticalityof such derivations seems to indicate an important property of re, namelythe fact that it must be able to distinguish between VP-external and VP-internal arguments. This is in fact further substantiated by the so-calledSubject-orientation of the reexive with ditransitive verbs, as well as in RP-augmented structures (cf. the discussion below).Since I assumed above, however, that the movement of the external argu-ment to Spec,νDIR is not obligatory, as the thematic feature on νDIR is notobligatory, let us consider another derivation:(98) [initP DP2 [reP si¦ [νDIRP [ν1P [VPBecome DP1 ]]]]]Now, at the point of merger of reP the closest nominal Probe is DP1. Con-sequently, the reexive would have to identify this argument as a bearer ofboth the internal, as well as external Θ-role. This being so, however, theinitiator role could only be checked by Move/Remerge, and not by Merge,as in (98). Therefore, the transitive structure with reP is illegitimate.
188 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYFinally, let us consider RP-augmented structures. Prex-induced reexivesare exactly one of those. In accordance with the event decomposition arguedfor in section 1.1, I assume the prex is merged in the PP complement ofRP and the sole argument identies the Subject of Result State. Now, inprinciple the Resultee could move directly to Spec,initP without stopping onthe way in Spec,νDIRP if there is no relevant feature on the latter projection.This hypothetical derivation is illustrated in (99):(99) Prex-induced reexives (rst attempt)initPDP init'reP
νDIRP
ν1PRPtDP R'PPprefIt is not clear to me whether VPBecome should be present in (99). If therewas VPBecome present in the structure, the DP argument would have to movevia its Specier before moving to Spec,initP, as otherwise some version ofMinimal Link Condition (Chomsky (1995a)) would be violated. Yet, as thereexive anyway is sensitive to external vs internal role distinction, it wouldidentify the roles of Undergoer and Initiator. That seems to suggest thatidentication of two internal Θ-roles does not require licensing by means ofthe reexive. I will return to this issue in other derivations.One prediction that stems from the structure in (99) is that subextractionshould be permitted since movement of the DP is delayed until initP ismerged, exactly as in the case of anticausatives. In reality, however, thisderivation is not attested, as we will see below for Russian.The reasons that allow one to doubt the correctness of (99) are the following.Firstly, all of the prex-induced reexives display animacy requirement ontheir Subjects.(100) a. MarekMarekNOM do±¢enough ju»already na-le»aªna-liepst.3sg.m si¦re naon kanapie.sofa`Marek has lied on the sofa (to satiation) already enough.'
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 189b. ??Tathis ksi¡»kabookNOM na-le»aªana-liepst.3sg.f si¦re ju»already do±¢enough naon póªce.shelfIn spite of the fact that le»e¢ (`lie') can be predicated of both animate andinanimate arguments, when it occurs in its prex-reexive instantiation, it isinfelicitous with inanimate Subjects, unless we coerce it to have some sentientproperties, as e.g. in a scenario where one sympathasizes with unread books.Some more examples of prex-induced reexives are illustrated in (101):(101) a. na-chodzi¢ si¦ (pref-walk re; `walk enough')b. wy-krwawi¢ si¦ (pref-bleed re; `bleed out completely')c. roz-pªaka¢ si¦ (pref-cry re; `burst into crying')d. do-kopa¢ si¦ (pref-dig re; `reach sth by digging')Since in general the overwhelming majority of lexically prexed verbs formsSI, I take the fact that (101b-d) form SI as indicative of the lexical statusof prexes. The inability of (certain) na-...si¦ stems to form it has to beexplained independently. Thus, (100) suggests that certain prexes requirethe Subject of RP to move through the Specier of νDIRP (as in the reexivederivation). If that is so, we expect subextraction with these cases to beimpossible. And in fact, Russian Genitive of Negation (to the extent that itis comparable to Romance subextraction, cf. section 1.4) seems to be mucheasier with anticausatives than with prex-induced reexives, as shown in(102) and (103).(102) Anticausativea. Vin etomthis restaranerestaurant neneg razbilo-s'break-re ninot odnojoneGEN butylkibottleGENwina.wineGEN `Not a single bottle of wine broke in this restaurant.'(103) Prex-induceda. *Nadon etojthis problemojproblem neneg za-dumalo-s'pref-think-re ninot odnogooneGEN £eloveka.manGENintended: `Not a single man stopped to ponder about thisproblem.'The question is why prex-induced reexives should not make use of thederivation in (99), and instead require their arguments to travel via Spec,νDIRP.One reason might be that, similarly as in the reexive derivation, initP isspelled out by the reexive clitic and hence a thematic feature on initP mustbe missing.Thus, the reexive clitic with prex-induced reexive verbs spells out all theprojections on top of νDIR but no thematic features are present on themby hypothesis. In order for the reexive to nd an appropriate Goal, theDP has to display both internal and external argument feature. Moreover,
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νDIR needs to be spelled out by the Theme and equipped with the relevantthematic feature. The derivation is illustrated in (104):(104) Prex-induced reexives (nal)rePsi¦ νDIRPDP ν1PRPtDP R'prefIt is clear from (104) that subextraction or Genitive of Negation possibilitiesshould be as in the case of reexive verbs, as they in fact are in Russian(103). The relevant facts cannot unfortunately be veried for Polish, sinceGenitive of Negation does not apply to deep objects in Polish almost atall. One might consider the distributive prex po-, which seems to requirethe presence of object in the sense that it is incompatible with unergativeverbs. Unergative ±piewa¢ (`sing'), when prexed with po- can only receivea delimitative reading, but not a distributive one, as shown in (105).(105) ChªopcyboysNOM po-±piewali.po-sangpst.3vir`The boys sang for a while/*distributively.'However, on closer examination it turns out that the distributive prex isnot comparable to ne/en-cliticization in Romance, since it also applies toreexives, and therefore is not ne-grained enough to distinguish betweenanticausatives and reexives:(106) Reexivea. Wszystkieall dziewczynkigirls po-myªypo-washpst.3nonvir si¦.re`All the girls washed distributively.'Anticausativeb. Wszystkieall butelkibottles po-rozbijaªypo-break.apartpst.3nonvir si¦.re`All the bottles broke distributively.'Prex-inducedc. Wszyscyall chªopcyboys po-za-kochiwalipo-pref-lovepst.3vir si¦re`All the boys fell in love distributively.'
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 191Coming back to other Θ-roles that the clitic might identify, in an elaboratedevent decomposition that I am working with, one might envisage a situationwhere one DP checks two Θ-roles VP-internally, i.e. the Subject of Result,as well as the Subject of Transition. These two positions are identied ona regular basis in transitive structures with lexical prexes. For instance,(108) is a derivation for (107):(107) MariaMariaNOM roz-biªapref-breakpst.3sg.f (*si¦)(*re) szyb¦.paneACC`Maria broke the pane.'(108) [initP DP2 [νDIRP [ν1P [VPBecome DP1 [RP tDP1 ]]]]]In (108) I remain agnostic with respect to the movement of external argumentvia Spec,νDIR. In other words, (107) is ambiguous between the sentientcontrolling Agent interpretation, and the `pure initiating' one.Now, if the reexive were inserted on top of νDIRP, it would identify DP1 asthe closest Goal. In this case, however, the indentication of external andinternal Θ-role would mean that the Initiator feature can only be checked byMove. That is the reason why the version of (107) with the reexive markeris illegitimate. From this fact, again, we conclude that identication of twoVP-internal roles (i.e. Undergoer and Resultee) does not require any speciallicensing mechanism.This generalization, however, is not totally bulletproof. To wit, there existsrare cases where Themelow stems display a reexive marker. Two that I canthink of are illustrated in (109) and both of them involve lexical prexation:(109) a. Mi¦someatNOM roz-marz-∅-ªopref-freeze-n-pst.3sg.n si¦.re`The meat defrosted into pieces.'b. MiskabowlNOM roz-pad-∅-ªapref-fall-n-pst.3sg.f si¦re nainto kawaªki.pieces`The bowl fell into pieces.'Note that in both cases the low Theme inchoative -n- stems are involved34.As predicted, no animacy requirement holds of the Subject of those verbs.To the extent then that lexical prexation (and hence the presence of RP) iscrucially involved, (109) seems to conrm the above analysis of the reexivemarker as identifying two Θ-roles. On the other hand, the statement con-cerning licensing of identication of an internal with external Θ-role requiressome qualication. I would like to propose that although identication of twointernal Θ-roles does not in principle require licensing, it does not prohibitit either. In other words, in case the reexive is Merged on top of VPBecomein the structure in (110), it will exceptionally license identication of the34The reader will recall from section 2.2.4 that Themelow deadjectival -ej- stems do nottake lexical prexes for structural reasons.
192 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYtwo VP-internal Θ-roles. This is possible because the reexive is lavishlyinserted for the light verb projections, but none of those have any thematicfeatures, and hence no external Θ-role is available.The derivation is illustrated in (110):(110) Prex-induced reexives with low ThemesrePsi¦ VPBecomeDP V' RPtDP PPprefIt should be remarked, however, that these counterexamples are very rare,and should be listed in the lexicon with the reexive clitic. In the greatmajority of cases, and especially with novel Themelow stems, no reexivemarker can possibly be involved, as in (111) formed from highly colloquialor slang terms35:(111) a. zgredz-ie-¢ (*si¦) (`to become old and gaga', cf. zgred (`an oldbore'))b. ocip-ie-¢ (*si¦) (`to go mad (vulg.)', cf. cipa (`female genitalorgan')) Cetnarowska (2000:(10ab))In view of the discussion above I propose the following characterization ofthe reP:(112) reP searches for the closest Goal with the feature α andlicenses identication of an external and an internal Θ-role: Θe = Θi. Exceptionally, when no Θe is present, recan identify two internal Θ-roles.It follows from (112) that whenever the reexive marker is present, therehave to be two Θ-positions involved in the derivation. The following optionsarise:(i) Agent and Undergoer (reexive derivation)(ii) Agent and Resultee (prex-induced reexives)(iii) Initiator and Undergoer (unprexed anticausatives)35All of the Themes in (i) are low -ej- conjugation class. Novel inchoative -n- stemsseem harder to nd, which might indicate that the -ej- sux becomes the productive lowTheme in modern Polish.
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 193(iv) Initiator and Resultee (lexically prexed anticausative, e.g. za-bi¢ si¦(`get killed'))(v) Undergoer and Resultee (only with Themelow stems)Since all of the rst four derivations necessarily involve the light verb system,it follows that only high Theme stems will be involved. The last structure,however, must always involve only low conjugation class markers, as if thereis a light verb system present, the reexive will identify the closest Goal asa bearer of an internal and an external role, i.e. one of the previous scenarios.Absence of intransitive RP-augmented Themehigh stemsThere is one striking fact which seems to corroborate the analysis presentedabove. To wit, it is extremely rarely that one nds intransitive Themehighstems augmented by RP and without the reexive marker. In other words,whenever a lexical prex is added to a stem that displays Themehigh, one ofthe two things happen:(i) either an unselected object is added, i.e. Resultee is not identied withAgent/Initiator (and consequently no reexive clitic is required);(ii) or the reexive marker is added, i.e. identication of Agent/Initiatorwith Resultee needs to be licensed by the presence of re.Some of the examples follow.(113) a. roz-hasa-¢ (*si¦) (`get into playing', -aj- stem)b. roz-dziel-i-¢ (tr.) or roz-dziel-i-¢ (*si¦) (`divide', -i- stem)c. roz-ta«cz-y-¢ (tr.) or roz-ta«cz-y-¢ (*si¦) (`get (sb) into danc-ing', -i- stem)d. wy-pró»n-i-¢ (tr.) or wy-pró»n-i-¢ (*si¦) (`empty sth/ pee', -i-stem)e. wy-pstryk-a-¢ (tr.) (`nish sth by pressing the button', -aj-stem )f. w-kr¦c-i-¢ (tr) (`screw sth in') or w-kr¦c-i-¢ si¦ (`get oneselfinvited', -i- stem)If the identication of Θ-roles was unconstrained, i.e. if for instance oneargument could check all three Θ-roles, as Ramchand (2003) proposes forEnglish arrive, then the lack of lexically prexed intransitive Themehighstems would be surprising.On the other hand, even this generalization has counterexamples. These aresome motion verbs illustrated in (114), as well as verbs in (115).(114) a. wy-skocz-y-¢ (`jump out', -y- stem)b. wy-pªy-n¡-¢ (`swim out', C-stem)c. w-peªz-n¡-¢ (`crawl in', C-stem)d. wy-chodz-i-¢I (`go out', -i- stem)e. pod-je»d»-a-¢I (`drive under', -aj- stem)
194 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(115) a. roz-maw-i-a-¢I (`converse', -aj- stem)b. roz-my±l-a-¢I (`ponder',-aj- stem)c. roz-pacz-a-¢I (`mourn', -aj- stem)d. wy-brzydz-a-¢I (`fuss', -aj- stem)Out of these verbs, (114a) is a strange exception, since it is perfective evenin the unprexed variant; it couldn't possibly be irregular semelfactive sincesemelfactives in Polish do not take lexical prexes (cf. section 2.2.6 for dis-cussion). (114bc) are both of a rather undetermined status with respectto their Themes, i.e. it is not impossible that these C-stems are in factThemelow. Finally, all the remaining verbs are in fact Secondary Imperfec-tives. This is conspicuous in their aspectual values, i.e. although prexed,they are all imperfective (cf. also the discussion in section 2.2.8 relating tomotion verbs), as well as in the vowel in (115a) (i.e. mawia¢ vs mówi¢ asa result of Derived Imperfective Tensing (cf. Rubach (1984)). Furthermore,the verbs in (115bcd) are all imperfectiva tantum in the sense that neitherunprexed variants, nor prexed perfective ones exist.(116) *my±la¢, *pacza¢, *brzydza¢Consequently, if directed motion verbs can be set aside as possible low Themestems, and hence not requiring licensing by means of the reexive, then itseems that the only counterexamples to the generalization in (112) are Sec-ondary Imperfective motion verbs. In a certain sense with these verbs theneed for licensing of the identication of thematic roles by reP is nullied.Although I will only oer a speculative solution to this problem, I hope tohave convinced the reader that this constitutes a special case.3.1.6 ConclusionSummarizing the results of the discussion in section 3.1, I have been tryingto motivate the need for the distinction between `real unaccusative' verbs(i.e. degree achievements characterized by the presence of low Themes) andso-called anticausatives (obligatorily taking a reexive marker and displayinghigh Themes). I have argued that (almost) all the relevant (i.e. reexive, an-ticausative, inherent, and prex-induced) uses of the reexive marker involvehigh Themes since the semantics of the clitic is identifying the two Θ-roleson one DP: an internal and an external role. The only case of the reexiveclitic that low Themes are allowed to take is the prex-induced one, in whichcase both of the relevant Θ-roles are VP-internal, and even that is very rare.In the above sense, the crucial role of the types of Themes in restricting theverbal argument structure seems to be conrmed. Further repurcussions forthe reexive-marked verbs of the relevant uses concern their mixed statuswith respect to unaccusativity diagnostics cross-linguistically. Since the sole
3.1. THE REFLEXIVE MARKER AND ... 195argument of all of the reexive-marked verbs starts out VP-internally, inlanguages that have diagnostics detecting this property the relevant verbswill come out as unaccusatives, as e.g. in French participial agreement. Ifa language has a diagnostic for detecting the ν-shell, for instance, as is thecase with Polish high Theme stems, reexive-marked verbs will come out asnon-unaccusatives in most of the cases (i.e. putting aside the rare low Themeprex-induced reexives). Furthermore, certain diagnostics might even dis-tinguish at the intermediate level, e.g. en/ne-cliticization will distinguishbetween anticausatives and reexives because in the reexive derivation theargument will escape the domain relevant for the subextraction, whereas inthe anticausative DP movement will take place after the level relevant forsubextraction.The substantiation of the analysis came from the fact that all verbs wherethe presence of both an external and an internal argument is obvious invirtue of the presence of a Themehigh and a lexical prex, require licensingby means of a reexive clitic in case they are monovalent.
196 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY3.2 Impersonal Passive3.2.1 Problems with -NO/TO. Overview of literatureIn this section I will familiarize the reader with the so-called -NO/TO36construction in Polish, at times called Impersonal Passive, and the problemsit created for the theory of passives.-NO/TO is a sux that occurs on the verb in Impersonal construction. The-n/t- part of this sux is identical to the morphology appearing on theverb in a regular Periphrastic Passive. A lot of verbs can undergo -NO/TOformation, including intransitive (cf. (117a)), transitive (cf. (117b)), as wellas Object Experiencer verbs (cf. (117c))37.(117) a. Pªywa-no.swim-NO'There was swimming.'b. Czyta-noread-NO ksi¡»k¦.bookACC'There was book reading.'c. Przestrasz-onofrighten-NO /Zadziwi-ono/amaze-NO /Zmartwi-ono/worry-NO mnie.meACC'There was frightening/amazing/worrying me.'An interesting thing concerning the transitive verb in (117b-c) is the avail-ability of ACC Case on the object. That particular feature generated thewhole strand of research focusing on the question whether the constructionat hand is passive or active in nature (cf. inter alia Comrie (1977), Sobin(1985), Borsley (1988), and Siewierska (1988) in favor of the passive treat-ment, and Lewicki (1966), Przygoda (1976), Dyªa (1982), Maling (1993)arguing for the active analysis). Availability of ACC Case under passivemorphology is problematic since it seems to be a counterexample to an oth-erwise very robust descriptive statement concerning inability of verbs notassigning an external Θ-role to assign ACC Case (Burzio's Generaliza-tion, cf. Burzio (1986)).In view of this problem certain researchers felt the need to revise the Uni-versals concerning properties of passives, while others rejected -NO/TO asan `unpassive'. In what follows, I will in a sense disagree with both of theapproaches, and concur with both of them in another sense. Firstly, I willargue that certain restrictions on -NO/TO can only be ascribed to the factthat it includes a `passive'-like morpheme -n/t-. The restrictions in question36The allomorphy is conditioned by the phonological shape of the stem -NO/TO isattaching to.37To avoid committing myself to any analysis of the relevant construction, I use anabstract gloss `NO' throughout this section. In chapter 4, however, where a specicanalysis of -n/t- is advanced, the gloss will change.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 197concern -NO/TO diagnosing a certain level of unaccusativity, i.e. being im-possible with Themelow stems - a property characteristic of regular passives.Generally speaking, however, I will try to reduce the `unpassive' status of-NO/TO to its syntactic representation. This analysis will crucially involvethe notion of lavish insertion, which will derive unication of the relevantmorpheme in both Impersonal -NO/TO, as well as Periphrastic Passive. Iwill argue that in -NO/TO, the Theme spells out a bigger chunk of fseq thanin the regular agreeing Periphrastic Passive38, forcing the participial mor-phology to spell out the subset of its lexical specication. The upshot of theanalysis will be that Polish -NO/TO is more comparable (though not iden-tical) to active participles in other (e.g. Germanic) languages than to theregular Periphrastic Passive. In fact, it will turn out to be in a sense `moreactive' than the active participles in the Perfect Tense. Once the proper de-composition is arrived at, there is no need to revise the universals concerningPassive formation (given quite a specic and narrow notion of Passive), nordoes -NO/TO stand out as a quirk of Polish, unattested in other languages.Let us then have a look at a representative of the approach that postu-lates extending the notion `Passive' to include e.g. Impersonal -NO/TO.Sobin (1985), written in the peak of the GB era, follows an analysis of pas-sives proposed in Chomsky (1981), i.e. Case Absorption. The gist of theanalysis is the requirement that deep objects be realized as surface subjects,because a verb with a passive morphology can no longer assign ACC to itsobject. Thus, Chomsky argues, passives are characterized by the followingtwo properties:(118) a. Θ-role Absorption: [NP,S] does not receive a theta-roleb. Case Absorption: [NP,VP] does not receive Case within VP,for some choice of NP in VPFaced with the data of the type in (119) (i.e. `transitive passives' in Ukrainian),Sobin concludes that Case Absorption does not hold universally, i.e. in cer-tain languages, as in Ukrainian, it can be optional39 (cf. also Comrie (1977)and Borsley (1988) for a similar conclusion).(119) Cerkv-uchurch-ACC/FEM bul-owas-IMP zbudova-n-obuilt-PASS-IMP vin 16401640 roc'i.year`The church was built in 1640.' check source and glosses ( )Similarly, Lappin and Shlonsky (1993) propose to account for these cross-linguistic divergencies in the properties of `passives' by means of parameters38The label `agreeing' Passive refers henceforth to the construction where a morpholog-ically passive verb agrees in φ-features with the NOM surface subject.39That conclusion does not necessarily commit him to assume a null expletive analysis,as he in fact does - cf. piewak (2000).
198 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYrestricting case marking and theta-role assignment to the participial mor-pheme -en to varying degrees. As observed in Emonds (2000), however, theparticular parameters `are ad hoc in form, that is, t into no general theoryof lexical or syntactic variation' (Emonds (2000:193)). I will follow Borer(1984) and Emonds (2000) in identifying the cross-linguistic variation as dif-ferences in lexical specication of the participial morphemes in the respectivelanguages (cf. also section 4.1.4 and 4.3 for more discussion). Within theseassumptions, the ACC Case `absorption' will be taken as universal, similarlyto external Θ-role `absorption', but the notion of `Passive' will be narroweddown to embrace only the regular agreeing Periphrastic Passive of the En-glish type. Both of the properties in (118) will be reanalyzed as involving`abortion' of the functional sequence by an Event Separator. Since in aprototypical agreeing Passive case this `abortion' takes place at the levelwhere an external argument can be introduced as an optional by-phrase, theusual eect of only implied presence of the external Θ-role follows. For thenon-prototypical case of -NO/TO, however, I will argue that the abortionhappens after the external argument has been introduced, i.e. -NO/TO isan active impersonal sentence with an external argument (cf. also Blevins(2003) for distinguishing between Passives and Impersonals).Passive with unaccusative verbs?Apart from the ACC Case problem, there is a more signicant issue con-cerning the purported cases of unaccusative verbs under -NO/TO. In otherwords, (118a) presupposes that Passive can only apply to verbs which havean argument which would potentially receive an external Θ-role. Variousproposals to capture this particular restriction has been put forward. E.g.in Baker et al. (1989) the passive morpheme -en is taken to be an externalargument itself that is assigned an external Θ-role as well as Case, deriv-ing both of (119). Yet, Emonds (2000:190-91), referring to Ouhalla (1991),presents arguments against Θ-role assignment to the participial morphology.Firstly, advocates of `-en- as an external argument' position fail to observethe essentially adjectival nature of the participle. This is surprising in viewof the fact that adjectival elements never receive any θ-roles or carry refer-ence. If -en is an inectional element in I, as proposed in Baker et al. (1989),it seems to be an even more bizarre candidate for receiving a Θ-role. Finally,the fact that the same morpheme -en is also present in adjectival passives(e.g. a shaven man) seems to invalidate the proposal equating the relevantmorpheme with a bearer of the external Θ-role, as there is no implication ofthe presence of an external argument in adjectival passives.In Relational Grammar accounts, on the other hand, Passive of unaccusativeverbs has been argued to create certain theory-internal problems. Thus, Perl-mutter (1978) argues for an `advancement' analysis of impersonal passivesover the `spontaneous chômage/demotion' analysis. He claims that, sinceunaccusative verbs must necessarily involve an advancement to 1, the sec-
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 199ond advancement of a dummy element (as in a passive) would violate The1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law, as dened in (120):(120) The 1-Advancement Exclusiveness LawIn a relational network in which A and B are neighboring 1-arcs(i.e. 1-arcs with the same tail), if A is an advancee, B is not anadvancee arc. (Perlmutter, 1978:167)That is motivated by the empirical observation that no impersonal passivesof unaccusative verbs are possible universally. Perlmutter substantiates theclaim with Dutch and Turkish data.(121) a. *In Belfast wordt (er) vaak ontploft. Dutch'In Belfast it is frequently exploded.'b. *Belfastta sik sik inlâk edilir40. Turkish'In Belfast it is frequently exploded.'(Perlmutter, 1978:(136)-(137))In spite of all these eorts, both The 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law, aswell as restricting the passive morpheme to be an external argument remainad hoc stipulations, and the restriction to external argument suppression ispoorly understood41. I will try to show in section 3.2.3 that -NO/TO isperfectly well-behaved exactly in this respect, i.e. it does not attach to un-accusative verbs. The reason for that is that it involves exactly the samemorpheme as the one in the Periphrastic Passive (i.e. with exactly the samelexical specication).The point I do want to raise, however, with respect to `unaccusativity' isthe version of Unaccusativity Hypothesis endorsed in Perlmutter (1978) andmuch subsequent work, including the work on unaccusativity in Polish. Thethree dierent forms of the hypothesis are as follows:1. Initial unaccusativity vs. unergativity varies from language to lan-guage. There is no way to predict which clauses in a given languagewill be initially unergative and which initially unaccusative.2. There exist principles which predict initial unergativity or initial un-accusativity for a certain class of initially intransitive clauses in alllanguages. There exists another class of such clauses whose initialunergativity vs. unaccusativity varies from language to language.40In fact, these judgements are challenged by Biktimir (1986), who argues that unac-cusative verbs are perfectly ne in Impersonal Passive in Turkish. This point is interestingin view of the fact that Turkish Passive shows all the `exotic' properties characteristic ofPolish -NO/TO. Cf. section 3.2.5 for more discussion.41One attempt to derive the relevant generalization in terms of using up two temporalcoordinates of a noun to assign a temporal interval to the verb has been presented inTaraldsen (2003).
200 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY3. There exist universal principles which predict initial unergativity vs.unaccusativity for all initially intransitive clauses in all languages. Ini-tial unergativity vs. unaccusativity therefore cannot vary from lan-guage to language. (Perlmutter, 1978:161)Perlmutter evidently endorses the last approach, where by universal prin-ciples he means the semantics of the predicates, as opposed to their mor-phophonological properties (`It is necessary to compare senses or meanings,rather than phonological verb forms.' (Perlmutter, 1978:165)).Although I agree with the claim that unaccusativity vs unergativity will cor-relate with meaning dierence (since the grammatically relevant meaningunder my assumptions is encoded in the structure), the particular imple-mentation of this hypothesis that Perlmutter pursues (i.e. the direction:semantics → verb class) seems to me to be misguided. It is not possibleto base any conclusions on notions so language- and speaker-dependent asvaguely understood `senses or meanings'.Let us see how this approach fares in Polish on the basis of a sample ofverbs which are translations of Perlmutter's unaccusative predicates42. Letus take the verb `explode' - an example Perlmutter showed to be unaccusativein both Dutch and Turkish. The Polish equivalent might be wybuchn¡¢ andaccording to the expectations it does not undergo -NO/TO formation:(122) *Wtedythen wybuchni¦-toexplode-NO zefrom zªo±ci.angerintended: `Then someone exploded from anger.'However, there is another verb, a direct borrowing eksplodowa¢, and Googlesearches do return examples of this verb under -NO/TO formation:(123) ...pierwsz¡rst tak¡such bomb¦bombACC explodowa-noexplode-NO naat poligonie...range`...the rst such bomb was exploded in the range...'Although this is a transitive verb, intransitive uses can also be constructed,given appropriate context:(124) Win sytuacjachsituations zbyttoo wielkiegobig napi¦ciatension zawszealways win ko«cuend eksplodowa-noexplode-NOjakas gejzer.gey-ser.42I only pick up the verbs whose initial argument is a Patient since they might still beconsidered unaccusative today. For other verbs that Perlmutter includes, e.g. emissionverbs, it has been shown for a variety of languages that they behave as unergatives (cf.Levin and Rappaport (1995))
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 201`In the situations of too big tension people always exploded likegeysers in the end.'Let us try another prototypical unaccusative concept, i.e. `fall'. The Polishequivalent pa±¢ predictably resists -NO/TO formation:(125) *Padni¦-tofall-NO naat twarz.faceintended: `Someone fell face-downwards.'However, a Secondary Imperfective of the same verb, namely pada¢ is per-fectly ne under -NO/TO formation:(126) Zaat ka»dymeach razemtime pada-nofall-NO naat twarz.face`Someone was falling face-downwards each time.'Finally, let us try `melt'. There are two possible translations into Polish:topnie¢ and topi¢ si¦, where the former does not undergo Impersonal Passive(127a), whereas the latter is perfect in this construction (127b)43.(127) a. *Wtopni¦-tomelt-NO winto tªum.crowdintended: 'Someone was melting with the crowd.'b. Wtopio-nomelt-NO si¦re winto tªum.crowd'Someone melted with the crowd.'When faced with these results one is at a loss with respect to either theVoice status of the construction under examination (i.e. the opposition pas-sive vs active), or else the split intransitivity status of the relevant verbs.There is no way to know which are the right equivalents to consider simplybecause most of the verbal roots in Polish have several morphologically dis-tinct variants. Thus, depending on the arbitrary choice of translations (butmostly the choice biased by the desired aims), dierent accounts either rec-ognize the problem of unaccusative passives (as in Timberlake (1982), Nunes(1994), Wang (1994)) or else choose not to raise the issue at all. To stressthe point again, the purpose of the above discussion is not to show that thehope of having semantic universals relevant for Unnacusativity Hypothesisin 3 should be abandoned. In fact, given the parallel syntax-semantics ma-chinery, one expects to see semantic regularities within Split-Intransitivitydomain. This is exactly what the event decomposition achieves. In otherwords, the semantic content of the functional heads present with a specicstem is responsible for the semantic interpretation of the arguments present43In (127) I construct a context that might be predicated of a human subject - a re-striction on Impersonal -NO/TO that will be discussed below.
202 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYwith these stems. What I wish to emphasize, however, is that subtle seman-tic nuances are lost in translation. Therefore, it is the morphological shapeof a given verbal form that one has to consider in a language that has somemorphological means in order to establish the set of unaccusative verbs. Inanother language, which might not encode its unaccusativity diagnostics bymorphological means, independent diagnostics have to be discovered (as e.g.causativization in English44). I will try to show in section 3.2.3 that -NO/TOis a well-behaved passive in the sense that it never applies to unaccusativeverbs once it is understood which verbs are true unaccusatives in Polish45.Subject positionAn orthogonal problem, which however seems to me to contribute to theactive or passive `feel' of the construction is the issue of the Subject posi-tion. This question is central to the investigations in piewak (2000) and issummarized by him (following Rizzi (1986)) as follows:1. the participant in question is saturated at a pre-syntactic (lexical) level;consequently it is not projected into the syntax proper (i.e. the relevantposition is missing);2. the relevant projection is created in the syntax, yet the slot is obliga-torily lled with a phonetically null element. (piewak, 2000:65-6)piewak opts for the rst position. This position, however, is not conceptu-ally appealing under the present assumptions since it postulates a separatepresyntactic module with its own rules. Since I assume that external argu-ments are added derivationally (cf. 1.5), it cannot possibly be the case thatthey are `suppressed' in the lexicon. Furthermore, piewak himself pointsout that his account of Nominative-less constructions is only compatible witha view of grammar that recognizes a distinction between syntactic and se-mantic aspects of grammar ((piewak, 2000:26)). Since I hope to adduceevidence in favor of the parallel syntactico-semantic machinery, my accountwill most obviously stand in opposition to the Construction Grammar ac-count à la piewak and for the same reason I will not review it in detail.44Yet, as has been indicated in section 1.1, I do not believe that lack of causativizationis sucient to indicate non-unaccusative status. This is particularly evident from thePolish perspective, where the morphology is clearly that of an unaccusative verb (i.e. thelow Theme stem), but the causative variant is lacking for many verbs. Ideally, lack ofcausativization should correlate with other unaccusativity diagnostics.45The reader will recall that the notion `unaccusative' is only motivated by the ease ofexposition, since I advocated in section 3 to decompose unaccusativity, where each level inthe derivation corresponds to some subgroup of unaccusative verbs, whether a languageshas a diagnostic for this level or not. For Polish, most of the tests seem to distinguishbetween the absence vs the presence of the light verb system, and it is in this sense thatI use the notion `unaccusativity' in this work.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 203Quite apart from the question whether there exist lexical operations sup-pressing the external argument, the problem of the `null DP' remains evenon a purely syntactic account. Thus, embracing the Kratzerian view onthe way an external argument is introduced (i.e. by means of a functionalprojection VoiceP or initiatorP in the present terminology), the regular Pe-riphrastic Passive might correspond to a functional projection VoicePass withunprojected Specier - a syntactic reformulation of the position in 1. I willargue in section 3.2.3, however, that Impersonal Passive is dierent fromthe agreeing Periphrastic Passive in this respect, i.e. the relevant position iscreated in the syntax and lled with a null element (position 2). Moreover,this null element is not `expletive' in any sense: instead it is a well-knownproarb (a conclusion concurrent with Lavine's (2000)). I suggest that thisfact contributes to the `active feel' of -NO/TO, as well as accounts for a lotof properties dierentiating it from the regular Periphrastic Passive. In thenext section I will critically review one of the `active' analysis of -NO/TO,namely the account proposed in Lavine (2000). The choice is motivated bythe fact that it is a relatively recent and detailed account which takes intoconsideration most of the properties of -NO/TO amassed during the longresearch tradition.3.2.2 Lavine on -NO/TOAn interesting and novel account of the -NO/TO construction in Polish46is proposed in Lavine (2000). The major advantage of the proposal overthe previous accounts is the fact that his so-called AUX HYPOTHESISderives the restriction to Past Tense interpretation, as well as, purportedly,incompatibility with any Auxiliaries47. The rst restriction can be inferredfrom all the English glosses I provided in the examples in section 3.2.1. Thelatter restriction is illustrated in (128):(128) *Byªo/Jest/B¦dziewas3sg.neut/is3sg.neut/will.be3sg.neut czyta-noread-NO t¦thisACC ksi¡»k¦.bookACCintended:`This book was/ is/ will be read.'The gist of the AUX HYPOTHESIS is that Polish -NO/TO ceased to be apassive participial morpheme and has been instead reanalysed as a functional46Lavine (2000) deals with the equivalents of this morpheme in the four Slavic languages:Polish, Ukrainian, North Russian, and Lithuanian. In the present work I concentrate onthe Polish part with occasional diversions to the Ukrainian data for comparison, althoughI believe the cross-linguistic dierences could be accounted for under the present assump-tions relating to the ne-grained fseq and dierent lexical specication of the ES morphemein the aforementioned languages.47Cf. however section 4.2 for examples of -NO/TO suxed to Auxiliaries, which seemsto invalidate Lavine's AUX hypothesis unless multiple Auxiliary-related projections areassumed (specically example (58a)). If this is the case, in turn, the AUX hypothesis doesnot derive incompatibility with other Auxiliaries to begin with.
204 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYauxiliary-like element `abstractly' heading T (or In)48. Thus, the structurethat he proposes for Polish -NO/TO is in (129):(129) TP T'T-NO/TO νPpro-arb VPV Obj:ACCCrucially, (129) is only one of the possible structural representations. SinceLavine (2000) argues that -NO/TO is possible with unaccusatives, thatmeans in the other scenario proarb needs to be generated VP-internally. Heclaims that -NO/TO is a non-decomposable marker of a non-agreeing T, asopposed to Ukrainian -NO/TO, which consists of a derivational passive par-ticipial morpheme -n/t- and a derivational marker of nonagreement (sic!).The presence of a full-edged, though covert, proarb allows Lavine to takesides with respect to the taxonomic issue, i.e. active vs passive status of-NO/TO. Since the external argument is present in (129), Lavine concludesthat -NO/TO is active. It is puzzling though that he should take a standwith respect to this typological issue in view of the following statement:In a minimalist-style analysis there can be no Passive as a prim-itive in the theory. Under such an analysis, we would expect theproperties that generally cluster together in passives to be poten-tially independent and, thus, de-coupled and related to specicmorphosyntactic features which themselves are the primitives inour theory. (Lavine, 2000:chapter3, p.3)I agree with this statement fully and will try to show in what follows that theanswer to the taxonomic question is really immaterial once the phenomenonis given an appropriate analysis. There are certain similarities between -NO/TO and Periphrastic Passive that cannot be accounted for under such adivergent treatment as the two receive on Lavine's story (i.e. Tense Auxiliaryvs VoicePass). It is true that Periphrastic Passive shows more restrictionswith respect to the range of predicates it can apply to. Yet, this is dueto the fact that for some reason agreeing Periphrastic Passive is restricted48Lavine is forced to follow Baker (1988) in assuming an `abstract' merger into a FPdue to the particular assumptions concerning the verb entering a derivation fully inected(cf. Chomsky (1993) and Chomsky (1995a).)
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 205to transitive verbs49. I will argue in section 4.3 that due to the lack ofSubject in a Periphrastic Passive, it is the object that has to raise to satisfythe Subject-of-predication requirement of the participial projection. If thereisn't any object, the result is ungrammaticality.On the other hand, the main argument in Lavine (2000) (see also Maling(1993)) in favor of the active analysis of -NO/TO, i.e. the possibility ofattaching to unaccusative verbs, will be shown to be inaccurate and basedon a series of incorrect assumptions concerning particular types of predicates.Let me now examine the particular assumptions of Lavine's one by one.1. proarbSince -NO/TO in Polish is active and does introduce an external argu-ment on Lavine's story, he needs to explain the eect of `phonologicalvalency reduction' (cf. section 1.6). The specic claim that is put for-ward in that connection is that the ban on having a full-edged overtDP argument is due to lack of inectional features on the verb-stem.That is what forces the appearance of proarb, according to Lavine, sincea DP with a full set of φ features does not have a way to check themagainst T. There are certain essential technicalities involved in thatexplanation that seem to me to be problematic. For instance, since φfeatures are interpretable on a DP, Lavine needs to assume that it'suninterpretable T that an overt DP is not able to check. To the extent,however, that I see the potential dierence in φ feature specicationbetween overt and covert arguments, it remains a mystery to me whythe two should dier with respect to Tense features. Abstracting awayfrom the technicalities, however, Lavine's proposal amounts to postu-lating a decient T of sorts for the Impersonal -NO/TO in Polish. Itis decient due to lack of inection, where by the lack of inection theauthor probably means Agreement. Yet, in a more updated frameworkof Bare Phrase Structure, where Agreement is epiphenomenal or stemsfrom an Agree relation holding between the Probe and the Goal (as inChomsky (1999)50), it is not clear how the lack of Agreement shouldever be the reason why a head is defective. The decient nature of Tis even more dicult to understand in view of the fact that it clearlyhas an interpretation, namely Past. In section 4.2 I will argue that theobligatorily covert nature of the external argument in -NO/TO is due49In other words, if a given stem can never be used transitively - quite a rare case dueto the possibility to add lexical prexes - then the agreeing Passive structure is out. Thishappens, e.g. in the case of SIs of otherwise Themelow stems, e.g. u-mier-a-¢ (pref-die-Th.SI-inf; `to be dying'), *u-mier-a-n-y (pref-die-Th.SI-PRT-3sg.m). In section 4.3.2 I willargue that this is because with these verbs the argument is merged directly in Spec,νPand hence does not qualify to satisfy the Predication Condition.50Cf. also Julien (2002b) for the relevant discussion to the eect that universally Agree-ment is not a head in fseq . A similar claim, although in a dierent set of assumptions ismade in Emonds (2000), where inectional morphology is inserted only at PF.
206 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYto the fact that Polish does not possess an auxiliary HAVE, and thatis why its active participle can only exceptionally occur whenever BEAuxiliary is allowed.To be sure, the obligatory [+sentient] interpretation of the missing ar-gument in -NO/TO (cf. Rozwadowska (1992)) does not follow fromanything in Lavine's theory, unless it is taken to stem from the speci-cation of proarb (but Lavine does not make this suggestion).2. Restrictions on -NO/TOThe AUX HYPOTHESIS predicts that all predicates should be able toundergo -NO/TO formation. The only restriction, according to Lavine,is the ability to take a sentient/human participant. This restriction istaken to exclude -NO/TO unaccusative verbs like *kipia-no (boil-NO)and *zwi¦dni¦-to (from (Woli«ska, 1978:67)). Note, however, that thisrestriction can easily be overriden in the sense that a verb like kipie¢(`boil') can be coerced into a reading where it means `go mad' bymetaphorical extension, as in (130):(130) Win takichsuch momentachmoments zawszealways kipia-noboil-NO zfrom gniewu.anger`In such moments one always went mad with anger.'Similarly, the examples that Lavine adds to Woli«ska's, *szczekano(bark-NO) and *¢wierkano (chirp-NO) easily come up on Google:(131) ...byªemwas oburzony,indignant »ethat szczeka-no,bark-NO, ujada-noyap-NO naat Jasienic¦,Jasienica,Kisielewskiego...Kisielewski...`I was indignant that people were barking at Jasienica, Kisielewski...'I follow Borer (2005) in emphasizing the necessity to distinguish be-tween what is truly ungrammatical vs. what is just odd for semantico-pragmatic reasons. The former will be rejected by the computationalsystem, whereas for the latter speakers will dier with respect to howmuch coercion they allow. Thus, certain speakers won't be able tocoerce certain predicates and those might reject (130), whereas otherswill invent a scenario in which the sentient interpretation of the covertargument in (130) holds. The fact that -NO/TO is subject to conict-ing judgements in the literature is exactly due to this problem. Thisis also the reason why the judgement can change even when the samepredicate is used with a dierent prex. Compare (132) with a purelyperfectivizing prex z- vis à vis (133) with an agentive prex.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 207(132) #Z-wi¦kszo-nopref-bigger-NO si¦ref zwith zaskakuj¡c¡surprising pr¦dko±ci¡.paceintended: `One increased at a surprising pace.'In a fairy-tale about dwarfs that have an elixir that enables them toincrease in size:(133) Win póªhalf godzinyhour po-wiekszo-nopref-bigger si¦re doto rozmiarówsizes ludzkich.human`In half an hour someone grew into human size.'This also bears on the issue of `semantic unaccusativity' that I raisedin section 3.2.1. How can one establish the unaccusativity status ofthe predicate on the basis of its meaning if both z-wi¦kszy¢ si¦ and po-wi¦kszy¢ si¦ get translated into English as `increase'? On the whole,it seems that Lavine in his choice of `semantic unaccusatives' chose tofollow all his predecessors with the result that the set of unaccusativeverbs is quite arbitrary.Nevertheless, there is a group of predicates which are simply ungram-matical under -NO/TO, and which Lavine seems to mishandle. Theirdierent status is conrmed by the fact that with some of them it iseven hard to come up with a right morphological shape for the -NO/TOconstruction. I provide some examples in (134). To dismiss Lavine'sonly case where -NO/TO is ungrammatical (i.e. nonsentient DP), notethat all of the predicates in (134) easily take sentient/human Subjects.(134) a. *By-tobe-NO win operzeopera przynajmniejat.least razonce win miesi¡cu.monthintended:`One was at the opera at least once a month.'b. *Uciekni¦-toescape-NO zfrom wi¦zienia.prisonintended:`Someone escaped from prison.'c. *Pójdni¦-to?/Pójdzo-no?go-NO ju»already tutajhere doto szkoªy.schoolintended: `Someone has already gone to school here.'d. *Mala-nosmall-NO zfrom dniaday naat dzie«.dayintended:`Someone was getting smaller every day.'e. *Dziecinnia-nochildish-NO corazthe.more szybciej.quickerintended:`Someone was getting childish quicker and quicker.'
208 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYI will argue in section 4.3 that the non-existence of these clearly un-accusative examples is exactly the feature that approximates -NO/TOto the Periphrastic Passive in ways to be made precise.3. Perfective unaccusativesLavine is obviously aware that there are predicates that are ungram-matical under -NO/TO. He calls them `perfective unaccusatives' andchooses to ascribe their ungrammaticality to the purported incompat-ibility with a generic interpretation of the subject. In other words, theclaim is that Impersonal -NO/TO requires generic interpretation and`perfective unaccusatives' are incompatible with it. It is dicult to seewhich examples he has in mind since he does not illustrate this case.Assuming, however, that he includes Object Experiencer, as well asReexive Psych verbs, both of which he takes to be unaccusatives (seethe point below), note that his observation does not hold. (135) showsperfective uses of those two types of predicates in impersonal -NO/TOconstruction:(135) a. Za-wstydzo-nopref-ashamed-NO si¦.re'Someone got ashamed.'b. Z-denerwowa-nopref-irritate-NO go.himACC'Someone irritated him.'The explanation along the lack of `generic interpretation' lines is un-tenable in view of the existential reading of the sentences in (135).The same point can be shown also with the so-called `inherently reex-ive' (so-called Reexiva tantum) verbs, which by Lavine's classicationwould probably end up in the semantically unaccusative group as well:(136) a. Potkni¦-tostumble-NO si¦.re'Someone has stumbled.'b. U-da-nopref-give-NO si¦re doto Warszawy.Warsaw'Someone left for Warsaw.'Since it is not clear why only unaccusative perfective verbs shouldbe disallowed on the basis of the lack of generic interpretation, thesame type of explanation is being sought within unergative domain.Thus, Lavine tries to show that unergative intransitives are also sub-ject to the ban on perfectives in the -NO/TO construction. However,the examples that he provides are clearly either not perfective or elseacceptable:
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 209(137) ??biegni¦-to/??pªyni¦-to/??skoczonorun-NO/swim-NO/jump-NO((Lavine, 2000:(31b)), his judgements)Firstly, biec (`run'-directed motion) and pªyn¡¢ ('swim'-directed mo-tion) are imperfective by all traditional tests (e.g. compatibility withphasal verbs, present tense interpretation, etc.). Secondly, Googlesearches return multiple examples of pªyni¦-to and skoczo-no. As amatter of fact, there are even more examples when the last two verbsare prexed (i.e. perfectivized), contrary to Lavine's claim.Finally, note that the generic vs episodic distinction cannot be the cru-cial factor determining their (un)acceptability under -NO/TO. This isevident when one considers cases of `real' unaccusative verbs in imper-fective variants in (134a), (134d), and (134e). In spite of the availabilityof generic readings (due to imperfective nature), these predicates areungrammatical under -NO/TO formation.4. Case assignmentSince Lavine assumes that νP is absent from Object Experiencer verbs,he is forced to diverge from Chomsky's assumptions concerning ACCCase checking. Thus, he assumes that ACC Case is checked at Mergeby V. The key assumption which is meant to do away with the notionof `case absorption' and explain Burzio's Generalization is the fact thata single DP cannot check both ACC Case and Agreement features of V,although ACC Case is taken to be generally available with participialmorphology. Thus, when a verb has agreement features, it can Mergewith NOM DP and check its agreement51. The result is Ukrainian orPolish Periphrastic Agreeing Passive. The second scenario involves Vmerging with ACC DP (i.e. checking Case rst). If the verb happensto have agreement features, they will remain unchecked and result ina crash. If, however, as in the case of -NO/TO, the verb has no agree-ment features, the derivation will exceptionally converge.Now, these mechanics of Case and agreement checking are probably in-tended to be universal. If so, however, then I do not see what rules outstructures with unaccusative verbs and a single DP under nonagreeing-NO/TO:51The exact mechanism for NOM Case assignment is not explained. I suspect Lavineassumes that T checks NOM on a DP later on in a derivation. If Case checking in a localconguration is to be kept the same as for ACC, then that would imply that a DP actuallymoves to Spec,TP for Case reasons, and not EPP - an assumption which Lavine tries toargue against.
210 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(138) *Umiera-nodieimp-NO ludzi.peopleACCintended:`People have been dying.'Note that all other things are equal, i.e. the fact that the verb isunaccusative (according to Lavine) should not matter given the AUXHYPOTHESIS, the interpretation is generic, the participant is [+sen-tient]. Under Lavine's assumptions there is no reason why the verbshould not just check ACC on a DP at Merge and the derivation shouldconverge. One potential reason for the ungrammaticality that might beinvoked is the lack of pro-arb to check EPP52. Yet, V-initial -NO/TOorders in Polish are perfectly ne. Besides, there is no reason why ACCDP could not check EPP, exploiting the Ukrainian strategy for EPPchecking. Yet, a DPACC-initial variant of (138) is equally ungrammat-ical. Under Lavine's assumptions the potential explanation might beinability of the DP to check its φ-features against a `decient' T. Yet,this assumption seems unmotivated (consider my remark above withrespect to the necessity of having pro-arb) in view of the fact that φfeatures are perfectly interpretable on a DP. If the relevant featuresare uninterpretable T on a DP (as Lavine seems to assume), then thequestion arises in which circumstances does a DP have uT features?And how do they get checked e.g. in root nominalizations of the typein (139)?(139) MarkaMarekGEN opisdescription zachodusunsetGEN sªo«ca.sunGEN`Marek's description of the sunset.'5. Object Experiencer verbsLavine assumes Belletti and Rizzi's (1988) analysis of Object Expe-riencer verbs of the surprise type as unaccusatives with two internalarguments. That analysis is supposed to strengthen the contrast be-tween the Impersonal -NO/TO construction and Periphrastic Passiveand in this way conrm the active status of the former. It furthermoreforces Lavine to assume that an internal argument can also be realizedby pro-arb and the sentience requirement can also hold of this posi-tion. This might not be so problematic if it turns out that pro-arb isuniversally [+sentient]. Yet, it does not follow from anything in thetheory and it seems to me that a more appealing solution presents it-52This assumption made by Lavine for Polish -NO/TO is problematic in itself. If EPPis the kind of feature that can be satised by any kind of constituent with a PF matrix(cf. Holmberg (2000)), it is not clear how a covert element can check this feature. Fora more updated version of EPP checking cf. inter alia Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou(1998).
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 211self, whereby the sentience of pro-arb is a requirement on a particularsyntactic position and is independently motivated. I will elaborate onthe details of the solution in section 4.2.Thus, Lavine claims that verbs of the kind in (140) are not agentive.(140) DziennikarzejournalistsNOM zmartwiliupset JanaJanACC wiadomo±ciaminewsINSTR zfrom Polski.Poland`The journalists upset Jan with the news from Poland.'They are in fact ambiguous between a stative and an agentive read-ing, with inanimate subjects necessarily inducing a stative reading53.It seems that stative verbs in general resist Passivization. In manycases, however, Passive of statives can be coerced on condition agentivereadings can be imposed. Yet, with verbs which never allow agentivereadings, Passive is ungrammatical:(141) a. MariaMaria cierpiaªasuered m¦ki.painsb. *M¦kipains byªywere cierpia-n-esuer-PASS-pl.nonvir przezby Mari¦.MariaTherefore, checking the passivizing possibility of the predicate in (140)using an inanimate DP in a by-phrase is uninformative, since this DPwill always impose a stative reading:(142) *JanJan zostaªbecome3masc.pst zmartwionyupset przezby zª¡bad wiadomo±¢.newsintended: 'Jan was saddened by the bad news.'(Lavine, 2000:37)Lavine claims (referring to (Holvoet, 1991:63)) that Object Experiencerverbs of the relevant type do not passivize. Yet, Google searches returnexamples of passive Object Experiencer verbs, as e.g. in (143). Notethat it cannot be argued that these are adjectival passives since theycontain an eventive auxiliary zosta¢ (`become')54, as well as a by-phrasein (143a).(143) a. ...takthus zostaªbecame rozbawionyamused przezby bra¢crew olimpijska...olimpic53In fact, Lavine later on accepts the ambiguity, but only for some of the psych-verbs.54Cf. the discussion in section 1.1 on the relation between eventivity and the type ofAuxiliary.
212 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYb. Duchghost Bo»ygodly zostaªbecame zasmuconysaddenedSince there is no special thematic sux reserved for stative verbs in Pol-ish, i.e. like agentive verbs they may take high Themes -i/y- (e.g. dziw-i-¢ (`amaze')) or -aj- (e.g. obra»-a-¢ (`insult')), we expect this groupof predicates to be oscillating between stative and agentive readings,and the marginality of Periphrastic Passives to be due to a dicultyof imposing an agentive reading (on coercion of statives into activitiesin Spanish cf. also Torrego (1998)).To emphasize the contrast with Impersonal -NO/TO, Lavine givesexamples of perfectly acceptable -NO/TO with Object Experiencerverbs, trying to show that they dier from canonical Passives. Yet,as observed in Rozwadowska (1992), Object Experiencer verbs under-NO/TO also allow only agentive readings. Thus, they get degradedwhenever there is some other inanimate equivalent to Pesetsky's Sub-ject Matter (1995) (e.g. a property of the covert argument), whichinduces a [-sentient] reading (i.e. implied Cause, as opposed to Agent).If in turn the implied argument is interpreted as non-sentient, the onlypossible reading is stative, as nonsentient entities are not able to actagentively. This is illustrated in (144).(144) ??Zdziwio-nosurprise-NO mniemeACC swoimposs-re wygl¡dem.appearance`I was surprised with someone's appearance.'Obviously, the sets of stative predicates and the predicates which takea [-sentient] argument are not exactly coextensive. Stative verbs with[+sentient] participants seem to be acceptable under -NO/TO, thoughthe judgements in the literature are conicting (e.g. le»ano (lie-NO) isaccepted by Rozwadowska (1992) but rejected by Cetnarowska (2002)55).Assuming they are grammatical under -NO/TO, it seems the criterioncrucial for the construction in question is [+/-sentience] rather than[+/-stative]. Still, at least one part of the implication holds: if [-sentient] then [+stative].If anything then, the comparison of canonical passive and -NO/TOwith Object Experiencer verbs shows similarities between the two,rather than dierences, as Lavine would have it. Agreeing PeriphrasticPassive of Object Experiencer verbs is allowed on condition the cau-sation is interpreted agentively. Similarly for -NO/TO, the readingwhere the external argument is consciously involved in the event is theonly one possible in this construction.55I take Cetnarowska's (ibid.) reluctance to accept it as being due to the fact that hercontext favors the inanimate reading of the covert Subject.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 2136. Compatibility with a reexive markerA `derived unaccusative' analysis is also assumed for Reexive Psych-verbs (as well as Anticausatives). I illustrate the fact that they areboth grammatical under -NO/TO in (145):(145) a. Zdziwio-nosurprise-NO si¦re jegohisINSTR zachowaniem.behaviorINSTR`People were surprised at his behavior.'b. Przewróco-noturn-NO si¦.re`Someone collapsed.'Similarly to Object Experiencer verbs, I submit that an unaccusativeanalysis of these verbs is untenable. In fact, I have shown in section 3.1that the derivation of anticausatives and all other types of reexive-marked verbs (i) involves a high Theme (in (145) the Theme is -i- inboth cases) and hence implies the presence of ν, (ii) involves a DP,which, although generated VP-internally, also checks an external argu-ment's Θ-role. Now, recall from section 3.1 that due to the semanticsassumed for the reexive marker, to wit, identifying two Θ-roles, theimplication is that with all reexive-marked verbs there will always bean external argument present since this is the other Θ-role that getsidentied by the reexive marker. That means that the problem of un-accusative verbs under Impersonal -NO/TO has been dispensed withfor (145), and at least in this sense there is no need to assign someexceptional status to the participial morphology.Lavine considers compatibility of Polish -NO/TO with a reexive markervis à vis the incompatibility of it with Ukrainian -NO/TO as an argu-ment conrming the dierent status of -NO/TO in the two languages(i.e. Aux in Polish vs Voice alternation in Ukrainian). Thus, he resortsto Marantz's (1984:128) ban on vacuous axation:(146) The No Vacuous Axation PrincipleFor a certain class of features F, an [alpha Fi] ax may attachonly to a [-alpha Fi] root.Specically, Lavine claims that Ukrainian -sja attaching to a passive-NO/TO is ruled out as an attempt to detransitivize a verb which isalready [-TRANS]. Yet, he relegates to a footnote (fn 9, p.7 and fn60, p.48) the information that Ukrainian reexive -sja is also incom-patible with nominalizations (which, incidentally, display exactly thesame morpheme -n/t-), again in contrast to Polish nominalizations (cf.section 4.3). He dismisses this point as a PF suppression. Now, it is
214 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYtrue that PF seems to display sensitivity to combinations of certainmorphemes56, but these are normally homophonous morphemes. Asfar as I can see there is no reason to discriminate phonologically against-NO/TO + -sja.(146) would not help to account for nominalizations since they are atleast potentially [+TRANS]57, so there is no reason why the reexiveshould not be able to attach to it. Still, (147) is ungrammatical inUkrainian.(147) *zdyvuva-nnja-sjasurprise-NOM-re Ukrainianintended: `getting surprised'This stands in a striking contrast to Polish nominalizations which areperfect with the reexive marker.(148) dziwie-niesurprise-NOM si¦re`getting surprised'More generally speaking, it is questionable to dene the function of thereexive marker as detransitivization in view of the data that I anal-yse in chapter 5, namely the so-called Dative Reexive Constructionillustrated in (149).(149) Trudnohard mimeDAT si¦re ogl¡daªowatchpst.3sg.n tenthisACC lm.movieACC`It was hard for me to watch this movie.'Although there is a reexive clitic present in (149), the valency of thepredicate remains as usual, i.e. the object in ACC Case is retained.Thus, it seems to me that the dierent lexical specication of the par-ticipial morpheme -n/t- in the respective languages is better equippedto handle the cross-linguistic dierence in the cooccurrence possibili-ties than Marantz's `Vacuous dethematization'. In section 4.2 I willspell-out the details of that proposal to the eect that Polish is proba-bly the only Slavic language in which -n/t- can be up-squeezed by thethematic vowel to such a high level as to allow the reexive marker tobe embedded.56Though it requires further investigation whether the eects are really PF in nature.57Unless the feature [TRANS] is relativized to the presence of ACC object. The objectof nominalizations bears GEN Case - cf. chapter 4 for the relevant discussion.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 215It seems to me Lavine's proposal is in many respects on the right track.These include: the presence of a covert external argument proarb, as well asseparation of Ukrainian -NO/TO from the Polish one. I hope to have shown,however, that the AUX HYPOTHESIS cannot be seriously entertained for-NO/TO in Polish. In what follows I will try to develop a unied accountof Agreeing Periphrastic Passive and Impersonal -NO/TO, relating both ofthem to an Event separating morpheme -n/t- involved also in a productivenominalization in -nie/cie, building on the ideas in Taraldsen (2003). Thus,the dierence between the three will not be due to a complete reanalysis ofthe semantics/syntax of -n/t-, but rather derived from dierent extents towhich the relevant morpheme is up-sqeezed by the Theme, crucially rely-ing on the lavish insertion of -n/t-. This research objective will be spreadthroughout the two remaining chapters (i.e. 4 and 5). However, since thepurpose of the present, as well as the next section is to substantiate theclaim that types of Themes correlate with certain split-intransitivity diag-nostics, in the next section I focus exclusively on this issue. I will try to showthat Impersonal -NO/TO construction is identical to the regular PeriphrasticPassive in attaching only to non-unaccusative verbs (i.e. high Theme stems).3.2.3 -NO/TO and conjugation classesThe purpose of the present section is to show that the Impersonal -NO/TOconstruction yields further evidence for the event decomposition proposed insection 1.1. This, in turn, will hopefully open grounds for a new analysis of-NO/TO to be proposed in section 4.2.Let us rst look at the predicates which are ungrammatical under -NO/TO.These are repeated as (150) below, this time with the Themes marked when-ever distinguishable:(150) a. *By-tobe-NO win operzeopera przynajmniejat.least razonce win miesi¡cu.monthintended:`Someone was at the opera at least once a month.'b. *U-ciek-ni¦-topref-leak-n-NO zfrom wi¦zienia.prisonintended:`Someone escaped from prison.'c. *Pójdni¦-to?/Pójdzo-no?go-NO ju»already tutajhere doto szkoªy.schoolintended: `Someone has already gone to school here.'d. *Mal-a-nosmall-ej-NO zfrom dniaday naat dzie«.dayintended:`Someone was getting smaller every day.'e. *Dziecinni-a-nochildish-ej-NO corazthe.more szybciej.quickerintended:`Someone was getting childish quicker and quicker.'
216 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYSuppose that -NO/TO is a well-behaved Passive in the sense that it does notapply to unaccusative verbs. Then, given that all the verbs in (150) belongeither to low Theme conjugation classes or else to classes where the statusof the conjugation marker is undetermined, we have a ready explanation forthe ungrammaticality of (150). The existence of the latter type of stemshas to be acknowledged: the reader will recall that I said there were verbalstems whose status was undetermined, as well as occasionally stems can bethemeless. To be more explicit: the verbs in (150a) and (150c) are irregular,so their status with respect to unaccusativity cannot be decided on the basisof the Theme; (150b) contains a low inchoative -n- Theme, whereas the stemsin (150d-e) both belong to a low -ej- Theme class. Since I have argued inchapter 2 that Themelow stems lexicalize simplex events lacking ν-shell, itfollows that they should correlate with the relevant level of unaccusativity.For the themeless or undetermined stems in (150a) and (150c), it means thatthey also receive a Themelow analysis, as they behave similarly with respectto the relevant test.The other side of the coin is that all the high Theme stems, including thesemelfactive -n-, will form perfect -NO/TO Impersonals, other things beingequal58. This prediction is conrmed as well:(151) a. Czyt-a-noread-aj-NO ksi¡»k¦.bookACCb. Pªyw-a-no.swim-aj-NOc. Kusz-∅-onotempt-i-NO go.himACCd. B¦bn-i-ono.drum-i-NOe. Kop-ni¦-tokick-sem-NO go.himACCf. Mrug-ni¦-towink-sem-NO doto niego.himFurthermore, recall from section 2.2.8 (cf. Table 2.6) that non-directed mo-tion verbs always display high Theme stems. Consequently, the prediction58All of the predictions in this section are meant to abstract away from any potentialindependent reasons excluding Passivization, e.g. stativity. Since, however, none of theclearly stative verbs in Polish (e.g. cierpie¢ (`suer'), widzie¢ (`see'), sªysze¢ (`hear'))belongs to a high Theme stem, and I nd it hard if not impossible to think of any highTheme stem that would disallow Passive, I disregard this issue in the main text. E.g.so-called unpassivizable `Postal verbs' (cf. Postal (1986)) seem to allow Passivization inPolish: Paczka zostaªa otrzymana 22 lipca (`The parcel has been received on the 22 ofJuly') or Cholery nie znano w Europie do XIV wieku, ale grypa zostaªa zªapana ju» w1312. (`Cholera was not known in Europe until XV century, but u had been caughtalready in 1312').
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 217is that they will be acceptable under -NO/TO. This is indeed borne out andillustrated in (152).(152) a. Chodz-∅-onowalk-i-NO tamthere cz¦sto.often'Someone walked there often.'b. WIn XVIIIXVIII wiekucentury jeszczeyet nieneg lat-a-noy-aj-NO samolotami.planesINSTR`In XVIII century people didn't y planes.'The situation is a bit more complicated with directed motion verbs, i.e.the status of the Theme they take is dicult to establish. Some of them areirregular (e.g. i±¢ ('go/walk') and jecha¢ ('go in a vehicle')). Out of these twoonly the latter undergoes -NO/TO, which means that its Theme is analysedas spelling out also the light verb system (cf. (153a) and (153b)). Othersbelong to nonproductive conjugation classes and also do not form -NO/TO(as in the case of lecie¢ ('y' -e- stem) in (153c)). The most important forour present purposes is the fact that transitive directed motion stem verbs(which, by implication, are not unaccusative) are always grammatical under-NO/TO (cf. (153d)).(153) a. *Pójd-ni¦-to?/Pójdz-∅-onowalk-n-NO/walk-Th-NO tam.there (irregular)b. Wy-jech-a-nopref-go-a-NO doto Warszawy.Warsaw (irregular)c. *Leci-a-NOy-e-a-NO doto Warszawy.Warsaw (-e- stem)d. Ci¡g-ni¦-todrag-n-NO go.him (C-stem)Thus, although directed motion stems do not exactly provide evidence forthe event decomposition, they do not disconrm it either.Object Experiencer verbs mostly belong to high Theme classes and I arguedin section 2.2.2 that this is exactly the reason they occur in the Reexivealternation (i.e. dziw-i-¢ ('surprise') vs dziw-i-¢ si¦ (`be surprised')). Thisis because the only way to express a meaning without specifying an exter-nal Cause with high Themes, is to say that the causation happens in virtueof some inherent properties of the Undergoer - essentially an anticausativederivation. Now, the prediction of the analysis is that Object Experiencerverbs are ne under -NO/TO formation, because having an external argu-ment they do not qualify as traditionally understood 'unaccusatives'. Thiskind of data is already found in Lavine (2000) (cf. section 3.2.2). Yet, there itis used to emphasize an aberrant character of -NO/TO when set against the
218 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYbackground of other Passive constructions. Under my account, where ObjectExperiencer verbs of the type in (154) are non-unaccusative, their grammat-icality under -NO/TO follows without any special assumptions about thelatter:(154) a. Z-martw-i-onopref-upset-i-NO Mari¦/MariaACC/ si¦re wiadomo±ciaminewsINSTR zfrom Polski.Poland`Someone upset Mary/ got upset with the news from Poland.'b. Roz-gniew-a-nopref-anger-aj-NO Mari¦/MariaACC/ si¦re tym.thisINSTR`Someone annoyed Mary/ got annoyed with this.'The strongest argument for the syntactico-semantic conseqences of dierenttypes of Themes comes from derived imperfective verbs. At the same timeit constitutes an argument against Perlmutter's (1978) implementation of`semantic unaccusativity'. As argued in section 2.2.8, all the SI verbs mustbe non-unaccusative in the sense of possessing the light verb layer due tos-selectional properties of the Secondary Imperfective. Since SI requires thepresence of a delimited interval, and the only place this interval can occur isat the level of ν, consequently all the SI predicates must be non-unaccusative.This prediction is fully conrmed and illustrated in (155) for unaccusativeverbs and their non-unaccusative SI variants:(155) a. *Umar-todie-NO vsvs Umier-a-nodie-Th.imp-NOb. *By-tobe-NO vsvs By-wa-nobe-Th.imp-NOc. *Pad-ni¦-tofall-n-NO vsvs Pad-a-nofall-Th.imp-NOd. *Za-marz-ni¦-topref-freeze-n-NO vsvs Za-marz-a-nopref-freeze-Th.imp-NOe. *Wy-bieg-ni¦-topref-run-n-NO vsvs Wy-bieg-a-nopref-run-Th.imp-NOI argued that in certain cases the thematic sux can also be lexically speci-ed to express SI morpheme (cf. the structure in (156), section 2.2.8). Thisis precisely the case in SI variants in (155). Since SI always embeds a lightverb, we conclude that it is this fact that allows Impersonal -NO/TO.Thus, it seems that the initial argument merger is immaterial for the Imper-sonal -NO/TO construction, as we have seen so far for SI of `unaccusative'verbs. The argument in derived imperfectives in (155) merges initially VP-internally, but the light verb layer must always be present in the structure.In what follows I will elaborate on the various structures involving anotherscenario where initial argument merge plays no role for the Impersonal con-struction, namely reexive marking under Impersonal -NO/TO.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 219Impersonal -NO/TO with reexive-marked verbsRecall from section 3.1.3 that I proposed for the reexive uses of the reexiveclitic, as well as (some) Reexiva Tantum the structure in (156):(156) Reexives rePsi¦ νDIRPDP νNEUTPVPBecometDPThe derivation could not possibly stop at the level of VP since the reexivemarker requires co-identication of the internal and the external Θ-roles.Thus, the presence of a projection introducing the external argument is re-quired. This fact, in turn, indicates that the light verb system is present inthe Impersonal -NO/TO construction. I illustrate reexive uses in (157) andReexiva Tantum based on the same structure in (158)(157) Gol-∅-onoshave-i-NO si¦/re/ Czes-a-nocomb-a-NO si¦.re`Someone was shaving/combing.'(158) U±miech-a-nosmile-aj-NO si¦/re/ Panosz-∅-onoROOT-i-NO si¦re`Someone was smiling/ behaving in an overcondent way'In this particular respect, -NO/TO diers from the Agreeing PeriphrasticPassive, which is ungrammatical with reexive verbs:(159) *MariaMariaNOM zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f si¦re u-czes-a-n-a.pref-comb-Th-PASS-sg.fI postpone the exact analysis of the relevant dierence until chapter 4, wherethe comparison is made between the two types of constructions. At thispoint, however, I would like to introduce the way I conceive of participialmorphology. To wit, following Taraldsen's (2004)analysis of Norwegian andJapanese , I treat the participial morpheme -n/t- in Polish as an fseq llerthat can be inserted at various levels. I view the relevant morphology asseparating macro-event domains, and in this way enabling lexicalization of
220 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYcertain meaning chunks. Therefore, I label the morpheme as Event Separator(ES). The lexical specication of ES, however, is such that the projectionsit stands for do not link their Subjects via Θ-role assignment. Thereforethey yield a supercial eect of fseq `abortion' or the lack of the projectionslexicalized by ES.(160) -n/t- in Polish is an Event Separator, which can delimit oneevent domain in accordance with its lexical specication (yetto be established). It is lavishly inserted for subequences offseq and the projections it lexicalizes lack any thematic fea-tures.Having said this, it becomes clear why reexive verbs, as well as ReexivaTantum parasitic on reexive structures, are grammatical under Impersonal-NO/TO. The participial morpheme -n/t- merges on top of the structure in(156), as in (161)59:(161) Reexive verbs in Impersonal -NO/TO
[?P -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIRP Θe [νNEUT P [V P Θi ]]]]]Since the reexive requires co-identication of two thematic roles, and theDP in its complement can display the relevant two features, the derivationconverges. The question that remains is the nonovert nature of the argumentthat bears both of the Θ-roles. I leave the investigation of this issue untilsection 4.2.Similarly to reexives, anticausatives and Reexiva Tantum parasitic onthem, are also perfectly grammatical under -NO/TO. That has been foundalready in Lavine (2000) for Reexive Psych-verb (cf. (145) and (154)). In(162) I illustrate the point with Reexiva Tantum parasitic on anticausativestructures:(162) S-poc-∅-onopref-sweat-i-NO si¦/re/ Wz-bogac-∅-onopref-rich-i-NO si¦/re/ Boryk-a-nostruggle-aj-NO si¦re`Someone sweated/ got rich/ struggled.'The reader will recall that the structure proposed for the anticausatives insection 3.1.3 was as in (163):59For the time being I remain agnostic with respect to the exact identity of the projectionthat -n/t- lexicalizes in (161).
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 221(163) AnticausativeinitPDP init' rePsi¦
Θe = Θi
νstatP
ν' VPtDP(Θe, Θi)If the relevant Event Separator -n/t- merges on top of the reexive in thestructure in (163), and in this way `swallows up' the higher functional pro-jections, including initP, there is no way for the derivation to converge. Thisis because re0 when searching for the rst accessible Goal, will nd DP inSpec,VP and will co-identify the internal Θ-role on it with the (optional)feature relevant for νstat. The reader will recall, however, from section 3.1that the optional thematic feature of this level of structure (i.e. either agen-tive ν1P or stative νstatP)) is not visible for re0. Therefore, we are forced toconclude that νDIRP must always be obligatorily embedded under -NO/TOand the sole DP must display the relevant thematic feature. The proposedstructure is in (164):(164) Anticausative verbs in Impersonal -NO/TO
[?P -n/t- [reflP Θi=Θe [νDIRP Θe [νstatP [V P Θi ]]]]]What distinguishes the structure in (164) from the structure for Reexivesin (156) is the stative variety of the rst of the light verbs.The proposal in (164) yields the following prediction. In spite of the factthat anticausatives do not display any restrictions on the denotation of itssurface subject60, the argument of anticausatives embedded in Impersonal-NO/TO should be restricted to DPs denoting animate entities, as it has tomove to Spec,νDIRP. This prediction is in fact conrmed by the data:(165) a. Material/material/ MariaMaria s-kurcz-y-ªapref-shrink-Th-pst.sg.f si¦.re`The material/ Maria shrunk.'60In fact, it seems that inanimate Subjects are preferred with anticausatives, as theyrule out the ambiguity with the reexive structure.
222 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYb. S-kurcz-∅-onopref-shrink-Th-NO si¦.re`Someone crouched/ diminished.'c. Rama/Frame/ MariaMaria wy-krzyw-i-ªapref-crook-Th-pst.sg.f si¦.re`The frame got crooked/ Maria made a sour face.'d. Wy-krzyw-i-onopref-crook-Th-NO si¦.re`Someone made a wry face.'e. Farby/paints/ Kobietywomen z-miesz-a-ªypref-mix-Th-pst.non-vir si¦.re`Paints got mixed/ Women got embarrassed.'f. Z-miesz-a-nopref-mix-Th-NO si¦.re`Someone got embarrassed.'Although unembedded anticausative predicates in (165) can have both ani-mate and inanimate Subjects, as illustrated in (165ace), when they occur inthe Impersonal -NO/TO construction, they can only be predicated of ani-mate Subjects. Therefore, all of them undergo a slight meaning change inorder to t the animate Subject scenario.The second piece of evidence to the same eect is the fact that anticausativeverbs which can be predicated of inanimate Subjects only, are quite marginalin Impersonal -NO/TO construction. The reason why I do not star the rele-vant examples, is because I allow for speaker-dependent exibility in impos-ing (fairy tale) scenarios, where the relevant verbs could be used in relationto animate Subjects (i.e. I distinguish between Borerian `ungrammaticality'vs `oddness').(166) a. Wiadomo±¢/news/ #MariaMaria z-dezaktualiz-owa-ªapref-outdate-Th-pst.sg.f si¦.ref`The news became outdated.'b. #Dezaktualiz-owa-nooutdate-Th-NO si¦.rec. Wykªad/lecture/ #JanJan dªu»-y-ªlong-Th-pst.sg.m si¦.re`The lecture was getting boring.'d. #Dªu»-∅-onolong-Th-NO si¦.ree. Dªugopis/ball.pen/ #Jan#Jan z-u»-y-ªpref-use-Th-pst.sg.m si¦.re`The ball pen became used up.'f. #Z-u»-y-topref-use-Th-NO si¦.re
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 223In fact, it needs to be stressed that the semantic restriction on the interpre-tation of the external argument in Impersonal construction is even strongerthan [+animate], i.e. [+human]61. The question how to derive humanness(Rozwadowska's sentience) requirement on anticausatives in -NO/TO couldprobably be answered in two dierent ways: (i) if the implied argument isin fact proarb, as in Lavine (2000), it is due to the universal specication ofpro-arb (i.e. [+human]); or (ii) it is due to the argument passing throughthe Specier of a particular functional projection in a verbal sequence. Inchapter 4 and 5 I will in fact argue for the latter solution since rstly, it doesnot follow from anything why exactly proarb should always be human, andsecondly, the necessary presence of covert proarb in the Impersonal construc-tion does not follow from anything, and is thus begging the question.It is worthwhile to observe that the structure in (164) also correlates withthe availability of stative verbs under -NO/TO on condition the argument isinterpreted as [+human]. This prediction is in fact borne out by the data,as shown in (167):(167) a. Le»a-nolie-NO naon tapczanie.couch`Someone was lying on the couch.'b. Siedzia-nosit-NO poafter turecku.turkish`Someone was squatting.'c. Cierpia-nosuer-NO naat malari¦.malaria`Someone suered from malaria.'That implies that the presence of νDIRP is distinct from the question ofstativity or agentivity of the causing subevent.Furthermore, the proposal in (164) also derives the previously mentionedobservation from Rozwadowska (1992) to the eect that Object Experiencerverbs of the surprise type are only grammatical in -NO/TO on the specialkind of reading. (168) is (144) repeated and adapted for the present purposes:(168) Zdziwio-nosurprise-NO mniemeACC (??swoimposs-re wygl¡dem).appearance`I was surprised with someone's appearance.'The bracketed Subject Matter in (168) seems to impose a lack-of-control,nonsentient reading on the structure. When the Subject Matter is absent,61This will be the main reason for shifting the ES in Impersonal -NO/TO even higherthan on top of νDIR - cf section 4.2, as well as chapter 5, where -NO/TO is approximatedto the Impersonal Reexive Construction, and hence receives a slightly dierent structuralrepresentation in a more ne-frained functional sequence..
224 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYthe sentence becomes grammatical. I conclude that the dierence betweenthe most salient reading of active Object Experiencer verbs, and the read-ing present with the relevant verbs under -NO/TO construction does notboil down the the dichotomy stative vs agentive, but rather to the absencevs presence of the semantic feature contributed by νDIRP. Assuming that
νDIRP is an obligatory part of fseq, it must be concluded that the Causeargument of active Object Experiencer verbs in their most salient (i.e. non-volitional) readings does not occupy or pass through the Specier of therelevant projection, as opposed to Object Experiencer verbs embedded un-der -NO/TO.Having discussed reexives, anticausatives, statives, and Object Experiencerverbs, let me nally take up the issue concerning the interaction of prex-induced reexive verbs with Impersonal Passive -NO/TO. The high Themeprex-induced reexives are, not very surprisingly, possible in -NO/TO con-struction:(169) a. Za-koch-a-nopref-love-aj-NO si¦.re`Someone fell in love.'b. Wy-krwaw-i-onopref-blood-i-NO si¦.re`Someone bled out.'The derivation would be as for reexives, except that the covert argumentwould this time originate in Spec,RP, instead of Spec,VP. As it seems thatboth of the predicates in (169) are unergatives in the sense that no VPBecomeseems to be present with them (as evidenced e.g. by their non-participationin causative/inchoative alternation), I do not represent VP in the structurein (170). It should be borne in mind, however, that if this projection hap-pens to be present with some stems that clearly lexicalize the projectionintroducing UNDERGOER, then the RESULTEE would have to raise viaSpec,VPBecome on its way to Spec,νDIR.(170) Prex-induced verbs in Impersonal -NO/TO
[?P -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIRP DP [ν1P [RP tDP ]]]]]As I observed in section 3.1 that prex-induced reexives always seem todisplay the human restriction on their Subjects, it seems that their structureunder Impersonal -NO/TO is not dierent from the structure when they areunembedded.More interestingly, however, the two examples of Themelow stems involvingan argument with two Θ-roles: Subject of RP and Subject of Transition in
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 225VPBecome, are clearly ungrammatical under -NO/TO and do not allow anysort of coercion:(171) a. *Roz-marz-ni¦-topref-freeze-n-NO si¦.reintended:`Someone defrosted.'b. *Roz-pad-ni¦-topref-fall-n-NO si¦re naonto podgrupy.subgroupsintended: `People divided into subgroups.'This is as predicted, in view of the fact that -NO/TO, analogously to thePeriphrastic Passive, cannot attach to unaccusatives62.Last but not least, the interaction between the Impersonal -NO/TO and thereexive clitic is reected in the fact that I already mentioned in section3.1. The eect that the reexive has on the (non-)unaccusativity of the verbstem is best illustrated by the minimal pair in (172). Uciec (`escape') isa verb with a slightly irregular paradigm63. It is analysed as a Themelowand consequently ungrammatical under -NO/TO. However, there is anotherverb (belonging to the Reexiva Tantum type) with an identical stem whichmeans `resort'. In this case the presence of the reexive induces a non-unaccusative analysis, and consequently the reexive-marked verb is perfectin Impersonal -NO/TO construction (cf. (172b)).(172) a. *U-ciek-ni¦-topref-leak-Th-NO zfrom wi¦zienia.prisonintended:`Someone escaped from prison.'b. U-ciek-ni¦-topref-leak-Th-NO si¦re doto rozwi¡za«solutions ekstremalnych.extreme`Someone resorted to extreme measures.'That means that there are in fact two separate lexical entries for (172a) and(172b) in (173a) and (173b) respectively64:(173) a. √ciek + Themelow: [VBecome]b. √ciek + Themehigh: [ VBecome ν1, νDIR ] + re6562Note that the two alternative explanations for the ungrammaticality of (171), i.e. (i)no external argument for the reexive to co-indentify, and (ii) inanimacy of the Subject,could not possibly account for (171). As for the former, it is precisely with these twopredicates that the reexive can exceptionally license co-identication of Resultee andUndergoer. As for the latter explanation, we expect (171b) to be a coercible scenariowhen the verb is predicated of human beings. Yet, it seems to be impossible.63It would be a perfect inchoative -n- stem if it wasn't for the lack of the Theme in theinnitive.64In the lexical entry in (173b) I assume that this is the type of obligatorily reexiveverb that is parasitic on the reexive structure (cf. (90) section 3.1.3)
226 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYSimilar eects seem to obtain for German Auxiliary selection (cf. Kellerand Sorace (39)) in the presence of the reexive marker sich. Consider theconstrast in (174):(174) a. Dasthe Kindchild ?ist/hatis/has aufon denthe Bodenoor gehockt.squatted.`The child squatted on the oor.'b. Dasthe Kindchild *ist/hatis/has sichre aufon denthe Bodenoor gehockt.squatted`The child squatted on the oor.'The Auxiliary HAVE, which normally occurs with traditionally understood`non-unaccusative' verbs, occurs also when the verb displays reexive mark-ing, as opposed to the preferred `unaccusative' Auxiliary BE occurring withthe same stem without the reexive marking.Evidence for the presence of a covert external argumentSo far, however, I have not discussed the evidence to the eect that exter-nal argument pro-arb is in fact present in Impersonal -NO/TO construction.These can also be found in Lavine (2000) (drawing on dierent sources) andinclude (i) control into participial clauses (rst pointed out by Dyªa (1982)),and (ii) binding of anaphors. I illustrate both points in (175) and (176) re-spectively.Control into participial clause(175) Krzycz-a-no,shout-Th-NO, próbuj-¡ctry-pres.prt wymusi¢to.force odwrót.withdrawal`People were shouting, trying to force a withdrawal.'Binding of possessive reexive(176) Nieneg sluch-a-nolisten-Th-NO swoichposs.re nauczycieli.teachers`People weren't listening to their teachers.'Since the possessive reexive in (176) is an anaphor, it needs to be bound inits local domain. If so, however, then there has to be a syntactically activebinder - the external argument present in (176). As for (175), it seems thatpresent participial clauses also require the presence of an external argument,as they are marginal with Themelow stems (cf. (22a) and (22b) in section3.1 for a similar contrast in a dierent control environment):65If the lexical entry contains also information about Merge vs Move/Remerge way ofchecking Θ-roles, then the presence of the reexive marker in a lexical entry is maderedundant. Cf. section 3.2.4 for lexical entries.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 227(177) a. DziecichildrenNOM u-cisz-y-ªypref-quiet-Thhigh-pst.non-vir si¦,re, próbuj-¡ctry-pres.prtusªysze¢hearinf woªania.callings`The children got quiet, trying to hear the calling.'b. ??DziecichildrenNOM u-cich-∅-ªy,pref-quiet-Thlow-pst.non-vir, próbuj-¡ctry-pres.prt usªysze¢hearinfwoªania.callingsintended: `The children became quiet, trying to hear the call-ing.'I ascribe the marginal possibility of having (177b) to the option that Williams(1981) labels event control. The contrast in (177) again testies to the pres-ence of an external argument in (175).Furthermore, Impersonal Passive is also compatible with depictive secondarypredication, in contrast to Periphrastic Passive and Themelow unaccusativeverbs, where this possibility is marginal or unavailable66 :Depictive Secondary Predicate with -NO/TO(178) T¦this ksi¡»k¦bookACC czyta-noread-NO nagim.nakedINSTR.sg`This book was read naked.'Depictive Secondary Predicate with Agreeing Passive(179) ??Tathis ksi¡»kabookNOM byªawas czyta-n-aread-pass-fem nagim.nakedINSTR.sgintended: `This book was read when naked.'66One sees claims in the literature that depictives are possible in English type of agreeingPassive, and therefore the external argument should be syntactically represented. E.g.Collins (2004) provides examples of the kind: The book was written drunk. The questionis whether `drunk' in English is not ambiguous between a Secondary Predicate (possiblyinvolving control of the Subject of Small Clause) and a vanilla-avor manner adverbial.This is particularly acute in Polish, where `real' (i.e. more restrictive) adjectival secondarypredicates bearing INSTR Case are quite marginal in a Periphrastic Passive:(i) Ksi¡»kabook zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f napisanawritten *pijanym.drunkINSTRintended:`The book has been written drunk.'whereas adverbial PP po pijanemu is perfectly possible:(ii) Ksi¡»kabook zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f napisanawritten poat pijanemu.drunkDAT`The book has been written drunk.'I take the contrast between Polish (178) and (179) to be indicative of a dierent status ofthe external argument in Periphrastic Passive and Impersonal construction (i.e. adjunctvs argument respectively).
228 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYDepictive Secondary Predicate with `real unaccusatives'(180) *MariaMariaNOM po-smutni-a-ªapref-sad-Th-pst.sg.f nag¡.nakedINSTR.sgintended: `Maria became sad when naked.'As before, the Depictive test seems to imply the presence of an external ar-gument in the Impersonal -NO/TO construction.Furthermore, the incompatibility of Polish -NO/TO with any kind of by-phrase seems to also conrm the presence of the external argument.(181) Czyta-noread-NO ksi¡»k¦bookACC (*przez(*by Marka/*przezMarek/*by ka»degoanyone ktowho chciaªwantedmie¢to.have wyniki)results)Whether the attempted by-phrase is compatible with an episodic or genericcontext, the sentence is ungrammatical. If the external argument positionis occupied by pro-arb, as witnessed by the necessarily [+human] interpreta-tion, all of the above mentioned properties follow.3.2.4 ConclusionSummarizing the results of the present section, it seems that -NO/TO con-struction in Polish is possible with a huge range of verbs to the exclusionof low Theme `unaccusative' verbs. The verbs allowed under -NO/TO in-clude unergatives, transitives, reexive-marked verbs, stative verbs (bothanticausatives and other statives), all non-directed motion verbs, and allSecondary Imperfective verbs. Since all of the above mentioned predicatesare high Theme stems, it seems that Impersonal -NO/TO construction isan unaccusativity test in a certain sense. Also, the crucial import of thetypology of Themes established in chapter 2 is further conrmed.Let me then propose that (182) holds:(182) Polish -NO/TO construction applies only to verbs with ex-ternal arguments, and in this sense behaves as a prototypicalPassive. The external argument is always realized as proarb.As it stands, (182) is nothing more than a descriptive statement. I will tryto explicate the reasons for the presence of proarb in section 4.2.Thus, we seem to arrive at the rst approximation of the lexical specicationof Polish -n/t- (to be gradually revised in chapter 4). In abstract terms, if
νNEUT /νstat=ν1, and νDIR= ν2, then:(183) ES -n/t-: [ν3]
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 229Based on the Impersonal -NO/TO construction, I conclude that the EventSeparator -n/t- in Polish lexicalizes the next projection in a light verb sys-tem on top of νDIR. As Themelow lexicalizes only up until VPBecome, andPolish does not possess an item that would be lexically specied to spell outthe subsequence: [ν1/stat, νDIR] (i.e. the subsequence relevant for so-called`lexical causatives'), it follows that Impersonal -NO/TO construction is onlypossible with Themehigh stems, and precisely in this sense is a split intran-sitivity diagnostic.As a way of summary I present the structural representations of all the rele-vant verb types in the Impersonal -NO/TO construction, together with thelexical entry for their roots and Themes they take.1. unergative: Gad-a-no (`There was chatting') (chat-Thhigh-NO)(184) a. [ -n/t- [νDIRP proarb [ν1 ]]]b. √gad + -aj-: [ ν1 (,νDIR (,...)) ]The reader will observe that νDIR is specied as optional for this partic-ular root. One might postulate that for this root νDIR is in fact oblig-atory, which would derive two facts: (i) ungrammaticality in agreeingPeriphrastic Passive (cf. chapter 4), (ii) animacy of the Subject. Yet,as I stated above, the ungrammaticality of the agreeing Passive is infact due to intransitivity of the verb. On the other hand, unergativesas a group do not uniformly display animacy of the Subject restriction:e.g. Themehigh stem t¦tn-i-¢ (`throb') is in fact predicated of inani-mate entities67. Therefore, in spite of the apparent lack of scenarioswhere νDIR would not be spelled out by the Theme in (184b), makingit an optional element of its lexical specication yields a conceptuallysimpler system, since νDIR remains optional for all the high Themes.2. transitive: Top-i-ono lód (melt-Thhigh-NO) (`Someone was meltingthe ice.')(185) a. [ -n/t- [νDIR proarb [ν1 [V PBecome DP ]]]]b. √top + -i-: [ VBecome, ν1 (,νDIR (,...)) ]3. reexive: Gol-∅-ono si¦ (shave-Thhigh-NO re) (`Someone was shav-ing')67In fact, even for transitives taking obligatorily sentient human Subjects there is no wayto postulate obligatory νDIR, as they undergo agreeing Periphrastic Passive, e.g. Prezeszostaª zamordowany (`The chairman was murdered').
230 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY(186) a. [ -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIR proarb [ν1 [V PBecome tpro−arb ]]]]]b. √gol + -i-: [ VBecome(∗), ν1, (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]The bracketed asterisk in (186b) stands for the possibility of checkingthe relevant Θ-feature by Move. I take it that checking by Merge isa default option and as such need not be marked in the lexical entry.This way the presence of the reexive marker need not be lexicallyspecied either.4. anticausative: Budz-∅-ono si¦ (wake-Thhigh-NO) (`Someone was wak-ing up')(187) a. [ -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIR proarb [νstat [V PBecome tpro−arb ]]]]]b. √budz + -i-: [ VBecome(∗), ν1/stat, (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]5. prex-induced reexive: Za-koch-a-no si¦ (pref-love-Thhigh-NO)(`Someone fell in love')(188) a. [ -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIR proarb [νstat [RP tpro−arb [PP za-]]]]]]b. √koch + -aj-: [ (Appl), νstat, (,νDIR(∗) (,...)) ]The optional asterisk in (188b) indicates that checking the external
Θ-role happens either through Merge (as in the regular unprexedvariant) or through Move (as in lexically prexed variant). The op-tional presence of Appl accounts for the presence of `fake' object in thetransitive variant (but see below for reformulations).6. Reexiva Tantum: l¦k-a-no si¦ (afraid-Thhigh-NO re) (`Someonewas afraid')(189) a. [ -n/t- [reflP si¦ [νDIR proarb [νstat [V PBecome tpro−arb ]]]]]b. √lek + -aj-: [ VPBecome∗, νstat, (,νDIR∗ (,... )) ]In this case the asterisk on νDIR and VPBecome is obligatory, whichmeans that the former Θ-role is necessarily checked by Move, i.e. tran-sitive structures are not allowed.7. other Stative: Le»-a-no (lie-Th-NO)(190) a. [ -n/t- [νDIR proarb [νstat ]]]b. √leg + -e-: [ νstat (,νDIR (,... )) ]
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 231In general then, it seems that there is only a restricted number of combina-tions that a Themehigh can lexicalize:1. [ ν1 (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]This lexical entry embraces both unergatives, as well as prex-induced re-exives based on agentive stems (e.g. b¦bn-i-¢ (`drum') and na-gad-a-¢ si¦(`talk to satiation'). In unergatives the external Θ-role is checked by Merge,in prex-induced reexives by Move (from Spec,RP). What allows the col-lapsed entry is the assumption that all unergatives productively allow prex-induced alternation, which seems to be the case in Polish.2. [ VBecome(∗), ν1 (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]This is the entry for alternating transitive/reexive verbs (e.g. gol-i-¢ (si¦)(`shave').3. [ VBecome(∗), ν1/νstat (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]The above represents a collapsed entry for transitive agentive and stativeverbs, which show an anticausative alternant (e.g. ambiguous between sta-tive and agentive readings dziw-i-¢ (`surprise') and dziw-i-¢ si¦ (`be sur-prised') or psu¢ (`destroy') and psu¢ si¦ (`get destroyed')). Again, collapsingis only valid to the extent that all of these verbs can oscillate between agen-tive and stative readings. Additionally, it probably needs to be stipulatedthat checking the external Θ-role by Move is only allowed on top of νstat,although it is not clear to me to what extent anticausative verbs like topi¢si¦ (`melt', intr.) also allow an inherent reexive reading. If they do, then itseems the distinction between anticausative and reexive is in fact just thesalience of one or the other structure for a particular root.4. [ VBecome∗, ν1/νstat (,νDIR∗ (,... )) ]This lexical entry characterizes Reexiva Tantum of both types: based onreexive structures (i.e. involving ν1) and on antícausative structures (with
νstat). By parity of reasoning, I assume that RT are freely coercible intotheir less salient readings. Thus, e.g., with dierent degrees of straining, allof them could be uttered in a context requiring an agentive light verb, i.e.»eby (`in order to...') clause.The question that arises now is: what about non-alternating transitive verbs?In other words, the verbs which do not have either reexive or anticausativealternants, e.g. rob-i-¢ (`do/make'), za-miat-a-¢ (`sweep'), czyt-a-¢ (`read'),pis-a-¢ (`write'), mord-owa-¢ (`murder'). One might postulate another entry,
232 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYsimilar to the aforementioned, but with no option of checking the external
Θ-role by Move. I would like to propose, however, that these verbs are infact `fake transitives' discussed in section 2.2.2. In other words, they do notlexicalize the projection introducing an Undergoer, but their objects are in-troduced by a non-predication relation labelled here Appl(icative). Further-more, assuming that Appl is mutually exclusive with the whole subsequence[PP, RP, VPBecome], but otherwise is freely available, it seems that it doesnot have to be specied in the lexicon. Thus, the entry for such verbs wouldbe no dierent than the entry for unergatives in 1.Finally, we have stative verbs like e.g. koch-a-¢ (`love'), cierpi-e-¢ (`suer'),le»-e-¢ (`lie'), etc. with the following lexical entry:5. [ νstat (νDIR (,... )) ]Some of these verbs will have an option of entering a prex-induced alter-nation (e.g. za-kocha-a-¢ si¦ (`fall in love')), in which case the asterisk isnecessary:6. [ νstat (,νDIR(∗) (,... )) ]Last but not least, we need a separate entry for prexed Reexiva Tan-tum (e.g. za-cietrzew-i-¢ si¦ (`become angry/ready to ght', cf. *cietrzewi¢(si¦)):7. [ ν1/νstat, (νDIR∗ (,... )) ]Concluding, there seems to be seven possibilities of lexicalization for theThemehigh. Let us assume these possibilities correspond to subscripting onthe Theme: i1, i2, etc. Under these assumptions the process of argumentstructure aquisition consists purely in the matching of a particular root withone of the seven subscripted variants of the Theme (for Themehigh) and therest of the roots with Themelow. As there is only one possible entry forThemelow (i.e. [VBecome]), no further specication needs to be included.3.2.5 Excursus on TurkishIt seems that Polish is not the only language possessing the relevant con-struction. Thus, Turkish Impersonal Passive is claimed to display all theexotic properties that I have identied for Polish -NO/TO (cf. Biktimir(1986), and Özkaragöz (1986)). I enumerate them below:1. It seems to apply to unaccusative verbs, as illustrated in (191) (seebelow, however, for the remark with respect to (198b)):
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 233(191) a. Buz-unice-GEN üst-ün-detop-POSS-LOC sikoften sik düs-ül-ür.fall-PASS-AOR`Is fallen on the ice often/People fall on the ice often.'b. Yazunin.summer buradahere bogul-un-ur.drown-PASS-AOR`Is drowned here in the summer./People drown here inthe summer.' (Biktimir, 1986:(103-4))I have in fact argued for Polish that this is only an illusion since allof the relevant verbs are non-unaccusatives. There is nothing, how-ever, prohibiting a dierent lexicalization option for the relevant mor-pheme in Turkish (i.e. Turkish `passive' morphology would be allowedto merge on top of VPBecome, and would be lexicalizing ν1, possiblyoptionally) .2. It is restricted to specic Tense interpretation/morphology, i.e. Aorist(cf. (191)).3. The Subject is interpreted as necessarily human (i.e. PRO, as arguedby Özkaragöz (1986) and Biktimir (1986)). Thus, according to Bik-timir, (192) is a statement about rowdy youths:(192) #Gecenight sokak-tastreet-LOC havlan-il-iyor.howl-PASS-PROG`It is howled on the streets at night.' (Biktimir, 1986:(9))4. by-phrases are totally ungrammatical in Impersonal Passive. This factis taken by Biktimir to reect the non-specicity requirement on thechômeur PRO Subject of Impersonal Passives.(193) *Buthis yetimhane-deorphanage-LOC öksüzorphan cocuk-larchild-PL tarandanby cabukquicklybüyü-n-ür.grow.up-PASS-AOR`(It) is grown up quickly by orphan children in thisorphanage.' (Biktimir, 1986:(11))Whether the ungrammaticality is really due to specicity, should beveried by substituting the specic by-phrase with a generic one, e.g.by anyone who does not oppose much. My hunch is that in spite of the
234 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITYgenericity, this by-phrase would also be ungrammatical, just as it is inthe case of Polish Impersonal Passive (cf. also (181)):(194) Win tymthis sieroci«cuorphanage dorasta-nogrow.up-NO szybkoquickly (*przez(by ka»degoanyone ktowhonieneg stawiaªput.up oporu)resistance)intended: `It was grown up quickly in this orphanage by any-one who did not resist.'5. Doubled Passive morphology is possible and is argued by Özkaragözto involve an Impersonal Passivization of a Personal Passive:(195) a. Buthis sato-dachateau-LOC bog-ul-un-ur.strangle-PASS-PASS-AOR`One is strangled (by one) in this chateau.'b. Buthis oda-daroom-LOC döv-ül-ün-ür.hit-PASS-PASS-AOR`One is shot (by one) in this room.'(Özkaragöz, 1986:(1ab))We will see in section 4.2 that this property also holds of Polish Im-personal Passive -NO/TO.6. There is some evidence for the presence of external argument PRO.Biktimir (following Özkaragöz (1986)) investigates the adverbial con-struction -ArAk. The construction involves obligatory EQUI68:(196) HasanHasan kos-arakrun-ArAk gel-di.come-PAST`Hasan came running.' (Biktimir, 1986:(14))More interestingly, however, the ArAk construction requires both theController and the Controllee to bear the same grammatical relation.Translating into our terminology, an unergative verb can only embedan adverbial clause containing an unergative verb, and an unaccusativematrix verb can only embed unaccusative predicate. The restrictionalso extends to objects of Passives:68Biktimir's analysis is cast in Relational Grammar terms.
3.2. IMPERSONAL PASSIVE 235(197) a. Adamman sayikla-yarakrave-ArAk öl-dü.69die-PAST`The man died raving.'b. *Adamman konus-araktalk-ArAk öl-dü.die-PASTintended: `The man died talking.'c. *Cocukchild sakizgum cigne-yerekchew-ArAk öp-ül-dü.kiss-PASS-PASTintended: `The child was kissed (while) chewing gum.'(Biktimir, 1986:(15-16))Moreover, the controller and the target of EQUI must end up as nal1s (i.e. surface Subjects). In that respect Impersonal Passives seem toconstitute a problem:(198) a. Sakizgum cigne-yerekchew-ArAk hoca-ylateacher-with konus-ul-maz.speak-PASS-NEG.AOR`One does not speak with the teacher while chewing gum.'b. Oku-yarakread(study)-ArAk adamman ol-un-maz.become-PASS-NEG.AOR`One does not become a man by studying.'(Biktimir, 1986:(17-18))Under the Advancement analysis of Passive, a dummy 2 is inserted andthen it is advanced to a nal 1. That means that a dummy 1 is theonly candidate for Cotrolling EQUI - an undesirable result since it isnot clear how a dummy could be coreferent with any NP. Assuming thedemotion analysis of Passive does not improve things either, since thenthere is no Subject at all, hence no potential Controller. This problemleads Biktimir to propose that the Controller of EQUI is PRO chômeursubject.Apart from the problem of supercial lack of Controller, there is alsoanother issue in (198b). Although `become' seems to be an unac-cusative verb semantically, i.e. the argument is probably an initial2 in RG terms, the sentence is still grammatical with an embeddedunergative predicate - a clear violation of the condition on -ArAk at-tachment. To the extent that I can understand the data, that seemsto indicate that at least at some level of representation (relevant for-ArAk attachment), the implied argument of `become' seems to be inan external argument position. We will see parallel cases in Polish`double' Passives in section 4.2.69That is, the verb `rave' is probably by assumption unaccusative.
236 CHAPTER 3. SPLIT INTRANSITIVITY7. The postulated PRO Controller seems to act as an argument, as op-posed to an oblique. Biktimir argues that PRO is a chômeur. Yet, sheruns into problems when it comes to the possibility to control EQUIsince regular (specic) chômeurs never seem to be able to do it:(199) *(Cocuk)child sakizgum cigne-yerekchew-ArAk annesihis.mother cocukchild tarandanbyöp-ül-dü.kiss-PASS-PAST`Its mother was kissed by the child (while) (the child) waschewing gum.' (Biktimir, 1986:(22))8. To the extent that I understand the data, ACC Case seems to beallowed, although dicult for independent reasons since only specicDPs are marked with ACC. Thus, Biktimir observes that it is quitehard to come up with examples where a subject is non-specic, and anobject specic (fn. 6).Although the exact analysis of the Turkish data still awaits future research,it seems that the set of fact enumerated above is at least suggestive in thecontext of Polish Impersonal -NO/TO construction. Firstly, there seemsto be evidence for the presence of a syntactically active external argument,which is necessarily interpreted as human. Secondly, this type of Passive canattach on top of a regular Passive and it is restricted to a specic value ofTense. It is hoped that the analysis proposed for Polish -NO/TO in section4.2 will be, mutatis mutandis extendable to Turkish data as well.
Part IIEvent Separators
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Chapter 4Constructions involvingparticipial morphology4.1 `Polyfunctionality' of participial morphologyAlthough it seems an impossible task to do justice here to the whole literatureon participles in many dierent languages, I will at least try to sketch thedilemma relating to the polysemous nature of participial morphology. Inthat relation, consider (1), where (almost) the same morphology is used infour dierent constructions displaying dierent properties:(1) a. The book remains unread. stative adjectival passiveb. The book seems carefully read. resultativec. The book is being carefully read by the student. verbal passived. The student has read the book carefully. perfect tense4.1.1 Stative vs eventive passiveThe contrast between verbal eventive passives in (1c) (here diagnosed by theProgressive aspect as well as a by-phrase) and adjectival stative passives in(1a) (diagnosed by the position as a complement to remain, as well as thenegative prex un-) has been abundantly discussed in the literature startingwith Wasow (1977) (cf. also Lieber (1980), Bresnan (1982), Levin and Rap-paport (1986), Platzack (1980)). The two constructions dier in a numberof ways including (i) being selected by dierent types of verbs (i.e. verbssubcategorized for adjectives can only take stative passives, cf. (2)); (ii) pos-sibility to take degree modication (only with stative passives, cf. (3)); (iii)possibility to occur with idiomatic objects (relevant only for verbal passives,cf. (4)); (iv) possibility to occur as resultative secondary predicates (cf. (5));(v) the presence of external argument (only with verbal passives, cf. (6)),239
240 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...etc1.(2) a. *New York seems approached/left in the tourist season.(Emonds (2006:4))b. The door seems unpainted.(3) a. The garden seems too overplanted.b. *The garden is being too overplanted. (Emonds (2006:5))(4) No attention is being paid/ *seems paid to minor ocials.(Emonds (2006:7))(5) John kicked the door open/*opened. (Embick (2004:359))(6) a. The meeting was started on time by Susan in order to please thehost.b. That series of meetings sounds completed (*by the committee).(Emonds (2006:6))It seems that most of these dierences boil down to a more fundamentalinterpretive dierence between adjectival and verbal passives, namely theimplication of an event taking place with verbal passives, and lack thereofwith adjectival passives. The homophonous morphology2 taken together withthe aforementioned dierences constituted a stimulus to propose a uniedanalysis, which would at the same time account for the divergencies. Wasow's(1977) analysis consists in making the stative passive a lexical rule, whereasthe verbal passive is taken as a transformation. The relation between anactive and a passive verb is implemented as a lexical `redundancy rule' -a specic redundancy condition that stipulates positional relations betweenthe semantic functions of an active verb and those of a passive verb (in otherwords, the fact that the subject of both types of passives is always `the solecomplement' of an active verb, cf. Levin and Rappaport (1986) and alsoPlatzack (1980)). Accounts as Lieber (1980) and Bresnan (1982) postulatederiving stative passives from verbal passives in the lexicon by means ofthe rule of `conversion'3. Schoorlemmer (1995), on the other hand, in orderto account for the pre-syntactic vs non-presyntactic character of the twoconstructions in question follows the approach developed in Borer (1993)labelled Parallel Morphology :for a unitary morphological module that runs parallel to syn-tax and also precedes and follows it, an approach to morphology1The reader is referred to Emonds (2006), Kratzer (2000) and Embick (2004) for moretests, as well as to section 4.1.4.2Although there are of course cases, where the two morphological forms diverge, e.g.shaved vs shaven, opened vs open, dried vs dry, blessed vs blesséd.3The reader is referred to Embick (2004) for the discussion of architectural problemsinvolved in the lexicalist treatment of adjectival participles.
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 241named Parallel Morphology in Borer (1993).... Morphology...is aset of rules that can apply anywhere. It derives Lieber type head-adjoined structures (Lieber 1980, 1992) as illustrated in (43). Theproduct of these morphological rules may be inserted at both D-and S-structure. Borer argues that the dierence between twokinds of nominals (like Hebrew and English process and resultnominals) is one of the levels at which the product of the mor-phological rules enters syntax. (1995, 171-173)This type of account is also endorsed in Emonds (2000) and Emonds (2006)(cf. section 4.1.4). Recently, there appears a number of theories derivingboth types of passives syntactically, but instead of relying on the timingof insertion mechanism, they propose dierent structural congurations forthe two types of participles (cf. e.g. Kratzer (2000), Embick (2004), Anag-nostopoulou (2003)). E.g. Embick (2004) employs Marantz's (cf. Marantz(1997) and subsequent work) distinction between heads merging directlywith a category-neutral ROOT on the one hand, and heads merging withthe category-dening head ν. Thus, he proposes the structure for eventivepassive in (7), where the participial morphology is taken to be aspectual innature, and it merges on top of the verbal category-dening head with thefeature [AG] (for `agentive').(7) [AspP [νP AG [√ROOTP √ROOT DPobj ]]]In the stative adjectival passive, on the other hand, the Aspectual headmerges directly with the root:(8) [AspP [ √ROOT ]]In accordance with the general line adopted in this thesis, I will follow thelatter way of accounting for the polysemy of the relevant morphology, al-though the particular implementation will be dierent.4.1.2 ResultativeIn the meantime, however, a more ne-grained distinction arises (rst no-ticed in Kratzer (2000)), i.e. the one between stative adjectival passive in(1a) and resultative in (1b). Kratzer (ibid.) labels the latter phrasal adjec-tival passive, as she argues that in the latter the participial ax adjoins toa phrasal projection VP, as opposed to stative passives (her lexical adjecti-val passives), where the ax merges with V. The dierence between stativepassives and resultatives consists in the possibility of adverbial modication:statives behave like adjectives in not allowing manner adverbs, whereas re-sultatives allow the latter type of adverbs:(9) a. The package remained carefully opened.
242 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...b. *The package remained carefully open. Embick (2004:357)On the other hand, the resultative also diers from verbal eventive passivein not allowing a by-phrase denoting the agent. For example (10) is arguedin Embick (2004) to be only interpreted as an eventive passive (i.e. habitualin the present tense):(10) The metal is hammered by John.Furthermore, any agent-oriented adverbials also seem to be disallowed withresultatives (cf. Anagnostopoulou (2003)). In this sense, it seems that theresultative participle is an eventive passive without any implication of theexternal argument. Embick's structure for the resultative involves an aspec-tual head merging on top of a entive ν, which in his system is a type ofBECOME operator.(11) [AspPR [νP [FIENT] √ROOT ]]Although I will not consider stative or resultative passives in this thesis, asthe weight of focus is distiributed dierently (i.e. I am mostly concerned withthe region of fseq where external arguments are introduced), it is noteworthyto observe that the architecture proposed in section 1.1 have a potential toaccommodate these three types of constructions:(12) [-en [νP [-en [VPBecome [-en [RP ]]]]]]The stative passive would involve the relevant morphology merging on topof Result State, with resultative the ax would merge on top of VPBecome,and with eventive passive the participial morpheme would be merged ontop of the light verb, making all the agent-oriented properties conspicuous.Although this sketchy proposal is most probably structurally equivalent toEmbick's analysis, the main dierence is that Embick, who does not seem toassume a universal fseq, is forced to stipulate selectional properties of bothAspR and ν[FIENT] to the eect that AspR always takes a complementheaded by ν[FIENT], and ν[FIENT] always takes a stative complement (Em-bick (2004:367)).A further dierence between Embick's and the present system is that thehomophonous morphology under Embick's assumptions results from under-specication: the common denominator for all the contexts (i.e. stative,resultative, verbal passive, and perfect) is an Asp head, into which under-specied vocabulary items insert phonological exponents: -en, -ed, -t. Tothe extent that the underspecication account of the relevant homophonymight still be maintained for languages like Greek or Chichewa (cf. Anagnos-topoulou (2003) and Dubinsky and Simango (1996)), which display totallydierent morphemes for the stative and the eventive passive, by claiming
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 243that the relevant languages have a dierent exponent for AspS from the onefor AspR, this position seems harder to defend for languages like Polish.Consider (13):(13) a. Nie-u-czesa-n-yneg-pref-comb-PRT-sg.m chªopiecboyNOM nikogonobodyACC nieneg zdziwi.surprise3sg.pres`An uncombed boy will surprise nobody.'b. ChªopiecboyNOM zostaªbecomesg.m.pst u-czesa-n-y.pref-comb-PRT-sg.m`The boy has been combed.'c. o-mdla-ª-y/pref-faint-PRT-sg.m/ *o-mdl-on-ypref-faint-PRT-sg.m czªowiek`a fainted man'd. u-pad-ª-y/pref-fall-PRT-sg.m/ *u-padni¦-t-ypref-fall-PRT-sg.m anioªangel`a fallen angel'The stative passive in (13a) (diagnosed by the negative prex), as well as theeventive passive in (13b) (diagnosed by the Auxiliary zosta¢) both display thesame morpheme -n/t-. Now, however, if resultative participle involves axmerger on top of VPBecome (as one of the scenarios in (12)), we should lookfor participles formed on Themelow verbs. This is because the complement ofthe participial ax is in this case the exact lexical specication of Themelow.And we do nd this type of participles, although with a dierent morphology,namely -ª-. They behave like resultatives in other languages in the sense ofbeing compatible with manner adverbials (cf. (14a)), but incompatible withby-phrases (cf. (14b)) or any agent-oriented adverbials (cf. (14c)).(14) a. gwaªtownieabruptly od-mªodnia-ª-ypref-young-PRT-3sg.m wdowiecwidower`a widower that abruptly got young again'b. o-gªupia-ª-ypref-stupid-PRT-sg.m (*przezby wlasn¡ownINSTR »on¦)wifeINSTR m¦»czyznamanintended: `a man that got dumb by his own wife'c. o-zdrowia-ª-ypref-healthy-PRT-sg.m (*specjalnie)on.purpose staruszekold.manintended: `an old man that got healthy on purpose'If the aspectual head involved in eventive passives is the same as the one in-volved in resultatives, it is mysterious why they should have totally dierentmorphological exponents4 In the present system all of the relevant particip-ial constructions would be taken as involving one and the same lexical item4A separate question is why Themehigh stems in Polish do not seem to display resul-tative participles. I will come back to this issue later in the present chapter.
244 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...-n/t-, which undergoes up-sqeezing to dierent degrees. Hence, no resort tounderspecication is necessary.4.1.3 Eventive passive vs Perfect TenseFinally, let me turn to the last type of `homophony' from the paradigm in (1),namely verbal passives vs active perfect participles. This one is in fact morecentral to the considerations in the present chapter. It seems that among theaccounts taking into consideration this dichotomy, the ones proposing a uni-ed analysis are an overwhelming majority (e.g. Hoekstra (1986a), Emonds(2000), Emonds (2006), Collins (2004), Migdalski (2006)). All of these uni-ed analyses must face two, real or supercial, dierences between passiveand perfective participles:(i) the absence of a DP bearing ACC Case with the passive, and its presencewith the perfective participle;(ii) the presence of agreement with the surface subject on passive, and itsabsence on perfective participle.With respect to the rst property, approaches diverge in two easily conceiv-able directions: either both participles are taken not to be able to assign anexternal Θ-role and ACC Case (as e.g. in Hoekstra (1986b) and Migdalski(2006)). This is taken at the same time as explaining the obligatory natureof the Auxiliary HAVE, whose function is to introduce an external argu-ment and assign ACC to the object. The other alternative is to assume thatthe ACC Case assigning potential remains untainted for both perfective andpassive participles, and contra Chomsky (1981:50). This approach is exem-plied by Collins (2004) and Emonds (2000) among others.The proposal in Collins (2004) is important also in the context of the presentthesis, as it does away with one major fault of the standard account of pas-sives, namely the very dierent ways of Θ-role assignment in the active and inthe passive sentence, the latter involving Θ-role absorption and transmission(cf. e.g. Jaeggli (1986)). Collins assumes that the external argument in thepassive is introduced in exactly the same position as the external argumentin the active, i.e. in his Spec,νP. Furthermore, he also takes the prepositionby to be heading VoiceP located on top of the light verb5. The uniform wayof introducing an external argument for both active and passive sentenceswill also be adopted in the present thesis. Dierently from Collins' proposal,however, this argument will be taken as introduced as a PP. Coming back toCollins's uniform analysis, for him both passive and perfect participle head aPartP located in between the two verbal shells: ν and V. This PartP consistspurely of uninterpretable features, and therefore requires licensing. Collinsproposes that there are two ways in which a participle can be licensed:5This assumption faces a problem to the eect that the by-phrase does behave as aconstituent with respect to e.g. movement. In view of this fact Collins is forced to assumemovement of intermediate projections - an assumption controversial in itself.
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 245(i) being c-selected by the auxiliary have, or(ii) moving to Spec,VoicePThe former strategy is employed in perfect participles, whereas the latter isat work in passives. In the perfect participles ACC is assigned in the usualway, whereas in the passive, according to Collins, the semantically emptyby in Voice checks ACC on the DP in Spec,νP in a manner analogous tothe way prepositional complementizer for checks Case of the DP in Spec,IP.The supercial eect of lack of ACC in passives arises due to the fact thatthe function of Case checking present on the `active' ν is dissociated fromthe `passive' ν - essentially a `avor' type of approach, forced to stipulateselectional restrictions (cf. section 1.2).ACC Case retainment under verbal passive is further substantiated in Emonds(2006). His argument is double object verbs, in which the second argumentseems to be able to receive ACC Case in eventive passives.(15) a. Ann was [ given the letter ].b. Who got [ taken such unfair advantage of ]?c. A lot of vacation was (being) [ allowed the workers ].d. The workers were (being) [ allowed a lot of vacation ].e. That letter was [ sent all the candidates ].f. Peter was (being) [ forgiven his sins ].g. Peter's sins were (being) [ forgiven him ].h. He was (being) [ charged a lot of money ]. (Emonds (2006:9))In Polish Dative Goals never passivize. There is nothing wrong, however, ingeneral with passivization of these predicates, as shown by examples wherethe Theme is promoted.(16) a. *AnnaAnnaNOM zostaªabecome3sg.pst od-da-n-apref-give-PRT-sg.f list.letterACCb. ListletterNOM.sg.m zostaªbecome3sg.pst od-da-n-ypref-give-PRT-sg.m Annie.AnnaDATc. *Onsg.mheNOM zostaªbecome3sg.pst wybacz-on-yforgive-PRT-3sg.m wszystkieallACC grzechy.sinsACCd. Wszystkieallnon−vir grzechysinsnon−vir zostaªybecome3pl.non−vir muhimDATwybacz-on-e.forgiven-PRT-non-virI take the inability of Dative indirect object to raise under passivization asowing from some other property of Polish6. On the other hand, I follow6The relevant property might have to do with morphological case, as Polish is in this
246 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...Emonds (2006) in taking the English evidence in (15) as indicating avail-ability of ACC Case on the object in verbal passives. I take the presence ofNOM argument to be obligatory, and the supercial lack of ACC object inpassives to stem from the fact that no other argument is available to bearACC in monotransitive verbs. For this reason it is only ditransitives, wherethe relevant ACC-bearer is present.So far then, the rst of the two relevant properties indicates to a similar-ity between passive and perfective participles. In spite of this, I would liketo suggest that there is substantial evidence to the eect that passive andperfective participles cannot be structurally identical. Firstly, the type ofevidence supporting Collins' purported lack of dierences between the twoparticiples is the total morphological identity of passives and perfect partici-ples in English. Yet, there are languages where the two dier morphologi-cally, e.g. in Swedish the so-called `supine' shows a dierent form for a lotof verbs from the equivalent passive participles:passive prt supine glossarbetad arbetat worksydd sytt sewbiten bitit bitefaren farit travelTable 4.1: Swedish passive and perfect participlesSince the Swedish supine is syntactically comparable to the English PresentPerfect (i.e. it occurs with the Auxiliary HAVE, and have exactly the samesemantic interpretation), it seems that the two constructions should receivesimilar treatment in both languages. Furthermore, following the reasoningdeveloped for the stative vs eventive participles, if the morphological diver-gencies might indicate dierent structural positions, then we have the rstreason to reject the unied analysis à la Collins.Secondly, the two types of participles behave dierently syntactically. Forexample, as noticed in Platzack (1980), the supine behaves as a nite verbwith respect to particles, whereas the passive participle7 requires the particleto incorporate into it.(17) a. Han har kastat bort böckerna. (*bortkastat)`He has thrown away the books.'b. Böckerna är bortkastade. (*kastade bort)lit. `The books are awaythrown.' Platzack (1980:47)respect similar to Icelandic, but dierent from all the other Germanic languages.7There is some terminological confusion here: what I label `passive participle' here isPlatzack's `past participle'.
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 247Finally, let us turn to the other major dierence between the passive and theperfect participle, namely agreement. Emonds (2000) and Emonds (2006)argue for the adjectival categorial status of all participles8. The argumentsconcern adjectival inection, as well as external distribution. However, itseems that all the amassed arguments are only relevant for passive participles(of the agreeing type), and hence the adjectival status is only uncontroversialfor them. Thus, they inect for number and gender, but not for person(dierently from nite verbs) (cf. e.g. the grammatical examples in Polish(17)). Emonds (2000:192-6) claims that also Ukrainian transitive impersonalpassives are adjectives:(18) Cerkv-uchurch-ACC/FEM bul-owas-IMP zbudova-n-obuilt-PASS-IMP vin 16401640 roc'i.It/There was built this church in 1640.' Emonds (2000:192)This example is originally from Sobin (1985). The latter, however, observesthat -o, glossed as IMP (for impersonal), does not belong to the adjecti-val morphological paradigm. In other words, the neuter singular adjectivalending in Ukrainian is -e. The same is true of Polish Impersonal -NO/TOconstruction. The invariable ending -o might be either the neuter singularverbal ending (as in rob-i-ª-o (do-TH-pst-sg.neut; `it was doing') or the nom-inal neuter declension class sux (as in okn-o (`window'), biodr-o (`hip')).In spite of this fact, Sobin (1985) argues for the neuter singular adjectivalanalysis of -o, which purportedly stands in agreement with the empty deepsubject. The argument is based on the existence of weather expressions witha lexically empty subject, where the adjectival ending is -o, rather than -e:(19) a. S'ohodn'itoday du²no.sultry`Today is sultry.'b. Bulo duºe du²no.`It was very sultry.' Sobin (1985:656)However, Polish data seems to suggest that the purported neuter adjectivalendings in (19) are in fact one of the two adverbial suxes: -o and -e. Inthis sense, (i) -o in weather expressions is no general rule (cf. (20a) vs (20b))but is simply listed with particular roots, and (ii) the sux has nothing todo with the lexically empty subject (cf. (20c)):(20) a. Wczorajyesterday byªobe3sg.n.pst duszn-o/sultry/ zimn-o/cold/ deszczow-o.rainy.8Section 4.1.4 contains more details on this specic proposal.
248 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...b. Wczorajyesterday byªobe3sg.n.pst mgli±ci-e/foggy/ wietrzni-e/windy/ sªoneczni-esunnyc. MarekMarek ubraªget.dressed3sg.m.pst si¦re ciepª-o.warm`Marek got dressed warmly.'Therefore, I conclude that neither in Polish nor in Ukrainian is the inec-tion on the invariant impersonal passive participle adjectival in nature. If,however, the relevant participle turns out not to be adjectival, then it seemsEmonds' analysis of impersonal passives is in danger since it crucially relieson the adjective having to agree with both its surface subject and its object,the end result being obligatory coindexation between these two positions.Faced with the lack of evidence for the adjectival inection on perfect par-ticiples, Emonds (2000:200) argues that this is because agreement is a wayto check ACC Case, and the perfective participle is marked in the lexiconfor quirky ACC. For this reason it does not need to have its case checked,and is selected by the Auxiliary HAVE. Thus, his lexical entry for perfectiveparticiple is in (21):(21) Perfective participle entry: en, A, +<V_>, ACC, -PROPERTYEven assuming this reasoning could be accepted, there are other problemsbeyond agreement that the adjectival analysis of perfective participles hasto face. Before turning to the latter, however, it is noteworthy to make onecross-linguistic observation. It seems that languages vary with respect to theform of the invariant sux on the perfective participle. Thus, in Polish andUkrainian the sux `reminds' a neuter adjectival ending, as observed above,whereas in Arumanian it bears resemblance to the feminine gender sux (cf.(22)), and in Megleno-Romanian to the masculine gender sux (cf. (23)):(22) Amhave1sg vidzuta/seenPASS.F/ vinitacomePASS.F`I have seen/ come.' Gallis (1960:180)(23) Nuneg l-himCL amhave1sg vizutseePASS.M.SG difrom lunjMonday`I haven't seen him since last Monday.' Tomi£ (2006:378)To the extent that for Polish and Ukrainian it might still be maintained that-o is a default agreement with a covert proarb, this solution seems unavail-able for Arumanian and Megleno-Romanian Perfect Tense, as this is not thecontext for the default gender agreement (as both external and internal ar-guments are overtly present and their gender features do not inuence the
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 249shape of the participial inection). Therefore, it seems that no spell out ofagreement features (cf. Emonds' theory in section 4.1.4 below) is relevantfor the participles in (22) and (23). If in turn the relevant participles do notshow gender agreement, they cannot be adjectives. Why then should themorphological shapes be so arbitrary across languages? I submit that this isbecause the relevant suxes are in fact nominal in nature (cf. the commonSlavic feminine noun sux -a, as well as consonant-nal masculine nouns).For Polish Impersonal -NO/TO construction, however, things are a littlemore complicated. I have argued above that the sux -o does not belong tothe adjectival paradigm. Yet, it could in principle be a default neuter verbalagreement -o. The context (i.e. covert proarb) is appropriate for the spell outof default agreement and default gender for verbs in Polish is neuter indeed,as shown in (24) with a quantied argument denoting mixed (i.e. non-virile)groups.(24) Nato zebraniemeeting przyszª-ocome-sg.n wielumany rodziców.parents`Many parents came to the meeting.'When deciding between default verbal paradigm and nominal declensionmorphology, one might take into consideration the fact that nite verbsin Polish always inect also for Person (these are in fact reduced forms ofAuxiliaries, cf. Migdalski (2006) for an analysis). However, if the featurespecication of proarb is 3, as it cannot be interpreted as a participant, thenthe lack of Person agreement inection in Polish is a norm. In spite of thistype of evidence, I propose that the invariant -o present in Polish Impersonalconstruction is in fact a nominal inection marker (cf. biodr-o ('hip'), koª-o(`wheel')). This decision, as arbitrary as it might be at this point, will in factyield desirable results in section 4.2 to the eect that it will derive obligatoryPast interpretation of the relevant construction.Finally, let us turn to problems with adjectival analysis of transitive imper-sonal and perfect participles related to their external distribution. For thetime being I put aside the Polish Impersonal -NO/TO construction, since itbehaves dierently for reasons to be explicated in section 4.2. It is true thatneither Ukrainian transitive passive participle nor Swedish supine have exter-nal distribution of verbs, as shown in (25) (Ukrainian) and (26) (Swedish)9:(25) a. Xlopet'boy xotivwanted vzja-ti/take-inf/ *vzja-t-o*take-PRT-o lista.letter`The boy wanted to take the letter.'9This implies that the supine occurring without an Auxiliary in embedded clauses inSwedish involves Auxiliary ellipsis. Analysis of this type can be found in e.g. Julien(2002a).
250 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...b. iQ moºe²can tiyou zbudova-ti/build-inf/ *zbudova-n-o*build-PRT-o ba²ta?tower`Can you build the tower?'c. JaI znajuknow ²othat IvanIvan pro£itav/readpst.3sg.m/ *pro£ita-n-o*read-PRT-o knigi.books`I know that Ivan read the books.' (Michael Timtjenko, p.c.)(26) a. Pojkenboy.the villwill ta/*tagittakeinf/*takepf.prt brevet.letter.the`The boy will take the letter.'b. Hanhe hoppadeshoped attto ge/*givitgiveinf/*givepf.prt mångamany klappar.presents`He hoped to give many presents.'c. Viwe lalet JonJon undersöka/*undersöktexamineinf/*examinepf.prt oss.us`We let John examine us.'However, nor do the relevant participles have adjectival distribution, asshown in (27) (Ukrainian) and (28) (Swedish):(27) Pirogcake smakujetastes najkrashebest zgotova-n-ij/cook-PRT-3sg.m/ *zgotova-n-o*cook-PRT-o zawith MartinimMartin'sreseptam.recipe`The cake tastes best cooked according to Martin's recipe.(28) a. Läkarendoctor.the undersökteexaminepst patientenpatient.the arg/angry/ ned-supen/down-drunkpass.prt.sg/*supit*drunkpf.prt ned.downb. Medwith taketroof.the om-lagt/re-donepass.prt.sg/ fönstrenawindows tvättade/washedpass.prt.pl/ *taketroof.thelagtlaypf.prt om/again/ *fönstrenawindows tvättatwashpf.prt börjadestartpst hanhe attto röjaclean iinträdgården.garden.the`With the roof redone/ windows washed, he began to clean thegarden.' (Cecilia Hemming, p.c.)Recapitulating the results of this section, I have argued that the participlespresent in some transitive impersonal constructions as in Ukrainian or Polish(although no common analysis is implied), as well as perfect participles inother Germanic, Romance or Slavic languages should not receive an analysis
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 251structurally identical to the one for agreeing passive participle. The follow-ing evidence in favor of this hypothesis has been adduced: morphological dierences between passive and perfect participles inSwedish; dierent syntactic behavior with respect to particle incorporation be-tween passive and perfect participles in Swedish; real rather than supercial dierence in category status between pas-sive participle on the one hand, and transitive impersonal and perfectparticiple on the other, i.e. the adjectival status of the former vs thenominal status of the latter. This hypothesis has been substantiatedby several types of consideration: (i) both Ukrainian and Polish invari-ant participle sux has been shown not to belong to adjectival inec-tional paradigm; (ii) arbitrary character of the invariant sux cross-linguistically in Perfect Tense has been argued to exclude the `defaultverbal agreement' hypothesis (iii) external distribution of Ukrainian in-variant participle, as well as Swedish perfect participle has been shownto be neither that of verbs, nor of adjectives (Polish -NO/TO aside forthe time being). Somewhat prematurely, all of the relevant participleswere taken to be nominal in nature. Although the Perfect Tense par-ticiples are not central to the present thesis, for Impersonal -NO/TOin Polish this assumption will yield desirable consequences in section4.2.In section 4.2 I will try to give a detailed account of Polish Impersonal-NO/TO construction, and in section 4.3 I will compare the three dier-ent constructions involving the same participial morphology in Polish, i.e.agreeing Periphrastic Passive, productive nominalization in -nie/cie, andImpersonal -NO/TO, arguing that all of them represent dierent degreesof up-squeezing of the same lexical item -n/t- by the Themehigh. Before Iembark on this task, however, it is noteworthy to review one more theory ofparticipial morphology in detail, as it has much in common with the presentaccount.4.1.4 Emonds (2000)Two fundamental assumptions, shared also by the present work, underly thetheory in Emonds (2000):1. acknowledging the central role of the bifurcated model of the lexiconfor syntactic computation;2. deriving the typology of participial constructions by means of dierentlevels at which the relevant morphology occurs.
252 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...Let me start with the bifurcated model of the lexicon. Emonds (2000) dis-tinguishes between two types of features:(i) a small range of cognitive syntactic features F, which contribute centrallyto the interpretation at Logical Form when they are `canonically realized'(i.e. for instance PAST on I, ANIMATE on N, etc.);(ii) purely semantic features f, which play no role in syntax (e.g. color termsare taken to share a certain semantic feature fi, which allows dark pink andlight magenta, as opposed to *dark smooth or *light dirty.This distinction constitutes a criterion for the division within the lexiconinto the Dictionary and the Syntacticon. Purely semantic features f are lim-ited to the items in the Dictionary, i.e. the four open lexical classes: V,N, A, P. Items in the Syntacticon, on the other hand, are characterized bythe total absence of purely semantic features f. They are a closed class andpossess a number of properties which distinguish them from the members ofthe Dictionary, e.g. they allow phonetically zero morhemes and full supple-tion within paradigms, and do not interface with non-linguistic memory orculture in any way. This bifurcation within the lexicon corresponds in thepresent work to the distinction between ROOTs and functional vocabularyitems (cf. section 1.2)10. The former do not participate in syntax at all,and in this sense, however intricate their conceptual content is, it does notrequire any lexical specication that might be later exploited for syntacticpurposes. The latter, on the other hand, are lexicalized chunks of the uni-versal functional sequence, and in this sense play a crucial role in syntacticcomputation. Thus, Emonds' lexical entry for an open class item @ of cate-gory X is as in (29) (with the cognitive syntactic features Fi and the purelysemantic features fi). My lexical entry adapted to Emonds' terminology isin (30a) for the member of the Dictionary @, and (30b) for the member ofthe Syntacticon ¤:(29) @, X, Fi, fi, + _Fk (Emonds (2000:43))Subcategorization is satised if and only if Fk is the cognitive syntacticfeature of a lexical head of the complement.(30) a. @, fi,b. ¤: [Fn, Fn+1, F..., Fm]The only information associated with the member of the Dictionary is se-mantic features fi and the member of the Syntacticon ¤that it selects for.10The reader will observe that the two mentioned properties of items in the Syntacti-con follow under the present assumptions: ROOTs do not undergo lavish insertion andtherefore, no `zero morphemes' are allowed; for the same reason no suppletion is allowedsince ROOTs do not form paradigms (where paradigms are in fact dened as items ina subset-superset lexicalization relation, e.g. positive-comparative suppletion or present-past suppletion).
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 253The specication of the latter in (30b) includes the subsequence of fseq thatit can be inserted for. Two things that appear redundant in the lexical entryin (29), in comparison to (30a), are: (i) category specication X, and (ii)feature specication of the selected head (i.e. Fk). As for the former, I willin fact argue in section 4.3.10 that major category distinctions (i.e. N, V,A, putting aside P) follow from the level in fseq at which Event Separatormerges. In other words, it follows from the lexical properties of ¤. Thelatter specication, on the other hand, follows for free from the principlesof UG. Since under the present assumptions arguments are introduced bythe functional heads in the lexical specication of ¤, it follows that they canonly bear features lexicalized by ¤, i.e. Fn, F..., Fm, but not e.g. Fm+111.In this sense, the approach in Emonds (2000), as well as the present work,instantiates the strand of research initiated by Borer (1984), where all cross-linguistic variation reduces to dierent lexical properties of particular items.Emonds formulates it as in (31):(31) Language-particular syntax resides entirely in lexical specications,namely the inherent and contextual feature combinations associatedwith closed class items. (Emonds (2000:114))This brings us to the other, participle-specic, underlying assumption ofEmonds (2000), i.e. a dierent relations of Dictionary and Syntacticon re-spectively to syntactic derivation. Whereas members of the Dictionary aresubject to Deep Lexicalization in (32), Syntacticon items can be inserted atdierent levels, in accordance with (33).(32) Deep Lexicalization (DL). Items associated with non-syntactic, purelysemantic features f must satisfy lexical insertion conditions (just)before syntactic processing of the smallest cyclic domains containingthem (...). (Emonds (2000:117))(33) Multi-Level Lexical Insertion. Lexical Items from the Syntacticon, inaccord with their feature content, can be inserted at dierent stagesof a derivation, via the Dictionary (deep structure), during a syn-tactic derivation, and during a phonological derivation.(Emonds (2000:117))Emonds' account hinges on the essentially adjectival character of the par-ticipial morpheme -en (in its both adjectival and verbal passive instantia-tion), and equates the relevant morpheme with other derivational morphol-ogy (adjectival passives), and inectional morphology (verbal passives). In-ectional morphology, in turn, is in Emonds' system Alternative Realization11This will be true either (i) in virtue of Spec-head agreement, or (ii) trivially in moreradical frameworks doing away with the notion of Specier.
254 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(AR) of features contributing to LF.(34) Unmarked AR morphemes. A bound morpheme alternatively realiz-ing Fi with no marked notation in the Syntacticon appears only whenit zeroes the canonical position of Fi.The choice of inectional morphemes is dictated by Economy reasons, asthey allow given Logical Forms to be derived with fewer insertion of freemorphemes from the Syntacticon. Alternative Realization is dened as in(35):(35) Alternative Realization. A syntactic feature F canonically associatedin UG with category B can be alternatively realized in a closed classgrammatical morpheme under X0, provided X0 is the lexical head ofa sister of Bj .Under this set of assumptions, the proposal is that the passive morpheme -enalternatively realizes phi-features of the direct object (i.e. Person, Number,Gender), notated as ∅F:(36) Passive participles: en, A, +<V_>, ∅FNow, since all canonical features of the object are alternatively realized, theobject may be empty12. Furthermore, by (34), the DP object not onlymay, but must be an empty category, i.e. an NP trace. This explains therestriction on passive participles to transitive verbs. As for the obligatorymovement of the object in both adjectival and verbal passives, this is forcedby the fact that an adjectival in nature participle needs to be co-indexed notonly with the direct object position (due to phi-feature agreement), but alsowith the surface subject position by virtue of standard adjectival agreement.By transitivity of co-indexing, this yields obligatory movement from theobject to the subject position.Now, the part of the proposal that bears on the analysis to be presentedhere relates to the dierences between adjectival and verbal passives. I onlyenumerate the dierences evoked by Emonds, as I am not concerned withadjectival passives in the present work:1. ongoing vs completed reading in verbal and adjectival passives respec-tively;2. various Spec(AP) freely modify only adjectival passives:(37) a. The garden seemed too oveplanted.12This is guaranteed by Invisible Category Principle (ICP). If all marked canonicalfeatures F on B are alternatively realized by AR (4.20), except perhaps B itself, then Bmay be empty. (Emonds (2000:135))
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 255b. The garden is being (*too) overplanted.Emonds (2000:176)3. only adjectival passives take the adjectival prex un- (i.e. uncut, un-known vs *unpreceded, *unleft);4. only verbal passives have the full internal structure of VPs;5. idiomatic object nouns occur freely only in verbal passives:(38) A great deal was (being) made/got made/ *sounded made ofyour resignation. Emonds (2000:178)6. only verbal passives have an overt or understood subject.Now, the above dierences are derived by inserting the participial morphemeat dierent levels. If the unspecied part in the entry in (36) contains somecognitive feature F (i.e. in this case PROPERTY), the insertion level has tobe prior to Spell Out, corresponding to adjectival passives, as in (39):(39) (seem) [A [V know ] [A n]]; [A un [A[V paint ]][A ed ]]]Emonds (2000:165)For verbal passives, however, the essentially adjectival participle is not in-terpreted as PROPERTY, and hence needs to be specied in the lexicon asEmonds' marked Absence of Content:(40) Passive participles: en, A, +<V_>, ∅F, (-PROPERTY)Now, as the marked absence of content does not contribute to LF, but ispurely a `place-holder' for unidentied syntactic positions, the morpheme isinserted late, i.e. by Phonological Lexicalization. This situation yields verbalpassives in (41):(41) (get) [A[V know ][A ∅]]; [A[V paint ][A ∅]]In the above sense, V is the lexical head of a verbal passive at every syntacticlevel.Now, Emonds is obviously aware of the existence of intransitive and tran-sitive impersonal passives in other languages. An example of the former isNorwegian (42), and the latter Ukrainian (43)13:(42) Det vart gestikulert. Norwegian'*It/There was gesticulated.'13The glosses are kept as in Emonds (2000).
256 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(43) Cerkv-uchurch-ACC/FEM bul-owas-IMP zbudova-n-obuilt-PASS-IMP vin 16401640 roc'i. UkrainianEmonds (2000:192)Consistently with his assumptions relating to cross-linguistuic variation, Emondsproposes that the relevant morphemes are specied as in (44) for English,(45) for Ukrainian, and (46) for languages allowing only intransitive imper-sonal passives, e.g. German:(44) English: -en, A, +< V _ >, (-PROPERTY), ∅F(45) Ukrainian: -en, A, +< V _ >, (-PROPERTY), ∅F(46) German: -en, A, +< V _ >, (-PROPERTY), (∅F)The underlined notation ∅F in (46b) stands for the marked value of features,in which case the DP object can be overt, by marked use of AlternativeRealization - a case claimed by Emonds to be parallel to clitic doubling. Theparenthesized notation (∅F) in (46c), on the other hand, indicates that boththe relevant features, as well as their source features are optionally absent.The following questions arise with respect to this type of analysis.Firstly, if the main function of -en under Emonds' analysis is to spell outphi-features of the object, the question arises why in transitive impersonalpassives there is never any agreement with the object, even if the objectis fronted, as in Ukrainian (43). Under Emonds' assumptions the lack ofagreement in `perfectives' follows from the fact that the perfective participle,with the entry in (47), is selected by the auxiliary HAVE, with the entry in(48):(47) Perfective participle entry: en, A, +<V_>, ACC, -PROPERTYEmonds (2000:201)(48) have/avoir, V, STATIVE, +<XACC> Emonds (2000:198)Because of the lexical specication in (48), perfective -en must be markedin the Syntacticon for quirky ACC case. AP complements to V which arelexically not marked for case, are claimed to be assigned case by virtueof phi-feature agreement with the Subject. In that sense, the existence ofUkrainian transitive passive, or Polish -NO/TO is surprising since neitherare the complements selected by HAVE, nor do they show agreement withthe subject. The question concerning the way they are assigned case thenremains a mystery.
4.1. `POLYFUNCTIONALITY' OF PARTICIPIAL MORPHOLOGY 257A further issue relates to the existence of intransitive passives (cf. the en-try in (46)). In view of the main tenet of the proposal, i.e. conceiving ofparticipial morphology as AR of objects' phi-features, the fact that intran-sitive passives are attested is quite surprising, since in these cases there areno source DPs for the -en to spell out their phi-features. In this sense it issurprising why the verb should undergo this sort of `adjectivization' at PFat all. In other words, making the features ∅F optional seems to belie thevery essence of the hypothesis about the nature of participial morphology.Finally, a more general concern arises with respect to the gist of Emonds'hypothesis: it is precisely in Slavic languages that we see that the `par-ticipial' morphology is decomposable into -n/t- and phi-feature agreementor lack thereof, as the same `participial' morpheme is used in other construc-tions, as e.g. in productive nominalizations in Polish (49), where no AR ofphi-features seems to be relevant:(49) pªywa-n-ie/swim-PASS-??/ czyta-n-ieread-PASS-?? ksi¡»kibookGEN.sg`swimming/ reading a book'Since -ie does not even belong to the adjectival agreement paradigm (cf.czytan-y (sg.m), czytan-a (sg.f), czytan-e (sg.n/non-vir), czyta-n-i (vir.)),the task of incorporating this use of the `participial' morphology into Emonds'combined lexical entry would be quite hard, if possible at all. If, in turn, -enseems to be decomposable into -n/t- (whatever the analysis for the latter)and inectional morphology, the function of Emonds' Alternative Realizationshould rather be ascribed to the latter. In that case, however, it remains amystery what `participial' morphology of the -n/t- type really is.Last but not least, any attempt at proposing one combined entry for anabstract `participial' morpheme -en as in (50):(50) en, A, +<V_>, {∅F/ -PROPERTY {∅F/ ACC}}Emonds (2000:203)seems rather too far-fetched in view of the previously discussed morpholog-ical divergences in Swedish between passive and perfective participles (i.e.skrivet (pass.prt.sg.n) vs skrivit (perf.prt)). This fact seems to indicate thatlexical entries cannot be dened for abstract items, but have to refer to spe-cic morphemes present within a given language. This point also concernsmorphological divergences discussed in the previous section between Englishpurely adjectival participles (e.g. shaven) vs those that are ambiguous be-tween adjectival and verbal uses.
258 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...4.2 -NO/TO revisited.Now, with the conclusions from section 3.2 under our belt, we can proceed toset -NO/TO against a broader background, which will hopefully allow us tomake a specic proposal with respect to the relevant Polish construction. Forthe sake of the argument, let's assume that -NO/TO is a regular Passive andas such it is merged in VoicePass (still keeping the traditional Kratzerianlabel). Since I established in section 3.2 that it behaves as PeriphrasticPassive in requiring the presence of ν (diagnosed by the presence of highThemes), that seems to be a reasonable assumption.This assumption, however, cannot be maintained in the present form for anumber of reasons.Ordering problemsFirstly, -NO/TO can attach to some modal verbs, as illustrated in (51):(51) a. Musia-n-omust-PRT-o tothis zrobi¢.do obligation`Someone had to do it.'b. Nieneg umia-n-oknow.how-PRT-o si¦re zfrom tegothis wytªumaczy¢.explain ability`Someone didn't know how to explain this.'c. Chcia-n-owant-PRT-o gohim powstrzyma¢.stop volition`Someone wanted to stop him.'Musie¢ (`must') is ambiguous between epistemic and root modality. Now, itseems crucial to observe that (at least for some speakers, myself included),(51a) can have both of these readings. This is particularly conspicuous intwo dierent contexts: (52a) and (52b), both acceptable:(52) a. Musia-n-omust-PRT-o tothis wykona¢,do, bobecause zbli»aªapproached si¦re termin.deadline`Someone had to do this because the deadline was approaching.'b. Musia-n-omust-PRT-o wyjecha¢,leave, bobecause drzwidoors byªywere zamkni¦te.locked`Someone must have left because the door was locked.'Moreover, -NO/TO is also perfectly grammatical attached to raising verbslike wydawa¢ si¦ (`seem') and okaza¢ si¦ (`turn out'):(53) a. W s¡siednim pokoju wydawa-n-o si¦ sªucha¢ radia.in neighboring room seemed-PRT-o re listeninf radioGEN`It seemed someone was listening to the radio in the neighboringroom.'b. Okaza-n-o si¦ by¢ dusz¡ towarzystwa.turn.out-PRT-o re beinf soul society
4.2. -NO/TO REVISITED. 259`Someone turned out to be the soul of the company.'These facts are surprising when compared with the impossibility to passivizemodals or raising verbs in English (54) or Polish Periphrastic Passive (55):(54) a. *Mary was musted be kissed.b. *Mary was seemed to have arrived.(55) a. *Kto±somebody byªwas musia-n-ymust-PRT-3sg.m zrobi¢doinf to.itb. *Kto±somebody byªwas wydawa-n-yseem-PRT-3sg.m si¦re sªucha¢listeninf radia.radioGENThere is one modal verb, móc (`may/can') expressing both epistemic modal-ity and alethic possibility, permission or ability. In none of the uses is itacceptable under -NO/TO:(56) *Mo»-n-ocan-PRT-o tothis zrobi¢.dointended:`Someone could/ was allowed to do this.'The remaining modals are not really verbal or are at least defective, andhence the possibility of forming -NO/TO might not be informative. Theseinclude: powin-ien/na/no (`should'), nale»y and trzeba (both general neces-sity).It is instructive at this point to have a look at the relevant fragment ofCinque's fseq (cf. Cinque (1999)), where modals are treated as functionalprojections in the extended projection of the verb:(57)Moodepistem > Moodnecessity > Moodpossibility > Moodvolitionmusia-no > nonverbal > *mo»e-no > chcia-no
> Moodobligation > Moodability/permission
> musia-no > umia-no, *mo»e-noGiven (57) and the functional hierarchy approach to Passive morphology (cf.Cinque (1999), Cinque (2001), Cinque (2003)), one might envisage placingthe Impersonal Passive somewhere between Moodpossibility and Moodvolition.That assumption, however, would come with an implication that all the verbsto the left of Moodpossibility would not be able to lower to pick up the Pas-sive morphology, and the opposite prediction for all the verbs to the right ofMoodpossibility. In that situation the ability of epistemic readings of modalsto form -NO/TO remains unexplained, and so does the lack of ImpersonalPassive of permission modal.
260 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...The next question is the obligatory Past interpretation of -NO/TO. Onemight initially postulate that Passivization happens higher than the level ofTPast. That, however, would still not explain why -NO/TO cannot embeda non-past (i.e. present or future, depending on the aspectual properties)tense morpheme if Tpast is supposed to occupy a place higher in the hierar-chy than Tfuture14Another question that arises is whether Impersonal -NO/TO could in prin-ciple embed an agreeing Periphrastic Passive. This prediction follows fromthe functional approach to Passives. Since Periphrastic Passive is never ableto attach to modals, it must be located lower than the Impersonal Passive.This prediction is in fact borne out, though with an additional quirk, whichseems to me to invalidate the functional monoclausal analysis of Impersonal-NO/TO construction15.(58) a. Zost-a-n-obecome-aj-PRT-o okrzykni¦-t-y-mproclaim-PRT-3sg.m-INSTR królemking przezbypoddanych.subjects`Someone has been proclaimed king by the subjects.'b. *By-t-obe-PRT-o ¹lebadly traktowa-n-y-m.treat-PRT-3sg.m-INSTRintended: `One has been treated badly.'14Yet, something resembling remnants of the Polish overt Past Tense marker -ª is de-tectable in -NO/TO forms. Thus, it has been noted in section 2.2.1 that certain conjuga-tion classes show alternations in the thematic vowel depending on the Tense morphemethat they are adjacent to. These include -e-, -a- and -owa- stems. Compare present, pastand -NO/TO forms of these conjugation classes:(i) a. krzycz-y-szshot-pres?-2sg vsvs krzycz-a-ªshout-?-past vsvs krzycz-a-noshout-?-NOb. ka»-e-szorder-pres?-2sg vsvs kaz-a-ªorder-?-past vsvs kaz-a-noorder-?-NOc. chor-uj-e-szbe.sick-TH-pres-2sg vsvs chor-ow-a-ªbe.sick-TH-?-past vsvs chor-ow-a-nobe.sick-TH-?-NO(i) seems to indicate that the structure involving passive participial morphology in factincludes the structure relevant for active -ª participles. Yet, the nal -ª seems to bedeleted. One might argue that it is deleted for phonological reasons. That, however,would conict with the fact that Polish equivalent of -able seems to be composed of anactive and a passive participial morphology, but -ª does not get deleted in this case, i.e. weget -aln-y. Hence, the curious contrast in (i) should not probably be thought of in termsof [ -n/t- [-ª ]], but rather: whatever triggers the allomorphy in the past -ª participle, alsotriggers it in the impersonal one.15It is interesting to observe that the case on the embedded participles with adjectivalparadigm is INSTR, as in all other contexts involving pro/PRO (cf. also section 5.4).
4.2. -NO/TO REVISITED. 261c. B-ywa-nobe-SI-PRT-o ¹lebadly traktowa-n-y-m.treat-PRT-3sg.m-INSTR`Someone has been (repeatedly) treated badly.'What is interesting about (58) is that the `double Passive' is possible onthe auxiliary zosta¢ (`become') and bywa¢ (`beSI '). Yet, the latter needs tobe in its Derived Imperfective form. When it is underived, as in (58b), thesentence is out. Now, under the functional monoclausal analysis of Passivethere is no way to derive that fact. To wit, there is no way that the Passivemorphology can show sensitivity to the presence of Secondary Imperfectiveon the Auxiliary. In fact, there isn't even any way for the auxiliary to acquirethe SI morphology, as it is taken to be a functional head. Moreover, SI isa higher aspectual projection, which seems however to be also embeddedunder the agreeing Periphrastic Passive, as shown in (59), assuming theMirror Principle holds (cf. Baker (1988)):(59) Planplansg.m jestbe3sg.pr aktualnienow roz-rys-ow-ywa-n-y.pref-draw-TH-SI-PRT-sg.m`The plan is currently being sketched out.'With the hypothetical monoclausal structure in (60), where Voice1 corre-sponds to the agreeing Passive, and Voice2 to the Impersonal `Passive':(60) [Voice2P [Voice1P [νP [VP ]]]]we seem to be running into another ordering paradox, where SI is bothembedded under Voice1 (as in (60)) and embedding Voice1 (as in the `doublePassive' in (58a) and (58c)). The problem is in fact even more transparentin (61), where both the Auxiliary and the lexical verb bear SI morphology:(61) Cz¦stooften by-wa-n-obe-SI-PRT-o o-±miesz-∅-a-n-ympref-ridicule-TH-SI-PRT-sg.m.INSTR winmiejscachplaces publicznych.public`One has often been ridiculed in public places.'Postulating two dierent projections for Secondary Imperfective seems to beunmotivated in view of the fact that the semantics of both is identical (i.e.progressive and habitual readings, cf. section 2.2.8).The above discussion was meant to make conspicuous problems involved inthe monoclausal functional approach to Passives in general (and Impersonal-NO/TO in particular) relating mostly to ordering the relevant constructionin the universal fseq. The latter type of problems involved: (i) seeminglyunpredictable impersonal passivization of Modal verbs; (ii) impossibility toderive the restriction to past tense interpretation from the ordering; (iii) or-
262 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...dering problems related to Secondary Imperfective in `double Passives', andnally (iv) recurring cycle in `double Passives', where double Secondary Im-perfective morpheme occurs.Explaining ordering problemsIf, on the other hand, one considers the types of Themes involved with therelevant Auxiliaries, the facts fall out naturally. By¢ (`be') is a Theme-lessirregular verb. Bywa¢, as a SI, must be equipped with the processual ν (dueto the semantics of SI - cf. sections 2.2.8). Finally, with zosta¢ (`become')things are a little more complicated: it is irregular in the sense that in presenttense it behaves as either a semelfactive or low inchoative Theme, but in thepast (and also in Impersonal -NO/TO construction - cf. example (57)) itbehaves as an -a- stem. The relevant paradigm is presented below.Person sg pl1st zostan-¦ zostan-iemy2nd zostan-iesz zostan-iecie3rd zostan-ie zostan-¡Table 4.2: Present Tense conjugation zosta¢Person sg pl1st zosta-ª-em zosta-l-i±my2nd zosta-ª-e± zosta-l-i±cie3rd zosta-ª zosta-l-iTable 4.3: Past Tense conjugation zosta¢The fact that -n- is absent in the past tense seems to point in the low Themeinchoative analysis (cf. Appendix A for the relevant paradigm). However, inthe past tense the relevant verb behaves as if it was an -a-stem, i.e. instead ofthe expected Themelow impersonal form zostan-i¦-t-o (on the analogy withstative adjectival participle roz-marz-ni¦-t-y (pref-freeze-THlow-PRT-3sg.m,`deforosted apart')), we get zosta-a-n-o (compare: prototypical -a-stem pis-a-n-o (write-TH-PRT-o)). Therefore, it seems that at least in the contextsreceiving past interpretation (i.e. also the context relevant for ImpersonalPassive), the relevant verb could in principle also involve the analysis wherethe Theme is high.Taking the SI form of BE as decisive evidence, I conclude then that -NO/TO-attaches only to verbs which posses the ν-shell, even when these verbs areused as auxiliaries. Thus, we are led to conclude that the structures in (61)are biclausal in the sense that what seems to be an auxiliary is in fact a fulllexical verb.
4.2. -NO/TO REVISITED. 263With Modals, the situation is not equally clear, as no obvious status can beascribed to any Theme involved in them: musie¢ (`must') and chcie¢ (`want')are both -e- stems, i.e. stems about which I did not make any claims as aclass. Móc (`can') is an irregular verb. Yet, the very fact that the Theme-e- is present in the former two Modal verbs, whether it is of high or lowstatus, seems to indicate the recurrence of low functional domain also onthese verbs.Finally, at least one of the two raising verbs, i.e. wyda-wa-¢ si¦ (`seem') isa Secondary Imperfective of wyda¢ si¦ and it is this form that is acceptableunder Impersonal -NO/TO construction. As all SI verbs involve a Themehighstem, its possibility to occur in the Impersonal -NO/TO does not seem sur-prising in view of the ndings from section 3.2 to the eect that Impersonal-NO/TO requires the presence of the light verb projection. Furthermore,both of the raising verbs are in fact Reexiva Tantum. If this fact is to betreated as an indication of the presence of an external argument position (cf.section 3.1), then again, the grammaticality of Impersonal -NO/TO withrasing verbs follows naturally.Recapitulating slightly, I have tried to show that the ordering problems, aswell as the reiteration issue in Impersonal -NO/TO construction, receive anatural solution under the treatment of Auxiliaries, Modals, as well as raisingverbs in Polish as lexical verbs (i.e. having the structure [ V (,νn (,...))]).Thus, the reader will recall from section 3.2.4 that the structure proposedfor Impersonal -NO/TO construction was roughly as in (62)16:(62) [?P -n/t- [νDIRP proarb [ νNEUTP [VP DP ]]]The exact same structure will be relevant in case -NO/TO merges on top ofModals, Auxiliaries or raising verbs. Once the proposal with respect to -n/t-morpheme is put forward, I will also come back to the structure of `doublePassives' as in (58c), (58a) or (61).4.2.1 Category status vs external distributionAs the reader might anticipate, at this point I am forced to elucidate theassumptions concerning the mysterious ending -o. An interesting account ofo in -NO/TO, motivated by the lack of ACC Case absorption, is presentedin Kipka (1989), where it is assumed that a participle is not able to assignCase. Yet, -o restores the Case assigning properties of the passive participle,thus turning -NO/TO into a `resurrected verb'. This line of argumentation isno longer available in an updated syntactic theory where certain functionalheads are responsible for checking and valuing Case. Thus, if the Impersonalincarnation of -n/t- selected for a avor of ν without Case assigning features,16In (62), I gloss over dierent possibilities arrived at in section 3.2.4, i.e. presence vsabsence of RP, presence vs absence of VP, and Appl, as well as reexive structures.
264 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...as has often been suggested in the literature with respect to the regularagreeing passive, there would be no way to `undo' it later on in the derivation.Therefore, the solution whereby the ending -o restores the verbal characterof the construction in question seems to me to be unavailable anymore.I suggest instead that the ending -o is a nominal declension class marker, andin this sense resembles invariant perfect participles in Germanic, Romance orsome Slavic languages more than it does the agreeing passive participle (thereader will recall that the default adjectival analysis was rejected in section4.1). As shown in (63), -o is a common neuter class sux in Polish:(63) tothissg.n.NOM pi¦kn-ebeautiful-sg.n.NOM okno/windowsg.n.NOM/ biodro/hipsg.n.NOM/zioªo/herbsg.n.NOM/ koªowheelsg.n.NOM`this beautiful window/ hip/ herb/ wheel'In (63), I assume that the NOM sux is in fact morphological zero, as iscommon in various NOM-ACC languages, and the vowel present in the NOMis a declension class marker, bearing also a gender feature.However, it needs to be emphasized that the above nominal hypothesisfaces one serious challenge, namely the external distribution of Impersonal-NO/TO. The latter behaves as a prototypical verb, e.g. it occurs followinga Complementizer »e:(64) Wiem,know1sg »ethat lubia-n-olike-PRT-o Marka.MarekACC`I know that Marek was liked.'In (64), the fact that the Complementizer requires the presence of a (nite)verb, combined with the lack of any other candidate for being a verb, resultsin the conclusion that (i) either the invariant participle must be verbal innature; (ii) or there must be a covert verbal element present.Furthermore, -NO/TO can be followed by a conditional/subjunctive cliticby. By parity of reasoning, although by is totally insensitive to the categoryof the word it attaches to (cf. Pi¦knie-by to zrobiª. (beautiful-cond this did;`He would do this beautifully'), the presence of by indicates the presence ofa verb somewhere in the structure:(65) Zrob-i-on-o-bydo-TH-PRT-o-cond tothisACC gdybyif umia-n-o.know.how.TH-PRT-o`One would do it if one knew how to.'Covert copular AuxiliaryIn view of these distributional facts, I suggest that Impersonal -NO/TO inPolish involves a covert Auxiliary BE. The argument goes as follows.
4.2. -NO/TO REVISITED. 265We have already seen in section 4.1.3 (cf. (22) and (23)) that languages whichuse the -n/t- participle in the sense equivalent to Germanic/Romance perfecttense, display the Auxiliary HAVE17. On the other hand, the Auxiliary usedwith the pan-Slavic -l participle is BE. This contrast is illustrated in (66)with Macedonian data (cf. also Migdalski (2006) for extensive discussion) .(66) a. JasI sumbe1sg goit próda-l.sell-AOR.sg.m Macedonian`I have sold it.'b. Gosti-teguests-the imaathave3pl.pres dojde-no.arrive-NO`The guests have arrived.' (Elliott, 2001:28)Assume, for the sake of the argument, that Impersonal -NO/TO is in factmore comparable to the active perfective-n/t- participle in Macedonian andother languages than it is to the Polish agreeing passive participle. Thisimmediately derives the compatibility of -NO/TO with Modals, since inlanguages which have active participles, these unproblematically merge ontop of Modal verbs, as illustrated in (67) for Norwegian.(67) a. JegI haddehad kunn-etcan-PRT gjor-tdo-PRT det.it Norwegian`I had been able to do it.'b. Hunshe haddehad mått-etmust-PRT dra-ttgo-PRT tidlig.early`She must have gone early.'Now, if Polish -NO/TO can be compared to Macedonian active participles in-n/t-, then it follows that the Auxiliary that would have to be used is HAVE.Yet, Polish never usesmie¢ (HAVE) as an Auxiliary verb. In fact, I would liketo suggest that Polish lacks the Auxiliary HAVE altogether. It needs to beborne in mind, however, that under present assumptions Auxiliaries and theirlexical verb equivalents have a common entry in the lexicon. To be precise,then, Polish does have a verb mie¢ (`have'), but the latter cannot be used inthe Auxiliary function. In the present system this means that the Θ-roles ofmie¢ (HAVE) must be checked by Merge rather than Move/Remerge. Thus,some strategy needs to be resorted to in order to circumvent this problem.This strategy would crucially have to lead to a structure for which the onlyPolish Auxiliary available (i.e. nonovert BE) is licit. In (68) I illustratePolish -ª participles with covert BE.17The additional quirk is, unsurprisingly, that in some of these languages the Auxiliarychoice seems to be a split-intransitivity diagnostic, as e.g. in Kashubian (cf. Migdalski(2006)). For the purposes of the argument in the main text, I assume that Polish islike English, Spanish or Macedonian in the sense that it does not distinguish betweenunaccusatives and non-unaccusatives with respect to Aux choice.
266 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(68) Sprzedaª-em/sold-1sg/ Sprzedaª-e±/sold-2sg/ Sprzedaª/sold3sg/ Sprzedal-i±mysold-1pl`I / You / He / We have sold.'When (68) is compared with its Bulgarian equivalent, where the participledoes not bear person and number agreement, it seems that overt BE isnecessary with 1,2 Person, but optional with 3 Person.(69) Prodalsold sum/be1sg/ si/be2sg/ (e)/(be3sg)/ Prodal-isold-pl smebe1pl Bulgarian`I / You / He / We have sold.'The conclusion from Polish (68) and Bulgarian (69) is that the only purposethat BE serves is to carry Person and Number agreement18. Assuming that3 Person is no Person and singular Number is no Number, the zero 3 Personending in Polish, as well as optionality of e in Bulgarian follows. As it isthe participle in Polish that carries 1,2 Person, as well as plural Numberfeatures, the presence of Auxiliary is unnecessary. The relevant BE is purelya copula, and in this sense it diers from Passive Auxiliary BE.Now, taking the covert copula hypothesis in -NO/TO as essentially on theright track, the question is what allows for the copula to be nonovert inthe construction in question. Since I have argued that the external argu-ment involved in Impersonal -NO/TO construction is pro-arb, it is relevantto examine its φ-feature specication. Dierently from Italian pro (cf. e.g.Manzini (1986) or Cinque (1988), both making the relevant claims aboutImpersonal si), Polish pro is specied as 3 Person, i.e. [-Person] and sin-gular Number, i.e. [-Number]. The Person specication is evident from thefact that the implied external argument in -NO/TO construction can neverbe interpreted as a participant (i.e. neither the speaker not the adressee).Singular Number specication, on the other hand, is evident from adjectivalagreement in (70):(70) Pozosta-n-oremain-PRT-o nag-im.naked-INSTR.sg.m`One remained naked.'This default Person and Number specication is exactly what allows thecopula to drop in Impersonal -NO/TO construction.Yet, the question that I have not yet answered is what allows the copulain the construction under discussion in the rst place. At this point it isa bit premature to develop a full-edged answer to this question. Let me,18With respect to Tense dierence, i.e. Present Perfect vs Past Perfect, it is also plau-sible that Present is in fact a default value for Tense (vide nonovert copula in presenttense in Russian), and thus BE does not need to spell it, as opposed to Past, where theAuxiliary needs to be always spelled out, even in Polish (cf. archaic: Sprzedaª-em go byªem(sell-prt-1sg him be-prt-1sg; `I had sold him'.))
4.2. -NO/TO REVISITED. 267however, propose, based on Italian data, that it is in fact Impersonalizationthat licenses the occurrence of the copula (instead of the Auxiliary HAVE).This is seen in Italian, where in spite of the fact that the lexical verb normallytakes the auxiliary HAVE, when it is used in Impersonal si construction, theAuxiliary switches to BE19:(71) Oggi,today ain Beirut,Beirut, sisi èbepres.3sg uccisokilled unan innocente.innocent Italian`Today, in Beirut, one killed an innocent.' (Cinque, 1988:(43a))Let me propose a tentative generalization in (72), which is at this point apurely descriptive statement:(72) Impersonal construction licenses the switch from HAVE to copulaBE.In the next section I will propose a way to derive (72) structurally.To sum up, the above analysis has the following advantages: It derives the Past interpretation of Impersonal -NO/TO. The semanticdetails of how Perfect relates to the Utterance Time need not concernus here. The sentence in the Perfect will normally present the event astaking place BEFORE Utterance Time. And this is exactly the casefor Polish Impersonal -NO/TO. The prima facie strange distributional properties, i.e. the possibilityto attach on top of modals and raising verbs follow under the activeparticiple analysis. Active participial morphology can freely attach onModal verbs. The prima facie incompatibility with Auxiliaries, which has lead Lavine(2000) to reanalyse -NO/TO as a Tense Auxiliary marker. This factfollows under the present assumptions since Impersonal -NO/TO al-ready contains an Auxiliary, i.e. covert copula BE. non-productivity of active -n/t- participles in Polish, as compared withMacedonian or Germanic and Romance languages. Since Polish lacksAuxiliary use of HAVE, and Impersonal construction is the only onewhere Auxiliary switch is allowed, the restriction of -NO/TO to covertimpersonal pro-arb follows.19Note that under the present assumptions, the dierent feature specication of Italianpro (i.e. [+Number]), yields a prediction that the copula cannot be dropped in the Im-personal si construction. This is in fact borne out, but surprisingly the Auxiliary doesnot agree with pro, i.e. it is 3sg. (Tarald Taraldsen, p.c.)
268 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ... ACC Case. Although the details of ACC case assignment have not yetbeen explained, the parallel sketched above between the active perfectparticiples and the invariant -NO/TO seems to reduce two mysteries toone: ACC Case retainment in Impersonal -NO/TO is analogous to theavailability of ACC with active participles in Macedonian, Germanicor Romance languages.In section 4.3 I turn to the comparison of Periphrastic Passive, Impersonal-NO/TO and uncontroversial nominalization in -nie/cie, hoping that as aresult of comparison, a typology of constructions will emerge, where the samemorpheme is used to spell out dierent subsequences, attaching at dierentlevels in fseq. As a result, an analysis of -n/t- will be given along the linesof Themes in the rst part of the present work, where both morphemes arelavishly inserted to spell out chunks of fseq, but can compromise their lexicalspecication to dierent degrees.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 2694.3 Event Separator -n/t- in a lavish insertion sys-tem4.3.1 Interaction with conjugation classesIn this section, I consolidate the information concerning the interaction ofall three uses of the morpheme -n/t- (i.e. Periphrastic Passive, Impersonal-NO/TO, as well as uncontroversial nominalizaion in -nie/cie) with the con-jugation class markers. This, in turn, is meant to strengthen the uniedanalysis of the -n/t- morpheme, as well as the event decomposition pursuedin the present work.Let me rst remind the reader of the paradigm I am interested in:(73) a. Ksi¡»kabooksg.f.NOM byªabe3sg.f.pst czyt-a-n-a/read-TH-ES-sg.f/ dar-t-a.tear-ES-sg.f`The book was being read.'b. Czyt-a-n-o/read-TH-ES-o/ Dar-t-otear-ES-o ksi¡»k¦.bookACC`Someone was reading the book.'c. czyt-a-n-ie/read-TH-ES-ie/ dar-c-ietear-ES-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN`reading the book'All the three constructions in (73) display the same participial morpheme.Moreover, the choice of the allomorph (i.e. -n- vs -t-) is always the same inthe three cases, as shown also in (73)20. All of the three uses of the participialmorpheme also embed a Theme21.Now, for agreeing Periphrastic Passive the received wisdom is that it canonly apply to verbs with an external argument. This is less straightforwardin the case of Impersonal -NO/TO, and unnoticed, as far as I know, forthe uncontroversial nominalization in -nie/cie. In the present framework,the way to assure the potential presence of an external argument is throughthe ν-layer, which introduces a Causing subevent, and hence an impliedAgent/Cause. Now, in Polish, the presence of ν is unambiguously diagnosedby the high Theme, as argued in chapter 2. Conversely, the presence of lowThemes indicates the lack of ν layer. Table 4.4 shows that none of the threeuses of the participial morpheme -n/t- is possible with low Theme stems, aswell as some of the irregular Themeless stems.
20The alternation t → c in the nominalization is phonologically conditioned.21Drze¢ (`tear') happens to be Themeless.
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irregular irregular -ej- stem -ej- stem -n- stem -n- stem`be' `have' `get smaller' `blush/get red' `get uglier' `get slimmer'*by-t-y *mia-n-y *zmala-n-y *poczerwienia-n-y *zbrzydni¦-t-y ?wychudni¦-t-y*by-t-o *mia-n-o ??zmala-n-o ??poczerwnienia-n-o ??zbrzydni¦-t-o ??wychudni¦-t-o?by-c-ie *ma-n-ie *zmale-n-ie *poczerwienie-n-ie ?zbrzydni¦-c-ie ?wychudni¦-c-ieTable 4.4: Lack of -n/t- prt with `unaccusatives'`beSI ' `have'SI `pass outSI ' `dieSI ' `go outSI 'N/A N/A N/A N/A N/Abywa-n-o miewa-n-o zdycha-n-o umiera-n-o wygasa-n-obywa-n-ie miewa-n-ie zdycha-n-ie umiera-n-ie wygasa-n-ieTable 4.5: -n/t- prt with SI of `unaccusatives'
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 271`put out' `freeze' `talk' `touch'-i- stem -i-. stem -aj- stem -aj- stemgaszo-n-y mro»o-n-y gada-ny maca-n-ygaszo-n-o mro»o-n-o gada-n-o maca-n-ogasze-n-ie mro»e-n-ie gada-n-ie maca-n-ieTable 4.6: -n/t- prt with high Theme stemsAdmittedly, there are certain slight dierences in the acceptability of dif-ferent uses of the relevant morpheme, e.g. the nominalization in -nie/cieseems to be quite permissive in the sense that some nominalizations withlow inchoative -n- Themes are permitted by some speakers22. One possi-ble analysis of potential nominalizations with low Themes runs parallel tothe previously suggested derivation for resultatives or adjectival passives (cf.section 4.1). In other words, either (i) or (ii) holds:(i) the Theme spells out a very low functional sequence, without ever get-ting to eventive heads like VPBecome. In other words, it is the structureresponsible for adjectival passives. Then the participial morphology mergeson top of this structure, yielding a`fact' reading (cf. also Grimshaw's (1990)distinction between process and result nominals). This `fact' reading shouldnot be compatible with any manner adverbials implying the presence of anevent denoting head;(ii) alternatively, Themelow spells out its usual lexical specication (i.e.VPBecome), and the participial morpheme merges on top of that, yieldinga structure equivalent to Embick's resultative participle (cf. section 4.1).This structure, on the other hand, should be compatible with manner ad-verbials, but not with Agent-oriented material.It seems that low Theme nominalizations, to the extent that they can beformed, never accept manner adverbials, but instead can take modifying ad-jectives. The degree to which they are compatible with manner-denotingadjectives vary. Some stems (e.g. brzyd-n¡-¢ (ugly-TH−n−-inf; `get ugly')accept it, while others (e.g. przy-by-¢ (pref-be-inf; `arrive')) don't :(74) a. Gwaªtowne/abruptsg.n/ stopniowegradualsg.n brzyd-ni¦-c-ieugly-TH-ES-ie Ani.AniaGEN`Ania's abrupt/ graduall getting ugly'b. #Powolne/slow/ pospiesznehurried przy-by-c-iepref-be-ES-ie posªa.MP`slow/ hurried arrival of the MP'It is not clear, however, to what degree (74) is a matter of structural dif-ference yielding ungrammaticality, rather than semantic incompatibility of22I have also met speakers who accept nominalizations with -ej- Themelow stems, e.g.z-mal-e-n-ie ekranu (pref-small-TH
−ej−-ES-ie screenGEN ; `the fact that the screen dimin-ished'), although this seems to be out for most of the speakers, myself included.
272 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...certain roots with specic types of adverbials (cf. the dubious status of Poseªprzybyª ?powoli/*stopniowo/*gwaªtownie (`The MP arrived ?slowly/ *grad-ually/ *abruptly').Speaker variation in lexical entriesLet us assume then that manner adjectives are indicative of the verbal struc-ture analogously to manner adverbs, and, given (74a), that there is in facta group of speakers who allow the merger of -n/t- on top of VPBecome, al-though for the majority of speakers `aborting' the verbal sequence on topof `unaccusative' structure (i.e. on top of VPBecome) is impossible. Thatimplies that instead of the prevalent more conservative lexical entry in (75)where the presence of the external argument has to be secured by the spellout of the light verb, these speakers have the less restricted entry in (76),where the spell out of VBecome is not contingent on the spell out of the lightverb:(75) ES -n/t-: [ (VBecome, νn (,νn+1 (,...)))](76) ES -n/t-: [(VBecome (,νn (,νn+1 (,...))))]The situation where ES spells out its full lower boundary, i.e. VBecome andeverything above corresponds to adjectival passives and the `fact' readings ofnominalizations23. The problematic scenario under discussion is one of theoptions in (76), where -n/t- does not spell out the light verb hierarchy, but itdoes spell out VBecome. This option is not available for the speakers with theentry in (75) since compromising the spell out of νn involves compromisingVBecome as well, yielding `fact' readings of nominalizations. Two questionscome to mind immediately:(i) why should the speakers with the entry in (75) simply disallow the forma-tion of nominalizations with Themelow stems instead of getting the restricted`fact' readings?(ii) why should the speakers with the entry in (76) allow resultative nom-inalizations (i.e. brzyd-ni¦-c-ie (ugly-TH−n−-ES-ie; `getting ugly'), mal-e-n-ie (small-TH−ej−-ES-ie; `getting smaller')), but not resultative adjectives(i.e. *z-brzyd-ni¦-t-y (pref-ugly-TH−n−-3sg.m; `that got ugly'), *z-mal-a-n-y(pref-small-TH−ej−-ES-3sg.m; `that got smaller')).As for the rst question, I submit that the reason is related to the lexicalentry for the Themelow represented in (77) (cf. also chapter 2):23Note that to the extent that `fact' readings of of nominalizations with deadjectivalThemelow stems are possible for some speakers (though not for me), as e.g. in %z-gªod-n-ie-n-ie (pref-hungr-adj-Thej-ES-ie, `the fact that somebody got hungry'), %z-mal-∅-e-n-ie(pref-small-adj-Thej-ES-ie; `the fact that somebody got smaller') seems to indicate thatthe adjectival morphology must undergo down-sqeezing by the Theme. Otherwise therewould be no projection for the Theme to be inserted into. An alternative is even morene-grained functional sequence. I leave this issue open.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 273(77) Themelow: [(R), VBecome ](77) is a collapsed notation for both types of Themelow: the inchoative -n-Theme (cf. section 2.2.3) where it is the Theme that spells out R, and thedeadjectival -ej- Theme where the adjectival morphology spells out R (cf.section 2.2.4). What the entry in (77) implies is that Themelow obligatorilyspells out VBecome. This is the reason why the speakers whose lexicon con-tains twe entry in (77) nd it impossible to create -nie/cie nominalizationswith `fact' readings on top of Themelow stems.As for the question in (ii), i.e. the formation of Themelow-based resultativeadjectives, I submit that the reason is that there already is an Event Sepa-rator specialized for doing the job, namely -ª-, as in resultative adjectives ofthe type in (78):(78) z-mal-a-ª-y (pref-small-THej-ES-3sg.m; `that got smaller'), o-gªupi-a-ª-y (pref-stupid-THej−-ES-3sg.m; `that got stupid'), o-gªuch-∅-ª-y(pref-deaf-THn-ES-3sg.m; `that got deaf')Interestingly, these adjectives do not have stative readings. To put it dif-ferently, they always imply the existence of a prior event. This is in factconrming our lexical entry for Themelow in (77). If the adjectives in (78)were to be stative adjectival passives, the relevant low Themes would haveto be down-squeezed to spell out just R (or, in fact, only P, if the adjectivalmorphology is present, cf. section 2.2.4), since no event is implied in thelatter passives.Thus, for the resultative adjectives there exists in principle a choice betweentwo Event Separators: -n/t- (for speakers with the entry in (76)) and -ª- forall speakers. However, since -ª- participles cannot receive the interpretationof stative adjectival passive structure, it must be concluded that -ª- is lex-ically specied as merging lowest on top of VBecome. That means that itsinsertion in the case at hand does not involve any up-sqeezing, as opposedto the insertion of -n/t-. Therefore, I submit that the use of -n/t- morphol-ogy here is excluded by the Elsewhere Condition: instead an item with thenarrower domain specication is used, i.e. -ª-.Similar issues arise with some inchoative -n- stems and their free varia-tion with respect to participle formation. Certain inchoative -n- stems al-low formation of both resultative -ª- participles (- a norm for this class ofverbs), as well as -t- participles: wychudni¦-t-y (`skinny') and wychud-ª-y(`that has lost weight'), rozmarzni¦-t-y (`defrosted') and rozmarz-ª-y (`thathas defrosted apart'), rozkwitni¦-t-y (`in bloom') and rozkwit-ª-y (`that hasblossomed'). It is crucial to observe, however, that the occasional -n/t- par-
274 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...ticipial forms with these low Theme stems do not have eventive readings24,e.g. rozmarzni¦-t-y (`defrosted') does not entail that there was a stage atwhich the Subject was frozen.In order to see the lack of eventive readings, it is worthwhile it considerthe contrast between resultative -ª- participles (which have only eventivereadings) and occasional Themelow-based -t- participles related to adjectivalmodication. (79) shows that the former do not allow modication by zbyt(`too') or prexal negation, whereas the latter do allow both ( cf. (80)):(79) a. *zbyttoo roz-kwit-ª-∅-apref-bloom-THn-ES.sg.f jabªo«/apple.tree/ *zbyt*toowy-chud-∅-ª-ypref-slim-THn-ES-sg.m czªowiekmanintended: `an apple tree that has blossomed too much/ a manthat has lost too much weight'b. *nie-roz-kwit-∅-ª-aneg-pref-bloom-THn-ES-sg.f jabªo«/apple.tree/*nie-wy-chud-∅-ª-y*neg-pref-slim-THn-ES-sg.m czªowiekmanintended: `an apple tree that has not blossomed/ a man thathas not lost weight'(80) a. zbyttoo roz-kwit-ni¦-t-apref-bloom-THn-ES-sg.f jabªo«/apple.tree/ zbyttoowy-chud-ni¦-t-ypref-slim-THn-ES-sg.m czªowiek`an overblossomed apple tree/ a too skinny man'b. nie-roz-kwit-ni¦-t-aneg-pref-bloom-THn-ES-sg.f jabªo«/apple.tree/nie-roz-marz-ni¦-t-eneg-pref-freeze-THn-ES-sg.n mi¦someat`an unblossomed apple tree/ the undefrosted meat'Obviously, the contrast between (79) and (80) only shows that the relevant-t- participles possess stative readings, but not that they lack eventive ones.In order to show the latter point, one has to consider their behavior withcertain temporal modiers. Consider (81) vs (82):(81) a. #wczorajyesterday roz-kwit-ni¦-t-apref-bloom-THn-ES-sg.f jabªo«apple.tree`an apple tree that was in bloom yesterday'`*an apple tree that blossomed yesterday'24Hence, dierent glosses for the -ª and the -t- participle respectively.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 275b. #ostatniorecently roz-marz-ni¦-t-epref-freeze-THn-ES-sg.n jeziorolake`a lake that was defrosted recently'`*a lake that recently defrosted'(82) a. wczorajyesterday roz-kwit-∅-ª-apref-bloom-THn-ES-sg.f jabªo«apple.tree`an apple tree that blossomed yesterday'b. ostatniorecently roz-marz-∅-ª-epref-freeze-THn-ES-sg.n jeziorolake`a lake that has defrosted yesterday'To the extent that the modied -t- participle in (81) is acceptable, it onlyreceives the reading where at the particular point in time (i.e. yesterday)the state of being `in blossom' held. This stands in contrast to -ª- participlesin (82), where the adverbial wczoraj (`yesterday') and ostatnio (`recently')modies the event of blossoming or defrosting. This state of aairs, namelythe fact that -n/t- participles can never be interpreted as resultatives, con-rms the workings of the Elsewhere Condition.The question is now what does it mean structurally to allow for -t- partici-ples based on Themelow stems. In other words, the issue that arises is thatthe relevant participial sux would have to merge directly on top of RP, andso to speak `swallow' VPBecome2525Although the point does not lie in the focus of the present thesis, as I do not con-centrate on stative adjectival participles, it seems to me two important types of evidencesubstantiate the analysis of stative participles as involving an ES on top of RP. Firstly, incases of prexed induced reexive verbs, the reexive mysteriously `disappears' wheneverthe verb displays participial morphology, e.g.:(i) za-koch-a-n-ypref-love-Th-ES-3sg.m (*si¦),(re), za-cietrzew-i-on-ypref-blackcock-Th-ES-3sg.m (*si¦)(re)`in love', 'irritated'The impossibility of having a reexive clitic in (i) follows from the fact that there is onlyone thematic position in the relevant structure, i.e. Spec,RP relevant for Resultee. There-fore, the potential reexive could not perform its usual function of identifying two Θ-roles.The second piece of evidence concerns the interpretation of stative and eventive partici-ple in relation to argument identication. Stative adjectival participles do not bear anyinformation w.r.t. the external argument, and hence can be interpreted both reexivelyand non-reexively (cf. (iia), which has a stative interpretation as one of its readings).On the other hand, the participles which do not have RP in its structural representation,and are therefore restricted to eventive interpretation, cannot be interpreted reexively(i.e. Undergoer 6= Agent)(cf. (iib)).(ii) a. u-czes-a-n-y,pref-comb-Th-ES-3sg.m, o-gol-∅-on-ypref-shave-Thi-ES-3sg.m`combed', `shaved' (i.e. either by someone else or by himself)b. czes-a-n-y,comb-Th-ES-3sg.m, gol-∅-on-yshave-Thi-ES-3sg.m`that is being combed', `that is being shaved' (by someone else)
276 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(83) [VPBecome -t- [RP Theme−n− ]]The problem is that the entry I postulated for the low Themes in (77) doesnot allow for this situation since Themelow cannot be down-squeezed to spellout just R, as VBecome is an obligatory feature in its spell-out. That seems tosuggest that at least for some speakers, and for some stems, the lexical spec-ication of Themelow has to be (84), possibly either as a historical remnant,or as a spreading innovation:(84) Themelow -n-: [R (,VBecome)]Finally, I need to consider an alternative account of the lack of -n/t- partici-ples, nominalizations and Impersonal -NO/TO with Themelow stems. Sup-pose that the entry in (75) does not exist and ES merger is generally allowedat every level. What would then exclude the non-existing forms? Firstly,the lack of resultative participles with Themehigh stems, where ES mergeson top of VBecome, shown in (85), follows from the lexical specication ofThemehigh.(85) wy-rze¹b-i-on-apref-sculpt-Thhigh-ES-sg.f celowopurposefully posta¢gure`a purposefully sculptured gure'As it is always possible to add Agent-oriented adverbials (i.e. celowo), itseems that the relevant participles necessarily involve the Themehigh spellingout the light verb26. Secondly, the lack of stative nominalizations withThemelow stems would follow from the entry in (77) (i.e. Themelow hasto spell out the eventive head). For the same reason stative adjectival par-ticiples of Themelow stems would be excluded. As for the higher level ofstructure (i.e. the scenario when ES is inserted on top of VBecome), resulta-tive participles would be excluded by the Elsewhere type of reasoning (i.e.insert -ª- instead), whereas the resultative nominalizations with Themelowstems would be generally allowed. To the extent that inchoative Themenstems do seem to be acceptable in nominalizations with this reading (cf.Table 4.4), I happen to belong to the group of speakers that do not allownominalizations with Themeej stems (e.g. *z-mal-e-n-ie (pref-small-Thej -ES-ie)). For this particular reason I decide to keep the inseparate characterof VBecome-ν1 subsequence in the entry in (75).The contrast in (ii) stems from the fact that if the structure includes the light verb pro-jections, as in (iib), then the reexive is necessary to allow the identication of Undergoerand Agent.26Admittedly, if the two types of participles (i.e. resultative and agentive) are ho-mophonous, the possibility of having Agent-oriented material might always be related tothe latter interpretation. In this case the problem does not arise at all. I leave it for futureresearch to investigate other possible contexts where the dierence between the two mightsurface.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 277Putting aside these cases of manipulation of lexical entries, I would alsolike to point out that the questionable and highly speaker-dependent ac-ceptability of both (i) Themelow-based resultative nominalizations and (ii)Themelow-based (specically, -n- Themes) stative -t- participles stands ina striking contrast to full acceptability of Secondary Imperfective variantsof the verbs in question for all speakers (Table 4.5 above). This essentiallyconrms the analysis of SI verbs from chapter 2 as unergatives possessing ν-shell. In other words, with SIs, even if the argument originates VP-internally,the structure displays the light verb projection ν1. And only on top of thisstructure will SI (i.e. Asp2P) be merged in accordance with its semantic re-quirements concerning delimited interval (cf. section 2.2.8). This structure,in turn, is compatible with both lexical entries for the Event Separator -n/t-:the more common one in (75), as well as the less frequent one in (76). Inthat connection, the reader is reminded that -ej- stems never form SecondaryImperfective (cf. also section 2.2.8), and inchoative -n- stems rarely do (sincethey need to redirect the root to a dierent conjugation class). That is whythe test of SI is not applicable in a lot of cases.Furthermore, the passive participle formation test is not applicable in thecases of the verbs in Table 4.5, since none of the SI verbs with Themelowstems as basic equivalents can be used transitively. The question arises whythis should be so. If the argument of the relevant SI stems were to orig-inate VP-internally, there is no reason why it shouldn't later on move tocheck ES's Subject-of Predication feature (cf. e.g. Rothstein (2001) on thePredication Condition)27 . Therefore, I submit that the relevant argumentmerges directly in the light verb system (without ever passing through theVP-internal positions. If the Event Separator were to merge directly on topof ν1 in the agreeing Periphrastic Passive, the only argument available wouldbe an optional adjunct in Spec,ν1P. I submit that this argument does nothave the relevant feature to be attracted by the Event Separator and satisfythe Predication Condition.It has also become clear by now that all the high Theme stems can occurin all three uses of the participial -n/t- morphology without any problems.This is illustrated in Table 4.6.To sum up, comparing the rst table with the two others, we see a strikingcontrast in the possibility to form all three types of constructions. This is thecommon denominator of all three uses of the relevant morpheme. I have alsoargued that, by necessity, the three tables are some kind of an idealizationover a synchronic state of aairs. In other words, the deviations from thebasic entry for -n/t- in (75), as well as the basic entry for Themelow in (77)27Cf. also the data in (115), section 3.1.5, where SIs were the only exception to thelicensing of Θ-role identication, as well as the discussion in section 2.2.8 to the eectthat for some reason redirection to a Themehigh stem in the SI does not give rise totransitive structures.
278 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...do occur, and are easily accommodated under the present assumptions. Yet,the contrast between Table 4.4 on the one hand, and Tables 4.5 and 4.6 onthe other, seem to conrm the common analysis of the relevant participialmorpheme, apart from being a substantiation of the event decomposition ar-rived at in chapter 2. In what follows I will disregard the speaker-dependentdeviations in the lexical entries discussed above, and I will essentially assumethe basic entry in (75), although it will be subsequently reformulated as thenew light verb projections pop up.In section 4.3.2 I will discuss the dierences between the three derivations.4.3.2 Level of attachmentIn this section I would like to compare the properties of all three uses ofparticipial morphology illustrated in (86). (86a) is an example of the regularPeriphrastic Passive, (86b) an Impersonal Passive -NO/TO, and (86c) anominalization:(86) a. Ksi¡»kibooksNOM zostaªybecame3non.vir prze-czyt-a-n-epref-read-THhigh-ES-non.vir (przez(bywszystkich).all)`The books have been read (by everyone).'b. Prze-czyt-a-n-opref-read-THhigh-ES-o ksi¡»ki.booksACC`Someone read the books.'c. prze-czyt-a-n-iepref-read-THhigh-ES-ie ksi¡»ekbooksGEN (przez(by brata)brother)`reading the books (by the brother)'There are numerous dierences between the three constructions. Moreover,the productive nominalization in -nie/cie is in fact multiply ambiguous. Iwill argue that all of these dierences stem from the level of attachment ofthe Event Separator -n/t-.4.3.3 ACC Case assignmentOne dierence relates to availability of ACC Case, which out of the threeconstructions is only preserved in the Impersonal -NO/TO. There exist manyaccounts of this dierence in the literature, most of them involving ACC Case`suppression', which, as I indicated in section 1.6 is hardly translatable intoa derivational theory. The account that is most similar to mine, however,is the one in Wurmbrand (2000), which deals with the dierence between`restructuring' and `non-restructuring' Passive for German cases of potential
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 279lexical restructuring predicates like versuchen (`try'). (87a) is an example ofso-called `long passive', where the Object of the embedded innitive bearsNOM and the auxiliary agrees with it. (87b), on the other hand is a non-restructuring passive, where the embedded Object is in ACC and the matrixverb does not agree with it.(87) a. dassthat diethe Traktorentractors zuto reparierenrepair versuchttried wurdenwere German`that they tried to repair the tractors' (Wurmbrand, 2000:19)b. dassthat [den[the Traktortractor undand denthe Lastwagen]truck]-ACC zuto reparierenrepair versuchttriedwurde/*wurdenwas/*were`that they tried to repair the tractor and the truck'(adapted from (Wurmbrand, 2000:38)Wurmbrand's account of the dierence hinges on the assumption that in thecase of restructuring innitive in (87a), the `matrix' verb takes as its com-plement a bare VP that does not have a νP projection assigning ACC to theobject. Therefore, the object of the embedded verb is dependent for its Caseon the matrix verb versuchen.
280 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(88) νP-less structure for restructuring innitivesTPNOM T'
νPACC ν'SUBJ ν'VPVPOBJthe truck V0to repair V0tried
ν0
T0
For this reason, in the case where the matrix predicate is passivized, struc-tural accusative becomes unavailable and the matrix T is the only case as-signer left. Thus one expects to see NOM on the object, as well as agreementon the matrix verb.Things fall out dierently when the matrix verb embeds a νP complementwhich assigns ACC to its own object. In that case there is no reason toexpect that Passivization of the matrix verb would inuence the Case on theobject of the innitive and (87b) is the result. The gist of the account isthus the size of the complement embedded under the lexical restructuringpredicate.Although my analysis of the relevant dierence for Polish will be similar inspirit to Wurmbrand's, it cannot be adapted in the shape presented above.This is because I am working with specic assumptions about Polish verbalmorphology. In particular, the verbal morphology embedded under particip-ial morpheme is identical for both types of Passives and the nominalization,and clearly cannot be bare VP even for the agreeing Periphrastic Passive.This is because the presence of embedded high Themes (e.g. -aj- in (86))implies the presence of ν. Therefore, in accordance with the ne-grainedsyntactic decomposition, the minimal assumption is that at least the rst ofthe light verb projections, i.e. ν1 is present in all the three constructions.Furthermore, I assume that ν1 does not correspond to ACC Case assigning
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 281level, as it is present in all the three constructions, but not all of them retainACC Case. By the same reasoning, νDIRP present in the complement of-NO/TO (cf. the structure in (62) section 4.2, repeated here as (89)) needsto be the level relevant for ACC Case assignment.(89) [?P -n/t- [νDIRP proarb [νNEUTP [VP DP ]]]Now, the nominalization in -nie/cie patterns with Periphrastic Passive inthe lack of ACC Case for the object (cf. (86c), where the object is in GENCase). Thus, the null hypothesis is that it involves less structure than theImpersonal -NO/TO construction.4.3.4 Dierent places in fseqAn interesting fact is provided for Sakha (Turkic) in Vinokurova (2005).Sakha displays two Passives, one of which `preserves' ACC Case of the object,and the other does not.(90) a. MunnjaxMeeting ah-ylyn-na.open-pass-past.3 Sakha`The meeting was opened.'b. Munnjaq-ymeeting-acc ah-ylyn-na.open-pass-past.3`The meeting was opened.' (Vinokurova, 2005:337)Interestingly, these two types of Passives have to attach in dierent placesin fseq, since, as shown by Vinokurova, the one with ACC object applieson top of so-called frequentative/distributive aspectual morpheme, whereasthe other one is embedded under under it. Crucially, both types of Passivesinvolve the same morpheme -lyn-.(91) a. Oloppos-torchair-pl %aldjat-ylyn-ytalaa-ty-lar/*aldjat-ytala-n-ny-lar.break-pass-distr-past-pl/*break-distr-pass-past-pl`Chairs were broken one after another.'b. Oloppostoruchair-pl-acc %aldjat-ytala-n-na/*aldjat-ylyn-ytalaa-ta.break-distr-pass-past.3/*break-pass-distr-past.3`Chairs were broken one after another.' (Vinokurova, 2005:336)Assuming that Polish Impersonal Passive is comparable to the higher SakhaPassive (due to availability of ACC Case), and given the two light verbprojections that I argued for in section 3.1.4, the following structures seemto emerge:
282 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(92) Agreeing Periphrastic Passive
νmP





To be sure, I remain agnostic as to the identity of the projection dening theupper bound of the lexicalization of -n/t- for the time being. Thus, in theagreeing Periphrastic Passive in (92), Themehigh spells out only up to therst light verb projection, and the Event Separator -n/t- merges on top ofthis structure, delimiting one macro-event domain. Thus, ES lls the lightverb system projections starting from νDIRP (but cf. the reformulations inchapter 5).In the structure for Impersonal -NO/TO, on the other hand, the same Themeis stretched (or, in other words, compromises less of its lexical specication)to spell out both of the light verb projections: ν1P, as well as νDIRP.One important point, however, that needs to be made is the feature speci-cation of ES -n/t-. Since I argued above that νDIR must be responsible forACC case emerging on the object, the question is why -n/t- does not assignACC in agreeing Periphrastic Passive in exactly the same way as Themehighdoes it in Impersonal construction. This fact seems to imply a fundamentaldierence between ES -n/t- and Themes. I suggest that the dierence isthat ESs are always specied for the default values of the relevant functionalprojections. If default values of projections in fact correspond to the ab-
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 283sence of the projections (cf. Starke (2001)), then the absence of ACC Casefor agreeing Periphrastic Passive follows. The default specication of ESsis further conrmed by the lack of any thematic features on the projectionsspelled out by the ES (cf the proposal in (160), section 3.2.3).Finally, although this is not central to the present work, there is also someevidence to order Aspectual projections with respect to the two structuresin (92) and (93). In Jablonska (2004) I argued that SI corresponds to thesecond Aspectual layer, as it overwrites the eects of prexation. Let usthen label it Asp2P. It turns out that SI can be embedded under all threetypes of participial constructions, as shown in (94)28:(94) a. DrzewatreesNOM byªybe3non.vir.pst o-zdab-i-a-n-e.pref-decorate-THhigh-SI-ES-non.vir`The trees were being decorated.'b. O-zdab-i-a-n-opref-decorate-THhigh-SI-ES-o drzewa.treesACC.pl`Someone was decorating trees.'c. o-zdab-i-a-n-iepref-decorate-THhigh-SI-ES-ie drzew.treesGEN`decorating trees'Furthermore, we know that distributive prex po- in Polish has to be locatedstructurally higher than SI, as it overwrites the eects of the latter (i.e. turnsthe verb back into a perfective predicate, cf. Jablonska (2004) for discussion).Yet, the prexal nature of the Polish distributive makes the Mirror Principleargument unavailable. If, however, we take the Sakha distributive sux tobe equivalent to Polish distributive prex (vide the same semantics), andlabel the relevant projection as Asp3, then the conclusion is the structure in(95)29:(95) [ -n/t- [Asp3P po- [νDIRP [ -n/t- [Asp2 SI [νNEUTP ]]]]]](95) is a shortcut notation in the following sense. In the traditional system,the two positions were -n/t- merges would be predicted to cooccur. In a lav-ish insertion system, on the other hand, the cooccurrence in a monoclausalstructure (i.e. in the structure where one fseq is involved) is excluded, asboth morphemes in (95) are in fact one and the same item lavishly inserted,but up-squeezed by the Theme more in the case of Impersonal construction,and a less in the agreeing Pasive.Having said this much, let us come back to the purported examples of cooc-currence of two `passive' morphemes.28The underlying assumption is that Baker's (1988) Mirror Principle holds.29One piece of evidence is missing: the mutual ordering between Asp3 and νDIR. Sinceit plays no role in the present thesis, I assume an arbitrary ordering.
284 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...4.3.5 `Double Passives' revisitedIn section 4.2 I have provided evidence to the eect that the Impersonalconstruction can cooccur with the agreeing Periphrastic Passive. These arerepeated in (96):(96) Zost-a-n-obecome-THhigh-ES-o okrzyk-ni¦-t-ymproclaim-THsem-ES-3sg.m.INSTR królemkingINSTRprzezby poddanych.subjects`Someone has been proclaimed king by the subjects.'I have also argued that the occurrence of a Theme on the Auxiliary zosta¢(`become') excludes a monoclausal analysis of (96). Considering also theordering problems involved in a monoclausal one-fseq analysis of (96), thereseems enough evidence to postulate that (96) in fact involves two cases ofEvent Separation: an impersonalized lexical verb zosta¢ (`become') mergedon top of an agreeing periphrastic passive structure. This is represented in(97):(97) -n- νDIRPproarb
ν1Ptpro -t- ν1P VPtpro
Themehigh
-n-In (97) I abstract away from the structural representation of the Instrumentalobject, as well as from the possible presence of RP on the embedded verb(i.e. o-krzyk-n¡-¢ (pref-shout-Thsem-inf)), as these two are not crucial forthe analysis.As is clear from (97), the upper verb is essentially an unergative lexical verb.Let me now remind the reader of the reasons why I assumed in (97) thatthe Theme involved is in fact a high Theme. This is only an assumption inview of the irregular paradigm of zosta¢: in the present tense it behaves asan -n- stem, i.e. either semelfactive Themehigh or inchoative Themelow. Inthe past, however, as well as under the Impersonal -NO/TO, it behaves asan -a- stem. Although I have not made any claims with respect to this classof verbs, the Themehigh is enforced by theory-internal reasons. To wit, given
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 285the more general entry for the ES -n/t- in (75), the very fact that zosta¢is acceptable in the Impersonal -NO/TO construction seems to indicate thehigh Theme analysis for the verb in question.Furthermore, the absence of VBecome is crucial for zosta¢ since it does notintroduce an argument by Merge. If, however, its external argument featurewere to be identied with the internal one (i.e. Agent with Undergoer),then one would have to see licensing of this identication by means of thereexive clitic, contrary to facts (cf. section 3.1 for discussion). One crucialadvantage of this way of conceiving of the upper verb is a uniform lexicalentry for zosta¢ (`become') in both its monoverbal uses, as well as its `passiveAuxiliary' ones. In both cases it selects for an adjective, as shown for themonoclausal structure in (98) (although in a monoclausal structure this isonly one of the options, apart from a NP and a PP):(98) MarekMarek zostaªremained/became bogaty/richsg.m/ nie-zwyci¦»-∅-on-y.neg-conquer-THi-ES-sg.m`Marek remained/ became rich/ invincible.'What's more, in both monoclausal, as well as `passive Auxiliary' use therelevant verb has its external argument feature checked by Move exclusively.In other words, it is a raising verb. Using the notation employed already insection 3.2.4, we might represent the lexical entry of zosta¢ (`become') as in(99):(99) √zost + -a-: [ν1 (,νDIR∗ (,...))]Thus, it seems that the only dierence between what is traditionally con-ceived of as Auxiliary on the one hand, and a lexical verb on the other, hasto do with the way thematic features are being checked (i.e. Move vs Mergerespectively). However, the question that arises is how is the entry in (99)dierent from unergative-based Reexiva Tantum in 7, section 3.2.4. In thelatter case we deal with a situation where an unergative verb is augmentedby RP, the Resultee has to raise to check an external thematic feature, andconsequently reexive identication needs to take place (cf. section 3.1).Why doesn't the same identication take place in the case of (99)? I suggestthat this is because the relevant verb zosta¢ is formally perfective, as showne.g. by its future tense interpretation in (100a), as well as incompatibilitywith phasal verbs in (100b):(100) a. zostan-¦become.TH-1sg.pres`I will become/remain'b. *zacz¡¢startinf zosta¢becomeinfintended: `to stop becoming'
286 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...If there is no way to augment the structure through RP addition, there is alsono way to check thematic features within one functional sequence, the onlyremaining possibility is an Auxiliary, i.e. checking the relevant feature bymovement from the thematic position of an embedded verb. By hypothesis,however, reexive identication is not relevant for inter-clausal relations30.The conclusion seems to be that zosta¢ can only involve a high Theme (dueto possibility to occur in Impersonal construction), and that it cannot in-volve VPBecome (due to reexive identication problem).Coming back to `double passives' in (96), the [+human] interpretation ofthe missing argument still holds, although pro-arb seems to originate inVP-internal position. In chapter 5 I will argue that it is in fact an overtfull-edged DP that merges in Spec,VP, but it gets peeled to the eect thatthere is no possible spell out for the relevant bundle of features. Secondly, theby-phrase in (96) suddenly becomes acceptable, though normally by-phraseis never allowed with -NO/TO. I argue that this is the by-phrase availableat the level of lower ν1.Let me now consider the issue relating to obligatory human interpretation ofthe covert argument. Under the monoclausal analysis of the `double Passive'there is no way that the auxiliary can exert selectional restrictions on thearguments of the embedded main verb. Auxiliaries, in fact, by denitionlack any thematic requirements, since they are functional heads in fseq. Yet,if the structure in fact involves two lexical verbs, and if movement from one
θ-position to another θ-position is allowed (cf. Hornstein (1999) and section1.3), then the sentience requirement follows: the deep Object of the em-bedded verb will have to move to Spec,νDIRP of the higher verb (possiblyalso through the Specier of the lower ES, inducing participial agreement).This is because otherwise the lexical verb zosta¢ would fail to have its Θ-rolechecked. This movement is licit since no intervening DP occurs. Thus, Rel-ativized Minimality/ Minimal Link Condition is not violated in any sense.If the features of the object will be specied as [-human], the derivation willcrash due to a feature clash31.Another way to derive the sentience requirement is from the properties ofpro. In other words, if pro is always [+human] (cf. Rizzi (1986)), and if Im-personal Passive has to involve pro, then the sentience requirement follows.Yet, this solution begs the question why the external argument under Im-personal -NO/TO should always be pro-arb. In other words, why is an overtDP disallowed in -NO/TO construction? I will come back to this issue below.The advantage that this system has over the functional monoclausal analysis30The term `inter-clausal' is meant here to refer to the structure involving two lexicalverbs (i.e. two dierent fseqs).31This is an ad hoc technical solution, and I will come back to the issue once `peeling'of arguments is explained.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 287of `double Passives' is that now long-distance selection has been dispensedwith. In other words, the purported Auxiliary has been reanalysed as a lex-ical verb displaying its own thematic restrictions. In the case at hand theparticular restriction boils down to the covert proarb requirement that holdsof any lexical verb in the Impersonal construction. Note that the Impersonal-NO/TO is the case when the -n/t- morpheme spells out a subset of its lexi-cal specication. At the same time, the lexical analysis of zosta¢ (`become')accounts for the possibility of the occurrence of overt Themes, as well asSI on the `purported' Auxiliaries or Modals. The restrictions on particularModal/Auxiliary verbs under -NO/TO follow from the unied lexical entryfor ES -n/t-, i.e. both require the presence of ν (and therefore are only liciton top of high Themes). Finally, I have reduced the two uses of the verbzosta¢ (`become') to one unied entry32. Under this analysis (96) is not apurported example of `double Passives', but rather `regular Passive in a Per-fect Tense' (cf. the gloss in (96)).One nal question that arises is the following: if (96) involves two lexicalverbs, i.e. two functional sequences are involved, why is it that the onlycooccurrence that is attested is Impersonal -NO/TO on top of agreeing Pas-sive. Abstractly speaking, if agreeing Passive involves ES merged at somelevel of the functional projection Fx, and if the cycle is restarted, any recur-rence of functional projections is expected (in a system without selectionalrestrictions), and hence also double occurrence of agreeing Periphrastic Pas-sive, as in (101):(101) *MarekMarekNOM zost-a-ªbecome-THaj -3sg.m.pst zost-a-n-ybecome-TH-ES-sg.mokrzyk-ni¦-t-yproclaim-THsem-ES-sg.m królem.kingINSTRliterally: `Marek was been proclaimed king.'Yet, (101) is clearly ungrammatical. I suggest that the reason for that isexactly the reason why intransitive unergatives do not undergo agreeing Pe-riphrastic Passivization: the argument merged in Spec,ν1P in unergativescannot satisfy the Predication Condition by moving to the Specier of theprojection occupied by the ES. In transitive verbs this function is performedby the object. Since zosta¢ is an unergative and does not possess an object,it cannot involve ES merged on top of ν1P.
32The same reasoning is taken to hold for the `passive Auxiliary' BE and a lexical verbBE, but not the copula.
288 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...4.3.6 Availability and morphological shape of the externalargumentThis criterion is important since I assume that arguments originate as obliqueadjuncts, and emerge from this oblique shape into an obligatory argumentin structural Case by movement through particular verbal functional projec-tions. In that sense, the morphological shape of the argument is indicativeof the level of fseq (cf. section 1.7 for more discussion of the point).In section 3.2.3 I already provided some arguments to the eect that the ex-ternal argument in Impersonal -NO/TO is more syntactically active (i.e. hasbeen more peeled) than the external argument in the agreeing PeriphrasticPassive. The systematization of this type of data, including the nominaliza-tion in -nie/cie, follows.Firstly, in the Periphrastic Passive the external argument is an optional by-phrase, whereas in Impersonal -NO/TO it is a nonovert argument. Thenominalization in -nie/cie in one of its instantiations behaves as the Pe-riphrastic Passive (cf. (102b)), whereas in its other form (i.e. with theexternal argument in GEN Case), it behaves somewhat in between the two,(cf. (102c)):(102) a. Ksi¡»kabookNOM.f byªabepst.3sg.f czyt-a-n-aread-TH-ES-sg.f (przez(by Marka).MarekACC)`The book was read (by Marek).'b. czyt-a-n-ieread-TH-ES-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN (przez(by Marka)MarekACC)`reading of a book by Marek'c. (Marka)(MarekGEN ) czyt-a-n-ieread-TH-ES-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN`Marek's reading of a book'One remark is in order with respect to (102c). Although one nds claimsin the literature that transitive nominalizations are impossible in Polish ,it seems to me (102c) is perfect with two Genitives on condition the rstone is preverbal. Alexiadou (2001) argues that transitive nominalizations inGreek have only noneventive reading. This explanation is clearly unavailablefor Polish, where Secondary Imperfective, as well as adverbials forcing theeventive reading on Grimshaw's (1990) analysis can be present in transitivenominalizations. In fact, these types of eventivity diagnostics improve thegrammaticality status of transitive nominalizations for all the speakers Iconsulted. An example is presented in (103):(103) MarkaMarekGEN ci¡gªeconstant roz-rzuc-a-niepref-throw-TH.SI-ES-ie rzeczythingsGEN poin pokojuroomdziaªaactpres.3sg mimeDAT naat nerwy.nerves
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 289`Marek's constant throwing around of clothes in the room drivesme crazy.'It also seems that the base-generation of the preverbal nominal in Spec,DPproposed by Alexiadou (ibid.) for English transitive nominalization is not aviable option for Polish since the preverbal Genitive always gets interpretedas Agent. Moreover, the word order in transitive nominalizations seems toobey all the restrictions on A-movement, i.e. the Theme DPGEN can neverfront, stranding the Agent postnominally. Strictly speaking, even in the ab-sence of the other argument, a prenominal DPGEN can never be interpretedas a Theme:(104) a. %miastacityGEN zniszcze-n-iedestroy-n-ie JadziJadziaGEN`*destroying the city by Jadzia'`destroying Jadzia by (the inhabitants of) the city'In spite of the fact that pragmatically the most plausible interpretation of(104) is with `the city' interpreted as Theme, and `Jadzia' as Agent, thisreading is unavailable. Instead, a scenario is invented where the reversereading would be pragmatically plausible (i.e. the only way to interpret `thecity' agentively is to refer to its inhabitants, but not all the speakers allowthis coercion, and hence (104) is marked %). Thus, I conclude that theprenominal DPGEN in transitive nominalizations is a real Agent and origi-nates in some thematic position (lower than Spec,DP).Coming back to the status of the GEN Agent with respect to a by-phrase ora covert pro-arb, let us try to establish the degree of its argumenthood. Atrst glance, it seems there isn't much evidence to conclude anything. To wit,its optionality might be an indication that it approximates a by-phrase. Yet,there is no way to verify the obligatory character of pro-arb in Impersonal-NO/TO. Likewise, Case status of pro-arb seems to be hard to establish too,especially in view of the cases of Dative-marked pro-arb (cf. Rizzi (1986) forItalian examples):(105) GeneraªGeneralNOM nieneg pozwalaallowpres.3sg.m (»oªnierzom/pro-arb)soldiersDAT /pro-arb po-spa¢.pref-sleepinf`The general doesn't allow (soldiers) to sleep.'Yet, there is one idication to the eect that proarb cannot bear Nominativecase. The evidence bears on the Case on primary and secondary adjectivalpredicates (cf. Franks (1995) and Marelj (2004:273)). NOM Subject inPolish triggers obligatory agreement on predicative adjectives, as well assecondary adjectival predicates with respect to Number, Gender and Case.Consider (106a) as an example of primary predicate, and (106b) - a secondary
290 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...adjectival predicate:(106) a. MariaMariasg.f.NOM jestbe mªod-a/young-sg.f.NOM/ JanJansg.m.NOM jestbemªod-y.young-sg.m.NOM`Maria/Jan is young.'b. MariaMariasg.f.NOM pracujeworks sam-a/alone-sg.f.NOM/ JanJansg.m.NOM pracujeworkssam-∅.alone-sg.m.NOM`Maria/Jan works alone.'Since there is no reason to assume that covert Nominative arguments wouldbe dierent in this respect from overt Nominative ones (as the feature spec-ication and position would by standard accounts be the same), we expectto see NOM also on adjectival predicates under -NO/TO if proarb is to bearNominative case.(107) a. Jedz-on-oeat-ES-o ±niadaniebreakfastACC samemu/alonesg.m.DAT / *sam.*alonesg.m.NOM`Someone was having breakfast alone.'b. Staw-a-n-obecome-Th.SI-ES-o si¦re corazmore mªodszym/youngsg.m.INSTR/ *mªodszy.youngsg.m.NOM`One was becoming younger and younger.'Instead of NOM, the secondary adjectival predicate in (107a) displays Da-tive, and the primary adjectival predicate in (107b) - Instrumental. Theconclusion is that proarb cannot bear NOM Case (and, consequently, it can-not occupy the same position as overt Nominative arguments).Let us now concentrate on the argumental status of pro-arb in -NO/TO incomparison with the Genitive argument of the nominalization and the by-phrase of the agreeing Passive. Firstly, the reexive in the object position canbe bound by the covert external argument in -NO/TO. Although the sameconguration with the binder in a by-phrase in agreeing Periphrastic Passiveis not as ungrammatical as sometimes claimed in the literature, it is clearlyworse than in -NO/TO. Insterestingly, the nominalization presents a splitbehavior contingent on the morphological shape of the external argument.Genitive DP is able to bind a reexive (cf. (108c)), whereas with a by-phraseit is equally degraded as in a Periphrastic Passive. (108d).(108) a. pro-arbi Opowiad-a-n-otell-TH-ES-o bajkitalesACC swoimire.possDAT »onom.wivesDAT`People told tales to their wives.'
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 291b. (?)?BajkitalesNOM byªybepst.3non−vir opowiad-a-n-etell-TH-ES-non.vir swoimire.possDAT »onomwivesDATprzezby dyrektorówi.managers`Tales were told their wives by the managers.'c. MarkaMarekGEN opowiad-a-n-ietell-TH-ES-ie bajektales swojejre.possDAT »oniewifeDAT`Marek's telling tales to his wife.'d. (?)?opowiad-a-n-ietell-TH-ES-ie bajektales swojejre.poss »oniewife przezby MarkaMarek`telling tales to his wife by Marek'Secondly, the covert argument in -NO/TO is able to control into participialclauses, with both present participle in -¡c and past participle in -wszy/ªszy.(109) a. Rzuc-a-n-othrow-TH-ES-o kamienie,stonesACC próbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceinf odwrót.withdrawalACC`People were throwing stones, trying to enforce withdrawal.'b. Wy-pi-wszypref-drink-p.prt herbat¦,teaACC czyt-a-n-oread-TH-ES-o ksi¡»k¦bookACC`Having drunk the tea, someone was reading a book.'The implied argument in a Periphrastic Passive fails both of these tests:(110) a. *KamieniestonesNOM byªybepst.3non.vir rzuc-a-n-e,throw-TH-ES-non.vir próbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceinfodwrót.withdrawalACCintended: `Stones were thrown, trying to enforce withdrawal.'b. *Wy-pi-wszypref-drink-p.prt herbat¦,teaACC ksi¡»kabookNOM byªabepst.3sg.f czyt-a-n-a.read-TH-ES-sg.fintended: `Having drunk the tea, the book was read.'Interestingly, with the nominalization in -nie/cie and a Genitive Agentjudgements are somewhat delicate and seem to fall in between the judge-ments for the other two constructions. It is clear, however, that there iscontrast between the nominalization with a by-phrase, which fares equallypoorly as the Periphrastic Passive, and the other two congurations, i.e.with or without the Genitive Agent.(111) a. ?MarkaMarekGEN rzuc-a-n-iethrow-TH-ES-ie kamieni,stonesGEN próbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceinfodwrótwithdrawal`Marek's throwing stones, trying to enforce withdrawal'
292 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...b. (?)?rzuc-a-n-iethrow-TH-ES-ie kamieni,stones próbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceinf odwrótwithdrawal`throwing stones, trying to enforce withdrawal'c. *rzuc-a-n-iethrow-TH-ES-ie kamienistones przezby Marka,Marek próbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceodwrótwithdrawal(112) a. ?MarkaMarekGEN czyt-a-n-ieread-TH-ES-ie ksi¡»ki,bookGEN wy-pi-wszypref-drink-p.prt herbat¦teaACC`Marek's reading a book, having drunk the tea'b. (?)?czyt-a-n-ieread-TH-ES-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN wy-pi-wszypref.drink-p.prt herbat¦teaACC`reading a book, having drunk the tea'c. *czyt-a-n-ieread-TH-ES-ie ksi¡»kibookGEN przezby Marka,Marek wy-pi-wszypref-drink-p.prt herbat¦teaACCFinally, the last test concerns the ability to control the Subject of a depictivesecondary predicate. Again, -NO/TO fares best with respect to this test.Depictives in the agreeing Periphrastic Passive, as well nominalization in -nie/cie with a by-phrase seem quite marginal ((113b-c)) 33. As before, thehardest judgement concerns nominalization in -nie/cie without any overt DP((113d)), whereas the one with DPGEN is only slightly deviated ((113e)).(113) a. Tenthis obrazpictureNOM mal-owa-n-opaint-TH-ES-o chybaprobably pijanym.drunkINSTR`Someone was probably painting this picture drunk.'b. ??Tenthis obrazpictureNOM byªbepst.3sg.m chybaprobably mal-owa-n-ypaint-TH-ES-m pijanym.drunkINSTRintended: `This picture was probably painted drunk.'c. ??mal-owa-n-iepaint-TH-ES-ie obrazupictureGEN przezby JankaJanek pijanymdrunkINSTRintended: `painting the picture by Janek drunk'd. (?)?mal-owa-n-iepaint-TH-ES-ie obrazupictureGEN pijanymdrunkINSTR`painting the picture drunk'e. (?)JankaJanekGEN mal-owa-n-iepaint-TH-ES-ie obrazupictureGEN pijanymdrunkINSTR`Janek's painting the picture drunk.'I recapitulate the results of Subjecthood tests in 4.7:33The judgemetnts here are also delicate due to the fact that not all speakers allowINSTRUMENTAL depictives to begin with. For those speakers, however, who do, therelevant contrast seems to obtain.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 293test -NO/TO Pass -nie/cie -nie/cie -nie/cie+ by + GENcontrol into OK * * (?)? ?pres.prtcontrol into OK * * (?)? ?p.prtbinding OK (?)? (?)? OK OKof poss.redepictive OK ?? ?? (?)? (?)Table 4.7: Subjecthood testsSummarizing the results of these tests for argumenthood, it seems that thethe covert argument of -NO/TO passes all the relevant tests, and in thissense behaves as a full edged argument. As far as control into participialclauses goes, this stands in a striking contrast to both Periphrastic Passiveand the nominalization in -nie/cie with a by-phrase. Binding of reexivepossessive, however, seems to be already more permissive, in the sense thatit is also possible, though slightly deviated and only for some speakers, outof the by-phrase. Also, the depictive seems to be quite permissive, althoughthere is still a contrast between -NO/TO and Periphrastic Passive or nom-inalization with a by-phrase. The nominalization with DPGEN seems topattern in between the -NO/TO and the Periphrastic Passive with respectto all the relevant tests, except for reexive binding, where it patterns with-NO/TO. Last but not least, the hardest judgements concern the nomi-nalization without any overt Agent. Now, I turn to one more test, whichrequires discussion, i.e. compatibility with reexive-marked verbs. Here thejudgements are crystal clear.4.3.7 Compatibility with the reexive cliticOne more issue that conrms the dierence in the status of the externalargument in all the three uses of the Event Separator -n/t- is availability ofreexive-marked verbs. Since I have argued above that Impersonal -NO/TOconstruction in fact involves a nonovert Subject embedded below the par-ticipial morphology (i.e. pro-arb), as opposed to the regular Passive, whereonly an optional more adjunct-like by-phrase is present, we expect certaineects associated with its presence in the former and absence in the latter.I also proposed an account of reexive-marked verbs in section 3.1. Con-sider the examples of Reexiva Tantum, anticausative, prex-induced, andreexive verbs coocurring with Periphrastic Passive in (114) and ImpersonalPassive in (115):
294 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(114) a. *MarekMarek byªbepst.3sg.m poc-∅-on-ysweat-TH-ES-3sg.m si¦.reb. *MarekMarek zostaªbecomepst.3sg.m przewróc-∅-on-yoverturn-TH-ES-3sg.m si¦.rec. *MarekMarek zostaªbecomepst.3sg.m za-koch-a-n-ypref-love-TH-ES-3sg.m si¦.red. *MarekMarek zostaªbecomepst.3sg.m u-czes-a-n-ypref-comb-TH-ES-3sg.m si¦.re(115) a. Poc-∅-on-osweat-TH-ES-o si¦.re`Someone was sweating.'b. Przewróc-∅-on-ooverturn-TH-ES-o si¦.re`Someone overturned.'c. Za-koch-a-n-opref-love-TH-ES-o si¦.re`Someone fell in love.'d. U-czes-a-n-opref-comb-TH-ES-o si¦.re`Someone combed.'With the ndings about the reexive marker from section 3.1, as well as thehypothesis concerning both Impersonal -NO/TO and Periphrastic Passive(cf. (92) and (93)), we may now proceed to explain the contrast between(114) and (115). Traditionally, these facts are taken to reect Marantz's(1984) ban on Vacuous Dethematization. Since both the participial mor-phology, as well as the reexive one are taken as dethematizing the externalargument, the same operation cannot be performed twice. This explana-tion is no longer available to us in view of the fact that the function of therelevant morphology is not `dethematizing' in any sense. In fact, it is hardto see what `dethematizing' would amount to in derivational syntactic terms.I have argued that the reexive heads a projection in fseq, the semanticsof which is licensing identication of two Θ-roles on one DP : the externalone with the internal one. Consider rst how that derivation would convergein the case of Impersonal Passive -NO/TO:
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exive verbs-n/t- rePsi¦
Θ1=Θ2 νDIRPpro νDIR'
ν1PVPtproSince there are two Θ-positions available in the complement of the reexive,a DP with two Θ-features can occur in the Numeration, and the identi-cation of these two features will be appropriately licensed by the reexiveclitic34. In (116) I only illustrated the case of a reexive (115d), but it shouldbe borne in mind that all the four cases, mutatis mutandis, will be derivable.Thus, with anticausatives, stative ν1 would be involved, whereas with prex-induced reexives, the reexive would be identifying Resultee and Subjectof νDIRP. In (116) I also did not represent the lavish insertion for the EventSeparator, since it does not play a role in the case at hand, but it might withagreeing Periphrastic Passive.Now, consider the hypothetical derivation of reexive-marked agreeing Pe-riphrastic Passive.(117) * rePsi¦ ?P-n/t- ν1PDP VPBecometDPThus, the proposed explanation for the incompatibility of the reexive cliticwith agreeing Periphrastic Passive is that the thematic feature attracted toSpec,ν1P is not visible to the reexive and hence the relevant DP bears onlyone Θ-role for the purposes of the reexive. I remain agnostic as to the34The reader will note that this implies phrasal movement of νDIRP to a position pre-ceding the Event Separator, since head movement in order to create the resulting suxalconguration would have to skip reP and thus violate the Head Movement Constraint(cf. Travis (1984)).
296 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...upper boundary of the ES (therefore the projection is labelled ?P). Note,however, that there is an alternative solution available. Suppose that theEvent Separator attaches low and `swallows up' the projection headed bythe reexive located in the region between νDIRP and initP (the reader willrecall that ES always corresponds to the default value of the projection -hence the absence of the relevant projection it stands for). This way, thereexive will never have a chance to be spelled out. I decide against the lattersolution in view of another type of data from outside Polish, i.e. Romanceso-called Faire Innitive and Faire ...par causatives. As seen in (118), theargument in a par -phrase (which occurs also in Passive sentences) does notcause Relativized Minimality violation with respect to the reexive clitic, asopposed to the argument in an a-phrase.(118) Pierre s'est fait embrasser par Marie/*à Marie. French`Pierrei made Marie kiss himi.' (Kayne, 1975:(122a))It follows then that it cannot be the lavish insertion of the ES -n/t- in Pol-ish that is responsible for the ungrammaticality of reexive verbs in agreeingPassive.From that perspective it is instructive to consider the behavior of the nom-inalization in -nie/cie. (119) shows that the reexive marker is perfectlypossible with the nominalization in -nie/cie with GENITIVE Agent, or elsewithout any overt external argument. When the Agent is not expressed, thereading is of an arbitrary pro type:(119) a. (Marka)(MarekGEN ) poce-n-iesweat.TH-ES-ie si¦re przyat pracywork`(Marek's) sweating at work'b. (Marka)(MarekGEN ) przewróce-n-ieoverturn.TH-ES-ie si¦re naat lodowiskuice-rink`(Marek's) falling on the ice-rink'c. (Marka)(MarekGEN ) za-koch-a-n-iepref-love-TH-ES-ie si¦re win EwieEwa`(Marek's) falling in love with Ewa'd. (Marka)(MarekGEN ) uczes-a-n-iecomb-TH-ES-ie si¦re`(Marek's) combing'Unsurprisingly, the moment the external argument is expressed in an obliqueby-phrase, the possibility to embed a reexive marker disappears:(120) a. *poce-n-iesweat.TH-ES-ie si¦re przezby MarkaMarek
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 297b. *przewróce-n-ieoverturn.TH-ES-ie si¦re przezby MarkaMarekc. *za-koch-a-n-iepref-love-TH-ES-ie si¦re przezby MarkaMarekd. *uczes-a-n-iecomb-TH-ES-ie si¦re przezby MarkaMarekWhat this means is that in the case of the nominalization in -nie/cie withGenitive Agent, the relevant participial morphology has to still attach on topof the projection introducing a Θ-feature relevant for the reexive identi-cation. Since all of the Subjecthood diagnostics investigated above (as wellas those to be investigated) seemed to indicate an intermediate status of theGenitive argument (i.e. more argument-like than the by-phrase, and lessargument-like than arbitrary pro), there arises a need for more ne-grainedfseq than the one assumed so far. In other words, we need another projec-tion intervening between ν1 and the light verb relevant for the Impersonalconstruction. The incarnation of the nominalization with an Agent denotingby-phrase, on the other hand, seems to be identical in all relevant respects tothe agreeing Periphrastic Passive. I will develop this idea structurally below,once the semantic restrictions on the arguments are examined.4.3.8 Semantic restrictions on the external argumentOne nal argument that might be of help in establishing the levels at whichnominalization attaches in each of the respective constructions, relates tothe semantic requirements on the interpretation of the external argument.Since I have hypothesized (cf. section 1.7) that semantic restrictions arisewhen a DP travels through various verbal functional projections, these se-mantic restrictions might be indicative of the level in fseq where a particularargument has to stop.Firstly, the oblique Agent in a by-phrase in both Periphrastic Passive, as wellas the relevant incarnation of -nie/cie nominalization does not seem to showany semantic restrictions, as illustrated in (121). Full DPs, both animateand inanimate are allowed in a by-phrase, as well as pronouns.(121) a. Wioskavillage zostaªabecomepst.3sg.f zniszczo-n-adestroy.TH-ES-f przezby »oªnierzy/soldiers/ burz¦/storm/niego.him`The village has been destroyed by the soldiers/ the storm/him.'b. zniszcze-n-iedestroy.TH-ES-ie wioskivillage przezby »oªnierzy/soldiers/ burz¦/storm/ niegohim`destruction of the village by the soldiers/ the storm/ him'
298 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...However, the range of possible Agents with the other incarnation of thenominalization in -nie/cie is not equally unrestricted. The preverbal DPGENcan only be [+human]. Even [+animate] DPs are considerably degraded:(122) a. Denerwujeannoypres.3sg mniemeACC Marka/MarekGEN/ jegohis drap-a-n-iescratch-TH-ES-ie si¦repoat brzuchu.stomach`Marek's/ his scratching his stomach annoys me.'b. ??Denerwujeannoypres.3sg mniemeACC psadogGEN drap-a-n-iescratch-TH-ES-ie si¦re poat brzuchu.stomachintended: `The dog's scratching his stomach annoys me.'c. *Po»arureGEN zniszcze-n-iedestroy.TH-ES-ie wioskivillage nieneg trwaªolastpst.3sg.n dªugo.longintended: `The re's destroying the village did not last long.'Interestingly, when the implied Agent is not expressed overtly with the nom-inalization in -nie/cie, unrestricted Agent construal arises. Yet, this is nottrue if a verb is reexive-marked. Thus, nominalizations of reexive verbshave a necessarily human interpretation of the implied argument (in (123)).Therefore, verbs taking only inanimate Subjects cannot occur in these nom-inals (in (124)).(123) a. Bardzovery mniemeACC denerwujeannoys tothis ci¡gªeconstant przewrac-a-n-ieoverturn-TH.SI-ES-iesi¦.re`Someone/my constant falling gets on my nerves.'b. Kr¦ce-n-iespin.TH-ES-ie si¦re win kóªkocircle nieneg polepszaimprove sytuacji.situation`Someone's going in circles doesn't improve the situation.'c. Cof-a-niewithdraw-TH-ES-ie si¦re mahas zawszealways skutkieects uboczne.sideways`Someone's withdrawing always has side eects.'(124) a. *Aktualiz-owa-nieupdate-TH-ES-ie si¦re zwróciªoturnpst.3sg.neut moj¡my uwag¦.attentionintended: `Becoming updated drew my attention.'b. *Dªu»e-n-ielong.TH-ES-ie si¦re nigdynever nieneg jestis przyjemne.pleasantintended: `Being boring is never pleasant.'c. *Zwith niecierpliwo±ci¡impatience czekamwaitpres.1sg nafor goje-nieheal.TH-ES-ie si¦.reintended: `I am looking forward to healing.'
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 299Since with reexive verbs, the nominalization needs to include two thematicpositions in its complement, and since there is no overt argument in the caseat hand, and the interpretation of the covert one is [+human], I conclude that-nie/cie nominalizations of reexive verbs have to involve pro-arb, exactlyas in the case of Impersonal -NO/TO construction.I summarize the results of the investigation into the semantic properties ofexternal arguments in Table 4.8.construction interpretationPeriphrastic Pass unrestricted-nie/cie + by DP unrestricted-nie/cie alone unrestricted-nie/cie + DPGEN human-nie/cie with re. verb human pro-arb-NO/TO human pro-arbTable 4.8: Semantic properties of external argumentsThe semantic restrictions in 4.8 are arranged starting from least restricteduntil the most restricted pro-arb. Now, suppose these features are actuallyinterpretable on a noun and they create an implicational hierarchy as in(125) (cf. also Silverstein (1976) in the context of person-split ergativity):(125) [DP [ human DP [ human pronoun ]]]Assume these features form the nominal functional sequence. Now, sincean argument will peel its functional layers by moving through verbal fseq,it follows that the lower the level in verbal fseq, the less restrictions on theinterpretation of a DP. We have already seen that this is the case for the rel-evant dierence between the Periphrastic Passive and Impersonal -NO/TO.In the former the Event Separator attaches at the level on top of ν1, swal-lowing the higher thematic positions. Therefore the external argument is`frozen' in an oblique shape. Now, since the nominalization in -nie/cie withDPGEN displays the semantic restrictions that are somewhat in between thePassive and -NO/TO (i.e. a human, but possibly non-pronominal DP), Isuggest that there is an intermediate level on top of which the nominaliza-tion in -nie/cie + DPGEN can attach. That means that the level relevantfor -NO/TO will have to be pushed upwards. Assuming a more general sub-scripting convention ν1, ν2, etc. for the subsequent light verb projections,let me propose the following structure:(126) [initP [ν3P proarb [ν2P DPhuman [ν1P DP ]]]]The way Event Separating morphology interacts with the above ne-grainedfseq is illustrated in (127):
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ν3Ppro-arb ν2PDPGEN ν1Pby DP VPBecome
-n/t--n/t-
-n/t-
The Themehigh will spell out dierent subsets of its lexical specication rep-resented now in a generalized format in (128).(128) Themehigh: [ R (,VBecome, ν1 (,ν2 (,ν3 (,... (initP )))))]35The Event Separator will be inserted at dierent levels, also in accordancewith its lexical specication, which happens to overlap with Themehigh inPolish, and is represented in (129).(129) ES -n/t-: [(VBecome, ν1 (,ν2 (,ν3,))) init ]When the Theme is most down-squeezed to spell out only R (an option avail-able in general with Themehigh, but only for some speakers and some stemswith inchoative -n- Theme) , the ES spells out its full lexical specication andthis conguration yields an adjectival stative passive not discussed in thissection. The next scenario might in principle involve up-sqeezing the ES oneprojection higher so that it attaches on top of VBecome . Yet, this scenariois prohibited (i) in virtue of the existence of another lexical item, namely -ª-(cf. section 4.3.1), which does not require any down- or up-sqeezing and isthus to be preferred by the Elsewhere Condition, and (ii) in virtue of thebracketing notation in (129), which makes the spell out of VBecome contin-gent on the spell out of ν1. This results in the lack of resultative participleswith -n/t-. The next three congurations illustrated in (127) are in focus inthe present section. The rst one involves ES merging on top of the rst lightverb projection, and is the conguration relevant for agreeing PeriphrasticPassive, as well as nominalization with a by-phrase. The reader will observethat the lexical specication in (129) assumes that at least initP is an obli-gatorily spelled out projection, and ES cannot be down-squeezed. Thereforethe embedded argument cannot check the higher thematic features, nor peelits functional layers, and is hence left in a frozen oblique shape in Spec,ν1P.35As already observed, in case Themehigh deadjectival stems involve insertion of theTheme into some other (yet undiscovered) projection above RP, and the adjectival mor-phology inserted, as usual, for the subsequence [RP,PP], then the feature R needs to bealso made optional in the lexical specication of Themehigh.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 301The question that arises is what is the dierence between the nominalizationand the Periphrastic Passive. The answer to this question will be relatedto the notion of fseq `abortion' and I will come back to it in section 4.3.10.In the intermediate case, where the Themehigh spells out the chunk includ-ing ν2, the ES merges on top of this structure. Finally, when the Themeis closest to spelling out its full lexical specication, Impersonal -NO/TOarises, with the ES lexicalizing only its obligatory projection initP . It has tobe emphasized again that ESs are dierent from Themes in the sense thatthey correspond to default values (i.e. the absence) of the heads that theylexicalize.As has become clear in the discussion of various tests above, the nominaliza-tion in -nie/cie behaves multiply ambiguously. Sometimes it is analogous tothe Periphrastic Passive, and sometimes to Impersonal -NO/TO. Therefore,I suggest that it is in fact oscillating between the dierent points of attach-ment36 When it occurs with a by-phrase, it attaches on top of ν1, similarly toa Periphrastic Passive. As the by-phrase is always only optional, the sameanalysis holds of the nominalization without an overt external argument.What, however, of the cases of nominalization without an overt Agent butwith the detectable presence of proarb, as e.g. in nominalizations of reexiveverbs in (130):(130) czes-a-n-iecomb-TH-ES-ie si¦re`combing (oneself)'As is evident from (127) the assumption in the present thesis (to be explainedbelow) is that arbitrary pro is only available at a certain level in fseq when theargument has peeled enough of its extended projection, in the case of (127) -at the level of ν3P. That implies that whenever there are traces of pro in thenominalization, as in (130), where it is required by the reexive identicationrequirement, the structure has to be identical to the Impersonal -NO/TOconstruction as far as the negotiation of spell out between the Theme and theES goes. This, in turn, results in a prediction that the remaining propertiesshould also be identical for -NO/TO and the nominalization in (130). Whatconstitutes a certain problem for this hypothesis is ACC Case on the object,which never seems to be retained in the nominalization. Yet, the presenceof ACC on the object cannot in fact be veried for reexive verbs analogousto (130), but only for transitive ones, as in (131):36Here I abstract away from the other two types of low nominalizations: the `fact'nominalization with the conguration analogous to stative adjectival passive, and thespeaker-dependent resultative nominalization for the speakers with lexical entry in (76)from section 4.3.1. If these two are also taken into consideration, then in fact the nomi-nalization in -nie/cie is four-way ambiguous. Given the proposed ne-grained functionalstructure, this seems to be conrming evidence.
302 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...(131) czes-a-n-iecomb-TH-ES-ie Ewy/EwaGEN/ *Ew¦*EwaACC`combing Ewa'The problem is that, although (131) might in fact be the lower instantiationof the nominalization (i.e. ES merging on top of ν1), we should in principleexpect the higher one as well. In other words, it is not clear why the highernominalization with retained ACC Case should be blocked, and allowed onlywhen necessary, as in (130). Even if this problem could be somehow circum-vented, e.g. by tinkerng with the mutual interaction of the lexical entry of-n/t- and the nominal suxes: -i-e, it is considerably aggrevated by (132):(132) czes-a-n-iecomb-TH-ES-ie Ewy/*Ew¦EwaGEN/*EwaACC swoimre.possINSTR grzebieniemcombINSTR (nie(negjestbe3sg.pres dobrymgood pomysªem)idea)`combing Ewa with one's comb (is not a good idea)'Since the presence of pro is forced by the reexive possessive which requiresan antecedent, one would expect ACC Case on the object, contrary to fact.Thus, in view of ACC Case dierences between the Impersonal constructionand the nominalization, I suggest that the presence of pro with the nomi-nalization is a result of the external argument rasing to a higher projectionin the nominal fseq. Yet, the nominalization in -nie/cie never involves thestructure identical to Impersonal -NO/TO construction, where ES merges ontop of ν3P. The highest nominalization in -nie/cie involves ES up-squeezedto spell out ν3 and initP. Possibly, this is due to the lexical specication ofthe nominal sux -i- distinguishable in the suxal ending -ie. I leave thisissue for future research.Since both the Impersonal -NO/TO construction and the nominalization,however, involve proarb, we expect certain properties to cluster. Thus, e.g.whenever a reexive verb occurs in a nominalization without an overt Agent,the only possible interpretation of the implied argument should be [+human](as in fact has been shown to be true above - cf. (123)). Moreover, all thetests that gave positive results for Impersonal -NO/TO should also comeout right. With non-reexive verbs the judgements were very delicate. Thiswas because the -nie/cie nominalization without an overt Agent is always inprinciple ambiguous between a structure with low nominalization attachment(and an implied by-phrase) and a higher nominalization attachment (andcovert pro-arb). The diculty with the judgements was already indicated inTable 4.7 by (?). Now, with the reexive verbs, it seems that indeed thejudgements are clearer.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 303(133) a. krztusze-n-iechoke.TH-ES-ie si¦,re próbu-j¡ctry-pres.prt zaczerpn¡¢take.ininf powietrzaair (jest(isobjawemsymptom niepo»¡danym).undesirable)`choking, trying to take a breath (is an undesirable symptom)'b. gub-i-en-ielose-TH-ES-ie si¦re pijanymdrunkINSTR (nie(neg jestis milenicely widziane)seen)`getting lost drunk is not well looked upon'c. przygl¡d-a-n-iewatch-TH-ES-ie si¦re sobieDATreDAT`watching oneself'As in Impersonal -NO/TO construction, the covert argument of the nomi-nalization of reexive verbs can control the Subject of a participial clause (in(133a)), the secondary adjectival predicate in Instrumental case (in (133b))and reexive in the indirect object position (in (133c)). The examples in(133) should not be compared with examples of nonreexive verbs in -nie/ciesince the possibility of the high nominalization attachment analysis will oblit-erate the contrast anyway. Instead, they should be compared with equivalent-NO/TO examples:(134) a. Krztuszo-n-ochoke-ES-o si¦re próbuj¡ctry-pres.prt zaczerpn¡¢take.ininf powietrza.air`Someone was choking trying to take a breath.'b. Gubio-n-olose-ES-o si¦re pijanymdrunkINSTR`Someone/People were getting lost drunk.'c. Przygl¡da-n-owatch-ES-o si¦re sobiereDAT`Someone/People were watching themselves/each other.'Since there is no dierence in judgements detectable between (133) and (134),I conclude that the three-way ambiguous analysis of the nominalization, i.e.(i) ES on top of ν1, (ii) ES on top of ν2 and DPGEN , and (iii) ES on top of
ν2 and DPGEN peeled further in the nominal fseq, is on the right track.Now I turn to further substantiation of the various levels at which EventSeparation takes place, namely idiom preservation.4.3.9 Degrees of idiom preservationIt is a well known fact that idioms dier with respect to the possibility ofpassivization. Consider the contrast in (135):(135) a. #The bucket has been kicked. (literal only)b. #Ends were being made to meet. (literal only)
304 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...c. No attention is being paid to minor ocials.d. A great deal was being made of your resignation.In (135ab) the idiomatic meaning is not preserved in the passive, whereas itis in (135cd). On the other hand, we also nd a further contrast observed inEmonds (2000:178), i.e. the contrast between verbal and adjectival passives,where idiomatic objects are only available with the former type of structure(cf. (135cd)), but not with the latter (cf. (136)):(136) a. *No attention seems paid to minor ocials.b. *A great deal sounded made of your resignation.These three dierent types of syntactic exibility of idioms suggest a possi-bility that in fact idioms involve frozen chunks of structure of dierent sizes.In other words, if it turns out that no idioms are available with stative ad-jectival passives, it might be because Event Separation in this case happenstoo quickly to allow any `frozen subsequence' to be preserved. Under thepresent assumptions in fact, stative passives involve only RP embedded un-der the ES. This explains (136). Now, suppose that there are idioms whichare frozen only up until ν1. In this case, whatever happens at a higher levelof fseq does not inuence idiomatic meanings. Thus, whether it is the Themethat spells out higher light verb projections (as in an active clause), or ES,does not have any bearing on idiom preservation. This would under presentassumptions correspond to passivizable idioms as (135cd). On the otherhand, there might be idioms involving large frozen chunks of the functionalsequence (e.g. up until initP), and these would not tolerate any Event Sep-aration at a level below or at initP.This way of conceiving of idioms yields a prediction important for our presentconsiderations. Although there is no way to predict which idiom involves howbig a frozen subsequence, we expect the three relevant constructions to pat-tern in a specic way with respect to idiom preservation:(i) the agreeing Periphrastic Passive as well as nominalization with a by-phrase to be the most restrictive of all three, and allow the smallest numberof idiomatic readings;(ii) the nominalization with the Genitive Agent to fall in between the agree-ing Passive and the Impersonal -NO/TO construction with respect to idiompreservation;(iii) the Impersonal -NO/TO construction to be the most permissive of allin allowing a wide range of idiomatic readings.All of these predictions seem in fact borne out by the data. I divide idiomsinto three types depending on the size of a frozen structure that they involve.In all of the cases judgements are dicult, as speakers might dier in the sizeof the subsequence that they froze for a particular idiom. What is of impor-tance, however, is the direction of the gradience of judgements depending ona type of the construction. For comparison, I also include adjectival passives
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 305as the most restrictive of all when it comes to idiom preservation.1. small idiomsThese are the idioms where the smallest subsequence of fseq (i.e. upuntil ν1P) needs to be preserved. Therefore, neither verbal passiviza-tion ((137c) and (138c)) nor nominalization ((137de) and (138de)) andimpersonalization ((137f) and (138f)) will aect their interpretation.The only construction where the fseq has been aborted too early is theadjectival passive in (137b) and (138b). The latter can only receive aliterat reading, whereas the former is so strongly idiomatic, that eventhe literal reading seems to be unavailable.(137) a. rozpu±ci-¢spread.out.TH-inf wicithreadsACC`to spread the word'b. *WicithreadsNOM wydaj¡seem si¦re rozpuszczo-n-e.spread.out.TH-ES-non.virc. WicithreadsNOM zostaªybecome3non.vir.pst rozpuszczo-n-e.spread.out.TH-ES-non.vir`The word has been spread.'d. rozpuszcze-n-iespread.out.TH-ES-ie wicithreadsGEN przezby mieszka«cówinhabitants`spreading the word by the inhabitants'e. MarkaMarekGEN rozpuszcze-n-iespread.out.TH-ES-ie wicithreadsGEN`Marek's spreading the word'f. Rozpuszczo-n-ospread.out.TH-ES-o wicithreadsACC`Someone has spread the word.'(138) a. obal-i-¢overturn.TH-inf butelk¦bottleACC`to kill a bottle'b. #ButelkabottleNOM wydajeseems si¦re obalo-n-a.overturn.TH-ES-sg.f`The bottle seems overturned.' (literal only)c. Butelkabottle zostaªabecomesg.f.pst obalo-n-aoverturn.TH-ES-sg.f win póªhalf godziny.hour`The bottle has been killed in half an hour'd. obale-n-ieoverturn.TH-ES-ie butelkibottleGEN przezby budowla«cówbuilders`killing a bottle by the builders'
306 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...e. budowla«cówbuildersGEN wieczneconstant obala-n-ieoverturn.TH.SI-ES.ie butelkibottleGENwin krzakachbushes`the builders' constant killing a bottle in the bushes'f. Wczorajyesterday obalo-n-ooverturn.TH-ES-o tuhere butelk¦.bottleACC`Yesterday people have killed a bottle here.'2. intermediate idiomsThis type of idiom requires a frozen sequence up till ν2P. This impliesthat no Event Separation can happen before that level. For this rea-son the adjectival passive ((139b) and (140b)), agreeing verbal passive((139c) and (140c)), as well as the nominalization with a by-phrase((139d) and (140d)) all destroy the idiom conguration. The nominal-ization with the Genitive Agent ((139e) and (140e)), however, as wellas the Impersonal construction ((139f) and (140f)) both preserve theidiomatic reading.(139) a. zrob-i-¢make-TH-inf (naon kims)someone wra»enieimpressionACC`to make an impression (on someone)'b. *Wra»enieimpressionNOM wydajeseems si¦re zrob-i-on-e.make-TH-ES-sg.nc. *Wra»enieimpression zostaªobecome3sg.n.pst naon nimhim zrob-i-on-e.make-TH-ES-sg.nd. *zrob-i-en-iemake-TH-ES-ie wra»eniaimpressionGEN przezby MarkaMarek (na(on prezydencie)president)e. (?)MarkaMarekGENconstant ci¡gªemake-TH-ES-ie rob-i-en-ieimpressionGEN wra»eniaonnapresident prezydencie`Marek's constant making an impression on the presi-dent'f. Zrob-i-on-omake-TH-ES-o wra»enieimpressionACC naon prezydencie.president`Someone made an impression on the president.'(140) a. rob-i-¢make-TH-inf zfrom igªyneedle widªyfork`to make a mountain out of a molehill'
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 307b. #WidªyforkNOM wydaj¡seem si¦re rob-i-on-emake-TH-ES-neut zfrom igªy.needleintended: `a mountain seems to be made out of a mole-hill'c. #WidªyforkNOM.non.vir zostaªybecame zrob-i-on-emake-TH-ES-non.vir zfrom igªy.needleintended: `a mountaint has been made out of a mole-hill'd. #rob-i-en-iemake-TH-ES-ie zfrom igªyneedle wideªforkGEN przezby MarkaMarekintended: `making a mountaint out of a molehill by Marek'e. (?)MarkaMarekGEN ci¡gªeconstant rob-i-en-iemake-TH-ES-ie zfrom igªyneedle wideªforkGEN`Marek's making a mountain out of a molehill'f. Cz¦stooften rob-i-on-omake-TH-ES-o zfrom igªy widªy.`People have often been making a mountain out of amolehill'3. large idiomsIt is quite hard to nd idioms restricted to nite clauses in general, andprobably impossible when it comes to transitive large idioms. Thatmight suggest that for some reason frozing up to ν3 is very rare. Thefollowing are the two examples I can think of. Note that due to intransi-tivity of (142), passive structures cannot be veried. Still, the expectedresult is conspicuous: if the Impersonal construction is ungrammatical,all of the other constructions involving lower Event Separation are alsoungrammatical.(141) a. da-¢give-inf si¦re lub-i-¢like-TH-inf`be congenial'b. *MarekMarek wydajeseem3sg.pres si¦re da-n-ygive-ES-sg.m si¦re lubi¢.likeinfintended: `Marek seems to be congenial.'c. *MarekMarek zostaªbecome3sg.m.pst da-n-ygive-ES-sg.m si¦re lubi¢likeinfd. *da-n-iegive-ES-ie si¦re lubi¢likeinf przezby MarkaMarekintended: `being congenial by Marek'e. *MarkaMarekGEN ci¡gªeconstant da-wa-n-iegive-SI-ES-ie si¦re lubi¢likeinfintended: `Marek's constant being congenial'
308 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...f. *Da-n-ogive-ES-o si¦re lubi¢.likeintended: `Someone was congenial.'a. wyskocz-y-¢jump-TH-inf jakas FilipFilip zfrom konopihemp`to suddenly say something irrelevant'b. *wyskocze-n-iejump.TH-ES-ie jakas FilipFilip zfrom konopihemp przezby MarkaMarekintended: `suddenly saying something irrelevant by Marek'c. ??MarkaMarekGEN wyskocze-n-iejump.TH-ES-ie jakas FilipFilip zfrom konopihempintended: `Marek's sudden saying something irrelevant'd. ??Wyskoczo-n-ojump.TH-ES-o jakas FilipFilip zfrom konopihempintended: `Someone suddenly said something irrelevant'Last but not least, I turn to the somewhat procrastinated answer to the ques-tion concerning nonovert character of the external argument in Impersonal-NO/TO.4.3.10 pro-arb and speculations on Aux selectionOnce the details of the analysis of Impersonal -NO/TO construction havebeen disclosed, we can proceed to answer the question relating to covert pro.The reader will recall from section 4.2 that it was a puzzling fact that Polish,dierently from Macedonian and all other languages productively displayingactive participial morphology, should only allow the active -n/t- participlewith the covert argument pro. I have argued then that this is due to the factthat Polish lacks Auxiliary HAVE. That is why something has to be done toenable the occurrence of copular BE, as in Italian Impersonal si construction(and, in fact all other reexive-marked verbs). Now, I am in a position toprovide a more accurate explanation of the two issues: What enables Auxiliary switch in Impersonal constructions? Why should Impersonal constructions license pro-arb arguments? Why should Polish -NO/TO be restricted to proarb arguments?All of these questions are interrelated. Let me start with the ways proarbemerges (i.e. the second question). The answer to this question that I willsuggest has been inspired by the account of pro-drop presented in Holmberg(2004), referring also to Tomioka (2003). The conclusion in Tomioka (2003)is that Japanese pro-drop is always `N-bar ellipsis' (that is ellipsis of NP, as
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 309opposed to DP). Thus, the line that Holmberg takes is that null pronounsare derived exactly as overt pronouns, assigned Case and spelled out, butsubsequently deleted in Phonology. This deletion/ellipsis is subject to re-coverability under ordinary rules and conventions governing ellipsis.I would like to suggest that something similar takes place in Impersonalconstructions. The Event Separator blocks an argument from moving toSpec,initP, as the default value of initP spelled out by the ES has no the-matic features (cf. the proposal in (160), section 3.2.3). In fact, it forces theargument to be frozen in Spec,ν3P (previously called νDIRP). By moving tothis positions, however, the argument has already been peeled so much (i.e.to the level of [+human pronoun]) that certain languages will lack a lexicalitem to spell out the relevant bundle of features. This is exactly the case, Isubmit, in Polish (as well as Italian). Other languages, however, do possesslexical items to spell out human pronominals, e.g. French on or Germanand Swedish Man. The fact that substantiates this type of conceiving ofthe emergence of proarb is the distribution of the relevant elements. E.g. inSwedish Man can occur only in Subject position, but never as the object (cf.(142a) vs (142b)).(142) a. Man gör sitt bäst.37`One does one's best.'b. *De frågar man aldrig.38intended: `They never ask one.'Suppose now that active participles in Mecedonian/Romance/Germanic in-volve ES inserted at exactly the same level as -n/t- in Polish Impersonal-NO/TO, as I in fact argued in section 4.2. I propose that the two relevantstructures look as in (143) and (144).
38Observe, however, that there can be minute dierences between the dierent Imper-sonal constructions across languages, e.g. in Polish -NO/TO the covert argument cannotbe interpreted as a participant (i.e. either speaker or hearer), whereas this is apparentlyan option in (142a).38The possibility of pro - indirect objects in other languages, e.g. Polish or Italian(cf. (105) in section 4.3.6) might indicate that indirect object can also travel throughthe relevant positions. As I deal in this dissertation with external arguments, I leave thequestion open for future research.





-n/t b. initPDP ν4P-en ν3P
ν2P
ν1PVPBecomeIn the Impersonal -NO/TO the initial merger of the argument will dependon whether there is a thematic feature on lower light verb projections (i.e.
ν1 and ν2) or not. The reader will recall that these features are optional. Ifthey are present, the argument will be Probed to these positions. The ques-tion that arises, however, is what forces the presence of a thematic featureon ν3P if these features are supposed to be optional in general. For this rea-son I assume that the presence of a Θ-feature on ν1P implies the obligatorypresence of all the thematic features on all the higher light verbs spelled outby the Themehigh39. Once the argument has been attracted to Spec,ν3P,
ν4P and initP are merged - both without any thematic features. Since theydo not constitute any Probes for the external argument, the latter stays put.What would go wrong, however, if the last two projections did have thematicfeatures and attracted the argument? The point is that when insertion takesplace, the projections with thematic features cannot be spelled out by ES asit corresponds to default values of the projections it spells out.As for the compound Tense construction in (143), on the other hand, uptill ν4P merger the derivation proceeds similarly as in -NO/TO (whetherthe light verbs display thematic features or not). Then, however, initP ismerged with a thematic feature which attracts the external argument. Thefeature satisfaction can happen either through Remerge from the lower posi-tion or through Merge. Why then couldn't initP without a thematic featurebe merged in compound Tenses? I suggest that this is because the particip-ial morphology in the relevant languages is not lexically specied to spellout initP. That means, in turn, that if initP without a thematic feature weremerged, there would be no item to spell it out, resulting in a crashing deriva-tion.The question is now how do these two structures relate to Auxiliary selection.Building on the gist of the analysis in Kayne (1993) I take HAVE/BE alter-nation to be dependent on the fact whether the external argument moves out39This fact might, again, indicate the hierarchical organization of Θ-features.
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 311of the transitive participle projection or not. In compound Tense in (143b)the external argument originates outside the participial projection (i.e. thehighest projection spelled out by ES). In Polish Impersonal -NO/TO in(143a), on the other hand, the external argument never moves out past ν3P.In this case, however, the Auxiliary must be spelled out by BE. Furthermore,this copula remains covert due to the feature specication of proarb (i.e. [-Person], [-Number]). If Polish, for whatever reasons, lacks Auxiliary HAVE,then it follows that it cannot employ the structure in (143b).Category distinction and Aux selectionFinally, let me turn to the choice between the Auxiliary in the agreeingPeriphrastic Passive (i.e. non-copular BE/ BECOME) and the Auxiliary inthe compound Tense, i.e. HAVE. This is the point at which the dierentparadigm markers following the Event Separator in the three constructionsbecome crucial. I have already argued in section 4.2 for the nominal characterof the ending -o in Polish Impersonal construction. The adjectival nature ofthe Gender-Number suxes on passive participles are quite uncontroversial.(144) a. czyta-n-y/a/e/i/eread-n-m/f/n/vir/non.virb. czyta-n-oread-oThis fact seems to suggest that dierent categorial status must be relatedto the lower spell out boundary of the Event Separator. To exploit MichalStarke's idea, the gist of the proposal is that there is only one category-neutral fseq, but particular regions in it dene traditional categories: thelowest region corresponds to adjectival functional sequence, an outgrown ad-jective becomes a noun, and nally an outgrown noun turns into a verb. Ifthat was the case, then (144) would in eect conrm what I said about thedierences between the Passive, nominalization in -nie/cie and Impersonalconstruction. Since the rst one spells out the lowest region, its adjecti-val inection is expected. The other two constructions would have to bespelling out already the region reserved for nouns. In other words, (145a)is analogous to (145b) - both are structures where BE selects for an adjec-tival complement. On the other hand, the transitive possessive verb HAVEin (146a) is analogous to a Perfective use of it in (146b) - both involve therelevant verb selecting a nominal complement.(145) a. The books were read.b. The books were red.(146) a. Mary has some problems.b. Mary has solved some problems.
312 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...That seems to suggest that apart from the usual lexical specication presentwith all lexical verbs, Auxiliaries need to also include information about thecategorial status of their complement. For zosta¢ (`become') discussed above(cf. (99)) the lexical entry might look as in (147):(147) √zost + THhigh: [ ν1 (,νDIR(∗) (,....))] + A(147) is a collapsed entry for both the lexical and the Auxiliary use of zosta¢(`become'). Now, if ν1 is in fact the highest of the projections correspondingto an adjective, it means that zosta¢ can take all sorts of complements oncondition they do not lexicalize subsequences of fseq larger than ν1P. Whatthis means is that apart from the verbal passive participles (correspondingto the maximal subsequence [ν1, VBecome, R]), the relevant verb can alsotake pure adjectives, stative participles, as well as resultative ª -participles.This is illustrated in (148) for both BE and BECOME.(148) a. MariaMaria jest/be3sg.pres/ zostaªabecome3sg.f.pst nie-zwyci¦»-on-a.neg-conquer.TH-ES-f`Maria is/ remained invincible.'b. MariaMaria jest/be3sg.pres/ zostaªabecome3sg.f.pst gªupia.stupid.`Maria is/ remained stupid.'c. MariaMaria jest/be3sg.pres/ zostaªabecome3sg.f.pst o-gªupia-ª-a.pref-stupid.TH-ES-f`Maria is/ remained stupied.'The question is, however, what about the `lexical' uses of BE(COME) withnouns. Consider (149).(149) JanJan jest/be3sg.pres/ zostaªbecome3sg.m.pst król-em.king-sg.m.INSTR`Jan is/ became (a) king.'The important point about (149) is the obligatory INSTR case on the noun.I venture a speculation at this point to the eect that Instrumental mor-phology is in fact adjectival in nature40. One desirable consequence of thisspeculation would be that `nouns' bearing INSTR case would not be appro-priate Goals for Probes with nominal uninterpretable features. This is infact the case we have discussed in section 4.3.7, where the argument in theoblique shape in Spec,ν1P has been argued to be invisible for the reexiveclitic and consequently for Θ-identication41.40In this sense it might simply turn out that the traditional category labels are in factinsucient, if it turns out that more important distinctions cut between the traditionalparadigms.41The reasoning rests on the assumption that a Polish by-phrase in agreeing Passivecorresponds to Instrumental case in terms of the position in verbal fseq (and hence also
4.3. EVENT SEPARATOR -N/T- IN A LAVISH INSERTION ... 313Moving on to HAVE, on the other hand, its lexical entry must include theinformation to the eect that it takes +N complements42. Although it isdicult to see exactly where the boundary between the nominal and theadjectival region lies (i.e. the only evidence we have is to the eect that ν3Pis still in the nominal region, as Impersonal -NO/TO is nominal and involvesES insertion on top of ν3P), it seems to be the null hypothesis to assumethat it is the end of the thematic domain, i.e. initP that corresponds to theupper boundary of nouns.Finally, the issue that is pending relates to the nominalization in -nie/cie.The reader will recall that in section 4.3.8 I argued that the two points atwhich ES can be inserted and result in a nominalization are: on top of ν1(the nominalization with a by-phrase), and on top of ν2 (the nominalizationwith a Genitive Agent). One question that arises is why Event Separatormerging on top of ν1 yields an adjective in one case (i.e. a verbal participle),but a nominal in the other case (i.e. the nominalization with the by-phrase).This, I suggest, is due to the fact that `abortion' of verbal fseq in the nomi-nalization in -nie/cie is radical in the sense that the decomposable sux -i-eis the spell out of some higher projections in the nominal fseq. Th identityof these projections needs to be left for future research, but whatever theiridentity is, it is clear that their presence is necessary for the derivation tostop. Therefore, no further Auxiliaries are necessary. I remind the readerthat the nominalization with proarb cannot in fact involve ES merged on topof ν3, i.e. equivalent to perfect tense construction in other languages dueto the fact that Perfect Tense constructions retain ACC Case, as opposedto the nominalization with proarb. Incidentally, this fact seems to suggestthat the level relevant for ACC Case on the object is ν3. As far as I cansee, however, there is nothing in general prohibiting a nominalization at thishigh a level. Thus, one expects to see nominalizations retaining ACC Casefeature specication), as e.g. Russian by-phrase is a noun in Instrumental case.42The question is, however, if that automatically implies that complements in the regionwhich is a subset of nominal complements (i.e. the adjectival region) might also functionas complements of HAVE. This seems to be conrmed by the existence of the constructionwhich Migdalski (2006) refers to as `stative perfect' exemplied in (ia) for Latin and (ib)for Polish, where the participle is adjectival in the sense that it agrees in Gender andNumber with the object.(i) a. Habemushave1pl oppidumtownACC.m.sg obsessum.besiegedACC.m.sg`We have a town besieged.' Migdalski (2006:148)b. Mamhave1sg.prs ciastocakeACC.sg.n u-piecz-on-e.pref-bake.TH-ES-sg.n`I have a cake baked.'On the other hand, the lack of equivalent construction in modern Romance or Germanicseems to exclude this more free version of categorial selection.
314 CHAPTER 4. CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING PARTICIPIAL ...in other languages. The lack of such a nominalization in Polish might stemfrom the lexical specication of the nominal sux -i-e-.Let me now recapitulate the results of this section with respect to the threequestions posed at the beginning. The ES in Polish is inserted in such away that the highest position which the external argument can occupy is inSpec,ν3P. This corresponds, however, to such a decient nominal functionalsequence that Polish does not have a spell out for this particular element.Therefore the covert proarb occurs. The construction with the same level ofinsertion in other languages, i.e. compound Tense, is not available in Polish.This is due to the fact that in this construction the external argument ismerged outside the complement of ES, i.e. in Spec,initP and for this rea-son Auxiliary HAVE needs to occur. Since Polish lacks Auxiliary HAVE,the only option is to `keep' the external argument trapped inside the com-plement of ES in order to enable the switch to covert BE. Finally, I haveput forward speculations related to the way the typology of constructionsemploying the -n/t- morphology ts into a new way of conceiving of lexicalcategories Adjective, Noun, and Verb.
Chapter 5Out-of-control as init-lessCausative5.1 Preliminaries1The present chapter focuses on the existence of certain constructions acrosslanguages, signalled by overt verbal morphology, which do not result in achange in the valency of the predicate. Yet, they inuence the interpretationof the Subject in the sense that either the Subject2 is deprived of agency(the accidental incarnation of the relevant constructions) or it is interpretedas a holder of state in the sense of dispositional ability (the abilitative incar-nation). Following the tradition established by work on Salishan languages(e.g. Davis and Demirdache (2000)), I will refer to both of the uses as `out-of-control' (henceforth, OOC). The main claim presented in this chapter buildson the decomposition of the thematic domain initiated by the separation ofVoice and Cause component in Pylkkänen (2002). To wit, the projectionintroducing a Causing event is made independent from the projection intro-ducing a Causer/Agent. The proposal will consist of the following claims:(i) in the light verb system there is a need for the presence of the lightverb which hosts Dative external arguments, and (ii) OOC morphology is aspell out of init-less subevental structure located on top of Dative-hostingprojection. In other words, OOC involves a Causative without Initiator. Idiscuss a novel set of facts, which will be argued to be comparable to so-called Faire Innitive varieties of Causatives in other languages (cf. Kayne(1975), Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), Aissen (1979), Guasti (1993), Guasti(1996), Alsina (1996), among many others). In section 5.2 I present evi-dence from St'át'imcets (Lillooet Salish), Malagasy, Tagalog, North Sámi,and Hindi/Urdu. Then I argue that a similar construction is attested in1The material in the present chapter is a substantially revised and extended version ofJabªo«ska (2003).2At this stage I refer to surface Subjects, i.e. also deep objects of unaccusative verbs.315
316 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEPolish (section 5.3). I take up so-called Dative Reexive Construction as acase study in section 5.4. The analysis of OOC presented there conceivesof the relevant construction as another example where the presence of in-termediate Subject position is detectable due to the lack of initP on topof a higher Causative, where the external argument would have normallymoved. The analogy with Causatives will be based on identical morphologi-cal shape (i.e. Case), restrictions on semantic interpretation (i.e. animacy),as well as the same degree of syntactic `subjecthood' of the Causee in FICausative and the external argument in Dative Reexive Construction (cf.also the discussion of `degrees of externality' in section 1.4, and particularlychapter 4). Set against the background of other constructions involving thereexive marker, including Medio-Passive, Middle, and Impersonal ReexiveConstruction, OOC will turn out to be only one of a range of constructionswere a particular lexicalization scenario forces the external argument to befrozen in a low position in a verbal functional sequence. Finally, I will at-tempt to present a generalized way of deriving semantic and morphologicalrestrictions from the way a DP is disassembled during a derivation.5.2 Cross-linguistic evidence for OOCDavis and Demirdache (2000) note the existence of a special discontinuousmorpheme ka...a in St'át'imcets (Lillooet Salish). The eect of this ax is,intuitively speaking, suppressing the control of the agent over the predicatedenoted by the verb. This OOC ax yields two dierent readings: (i) whenapplied to predicates describing atelic (unbounded) events, it yields abilityreading (x is able to cause y to become V-ed); when applied to predicatesdescribing telic (bounded) events, it yields accidental/spontaneous reading.(1) a. sek-cálhit-ACT St'át'imcets'to hit (people/things) with a stick or a whip'b. ka-OOC- sék-hit- cal-ACT- aOOC'to be able to hit (people/things) with a stick or a whip'(Davis and Demirdache, 2000:114,(24))(2) a. sek-hit- sCAU'to hit with a stick or a whip'b. ka-OOC- sek-hit- s-CAU- aOOC'to accidentally hit with a stick or a whip'(Davis and Demirdache, 2000:114,(26))
5.2. CROSS-LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE FOR OOC 317Note that in (1) ACT(ive) is involved - a morpheme deriving atelic unerga-tives in Lillooet Salish. On the other hand, the presence of the transitivizerCAUSE in (2) derives a telic verb and hence the interpretation of OOCis accidental. Note, however, that irrespective of the presence of either thetransitivizer or the intransitivizer, certain contexts will favor one or the otherreading. Thus, under the scope of negation or progressive, the interpretationwill be abilitative, as opposed to accidental, as shown in (3) and (4)3. Thus,the negation or the progressive operator seems to overwrite the telicity eectof the transitivizer CAU:(3) cw7aozNEG kw-sDET-NOM ka-sék-s-as-aOOC-hit-CAU-ERG-OOC [ti=sq'úm'ts=a]DET=ball=EXIS[ti=sqáycw=a]DET=man=EXIS`The man is not able to hit the ball.'(4) wa7IMPF ka-sék'w-s-as-aOOC-shatter-CAU-3ERG-OOC [ti=nk'wanústen=a]DET=window=EXIS[ti=sqáycw=a]DET=man-EXIS`The man is able to break the window.'(Davis and Demirdache, 2000:115,(27))Davis and Demirdache (2000) also observe that in case the Causer is not anAgent, but some event (in other words, in case the subject is inanimate),OOC morphology is illicit, as illustrated in (5):(5) (*ka-)OOC sék'wshatter -s-CAU -as-ERG (*-a)-OOC [ti=nk'wanústen=a]DET=window=EXIST[ti=qvl-alh-tmícw=a]DET=bad-CON-land=EXIS`The storm accidentally broke the window.'(Davis and Demirdache, 2000:117,(31b))Under the intuitive formulation of the eects of OOC unacceptability of (5)is not surprising: OOC cannot possibly suppress the control of the causingevent since events don't have control to begin with. Yet, this explanationdoes not seem to suce in the case of unaccusatives, with which OOC mor-phology is perfectly ne and most of the time produces `all-of-a-sudden'reading, as in (6):3Cf. section 5.4.5 for more on that issue.
318 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE(6) a. ka-t'ál-aOOC-stop-OOC'to stop suddenly'b. ka-lwés-aOOC-break-OOC`to break (shatter) accidentally, suddenly'c. ka-ném'-aOOC-blind-OOC`to go blind suddenly' (Davis and Demirdache, 2000:115,(28))The fact that OOC attaches to unaccusatives is taken by Davis and Demir-dache as an argument in favor of underlying causative nature of unaccusatives.Under the analysis presented here, where the suppression of control is only aderived pragmatic eect, the argument does not hold anymore (cf. further-more Davis (2000) for the claim that Salish nonderived monovalent verbs aretruly unaccusative). Thus, in view of the possibility of OOC morphology toattach to unaccusatives, it seems that the intuitive explanation in terms of`suppresion of control' is not satisfactory.One more thing about OOC in Lillooet Salish that needs to be stressed isthe fact that it attaches relatively high: a is an enclitic, so it attaches ontop of any (in)transitivizer (Henry Davis, p.c.).Lillooet Salish is not the only language that displays the relevant construc-tion. Similar facts are reported by Travis (Travis (2003), Travis (2000a)).Travis (building on Phillips (2000)) shows that there is a set of prexes inMalagasy4 which have a complex eect of adding telicity to otherwise de-fault atelic predicates, as well as (optional) adding an external argument,which on Travis's account is always non-volitional. The set of prexes ispresented in Table 5.1. In the present discussion I am preoccupied with thetelic prexes: Aspect Transitive Unaccusative Passiveatelic m-an m-i -inatelic m-aha tafa voa-Table 5.1: Malagasy prexesThe telic prex maha- is further decomposed into an Actor Topic (m-), sta-tive marker (-a-), and an aspectual telicity marker (-ha-).When added to an adjectival root, the telic prex adds an argument whichcan be both animate and inanimate. Yet, it cannot be interpreted volition-ally.4A prex with the same eects is found also in Tagalog.
5.2. CROSS-LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE FOR OOC 319(7) a. Tsarabeautiful nythe trano.house Malagasy`The house is beautiful.'b. M-a-ha-tsarapres.a.ha.beautiful nythe tranohouse nythe voninkano.owers`The owers make the house beautiful.' (Travis, 2000a:(48))The fact that it can't receive a volitional interpretation is shown in (8), wherean agent-oriented adverbial is excluded:(8) (*Nanaomade fanahiniana)spirit nahahitsakapst.a.ha.footprint nythe bibyanimal kelysmall Rabe.Rabeintended: `Rabe deliberately stepped on the insect.'(Travis, 2000a:(50b))When added to a root with a transitive counterpart, like√vory (`gather/meet'),the prex might add an argument, though it does not seem to be obligatory,in addition to the usual telicity eect:(9) a. Tafavorytafa.meet nythe olona.people`The people met.' (telic)b. Tafavorytafa.meet.GEN nythe mpampianatrateacher nythe ankizy.children`The teacher was able to gather the children.'(Travis, 2003:(19-20))What is most interesting from our perspective is the additional semanticeect of ability reading. Since Travis aims at collapsing the two cases (i.e.telic deadjectival verbs, as well as telic deverbal ones), she claims that theeect is nonvolitionality of the external argument (labelled Cause). Yet, it isnot clear to me how any argument in the ability reading can be nonvolitionalin the rst place. In other words, if volitionality is dened as the presenceof an intention to perform a certain action, then it seems the argument thatis able to perform an action must also have an intention to do it. This isespecially conspicuous in the cases where OOC construction gets an Englishparaphrase `manage to'.Now the discussion must switch to Tagalog since Tagalog provides an in-teresting clue to the eect that the external argument with telic predicatesis introduced by the aspectual part of the telic prex, i.e. -ka- (Tagalog'sequivalent of Malagasy -ha-)Travis argues that Tagalog drops certain pieces of valency changing mor-phology depending on which argument serves as a Subject, or is fronted,to remain uncommited to any analysis of Voice in Austronesian. Thus, theclaim is that the morpheme can surface overtly in case the argument has
320 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEmoved from its specier. If the argument stays in situ, the relevant mor-pheme deletes - an eect taken to be due to a Doubly Filled Voice Filter (cf.Sportiche (1996)).(10) a. [ DP [νP [ν' -a- [AspP tDP [Asp' -ha- [VP ...]]]]]]b. [νP [ν' -a- [AspP DP [Asp' ∅ [VP ...]]]]]Now, when a telic prex maka- attaches to a verb, the aspectual part of itdeletes in the Passive (i.e. when the Theme is fronted).(11) Tagaloga. Nakagamitpst.a.ka.use siya3NOM ngNG manggangmango hilaw.green n-a-ka-√gamit`He was able/happened to use a green mango.'b. Nagamitpst.a.use niya3GEN angNOM manggangmango hilaw.green n-a- ka-√gamit`He was able/happened to use a green mango.'(Schachter and Otanes, 1972:330)Note that Tagalog also shows the relevant semantic eects, i.e. ability/ acci-dental reading of the Subject, with the dierence between the two being evenmore obliterated (cf. section 5.4.5). In the Passive in (11b), the morpheme-ka- is not realized overtly. This is taken by Travis as evidence that an As-pectual projection located between νP and VP can introduce non-volitionalarguments. However, it is not clear that the fundamental assumption in theanalysis to the eect that the absence of a morpheme is triggered by theargument staying in the Specier of the relevant projection, is really justi-ed. This is due to the fact that in cases where some nominal other thanan Agent/Cause or Patient/Theme is fronted (i.e. in Travis' Reason/OtherFocus or so-called Circumstantial Voice), the morpheme -ka- responsible forthe introduction of the external argument is still present, as shown in (12)5:(12) root gloss Experiencer Object Reason/otherFocus Focus Focuskita see MA-KA-kita MA-kita I-KA-kitaalala remember MA-KA-alala MA-alala I-KA-alalaadapted from Travis (2003:(26))Although the Object Focus is as predicted by Travis' analysis, i.e. theaspectual-causative morpheme disappears since it is the Object that is fronted,the problematic area is in boldface. Since only one element can be fronted,5The reader is also referred to e.g. Rackowski (2002), where the fronting of Beneciary,which does not give rise to -ka- deletion, is taken as evidence that Agent/Cause andBeneciary form a natural class.
5.2. CROSS-LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE FOR OOC 321by hypothesis, the structure in Reason/Other Focus must involve the exter-nal argument occupying an in situ position (i.e. Spec,AspP under Travis'assumptions). If that is so, however, the morphological exponent of Asp, i.e.-ha-, should be deleted in order to avoid Doubly Filled Voice Filter violation.This, however, is not the case. If, in turn, the relation between the presenceof the morpheme -ha- and the structural position of the external argumentremains mysterious, there is in fact no reason to claim that it is -ha- thatintroduces an external argument in either deadjectival (7b) or causativizedunaccusative (9b). More specically, it could just as well be -a- that is do-ing the job of argument introduction (or some other, morphologically covertelement, for that matter).Another issue is whether (7b) and (9b) should really be subject to a uniedanalysis. The reader will observe that rstly, they involve dierent mor-phology in Malagasy (m-a-ha in deadjectival (7b), and tafa in (9b)), andsecondly, their Subjects dier with respect to interpretation: whereas theSubject of (7b) is interpreted as nonvolitional Cause (i.e. bringing aboutthe change without any sentient participation), the Subject of (9b) is inter-preted as the usual Subjects of Modals plus the entailment of the changetaking place (i.e. it was possible for X to V & X V-ed). As far as I cansee, it is an equally plausible theoretical possibility that the two Subjectsare introduced by two dierent projections (e.g. the inanimate Subject in(7b) by the state-denoting projection headed by -a-, and the Modal Subjectin (9b) by the projection headed by -ha-). In what follows I will only bepreoccupied with the case in (9b), and will leave the purely causativizingcases of deadjectival verbs in (7b) aside6.Finally, a slightly dierent issue that arises is the identity of the morphemepreceding -ha/ka-, i.e. the stative marker -a. This is reminiscent of theSalish discontinuous nature of OOC morphology. For Travis -a- is locatedin ν. Yet, if the external arguments are introduced (or `placed') lower thanthe causing event (since Travis' AspP hosting the telicity marker is locatedbetween ν and V), it is not clear how compositional semantics will relatethese arguments to the upper event.It could not possibly be my aim to provide an account of Malagasy/TagalogOut of Control. I treat the Austronesian data here purely as a substantiationof the claim that OOC is present in many unrelated languages. Yet, it ishoped that the account of the relevant construction in Polish will shed lighton the Austronesian OOC as well. Austronesian data is also important inview of the aspectual parallels to Polish u-prexation, mentioned in section5.4.5, since both of the relevant constructions seem to also contribute to theaspectual property of the whole predicate. Actually, as in Lillooet Salish, so6Although it is not explicitly stated in any of Travis' work, I will assume that therelevant Malagasy/Tagalog construction induces animacy requirement on the Subject ofthe relevant verbs - see below for ramications.
322 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEMalagasy Slavic glossmaha-zo u-chwyci¢ (Pl) `to understand, seize'maha-lala u-znat' (Ru) `to (get to) know'maha-tsiahy u-czu¢ (Pl) `to (get to) feel'maha-tsiaro u-sªysze¢(Pl)/u-sly²at' (Ru) 'to (get to) perceive, hear'maha-hita u-widet' (Ru) `to (get to) see'Table 5.2: inherent OOC verbsin Austronesian, there are verbs which are `happiest' with OOC morphology.In Malagasy, they most often create achievements out of statives. Now, inview of the considerable number of prexes in Slavic, it is hardly an accidentthat ve out of seven Malagasy inherent maha- verbs provided by Travishave u-prexed equivalents in either Russian or Polish7:Turning now to a dierent language - Hindi/Urdu, Butt (1997) observes theexistence of so-called `ability passives'. The construction displays an overtpassive auxiliary jaa (`go') combined with the perfective morphology on themain verb, and the argument in INSTR case.(13) Urdua. naadyaa=seNadyasg.f=INSTR gaariicarsg.f.NOM cala-yiidrive-perf.sg.f jaa-tiigo-imperf.sg.f(hai)(be.pres.sg)`Nadya has the ability to drive a car.'`A car gets driven by Nadya.' (Butt, 1997:(4))Apart from the usual Passive reading, (13) also has the surprising abilityreading, where the Instrumental argument is interpreted as a Subject of themodal predicate.A similar dispositional reading arises with certain complex predicates (inButt's terminology), most productively with the light verb le (`take').(14) naadyaaNadyasg.f.NOM gaariicarsg.f.NOM calaadrive le-tiitake-imperf.sg.f (hai)bepres.sg`Nadya does/will drive a car.' (Butt, 1997:(3))There are several properties of the constructions in (13) and (14) observedby Butt that distinguish them from the regular modal sak, as well as fromregular Passives:1. The construction asserts that the subject actually chooses (and hasbeen observed) to exercise the ability to perform a certain action. This7Malagasy data from Travis (2004).
5.2. CROSS-LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE FOR OOC 323is dierent from the modal verb sak. Thus, an attempt to override thisassertion in (15) results in ungrammaticality:(15) ???naadyaaNadyasg.f.NOM gaariicarsg.f.NOM calaadrive le-tiitake-imperf.sg.f hai,bepres.sg,magarbut calaa-tiidrive-imperf.sg.f hiiemph nahii.not`Nadya does/will drive a car, but doesn't.' (Butt, 1997:(22))2. The le construction appears to presuppose that certain conditions aremet (as opposed to the standard modal).(16) agarif raastaaroadsg.m.NOM pakaabakedsg.m ho,be naadyaaNadyasg.f.NOMsaikalcyclesg.f.NOM calaadrive le-giitake-fut.sg.f`If the road is good, Nadya will ride a bicycle.'(17) ??agarif raastaaroadsg.m.NOM pakkabakedsg.m ho,be naadyaaNadyasg.f.NOMsaikalcyclesg.f.NOM calaadrive sake-giican-fut.sg.fem`If the road is good Nadya can ride a bicycle.'(Butt, 1997:(23-4))3. The Instrumental DP is not optional in the ability passive (the readingdrops out along with the DP).(18) corthiefsg.m.NOM pakr-aacatch-perf.sg.m jaa-taago-imperf.sg.m`*(The police) have the ability to catch a/the thief.'`The thief was caught.' (Butt, 1997:(35b))4. The instrumental DP can control a participial in the ability passive,as opposed to the demoted agent in the real passive:(19) pulis=sepolice-INSTR corthiefsg.m.NOM [dukaan=takstoresg.m=to baagrun kar]havingpakr-aacatch-perf.sg.m ga-yaago-perf.sg.m`The police, having run to the store, were able to catch thethief.' (Butt, 1997:(36))
324 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEProperty 1 is important from our perspective, since it is reminiscent of thefactive entailment in the Polish Dative reexive construction (see section5.3). Property 2 indicates that the modal reading is in a certain sensecircumstance-oriented, exactly as is the case for Polish Dative reexive con-struction. The dispositional reading with le, on the other hand, will be theone that also surfaces in Polish u-prexed atelic verbs (cf. Butt's `absolute(dis-)ability).Properties 3 and 4 indicate that the Instrumental DP is a subject in an im-portant sense - a property that makes it quite similar to the covert argumentin Polish Impersonal Passive and Genitive argument in -nie/cie nominaliza-tion.8Butt also relates the semantic eect of `unexpectedness' of dispositional con-struction to so-called involitives in Sinhala (cf. Inman (1993)).(20) mahatu­Mahtun ati­ERG meethis kææm@food hond@t.@well hæden@wa.make.INV.PRES Sinhala`Mahtun makes this food well (unexpectedly).'`Mahtun happens to make this food well.' (Butt, 1997:(42))The `unexpectedness' eect comes very close to the `all-of-a-sudden/accidental'reading that we saw arises when a telic (unaccusative) verb is embedded un-der OOC in Lillooet Salish.Finally, the language that provides the rst clue that the OOC should also beassociated with Causative morphology is North Sámi. As observed by Nickel(1990), double causatives can sometimes yield either an accidental reading(as in (21)), or an -able type of adjective (in (22)), instead of increasing thevalency of the verb:(21) North Sámia. atni-t `use' ani-h-ahtt-it `accidentally cause to be used'b. báh£i-t `shoot' báºi-h-ahtt-it `accidentally cause to be shot'c. £ierru-t `cry' £ieru-h-ahtt-it `accidentally cause to cry'(22) a. atni-t `use' ani-h-ahtt-i `usable'b. borra `eat' bora-h-ahtt-i `edible'8That result seems to suggest, in the context of the analysis proposed in this chapter,that if the Instrumental DP in Urdu `ability' Passive is to be equated with Romance DativeCausee or Polish Dative argument in DRF, then the particular morphological spell-out ofcases needs to be language-specic. For a similar conclusion cf. also Mahajan (2004). Onthe other hand, something has to be said about two arguments in the same morphologicalcase (i.e. INSTR) displaying dierent degrees of syntactic activity (i.e. less active INSTRin the regular passive, and more active INSTR in `ability passive' in Hindi/Urdu). Thatseems to suggest that the lexical specication of Hindi/Urdu INSTR marker is dierentfrom the specication in languages that dierentiate Case for the Causee in FI Causativeon the one hand, and the Agent in the passive on the other - a necessity really in view ofthe cross-linguistic variation in the number of morphological cases.
5.3. DATIVE REFLEXIVE CONSTRUCTION 325c. juhka-t `drink' juga-h-ahtt-i `potable' (Nickel, 1990:231)Finally, I would also like to mention Finnish desiderative constructions (in(23)) at this point since they overtly employ a Causative marker and displaystriking similarity to Russian desiderative Dative constructions (in (24)).The latter, on the other hand, is identical in morphosyntactic shape to anOOC Polish Dative Reexive Construction (DRC) (in (25)):(23) Maija-aMaija-PART laula-tta-a.sing-CAUS-3sg Finnish`Maija feels like singing.' (Pylkkänen, 2002:(168))(24) MnemeDAT neneg £itaet-sja.read-re Russian`I don't feel like reading.'(25) lebadly mimeDAT si¦re spaªo.sleep3sg.neut.pst Polish`I couldn't sleep.'Since the Finnish desiderative constructions have already been argued con-vincingly by Pylkkänen (2002) to involve Voiceless Causative, I take it assuggestive evidence that a similar underlying structure can be present inPolish (25), modulo the desiderative component. Yet, since Polish does nothave a morpheme specialized to lexicalize a Causative, the structure will bemore disguised than in Finnish.5.3 Dative Reexive ConstructionPolish has a construction which Ackerman (1995) calls inversion construc-tion following the terminology of Relational Grammar. I will refer to it asthe Dative Reexive Construction (henceforth, DRC). This construction hasseveral characteristics, as noted in Dziwirek (1991):(i) the verb occurs in the 3rd sg neuter form (which I assume is the nona-greeing default form);(ii) a reexive marker si¦ is present;(iii) the Subject is in Dative Case and is construed as deprived of the prop-erties of the instigator of the event (to remain at the very impressionisticlevel of formulation)(iv) a (manner) adverbial is usually present.I take the minimal agentivity of the Dative nominal to be the starting pointfor associating this construction with some OOC morphology of the Salishtype. Consider two examples:
326 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE(26) a. MarekMarekNOM czytaªread3sg.m.pst ksi¡»k¦.bookACC'Marek was reading a book.'b. MarkowiMarekDAT dobrzewell czytaªoread3sg.neut.pst si¦re ksi¡»k¦.bookACC'It was nice for Marek to read the book.'c. lebadly wczorajyesterday spaªam.slept1.sg.f.pst'I slept badly yesterday.'d. lebadly mimeDAT si¦re wczorajyesterday spaªo.slept3.sg.neut.pst'I slept badly/ couldn't sleep yesterday.'The gloss in (26d) indicates that the examples have a modal component,which is hardly translatable into English. Namely, they are interpreted, Iwould like to argue, as involving some unspecied event which causes (i.e.enables or disenables) some other event (in this case activity of reading orsleeping). Hence, the argument that corresponds to the Nominative Subjectin an active run-of-the-mill sentence is construed as not initiating the eventof its own accord. Instead, those constructions are 'circumstance-oriented'in the sense that we might recall from Butt's discussion of Hindi/Urdu leconstruction (cf. (16)).Both Dziwirek (ib.) and Ackerman (ib.) assume that the inversion con-struction is quite productive, it can apply to both transitive and intransitiveverbs. With transitive verbs the object retains ACC Case. Contra Dziwirek,however, I do not think the construction is possible with perfective verbs.This is shown in (27):(27) a. *MarkowiMarekDAT prze-czytaªoPprze-read3sg.neut.pst si¦re t¦this ksi¡»k¦book dobrze.easilyb. *Wy-spaªoPwy-sleep mimeDAT si¦re wczorajyesterday dobrze.wellYet, there is a similar construction, where by 'similar' I mean displayingall the syntactic characteristics enumerated above, which however has thereverse restrictions - it can only apply to perfective verbs as below:(28) a. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow *(po)-wiedziaªoP .po-know3sg.neut.pst'I said (sth) accidentally'/'I happened to say (sth)'b. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow *(prze)-czytaªoP .prze-read3sg.neut.pst'I read (sth) accidentally'/'I happened to read (sth)'
5.3. DATIVE REFLEXIVE CONSTRUCTION 327c. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow plu-n¦-ªoP .spit-sem-3sg.neut.pst'I spat accidentally'/ 'I happened to spit'The productivity of this construction is not total and at present I don'tunderstand all the restrictions. One of them, however, is a preference forobject deletion, as shown by slight marginality of (29):(29) ?Takthus mime si¦si¦ jako±somehow prze-czytaªoprze-read t¦this ksi¡»k¦.bookFrom now on I will refer to both constructions with Dative argument asability DRC and accidental DRC9.Coming back to the accidental DRC and its similarities to Salish OOC data,this variety of DRC can also be freely used with unaccusatives. First I needto demonstrate that the predicates are unaccusative. Quite apart from thetheory-internal evidence (i.e. the presence of Themelow), there are also testslike the lack of Impersonal Passive and ability to attach resultative participialmorphology (in (30a) and (30b) respectively) that verify the relevant point.(31) illustrates the same unaccusative verbs in DRC.(30) a. *Umar-t-o/die-ES-o/ *Upad-ni¦-t-o/fall-THinch-ES-o/ *Poblad-ni¦-t-oget.pale-THinch-ES-ob. u-mar-ª-yu-die-ES-masc.sg krewnyrelative // u-pad-ª-yu-fall-ES-masc.sg anioªangel //po-blad-ª-epo-pale-ES-neut.sg dzieckochild'a relative that died' / 'a fallen angel' / 'a child that got pale'(31) a. Umarªodied3rd−neut jejherDAT si¦.re'She happened to die.'b. Upadªofall3.neut mimeDAT si¦.re'I happened to fall.'c. Pobladªoget-pale3.neut jejherDAT si¦.re'She happened to get pale.'A further issue relates to the animacy requirement on the Dative argument.As with St'át'imcets OOC, so in the DRC, the sentences are ungrammaticalwith inanimate Dative arguments. The relevant feature is [animate], and not[human], since animals are quite acceptable in the DRC:9Russian also has ability DRC, and identically looking desiderative construction (cf.(24) in section 5.2). In neither of them, however, are transitive verbs allowed.
328 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE(32) Markowi/MarekDAT / Psu/dogDAT / *Ksi¡»cebookDAT dobrzewell si¦re le»aªolie3sg.neut.pr naon podªodze.oor`It was nice and easy for Mark/ the dog/ *the book to lie on theoor.'There is one dierence relating to the animacy of the argument betweenSt'át'imcets OOC and Polish DRC. In Polish, the animacy requirement onthe Dative holds also of the sole argument of unaccusatives.(33) a. *Ksi¡»cebookDAT si¦re upadªo.fall3sg.neut.pstintended: `The book accidentally fell.'b. *ButomshoesDAT si¦re podro»aªo.get.expensive3sg.neut.pstintended: `The shoes accidentally got more expensive.'In Lillooet Salish, on the other hand, the animacy holds only of the externalargument, it seems. (34) is an example of underived unaccusative verbs withinanimate DPs, which are ne embedded under OOC.(34) St'àt'imceta. Ka-t'ál-a sk'éxema, kent7ú ku szenk.`The wind stopped blowing, far around that circle.'b. Ka-lhéxw-a ta=snéqwm=a.`The sun came out.' (Davis, in preparation:(36-7),chapter 25)I take it to mean that in Polish even the argument of unaccusative verbs hasto travel via the position inducing animacy (see below).Finally, as is the case with all the constructions involving the reexive clitic,DRC does not undergo passivization:(35) *Tathis linalineNOM ªatwoeasy mimeDAT si¦re byªabepst.3sg.fem trzym-a-n-a.hold-TH-ES-3sg.fem5.4 AnalysisLet me now summarize the properties of DRC. The point that bears on theissue and has been brought to my attention by Henry Davis (p.c.) is the factthat Central Salish OOC is expressed by means of morphology, which is (atleast historically) reexive. Table 5.3 synthesizes the important propertiesof Polish DRC.
5.4. ANALYSIS 329propertymorphology re. cliticproductivity considerablecase on subject DativeACC on object yespassivization noreading with imperf abilityreading with perf accidentalsemantic restrictions only animate DATTable 5.3: DRC - summary of properties5.4.1 Init-less CausativeIt should have become clear by now that I would like to argue that aCausative head is involved in OOC structure. In neither of the cases ofOOC, however, is the valency of the predicate increased. This seems tobe a denitional property of Causatives on standard accounts and thereforeproblematic on initial examination. Yet, as has been argued in section 1.5,following the work of Pylkkänen (2002), I am not assuming that this is anecessary property of Causatives. In other words, certain Causatives in cer-tain languages can introduce the Causing event, without a Causer. This, infact, is the case with OOC.The rst piece of evidence to this eect has been provided by North Sámiin section 5.2, where we saw that the language transparently employed aCausative morpheme to yield OOC readings. Crucially, North Sámi causativemorpheme is independent of Voice (i.e. initP under our terminology), asshown by the fact that it is retained in the Passive:10(36) Mánnáchild.SG.NOM bora-h-uvvu-i.eat-CAUS-PASS-PAST.3SG`The child was fed.' (Julien, 2004:(32a))Finnish desiderative constructions, also making use of the causative mor-pheme, bring further evidence, especially in comparison with Russian desider-ative construction in (24). This is because Russian desiderative constructionlooks morphologically identical to OOC: the reexive marker is obligatoryand the Subject is in Dative case.10(36) most probably contains so-called `inner' causative due to the fact that it is em-bedded under an agreeing Passive. On the other hand, the parallel that I will draw in thepresent chapter is between DRC and an `outer' Causative of the Faire Innitive variety.Yet, North Sámi uses the same morpheme to express both types of Causatives, and in thelavish insertion system this implies that they are in fact one and the same item. Hence,the null hypothesis is that if the `inner' Causative does not necessarily spell out initP,neither does the `outer' one.
330 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEAdmittedly, it is not easy to nd support for the existence of a higherCausative event. E.g. adverbial modication of the purported higher Caus-ing event is not possible, as shown in (37):(37) *Szybkoquickly mimeDAT si¦re czytaªoreadpst.3neut zwith namysªem.thoughtintended: `Something quickly made me read carefully.'Yet, If the Causative involved in OOC is in fact functional, and if manneradverbials are related to particular positions in the functional sequence (as inCinque (1999), where particular adverbs are situated in the Speciers of re-spective functional projections), no manner adverbial reiteration is expectedin a monoclausal structure as (37).11 Now, I enumerate the properties ofDRC that point in the direction of a higher Causative analysis.PrzypadkowoI would like to argue, however, that the very possibility of the adverbialprzypadkowo (`accidentally') testies to the presence of a higher causativeprojection. Thus, it is not possible to use the adverb with true unaccusativepredicates (i.e. low Theme stems), as illustrated in (38):12(38) a. MariaMaria (*przypadkowo)(*accidentally) pad-∅-ªa/fall-THinch-3sg.f.pst/poblad-∅-ªa/get.pale-THinch-3sg.f.pst/ umar-ªa/die-3sg.f.pst/ wypi¦kni-a-ªa.get.beautiful-THej -3sg.f.pstMaria (*accidentally) fell/ got pale/ died/ got beautiful.On the other hand, with verbs involving high Themes (i.e. possessing thelight verb layer), the adverbial under discussion is perfectly ne, as shownin (39):(39) MariaMaria przypadkowoaccidentally u-pu±c-i-ªapref-drop-i-pst.3sg.f tac¦/trayACC/prze-czyt-a-ªapref-read-aj-pst.3sg.f napis.note`Maria accidentally dropped the tray/ read the note.'11Maru²i£ and aucer (2005) provide examples of desideratives in Slovenian with twotemporal adverbials. The equivalents in Bulgarian and Russian are systematically rejectedby the speakers of respective languages that I consulted.12As pointed out by Tarald Taraldsen, accidentally can also be pragmatically controlled,e.g. The stone accidentally broke the window can be utterred felicitously in a situationwhere it was some higher Causer's intention to direct the stone otherwise. This kind ofcoercion is, however, excluded with human Subjects and predicates of the type `get pale'.Therefore, it seems to me that the contrast is real.
5.4. ANALYSIS 331The conclusion seems to be that the adverbial przypadkowo can only attachon top of a νP13, but not on top of VP. In that case, we expect the adverbialunder discussion to be possible in OOC context with unaccusative verb onlyin case if OOC actually involves a hidden light verb. This is in fact conrmed:(40) a. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow przypadkowoaccidentally upadªo.fellpst.3sg.neut.pst`I accidentally fell.'b. Przypadkowoaccidentally muhimDAT si¦re zmarªo.diepst.3sg.neut.pst`He accidentally died.'c. Przypadkowoaccidentally jejherDAT si¦re wypi¦kniaªo.get.beautifulpst.3neut.pst`She accidentally got beautiful.'Further properties that OOC shares with the so-called Faire Innitive (hence-forth, FI) Causative are the following.Animacy restriction on Causee/AgentIt has been observed in the literature that the Dative Causee in FI Causativemust be animate.(41) Gianni ha fatto rompere la nestra *al ramo/a Maria.`John got *the branch/ Maria to break the window.'(Folli and Harley, 2002:20b)Although rompere (`break') can take both animate and inanimate Subjects,only the former are grammatical embedded under the Causative. The samerestriction holds of the Dative Agent in both the ability and the accidentalinstantiation of the DRC in Polish, as shown in (42) respectively.(42) a. Markowi/MarekDAT/ Psu/dogDAT / *Ksi¡»cebookDAT dobrzewell si¦re le»aªolie3sg.neut.pst naon podªodze.oor`It was nice and easy for Mark/ the dog/ *the book to lie onthe oor.'b. Naglesuddenly spadªofall3sg.neut.pst si¦re jej/sheDAT / psu/dogDAT / *wózkowi*pramDAT zefromschodów.stairs`Suddenly she/ the dog/ *the pram accidentally fell from the13This must be a necessary, but not a sucient condition, since anticausatives with przy-padkowo sound quite marginal: ??Drzewo przypadkowo zªamaªo si¦ (`The tree accidentallybroke') in spite of the presence of the light verb (cf. section 3.1 for the relevant analysis).It might be that it is also the content of the light verb that matters for przypadkowo, i.e.agentive vs stative light verb.
332 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEstairs.'Dative caseThis point is maybe not as self-explanatory as might be usually thought:both the Causee in Italian FI in (41) as well as the Agent in the Polish DRCare encoded in what is traditionally referred to as `Dative' case: in Italian itis a Preposition-like marker a, whereas in Polish it is a suxal ending thatvaries depending on the declension class. That fact alone, however, does notwarrant any conclusion with respect to a common analysis of the two sincewhat is called case X in one language will not necessarily correspond to thesame structure in another language (cf. also fn 8 in section 5.2). Since Iassume that Case markers, both prepositional as well as suxal, are spell-outs of certain subsequences of the nominal functional sequence (cf. alsothe discussion surrounding (108) in section 1.7), it follows that due to a dif-ferent number of morphological cases in dierent languages, the particularsizes of subsequences must dier. Under this set of assumptions, what iscalled `DATIVE' in various languages would normally involve some overlapin the lexical specication, but not necessarily fully identical lexical entries.Therefore, it is only a syntactic activity of the `DATIVE' argument in bothof the relevant constructions that will tell us whether the two are `Subjects'to exactly the same degree. This, in turn, will translate into an identicalsyntactic position, assuming that `Subjects' acquire their subject propertiesgradually by moving through higher and higher projections in the verbalfunctional sequence (cf. also Williams (2003) for the same conclusion in avery dierent set of assumptions). Having said this, I turn to subject prop-erties of the Dative argument.Anaphor bindingBoth the Causee in Romance FI Causatives, as well as the Dative argumentin DRC are able to serve as antecedents for the possessive reexive swój inPolish and propria in Italian. I illustrate the fact in (43).(43) a. AniiAniaDAT dobrzewell si¦re spaªosleep3sg.neut.pst win swoimire-poss pokoju.room`It was nice for Maria to sleep in her room.'b. GliihimDAT feceromade faredo ithe compitihomework nellain.the propriaiown stanza.room`They made him do the homework in his room.'Furthermore, the Dative argument in Polish DRC is able to control into aparticipial clause, whether present or past participle, as shown in (44):
5.4. ANALYSIS 333(44) a. Wypi-wszydrink-pst.prt lekarstwo,medicine zasn¦ªofall.asleep3sg.neut.pst muhimDAT si¦re bezwithoutproblemu.problem`Having drunk the medicine, he was able/happened to fall asleepwithout any problem.'b. Trudnodicult rozmawiaªotalk3sg.neut.pst muhimDAT si¦re przezthrough komórk¦,mobile, prowadz-¡cdrive-pr.prtsamochód.car`It was dicult for him to talk on the mobile while driving acar.'This stands in contrast to control out of a by-phrase that has been discussedin section 4.3.6 and the relevant examples are repeated in (45) for the sakeof convenience:(45) a. *KamieniestonesNOM byªybepst.3non.vir rzuc-a-n-ethrow-TH-ES-non.vir przezby »oªnierzy,soldierspróbuj-¡ctry-pr.prt wymusi¢enforceinf odwrót.withdrawalACCintended: `Stones were thrown, trying to enforce withdrawal.'b. *Wy-pi-wszypref-drink-p.prt herbat¦,teaACC ksi¡»kabookNOM byªabepst.3sg.f czyt-a-n-aread-TH-ES-sg.fprzezby Marka.Marekintended: `Having drunk the tea, the book was read by Marek.'Similarly, in Italian, the Causee of FI Causative qualies as a potential binderof the anaphor propria, along with the higher Causer/Agent. This is shownin (46).(46) Glihim feceromade faredo ithe compitihomework nellain.the propriaown stanza.room`They made himi do the homework in hisi own room.' `Theyj madehim do the homework in theirj own room.'Furthermore, the subject of absolutive past participles can also be controlledby the Dative Causee in FI Causative, as shown in (47).(47) Lathe mammamom mimeDAT hahas fattomade faredo ithe compitihomework appenaimmediatelytornatoreturned ato casa.home`Mom made me do the homework immediately after I have returnedhome.'
334 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEThus, the conclusion is twofold: rstly, the Dative argument in Polish DRCbehaves analogously to the Dative Causee in Romance FI Causative withrespect to anaphor binding and control of (certain) participial clauses. Sec-ondly, the Dative argument in Polish DRC is syntactically more active thanthe argument embedded in a by-phrase14Availability of ACC CaseDRC stands out for one more reason: dierently from the agreeing Pe-riphrastic Passive and all instantiations of the nominalization (discussed inthe previous chapter), ACC Case on the Object is preserved in Polish DRC.(48) Dobrzewell mime si¦re graªoplay3sg.n.pst tenthis kawaªek.pieceACC`It was nice for me to play this piece.'Although one can take dierent stands with respect to which verb assignsACC Case to the Base Object in Romance FI Causative (cf. e.g. Folli andHarley (2002) for an account where ACC is assigned by the embedded verbcontra most of the other accounts of FI Causative), the fact remains thatACC Case is also available in the FI construction. I illustrate the point withthe clitic Base object:(49) Lait farówill.make ripararerepair ato Giovanni.Giovanni`I will make Giovanni repair it.' Burzio (1986:256)As a way of summary, the following properties indicating that FI Causativeis in fact involved in the DRC have been invoked:1. Causee in FI and `Agent' in DRC restricted to phrases denoting ani-mate entities;2. Causee in FI and `Agent' in DRC both encoded in Dative case;3. both Causee in FI and `Agent' in DRC display similar degree of syn-tactic `subjecthood' (with anaphor binding as the relevant test)4. in both FI and DRC ACC Case on the object is preserved;5. both Causee in FI and `Agent' in the DRC are interpreted as de-prived of instigational properties, or acting under the pressure of higher14This conclusion is based on the control facts only. For Romance Causatives, althoughboth Burzio (1986) (for Italian) and Kayne (1975) (for French) report binding out of ana-phrase vs impossibility to bind out of a da/par -phrase, it seems that all the speakers Iconsulted allowed for the latter binding as well. Quite possibly, then, we are dealing withsome language change. Polish control judgements, however, are very clear.
5.4. ANALYSIS 335forces/Agents.6. in languages that encode Causatives by means of axes, the samemorpheme is used to encode OOC construction (i.e. North Sámi, anda related dispositional construction in Finnish).Degree of `subjecthood'Furthermore, I have concluded on the basis of the control test that the Da-tive argument displays more syntactic activity than the Polish Instrumentalpresent in an agreeing periphrastic passive and one instantiation of the nom-inalization in -nie/cie. On the other hand, Dative argument is not equallyactive as Nominative Subjects bearing an external Θ-role. This is evidentin the argument related to Case on adjectival predicates (cf. the discussionsurrounding (106) in section 4.3.6). NOM Subject in Polish triggers oblig-atory agreement on predicative adjectives, as well as secondary adjectivalpredicates with respect to Number, Gender and Case. Consider (50a) as anexample of primary predicate, and (50b) - a secondary adjectival predicate:(50) a. MariaMariasg.f.NOM jestbe mªod-a/young-sg.f.NOM/ JanJansg.m.NOM jestbe mªod-y.young-sg.m.NOM`Maria/Jan is young.'b. MariaMariasg.f.NOM pracujeworks sam-a/alone-sg.f.NOM/ JanJansg.m.NOM pracujeworkssam-∅.alone-sg.m.NOM`Maria/Jan works alone.'However, whenever a NOM argument is missing (as e.g. in -nie/cie nomi-nalization), the primary predicates appear in Instrumental case (cf. (51a)),whereas the secondary ones in Dative case ((51b)):(51) a. by-c-iebe-ES-ie mªod-ym/young-sg.m.INSTR/ *mªod-yyoung-sg.m.NOM`being young'b. ±piew-a-n-iesing-TH-ES-ie sam-emu/alone-sg.m.DAT/ *sam-∅alone-sg.m.NOM`singing alone'As expected, in DRC secondary predicates appear in what some authorsclaim to be the `default' Case, i.e. Dative:(52) MariiMariaDAT dobrzewell si¦re siedziaªosit3sg.n.pst sam-ej/alone-sg.f.DAT/ *sam-a.*alone-sg.f.NOM`It was nice for Mary to sit alone.'Thus, although anaphor binding and control into participial clauses do notdistinguish between NOM and DAT Subjects, Case agreement on the sec-
336 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEondary predicates does. In other words, we have seen evidence to the eectthat the Dative argument in Polish OOC passes more of the syntactic sub-jecthood tests than an argument in a by-phrase, but fewer than the NOMSubjects. Assuming that every subjecthood diagnostic corresponds in fact toa higher structural position of the relevant argument, the conclusion seemsto be that the DAT argument occupies a position between ν1P and initP.5.4.2 The reexive markerLet me now turn to the role of the reexive marker and its relation to thepresence of Dative on the Subject. Consider the paradigm in (53). (53a) isfrom Russian, whereas the remaining examples are Polish.:(53) a. LodkaboatNOM unosit-sjacarry-re vetrom.windINSTR Medio-passive`The boat is being carried away by the wind.'b. Ania/piesAniaNOM myjewash3sg.pres si¦.re Reexive`Ania washes.'c. Markowi/Psu/*Ksi¡»ceMarekDAT /DogDAT /*bookDAT dobrzewell le»aªolie3sg.neut.pst si¦re naon kanapie. DRCsofa`It was nice for Marek/the dog/*the book to lie on the sofa.'d. Tenthis chlebbread ªatwoeasily si¦re kroicut3sg.pres (*przez(*by Marka/*przezMarek/*by ka»dego).everyone) Middle`This bread cuts easily (*by Marek/*by anyone).'e. TetheseACC ksi¡»kibooksACC si¦re czyta,read3sg.pres, aand nienot rozrzuca.throw.around3sg.pres Impers.`One should read these books instead of throwing them around.'f. Wzi¦ªoPtake3sg.neut.pst si¦re gitar¦guitar iand si¦re za±piewaªoP .sing3sg.neut.pst Impers.`I/You took the guitar and sang.'The sentences in (53) are arranged according to the degree of restrictionthat they place on the (implied) Agent. Thus, in Russian (53a) all DPs areallowed in a by-phrase, including an inanimate DP. The reason why the ex-ample is from Russian is that Polish lacks any reexive construction wherean implied Agent might possibly be expressed in a by-phrase. Polish Middle(whether with or without the adverbial) never allows a by-phrase. It is some-times claimed that this is due to inherent semantic incompatibility of Middles(which are generic statements) with the episodic nature of a by-phrase. Yet,I show in (53d) that even a generic by-phrase yields ungrammaticality.At this point it is necessary to explicate the terminology. Following a bulkof literature on Middles (cf. e.g. Bhatt (2000), Marelj (2004), Lekakou(2004)), I distinguish between Middles and Mediopassives15. The latter areepisodic sentences which are semantically equivalent to the regular agree-ing periphrastic passives, whereas the former are generic statements most15The term Mediopassive is simply meant to distinguish the relevant construction froma periphrastic participial passive.
5.4. ANALYSIS 337often involving some kind of modal component. A useful test distinguishingbetween the two comes from Progovac (1998): the author argues that thedeictic pronoun to in Serbo-Croatian requires an event to point to. SinceMiddles are stative in nature (whether in virtue of the Gen operator bindingan event variable, as in Marelj (2004) or the presence of a covert Modal op-erator, as in Bhatt (2000)), we expect to to be impossible with them. Thisis in fact borne out in Polish:(54) a. Co si¦ dzieje?b. Tothis drukuj¡print3pl.pr si¦re przeªomoweseminalpl.NOM artykuly.articlespl.NOM`What you witness is the event of printing seminal articles.'c. *Tothis drukuj¡print3pl.pr si¦re szybkoquickly krótkieshort artykuªy.articles(54b) is a Mediopassive receiving an eventive interpretation, which can bereferred to by to as a continuation of (54a). (54c), on the other hand, is aMiddle construction interpreted statively, and hence impossible in the givendiscourse. Thus, we see that in spite of the identical morphological represen-tation (i.e. Theme in the NOM inducing verbal agreement, and the reexiveclitic present), the two constructions dier in interpretations. Hence, as-suming the parallel syntax-semantics machinery, they must also involve adierent structural conguration.Coming back to the paradigm in (53), in reexive (53b) only animate DPsare allowed as subjects. The same is true of DRC (in (53c)). The Mid-dle construction in (53d) allows only human implied Subjects16 Similarly,Impersonal Reexive Construction (IRC) with imperfective verbs in genericcontexts (53e) requires the missing Agent to be interpreted as a generic hu-man pronoun (i.e. proarb). Finally, when IRC cooccurs with a perfectiveverb (in (53f)), the reading is discourse-related, i.e. either 1 or 2 personpronoun. I summarize the restrictions on all the constructions involving thereexive clitic discussed in this work (i.e. including also the constructionsdiscussed in section 3.1 in Table 5.4:16In order to see the necessary human interpretation consider the verbs prototypicallyused as predicates of animals: za-gry¹¢ (pref-bite, `bite to death') and ob-szczeka¢ (pref-yap; `yap at someone', tr.):(i) a. ??Tacysuch ludziepeoplepl.NOM si¦re ªatwoeasily zagryz¡j¡.bite3pl.NOMb. ??Tacysuch ludziepeoplepl.NOM si¦re ªatwoeasily obszczekuj¡.bark3pl.NOMBoth (ia) and (ib) are quite deviated and allowed only to the extent to which a speaker iswilling to coerce the given scenarios to be predicated of human individuals.
338 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEinitP present semantic restrictionsMediopassive - any DPAnticausative + any DPDRC - animate DPReexive + animate DPPref-induced re + animate DPMiddle - human proarbImpersonal (gen.) - human proarbImpersonal (epis.) - 1,2 proTable 5.4: Semantic restrictions on argument in reexive constructionsIn 5.4 I have distinguished the particular constructions by virtue of the pres-ence or absence of initP. While this is an assumption, it is clear that in someof the relevant constructions the sole argument is also interpreted as initiat-ing the event (as in anticausatives, reexives, and prex-induced reexives),whereas in others the Undergoer argument does not bear any of the externalargument Θ-roles. This distinction corresponds to Manzini's (1986) free vsbound variable si. I abstract away in 5.4 from Reexiva Tantum, as I ar-gued in section 3.1 that they are parasitic on either reexive or anticausativestructures.Now, the features in (54) create an implicational hierarchy with most specicfeatures being most deeply embedded (cf. also Silverstein (1976)). Buildingon ideas in Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) and Starke (2001), relating to thetypology of structural deciency of pronouns, as well as parallelism betweenclausal and nominal functional sequence, I would like to suggest that therelevant hierarchy of features is in fact (a part of) nominal fseq. Each sub-sequent projection adds one more feature out of the hierarchically orderedfeature pool: α, β, γ, etc.17
17The reader will note that the implications only hold when the whole noun phrase isbuild. They do not hold, however, during the derivation of a noun phrase, since morespecic features are being added. In this sense, the scale is the reverse of Silverstein'sHierarchy (1976).












α-DPSince these features are interpretable on nouns, analogously to apectual andTense features on verbs, they might be taken as functional projections withinthe nominal domain. Moreover, these features are reected in the inectionalmorphology of nouns on both: intra-paradigmatic and inter-paradigmaticlevel. Thus, they determine the type of syncretism within an inectionalparadigm of a masculine noun. The group of masculine nouns falls intothree subtypes: (i) [+human] nouns characterized by the syncretism of ACCand GEN in both singular and plural Number; (ii) [+animate] nouns char-acterized by ACC syncretic with GEN in the singular, but with NOM inthe plural Number; (iii) the remaining (i.e. [-animate]) nouns with ACCsyncretic with NOM in both singular and plural Number. The syncretism isillustrated in Table 5.5:DP [+animate] DP [+human] DPsg: ACC = NOM sg: ACC = GEN sg: ACC = GENpl: ACC = NOM pl: ACC = NOM pl: ACC = GENTable 5.5: Syncretism within the masculine declensionFinally, on the inter-paradigmatic level, there is some indication that the rel-evant features might actually have discrete morphological exponents on theDP. Thus, e.g. there is a group of masculine nouns in Polish with the sux-owie in the plural Nominative, which denote necessarily human entities.E.g. pan-owie (`gentlemen'), s¦dziowie (`judges'), posªowie (`messengers'),etc. That the sux is not an undecomposable whole is shown by the exis-tence of minimal pairs, as in (56):(56) a. król-ow-i-e vs król-e (`kings')
340 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEb. anioª-ow-i-e vs anioª-y (`angels')c. pan-ow-i-e vs pan-y (`masters')In all of the cases above, a slight pejorative eect is achieved by making the-ow- disappear. In other words, the pejorative eect might be conceived ofas depriving the relevant nouns of the human property. Thus, (56c) in itsshorter variant might be uttered by a suppressed peasant about his lords.The reason I split -ie- into two separate morphemes is that there exists anindependent plural morpheme -e used in the feminine and soft-stem mascu-line declension patterns. So, what is -i-?Observe that there is also a distinction within a system between either apalatalizing or a nonpalatalizing sux18. For some nouns with a pejora-tive avor the nonpalatalizing plural sux is the only option (i.e. in spiteof the fact that the syncretism of the whole paradigm is that of [+human]masculine nouns), e.g.:(57) a. gbur - gbur-y (`yokel') (ACC pl=GEN pl: gbur-ów)b. cham - cham-y (`cad') (ACC pl=GEN pl: cham-ów)Interestingly, however, there are also minimal pairs, where the non-palatalizingvariant yields a pejoratively loaded noun:(58) a. chªop-i vs chªop-y (`peasants')b. Francuz-i vs Francuz-y (`the French')c. ci wspanial-i pedagodz-y (`these wonderful educators') vs te niedouczon-e pedagog-i (`these unlearned educators')The eect with the nonpalatalizing variant is also pejorative, but this timeit is not the human feature that is involved, but rather the animacy. Thisis seen from the fact that Francuzy can refer to French cars or cigarettes.Thus, it seems that the palatalization is an exponent of animacy. If Baker'sMirror Principle (1988) holds, then the combination of suxes -ow-i-e inhuman masculine declension group seems to yield the following fragment ofthe nominal fseq:(59) [F1P [F2P -i- (animate) [F3P -ow-(human) ]]](59), however, is the reverse of the structure in (55). This seems to suggestthat although the noun is build bottom up by adding more and more seman-tically specic features, for the purposes of insertion (and interaction withthe verbal fseq), it is turned upside down, as in (60).(60) [F1P α [F2P α,β, [F3P α,β,γ [...]]]18Thanks to Lucie Medova for drawing my attention to this fact.
5.4. ANALYSIS 341This structure has further interesting correlations in the domain of Case end-ings (Tarald Taraldsen, p.c.). Thus, Dative Case of certain masculine nounsis (61a), whereas soft-stem feminine and a subgroup of soft-stem masculineDative nouns are in (61b):(61) a. Mark-ow-i (`MarkDAT '), klub-ow-i (`clubDAT ')b. Mari-i (`MariaDAT '), kuchn-i (`kitchen'), radc-y (`solicitorDAT ')That seems to suggest that F2P, whose morphological exponent is -i-, corre-lates with Dative case.Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that Dative Case of neuter declen-sion class (as well as some exceptional masculine nouns) is -u, as in (62):(62) kot-u (`catDAT ), pol-u (`eldDAT '), okn-u (`windowDAT )On the other hand, the preposition u takes as its complement DP in theGenitive Case:(63) u Marka (`at MarekGEN '), u Marii (`at MariaGEN )It might be considered radical to propose a unied analysis for the prepositionu and a case sux -u. Yet, I would like to adopt as an initial heuresticMüller's Syncretism Principle in (64):(64) Syncretism PrincipleIdentity of form implies identity of function(in a domain Σ, and unless there is evidence to the contrary).(Müller, 2004:197)where I take the relevant domain Σ to include case-marking by means ofboth adpositions and axing (cf. e.g. prepositional by-phrase in Englishand Polish vs Instrumental Agent in the Passive in Russian). That explainsat least complementary distribution of the preposition u and a case sux -u(i.e. *u ramieni-u (`at arm')).That seems to suggest that the Dative layer (F2) takes as its complement theGenitive layer (F3P). This fact is at least suggestive in view of the observedrestriction of Genitive Subjects of Polish -nie/cie nominalization to humaninterpretation. Thus, the Dative layer corresponding to a [+animate] featureembeds a Genitive layer corresponding to a [+human] feature in the nominalfseq. Furthermore, the Dative argument in DRC passes more subjecthoodtests than the by-phrase, hence, by hypothesis, occupies a higher positionin the verbal fseq. These two facts taken together seem to suggest that thenominal functional sequence is in fact inverted with respect to the verbalone. It also seems to suggest that there is a need for another light verbprojection in between ν1P (relevant for the agreeing Periphrastic Passive
342 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEand its by-phrase) and ν2P (relevant for the nominalization with a GenitiveAgent) occupied by the Dative argument in DRC19:(65) [ν3P DPGEN [ν2P DPDAT [ν1P by DP ]]]Generally speaking then, building on the `peeling' idea of Michal Starke(oral presentation), I would like to suggest that the DP gets stripped of itsfunctional structure as the verbal derivation proceeds. Adopting Starke'sinterpretation of Relativized Minimality, movement is only possible in a con-guration in (66a), where an intervener stands in a subset relation withrespect to the thing moved when it comes to the number of features. Inother words, the thing moved has to have `something more' in order to moveacross α:(66) a. αβ ... α ...αβb. *α ...αβ ... αIf an intervener has a superset of features present on the thing moved, as in(66b), it will block any movement across it (as e.g. in impossible extractionsout of strong islands in Starke's (2001) data).In the particular case being discussed, the rst layer in the nominal F1 isattracted to Spec,ν1P due to the fact that the relevant feature needs tobe checked (or projected, if no Speciers are assumed). At this level, weare dealing with the presence of semantically unrestricted by-phrase. Thenext step involves subextraction of the whole subsequence dominated by F2to Spec,ν2P, resulting in the presence of Dative animate argument. Thissubextraction is allowed since F1 is not an intervener with respect to thefeature [β]. Now, the next step should involve subextraction of the subse-quence dominated by F3P to ν3P within verbal fseq, resulting in the presenceof Genitive human DP (as in pan-ów `masters'GEN ), as in the Polish nom-inalization in -nie/cie with Genitive human Agent. Yet, this movement, Isubmit, does not happen due to the lack of the relevant Probe. In otherwords, a ν3P without any thematic feature is merged and this light verbprojection is later spelled out by the reexive clitic. This is shown in (67):
19This yields another prediction: the Genitive Agent in the nominalization should passmore syntactic subjecthood tests than the Dative argument in DRC. As far as I can see,however, there are no diagnostics in Polish distinguishing between these two levels.
5.4. ANALYSIS 343(67) Dative Reexive Construction
ν4P
ν3P
ν2PF2 F3 ν1PF1 F2 F3 VP
si¦
In (67) I hypothesize that the reexive marker is lavishly inserted to spellout ν3 (corresponding to the level of the nominalization with the GenitiveAgent) and ν4P corresponding now to the level of active perfective partici-ples in Romance/Germanic and Macedonian as well as Impersonal -NO/TO(i.e. ν3 in the structure in (127), section 4.3.8). Since ν4P at least hasto have an option of not introducing a thematic feature (as in compundTense construction), the question is what is its semantic content otherwise?I submit that this is exactly the projection where the causative subeventoccurring in Romance FI Causative is introduced. This begs the questionwhy FI Causative is valency-increasing, as opposed to DRC. The answer tothis, I suggest, lies in the lexical specication of the reexive clitic, which,although it can spells out initP, the initP spelled by the reexive can neverhave any Θ-features. This is dierent from Romance fare/faire, which spellsout the structure [initP ... ν4] with the argument in the Spec, initP andhence is valency-increasing.A further question with respect to lexical specication of the reexive cliticis the availability of ACC Case in DRC. Recall that I am working with themost general assumption that a certain level in fseq needs to be reached inorder for the ACC Case on the object to arise20 Now, since ACC Case isavailable in DRC (as well as FI Causative and active perfective participle20This is most probably due to the fact that objects are also peeled during the derivation,although a proper analysis of this phenomenon would require a separate dissertation.
344 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEconstructions), this seems to suggest that (i) either ν3, or ν4, or any higherprojection spelled out by the reexive (if this be the case) needs to be asso-ciated with ACC on the Object, and (ii) the reexive clitic cannot `suppress'ACC Case in general (contra accounts as e.g. Franks (1995), Reinhart andSiloni (2004), Marelj (2004))21. Furthermore, since we have seen in chapter4 that no incarnation of the nominalization in -nie/cie in Polish preservesACC Case, it seems to suggest that the presence of ν3 is not sucient toprovide the Object with ACC. The general conclusion then is that (i) ACC isavailable at the level of ν4P or higher, and (ii) the reexive marker is dierentfrom the ES that we saw in chapter 4 in the sense that it is positively speciedfor the semantic content of the projections it is inserted for. In other words,it does not have the eect of fseq abortion observed with ES of the -n/t- type.Coming back to the structure for the DRC in (67), it needs to be observedthat for the time being I remain agnostic with respect to what the upperbound of the reexive is. Since, by hypothesis, there is no initP on top, theDP in Spec,ν2P does not check the initiator thematic feature. Therefore, itis interpreted as deprived of instigational properties, acting as if under thesuperimposed force of the higher Causative subevent located in ν4P. A fur-ther question relates to Dative case. Since there is no more thematic featurebeyond the feature in ν2, no more nominal layer can be peeled, and hence theargument is frozen in the Dative case. Furthermore, the question arises whycouldn't the external argument check NOM Case in some higher projection.It needs to be observed that it cannot be initP that is responsible for theNOM Case since not all Nominative arguments are initiators. Therefore, theconclusion seems to be that the reexive marker also `swallows' the projec-tion associated with NOM Case (let us call it NOMP, for the lack of otherlabel)22.One prediction associated with the structure in (67) is that since the reex-ive includes in its complement two arguments which are elligible for Θ-rolereexive identication (i.e. DP in Spec,VP and DP in Spec,ν2), one expectsall the reexive-marked verbs to be possible in DRC. This is in fact borneout, but with the additional quirk to the eect that only one reexive cliticis licensed:(68) a. Dobrzewell mimeDAT si¦re myªowashpst.3sg.neut (*si¦).(re) Reexive`It was nice to wash for me.'21Although the presence of ACC Case can be attributed to the higher verb (i.e. theCausative or the Auxiliary) in the two other constructions, i.e. FI Causative and PerfectTense, this is not the case in DRC, where no other element than the reexive clitic occurs.22In that sense the reexive clitic might sometimes involve the eect of NOM (but notACC!) case `suppression'.
5.4. ANALYSIS 345b. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow przewróciªooverturnpst.3sg.neut (*si¦)(re) Anticaus.`I accidentally fell.'c. U±miechaªosmilepst.3sg.neut si¦re (*si¦)(re) jejherDAT ªatwo.easily RT`It was easy for her to smile.'d. Szybkoquickly jejherDAT si¦re roz-tyªopref-put.weightpst.3sg.neut (*si¦).(re) Pref-ind.`She quickly happened to put on weight.'In the traditional approach, if the reexive relevant for DRC was insertedinto ν3, and the identifying reexive was, as argued in section 3.1, a separateprojection on top of FI Causative, then there would be no reason why thetwo should not cooccur. If, however, the reexive is lavishly inserted to spellout the structure starting from ν3 until the NOM layer, then it follows thatboth of the relevant projections are present, with only one occurrence of thereexive clitic.5.4.3 The typology of reexive-marked constructionsLet us then set the Dative Reexive Construction against the backgroundof other reexive uses under discussion. So far, in chapter 4, we have seenthe evidence for the following fragment of the verbal fseq: [initP, ν4P, ν3P,
ν2P, ν1P, VP, RP]. I take it that whenever initP seems to be absent (i.e.there is no argument interpreted as initiator), initP is in fact spelled outby the reexive, but lacks any thematic features. To this subsequence Iadd a NOMP, to distinguish between the structures where the NOM Case isavailable, and the remaining structures. Whenever there is no evidence todecide whether a particular projection is in fact spelled out by the reexive,I mark it as `?'. The Impersonal Reexive Construction in (53e) and (53f) ishenceforth referred to as IRC. Thus, the following situation seems to obtain:NOMP initP ν5P ν4P ν3P ν2P ν1PMediopass - * + ? ? ? + -Anticaus - * - * ? ? ? ? -DRC + + ? + + - -Re - * - * ? ? ? - -Middle - * + + - - - -IRC (generic) + + + - - - -IRC (epis) + + - - - - -Table 5.6: Spell out of the reexive clitic in various constructionsLet us now discuss in detail the justication of the spell out of particularprojections in 5.6. Starting from the bottom of the subsequence, it is a
346 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEtheory-internal reason that yields the assumption that in none of the con-structions does a reexive clitic spell out the rst light verb projection, i.e.
ν1P. This is due to the lexical specication of Themehigh, where this projec-tion is an obligatory element in the spell out of Themehigh (cf. section 2.2.2),other things being equal23. Furthermore, I have included one additional pro-jection in (68)- ν5, which hosts the most decient external arguments, i.e.[+participant] pronouns (i.e. speaker and addressee). This projection willturn out useful for the episodic use of IRC.MediopassiveFurthermore, in Russian Mediopassive (cf. (53a) as an example), the onlyexternal argument available is an optional Instrumental without any seman-tic restrictions. That seems to suggest that the second light verb - ν2P -does not act a Probe for the external argument, as the latter cannot peel itslayers up to the Dative case. Nor is initP available for the external argument,which seems to suggest that the reexive clitic `swallows' the initP. Thereis no direct evidence for the spell out of the intermediate projections: ν5,
ν4, ν3. However, since I assumed in section 1.2 that lavish insertion appliesto continuous heads, these intermediate projections must also be spelled outby the reexive clitic. Thus, in Mediopassive, the reexive spells out thefollowing subsequence:(69) Mediopassive re: [init, ν5, ν4, ν3, ν2]One desirable consequence of this analysis of Mediopassive is the fact that inMediopassive the external argument is still an unpeeled optional [ F1.... NP]located in the adjectival region of the universal sequence. This is not enoughfor the reexive to identify the two Θ-roles: internal with an external one,and results in the following prediction. Any attempt to form a Mediopassivewith a reexive verb will lose its Passive reading. This is because in theReexive structure the argument needs to raise to Spec,ν2 in order for theidentication of Θ-roles to be possible (and additionally resulting in theanimacy restriction). This, however, is not possible in the Mediopassivesince ν2P is by hypothesis blocked by the reexive without any thematicfeatures. This prediction seems to be conrmed: (70) can only mean: Xwashes X, but not *X is washed by X, and is essentially a Reexive structure(see below).(70) Ma²aMa²a moet-sja.wash-re Russian`Masha washes (herself).'23The situation when other things are not equal amounts to a merger of an ES beforean eventive subsequence is started, resulting in the adjectival passive.
5.4. ANALYSIS 347AnticausativesWhen it comes to Anticausatives (cf. section 3.1 for examples), it is clear thatinitP needs to bear a thematic feature, as I argued that the argument mergedVP-internally moves to check the initiator feature. Therefore, initP cannotbe spelled out by the reexive. Since the sole argument of anticausatives isin NOM, it follows that NOMP is also available. Since no direct evidence isavailable with respect to the intermediate projections, but they are anywayspelled out in other constructions involving the reexive clitic, it is plausibleto assume that also in the Anticausative the reexive spells out the followingsubsequence. On the other hand, the intermediate light verb projectionsmight just as well be spelled out by Themehigh, except that the Θ-featureson them would have to be absent. If they were present, the VP-internalargument would have to pass through the relevant light verbs on its wayto Spec, initP. This movement, in turn, might yield a dierent result withrespect to some of the unaccusativity diagnostics (e.g. ne/en-cliticizationin Romance or Genitive of Negation in Russian - cf. section 3.1 for therelevant discussion). Thus, one might expect dierent subextraction resultsdepending on the semantic denotation of the argument of Anticausative.As far as i know, this is not the case. Finally, the question whether itis Themehigh without thematic features, or the reexive that spells out theintermediate light verb projections [ν5,... ν2] seems not to be veriable at thepresent level of understanding. In the lexical entry in (71) I will arbitrarilyassume that it is the reexive.(71) Anticausative re: [ν5, ν4, ν3, ν2]This assumption, however, yields the result to the eect that peeling theCase layers does not have to be gradual: in other words, the sole argumentof Anticausatives will involve subextraction of already a quite decient struc-ture, i.e. [F6....NP] directly from Spec,VP (or Spec,RP if the former is notpresent) into Spec,initP.DRCThe next construction - DRC - (cf. (53c)) involves a conguration wherethe reexive is inserted on top of ν2. This is evident in view of the fact thatthe external argument is animate and cannot peel any more of its functionalstructure (e.g. GEN is unavailable in DRC). At the same time I have arguedthat the clitic spells out also the higher FI Causative subevent in ν4. Sinceneither Nominative case nor initP are available in DRC, the conclusion isthat the clitic `swallows' both of the projections. By (57) in section 1.2, ν5cannot be excluded from the spell out of the clitic. Therefore, DRC involvesthe following si¦ insertion:(72) DRC re: [NOM, init, ν5, ν4, ν3]
348 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEReexiveIn the Reexive structure (cf. (53b)), the Nominative position needs to beavailable since the external argument ends up in the NOM Case. It is lessclear whether initP must also be available. In other words, in the structure in(90), section 3.1.5, it was an implicit assumption that the external argumentdoes not travel higher to Spec,initP. As far as I can see, however, nothingcrucial would go wrong if it did, in which case the reexive could not possiblebe spelling out init due to the presence of a thematic feature on it. In thelexical entry in (73) I assume the latter is the case. On the other hand, thelower bound of the spell out in reexive construction has to lie on top of
ν2P since the argument needs to raise via Spec,ν2P, as documented by theanimacy restriction24. In spite of any direct evidence for the spell out of ν5,
ν4, ν3, by the same reasoning as with Anticausatives, I will assume that theclitic spells out these projections.(73) Reexive re: [ν5, ν4, ν3]MiddlesFinally, I interpret the fact that the external argument in Middles (cf.(53d)) is restricted to human proarb as indicating an analysis analogous toImpersonal -NO/TO. Since under my assumptions proarb is only availableonce the argument has been peeled up till F4, i.e. at the level of ν4P, itseems to suggest that the clitic in Middles cannot spell out ν4. On theother hand, we have good evidence to the eect that proarb in Middles (orin Impersonal construction - see below) does not raise to the NOM position.This is due to the presence of Dative Case on secondary adjectival predicates,as shown in (74)25:(74) Niektóresome artykuªyarticlespl.NOM ªatwoeasily czytaj¡read3pl.pr si¦re sam-emu/alone-sg.m.DAT/ *sam-∅.*alone-sg.m.NOM`Some articles can easily be read alone.'Still, there is another argument in Middles that bears NOM case - the Theme.For this reason NOM secondary adjectival predicates are also allowed, thoughthey seem to be more restricted:(75) a. Artykuªy j¦zykoznawcze pisz¡ si¦ czasem sam-e/ *sam-ym.articlesnon−vir.NOM lingistic write3pl.pr re sometimes alone-non.vir.NOM/*alone-non.vir.DAT`Linguistic articles sometimes write by themselves (i.e. veryeasily).'24Incidentally, the same needs to be true of prex-induced reexives, mutatis mutandis.25As I argued in chapter 4 that the feature specication of proarb in Polish is singular,masculine, in (74) I only try the relevant variant of the NOM adjective.
5.4. ANALYSIS 349This suggests that the secondary adjectival predicates can in fact be parasiticon both: the external argument which has not reached the NOM position,and the internal argument in the NOM position. Taken together, all of thesefacts indicate that the clitic is inserted for the following subsequence in theMiddle construction:(76) Middle re: [init, ν5]No projections lower than ν5 can be spelled out due to lavish insertion ap-plying to continuous heads (cf. (57) in section 1.2).One point relating to Middles needs to be made explicit. Accounts likeMarelj (2004), whose working assumption is that the semantic level is in factseparate from the syntactic one, allow for the existence of processes or di-agnostics relying purely on the semantic representation (Lexical ConceptualStructure or Lexical Semantic Representation or any of the semantic levelspostulated in lexical approaches). Therefore, the availability of Instrumentphrases with Middle is for her the evidence to the eect that there is animplicit ARB argument present in Middles:(77) Jedwabnesilk sukienkidressesNOm ªatwoeasily pior¡wash3pl.pr si¦re Arielem.ArielINSTR`Silk dresses wash easily with Ariel.'If, however, the tenet relating to the existence of a separate semantic levelis to be rejected, as in the present work, then the availability of Instrumentphrase in Middles (as opposed to `real' unaccusatives26) in (77) needs to betaken as evidence in favour of the presence of an external argument on asyntactic level. From this standpoint, however, it might seem problematicthat certain diagnostics passed by overt external arguments are failed inMiddles, e.g. agentive adverbs as intentionally. (78a) is an attempt to addan Agent-oriented adverb to an English Middle, and (78b) its equivalent inPolish:(78) a. The bureaucrats bribe easily (*intentionally).b. Takiesuch koszuleshirtsNOM ªatwoeasily si¦re pior¡wash3pl.pr (*celowo)(*intentionally)intended: `Such shirts wash easily intentionally.'However, it might just as well be the case that these Agent-oriented adverbsare unacceptable in Middles due to a stative nature of the latter construction(cf. e.g. Cinque (1988), Keyser and Roeper (1984), Fagan (1988), Roberts(1985), and many others). The stative nature of Middles, in turn, can also bequestioned. To wit, although stative verbs do not occur in the Progressive26It is a separate question why anticausatives also do not allow Instrument phrases tobe expressed. It seems that Instrument requires an agentive light verb to be present, and,as I argued in section 3.1, no such light verb is present in Anticausative structure.
350 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE(cf. Dowty (1979)), Middles can occur in the Progressive in English, asobserved in the literature:(79) a. Bureaucrats are bribing more than ever in Reagan's secondterm. Roberts (1985)b. This manuscript is reading better every day. Fagan (1992)Yet, even in these cases, they are argued (cf. e.g. Roberts (1985) and Fagan(1992)) to be interpreted statively. What, however, of Polish, where verbsin the Secondary Imperfective can freely occur in Middle construction, asshown in (80):(80) a. PlanyplansNOM mieszka«appartmentsGEN ci¦»kohard si¦re roz-rys-ow-yw-uj¡.pref-draw-TH-SI-3pl.pres`Appartment plans are hard to sketch out.'In section 2.2.8 I have argued that every SI verb in Polish receives an eventiveinterpretation (cf. examples (138)-(143)).The stative interpretation of (80),in conjunction with the eventivity of every SI verb in Polish, seems to resultin the conclusion that the stative nature of Middles is in fact superimposedon the SI structure, as opposed to stemming from the lexical specication ofa class of verbs occurring in the Middle construction. In a lavish insertionsystem this can be implemented only by saying that the reexive in Middlesspells out some Modal projections, as all Modals are always interpreted sta-tively (cf. also Bhatt (2000) for a covert Modal operator in Middles). I will,however, leave the issue relating to the nature and the hierarchical positionof this Modal head for future research (cf. also the discussion in section5.4.5).IRCLet us now turn to the Impersonal si¦ construction in its generic instantia-tion. Dierently from Middles, NOM position is not available in Impersonalconstruction, as evidenced by Dative case on secondary adjectival predicates((81a)), and Instrumental case on primary adjectival predicates ((81b)):(81) a. Takiesuch artykuªyarticlesACC ªatwiejeasier czytaread3sg.pres si¦re sam-emu/alone-DAT/ *sam-∅.*alone-NOM`It's easier to read such articles alone.'b. Rzadkorarely jestbe3sg.pres si¦re szcz¦±liw-ym/happy-sg.m.INSTR/ *szcz¦±liw-y*happy-sg.m.NOM`One is rarely happy.'
5.4. ANALYSIS 351Since the argument is frozen in the [F5...NP] shape, it suggests that also theinitiator position is spelled out by the reexive clitic. The presence of proarbis what makes the two structures, i.e. Middles and Impersonal si¦ similar.However, there is one fundamental dierence between them: Middles cannotinvolve Themelow stems. This is shown in (82).(82) a. *MariaMariaNOM si¦re bezwithout problemuproblem pi¦k-ni-ej-e.beaut-adj-ej-pres.3sgintended: `Maria gets beautiful without any problem.'b. *HerbatateaNOM si¦re ªatwoeasily styg-n-ieget.cold-n-pres.3sg win tymthis kubku.mugintended: `Tea easily gets cold in this mug.'However, an example parallel to (82b) involving a high Theme is perfectlyne:(83) Herbatatea si¦re ªatwoeasily studz-imake.cold-ipres.3sg win tymthis kubku.mug`Tea makes cold easily in this mug.'One reason why this has not been emphasized enough in the literature isEnglish This cup breaks easily. This sentence seems to allow unaccusativeverbs in Middles. If, however, it turns out that English break is in fact anti-causative, as I argued in section 3.1.1, then both Polish and English patterntogether in not allowing `real unaccusatives' in the Middle construction. Inthat sense (84a) and (85a) has to be distinguished from (84b) and (85b) asa non-Middle construction.(84) a. The prices on these products rise easily.b. The prices on these products raise easily.(85) a. These trees fall down easily.b. These trees fell easily.One substantiation of this claim comes from the fact observed in Lekakou(2004): Middles do not tolerate overt root modals since they already encoderoot modality. This seems to hold of (84b) and (85b), but not of (84a) and(85a).The same restriction to non-unnacusative verbs is not true of Impersonalsi¦ construction (in either its generic or episodic instantiation): Themelowstems are freely allowed in this construction. (86a) is an example of genericImpersonal si¦, whereas (86b) - episodic Impersonal si¦ - both involving`real' unaccusative verbs. Additionally, a passive `Auxiliary' is also shownto be embedable under the Impersonal si¦ construction in (86c). The lastpoint is not surprising if Passive `Auxiliary' is in fact a lexical verb (cf. the
352 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEdiscussion in section 4.2).(86) a. Czestooften gªupi-ej-estupid-THlow-3sg.pr si¦re zfrom miªo±ci.love`One often gets stupid out of love.'b. O,oh, widz¦,see1sg.pr »ethat si¦re wy-ros-∅-ªo!pref-grow-THlow-3sg.n.pst`Oh, I see that you have grown!'c. Rzadkorarely jestbe3sg.pr si¦re docen-i-a-n-ym.appreciate-TH-SI-ES-sg.m.INSTR`One is rarely being appreciated.'I will not oer any explanation for the contrast between restricted Middlesin (82) and unrestricted Impersonals in (86), although the answer shouldprobably be related to the projection assigning NOM Case, as this is theonly dierence between the two structures on the present account.As has been argued in chapter 4 for the Impersonal -NO/TO construction inthe previous chapter, this high level of argument peeling in both Middles andImpersonal si¦ meets with the language-internal problem of spell out. Sincethere is no lexical item in Polish expressing human pronominals, nonovertpro is allowed.Last but not least, there is the episodic IRC in (53f), where the covertargument is interpreted as either [+participant], i.e. either speaker or hearer.Since [+participant] is the next feature on Silverstein's (ibid.) Hierarchy,the conclusion seems to be that there is another projection - ν5P - whichinvolves a thematic feature in the episodic IRC, but lacks the relevant featurein all the other constructions, including the generic instantiation of the IRC.Consequently, the reexive clitic in the episodic instatiation of the IRC mustup-sqeezed on top of ν5. The insertion of the reexive clitic in generic andepisodic IRC is presented in (87a) and (87b) respectively:(87) a. generic IRC re: [NOMP, initP, ν5]b. episodic IRC re: [NOM, initP]One additional point that is noteworthy is the compatibility of reexive-marked verbs with IRC. If the relevant projection licensing identication of
Θ-roles is located lower than ν5P, then no reexive identication should beallowed in IRC. If, however, reP is higher in fseq than ν5P, then we expectthe reverse to hold. And in fact it seems reexive-marked verbs are allowed inIRC, although again only one occurrence of the clitic is grammatical. (88a)is a Reexive verbs, (88b) - prexed-induced use of the clitic, and (88c) -Reexive Tantum.
5.4. ANALYSIS 353(88) a. Tutajhere si¦re myjewashpres.3sg niecz¦sto.not.often`One does not wash often here.'b. Czasemsometimes za-kochujepref-lovepres.3sg si¦re win nieodpowiednichinappropriate osobach.people`Sometimes one falls in love with inappropriate people.'c. Czasemsometimes u±miechasmilepres.3sg si¦re doto kogo±somebody niechc¡cy.unwillingly`Sometimes one smiles to somebody unwillingly.'One might suggest that the derivations in (88) are in fact reexive deriva-tions identical in structure to (53b). Yet, it is then not clear what wouldlicense the occurrence of pro. In other words, why is it that the sentenceswith non-reexive verbs cannot have a proarb Subject (i.e. be interpretedas Impersonals). E.g. (89) can only have a discourse-linked antecedent forpro27.(89) a. Cz¦stooften myjewashpres.3sg z¦by.teethACC`S/he often brushes his/her teeth.'As a way of summary, let us propose a unied lexical entry for the reexiveclitic in Polish, taking into consideration the way the clitic is inserted in allof the above constructions: Mediopassive (in (69)), Anticausative (in (71)),Reexive (in (73)), DRC (in (72)), Middle (in (76)), generic and episodicIRC (in (87)).(90) Polish reexive clitic: [(NOM (,init (,ν5 (,ν4, ν3 (,ν2)))))]As evident in the netry in (90), there is in fact no obligatory element in thelexical specication of the reexive clitic. In other words, there is no ele-ment in common for all the reexive-marked constructions. We have alreadyseen similar lexical specication for Themehigh. Observe also the interdepen-dence between ν4 and ν3: if one is spelled out, the other has to be present as27Italian is interesting in this respect and seems to provide suggestive evidence to theeect that structures with reexive verbs in IRC are in fact distinct from pure Reexivederivations. This is because in Italian the relevant sentence involves two occurrences ofthe reexive, except that one of them is spelled out dierently, i.e. as ci.(i) a. *Sire sire èis scambiatiexchangedm.pl glithe auguri.greetings Italianb. Cece lithem sire èis scambiati.exchangedm.pl`People have exchanged them (one another).' (D'Alessandro, 2003:(10-11))
354 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVEwell. This seems to be a Polish-specic feature. One could in principle ex-pect reexive constructions with a human Genitive Agent in other languages.The last issue relates to the projections marked as `*' in Table 5.6, i.e. initand NOM. The question that arises is which element spells them out if itis neither the Theme nor the reexive marker. One potential candidate isthe Tense morpheme (i.e. either present -i/e- or past -ª-). It has to be alsoobserved that if lavish insertion is to apply to constituents only, then thecomplement of the lowest projection spelled out by the reexive marker ineach particular construction needs to move to the position higher than thelocus of Tense morpheme. In the next section I compare the constructions in-volving the reexive marker with the constructions involving ES morphologyanalysed in chapter 4.5.4.4 Comparison with participial constructionsThe proposal presented above assimilates the Mediopassive to the regular`participial' Periphrastic Passive (cf. chapter 4), whereas the IRC shouldbe equivalent to the Impersonal -NO/TO construction. Ideally, this shouldcorrelate with some other properties in common, as it in fact does.Let me start with the IRC, which behaves as if it has a full-edged externalargument in the three relevant respects: (i) possibility to support adjectivalsecondary predicates, (ii) anaphor binding, and (iii) control into participialclauses (cf. (91a), (91b), and (91c) respectively) and in this sense patternswith Impersonal -NO/TO (in (92)).(91) a. T¦this ksi¡»k¦bookACC czytaread3sg.pres si¦re nagim.nakedsg.m.INSTR`This book should be read naked.'b. Tejthis ksi¡»kibookGEN si¦re nieneg czytareadpres.3sg swojejre.possDAT »onie.wifeDAT`One shouldn't read this book to one's wife.'c. Wypi-wszydrink-p.prt herbat¦,tea, czytaread3sg.pres si¦re ksi¡»k¦.bookACC`Having drunk the tea, one goes for a walk.'(92) a. Czyta-noread-NO ksi¡»k¦bookACC nagim.nakedINSTR.sg.m`Someone was a reading a book naked.'b. Czyta-noread-NO ksi¡»k¦bookACC swojejre.possDAT »onie.wifeDAT`Someone was reading a book to his wife.'c. Wypi-wszydrink-prt herbat¦,tea, czyta-noread-NO ksi¡»k¦.bookACC`One was reading a book, having drunk the tea.'
5.4. ANALYSIS 355The above constructions are dierent in the two relevant respects from bothMediopassive (in (93)) and the agreeing Periphrastic Passive (in (94)). Bothadjectival secondary predicates, as well as control into participial clauses areungrammatical in Mediopassive and agreeing Passive. Anaphor binding, onthe other hand, is only slightly worse than with Impersonal constructions:(93) a. ArtkuªyarticlesNOM si¦re wªa±niejust drukuj¡print3sg.pl.pr (*nag-im).naked-sg.m.INSTRintended: `The articles are just being printed naked.'b. ?FilmymoviesNOM ogl¡daj¡watch3pl.pr si¦re wªa±niejust win swoichre-poss celach.cells`The movies are being watched just now in one's cells.'c. *Pij-¡cdrink-pr.prt herbat¦,tea, drukuj¡print3pl.pr si¦re ksi¡»ki.booksNOMintended: `Books are being printed when drinking tea.'(94) a. ArtykuªyarticlesNOM s¡be3pl.pr druk-owa-n-eprint-TH-ES-non.vir (*nag-im).(*naked-sg.m.INSTR)intended: `The articles are being printed naked.'b. ?FilmymoviesNOM s¡be3pl.pr wªa±niejust ogl¡d-a-n-ewatch-TH-ES-non.vir win swoichre-posscelach.cellsintended: `The movies are just being watched in one's cells.'c. *Pij-¡cdrink-pr.prt herbat¦,tea, ksi¡»kibooks s¡be3pl.pr druk-owa-n-e.print-TH-ES-non.vir`Books are being printed when drinking tea.'Finally, one more prediction stems from the above analysis: if both Mediopas-sive and agreeing Passive on the one hand, as well as IRC and -NO/TO onthe other, display analogous structures, the prediction is that they shouldnever cooccur. Both of the sides of the prediction are borne out, as shownin (95):(95) a. *ArtukuªyarticlesNOM si¦re wªa±niejust s¡be3pl.pr druk-owa-n-e.print-TH-ES-non.virb. *Druk-owa-n-oprint-TH-ES-o si¦re wtedythen rzadkorarely artykuªy.articlesACCintended: `One printed articles rarely then.'Finally, it is in order to explain another cooccurrence restriction observedin section 5.3, namely, the inability of DRC to undergo passivization. Therelevant example is repeated in (96):(96) *Tathis linalineNOM ªatwoeasy mimeDAT si¦re byªabepst.3sg.fem trzym-a-n-a.hold-TH-ES-3sg.fem
356 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVESince I have concluded that the reexive in DRC spells out the structure[ν3, ν4, ν5, init, NOM], it follows that the construction is mutually exclusivewith the ES in the agreeing periphrastic passive, which spells out roughlythe same region, i.e. [ν2, ν3, ..., initP].5.4.5 Loose ends. Accidental vs ability readingsLet me nally turn to the intriguing issue concerning the interpretation ofOOC depending on the aspectual properties of the embedded verb. Theproblem at hand is illustrated in the paradigm in (97) for Dative reexiveconstruction:(97) a. Dobrze/(*tak)well/thus mimeDAT si¦re czytaªo.readimp`I was able to read.'`*I accidentally read.'b. Tak/dobrzethus/well mimeDAT si¦re prze-czytaªo.28pref-readperf`I happened to read it this way/ well.'`*I was able to read it this way/well.'c. atwoeasy mimeDAT si¦re wy-pis-ywa-ªopref-write-imp-pst.sg.neutimp cytaty.quotationsACC`It was easy for me to write out the quotations.'`*I happened to write out the quotations easily.'d. Takthus mimeDAT si¦re jako±somehow po-roz-rzuc-a-ªoperfpref-pref-throw-imp-pst.sg.neut tetheserzeczy.things`I somehow accidentally threw these things around distribu-tively.'`*I was able/managed to throw these things around distribu-tively.'One might envisage relating the dierence between ability and accidentalreading to the dierent avor of causative functor involved in both, i.e. co-ercive (for accidental readings) and permissive (for ability readings). Inother words, if some event or the circumstances allow the Agent to performa certain action, he/she is able to do it. This is a permissive avor of theCausative. On the other hand, when the coercive avor is present, the ac-cidental/involuntary reading arises. This line of explanation, however, hasnothing to oer with respect to why a particular avor should be forced to28Note incidentally that this example shows that the type of adverbial is secondary tothe aspectual properties of the verb since the interpretation in (97a) and (97b) is dierent,though the same adverb occurs.
5.4. ANALYSIS 357merge on a particular verb, i.e. coercive on top of a perfective, and permis-sive on top of imperfective verb.On the other hand, the paradigm in (97) makes one tempted to consider adierent explanation. (97a) - a bare imperfective stem verb, as well as (97c)- a Derived Imperfective verb are both interpreted as abilitative. On theother hand, in (97b) with a prex acquired in Asp1, and (97d) with a highprex realizing Asp3, the reading is accidental. The potential solution mightinvolve the notion of up-squeezing explained in 1.2, examples of which wehave seen throughout this dissertation.Suppose further that in the case of OOC we are dealing with a really lowcircumstantial Modal head.(98) [ν4P [AspperfP [MoodabilityP [AspimpP ]]]]That requires an additional assumption that perfective verbs have to checkthe relevant feature higher in fseq than imperfective ones (including SI).Then one might suggest that in case the verb is perfective, the reexive willbe squeezed up to spell out only the Causative head, without any Modalsemantics, since the prex needs to spell out Aspperf . Dierently with im-perfectives, the verb will spell out the structure up until Aspimp and thereexive clitic is allowed to spell out a bigger subsequence, including theModal head.There are, however, reasons to doubt that kind of proposal, and not onlydue to a quite low position of the Modal.The rst argument concerns Russian ability DRC. In Russian, prexed verbsin the inversion construction are supposed to result in ungrammaticality dueto illicit object deletion. Yet, once the object deletion is controlled for, itturns out that po-prexed perfective verbs are allowed. Strangely enough,the reading in this case is that of ability:(99) MnemeDAT mnogoa-lot po-rabotalo-s'.po-worked3sg.neut-re'I was able to work a lot.'This fact raises a problem for any attempt to tie the accidental vs abilitydierence to the outer aspectual properties of the verb. One might modifythe claim slightly and state that the readings are in fact sensitive to inneraspectual distinctions (i.e. telic vs atelic, change of state vs lack thereof).Yet, even that version of the claim seems to be invalidated by St'át'imcets.We saw in section 5.2 that the eects of transitivizers could be overriden inthe scope of Negation:
358 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE(100) cw7aozNEG kw-sDET-NOM ka-sék-s-as-aOOC-hit-CAU-ERG-OOC [tiDET sq'úm'ts-a]ball-DET[tiDET sqáycw-a]man-DET`The man is not able to hit the ball.'Under the present analysis it is not possible that the init-less Cause (i.e. ν4)embeds NEG, since it occupies too low a place in fseq. The only possiblestructure is where negation attaches outside the Voiceless Causative. Thatresults in the interpretation: The man is not able to.., as opposed to The manis able not to..., as conrmed by the facts. Yet, it also seems to show that theaccidental/ability reading cannot be derived from the aspectual properties ofthe embedded predicate. Rather, it seems to be pragmatically derived fromthe whole structure. In that context it is relevant to point out that sometimesthe two readings are dicult to tease apart, e.g. in Malagasy example (11) insection 5.2, or in St'át'imcets examples of transitive achievements in (101).(101) a. Ka-zíksas-a ta srápa i sám7a.`The white people cut the tree down accidentally.'`The white people managed to cut the tree down.'b. Ka-sék'wsas-a ta nk'wanústen'a ta twéww'eta.`The boy broke the window accidentally.'`The boy managed to break the window.'(Davis, in preparation:(70-1), chapter 25)These cross-linguistic considerations seem to me to invalidate any analysiswhere the dierence in readings is keyed to structural considerations, at leastat the present level of understanding.Finally, I would like to briey mention a phenomenon which seems quiteparallel to DRC, namely u-prexation. The relevant verbs are illustrated in(102):(102) a. nie±¢ 'carry' u-nie±¢ 'be able to carry' 29b. sta¢ 'stand' u-sta¢ 'be able to stand'c. ci¡gn¡¢ 'drag' u-ci¡gn¡¢ 'be able to drag'd. trzyma¢ 'hold' u-trzyma¢ 'be able to hold'e. d¹wign¡¢ 'lift' u-d¹wign¡¢ 'be able to lift'f. le»e¢ 'lie' u-le»e¢ 'be able to lie'g. siedzie¢ 'sit' u-siedzie¢ 'be able to sit'(103) a. pa±¢ 'fall' u-pa±¢ 'fall accidentally'b. pu±ci¢ 'drop' u-pu±ci¢ 'drop accidentally'29But also irrelevantly 'start to lift, aect only a part of an object'.
5.4. ANALYSIS 359c. stan¡¢ 'stop' u-sta¢ 'cease'The analogy to OOC data is the presence of accidental and ability readingswith the prexed variants. Moreover, the distinction between the readingsis dependent on the aspectual properties of the base verb. Thus, in (102),the verbs are imperfective, and the reading after u-prexation is that of abil-ity. Moreover, it seems to be the `absolute' dispositional ability reading thatButt (1997) mentions with respect to the Urdu le construction. Dierentlyin (103), where the unprexed verbs are (exceptionally) perfective, and theresultant reading is accidental or all-of-a-sudden (as in (103c)). To the extentthat in (102) the prex changes outer aspectual properties of the base verb(and in this sense is reminiscent of the Malagasy and Tagalog telic prexes),it does not contribute aspectually in (103) (i.e. both unprexed and prexedversion is perfective).Interestingly, u-prexation is similar to Salish OOC even more than to Pol-ish DRC, since although it imposes animacy restriction on the external ar-guments (cf. (104ab)), the sole arguments of unaccusative u-prexed verbsseem unrestricted semantically (cf. (104c)).(104) a. Jan/Jan/ pies/dog/ ksi¡»kabook le»yliepres.3sg naat kanapie.sofa`Jan/ the dog/ the book lies on the sofa.'b. Jan/Jan/ pies/dog/ *ksi¡»ka*book nieneg u-le»yu-liepres.3sg naat kanapie.sofa`Jan/ the dog/ *the book is not able to lie on the sofa.'c. Maria/Maria/ Ksi¡»kabook u-padªa.u-fallpst.3sg.f`Maria/ the book fell.'I will not, however, attempt an analysis of this construction in view of thefact that (102) and (103) contains pretty much an exhaustive list of verbswhere the prex contributes the relevant meaning. Therefore, any general-izations based on this group of predicates seem risky.Recapitulating the results of the present chapter, I have argued that theso-called Out-of-Control morphology crucially involves the Causative headof the Faire Innitive variety in Romance. This head, however, being sep-arate from initP, does not necessarily increase the valency of the predicate.I have surveyed the properties of OOC that it shares with FI Causative,including animacy on the Subject, inherent Case of the argument embed-ded under Causative, ACC assigning potential, and the same morphology insome languages, all of them collectively pointing towards a common analy-sis. In the course of the discussion I proposed a typology of constructionsinvolving the reexive marker analogous to the typology of constructions in-volving Event Separators (i.e. participial morphology) developed in chapter
360 CHAPTER 5. OUT-OF-CONTROL AS INIT-LESS CAUSATIVE4. Thus, the lowest merger of the reexive- on top of ν1P - corresponded tothe Mediopassive construction. In DRC the reexive spelled out the sequencestarting on top of ν2P. The same lower bound was argued to be present inReexive verbs, except that in this case the NOM layer was available. TheMiddle was argued to involve a merger of the reexive clitic on top of ν4,analogously to generic IRC. Finally, in the episodic IRC the reexive wasmerged very high - on top of ν5 - with the resultant covert pronouns beinginterpreted as [+participant] (i.e. 1,2 Person). The generic IRC was alsoargued to correspond to Impersonal -NO/TO. The investigation of the prop-erties of all the particular constructions lead to proposing a unied lexicalentry for the reexive clitic in Polish.






IRC epis.active prt-NO/TOIRC gennominalization-nie/cieReexiveDRC Periph-PassMedio-Passnominal - nie/cie Adj. prt.
F5 F4 F3 F2 F1
pro 1,2 (participant)pro (human pronoun)DPGEN (human)DPDAT (animate)by-DP
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362 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONThe ROOT was taken as separate from the whole functional sequence andhence having no inuence on syntax at all. On the other hand, certain mem-bers of the functional vocabulary were assumed to be lavishly inserted forsubsequences of the universal fseq. The impact of two types of `word markers'on the argument structure of predicates was examined.The rst type of markers - so-called Themes - was argued to merge directlyon top of the ROOT and spell out dierent sizes of structure. I undertookthe case study in Polish verbal morphology, concluding that Themes could bedivided into two types: Themelow spelling out subsequence of fseq until theTransition subevent (i.e. VPBecome), and Themehigh potentially spelling outthe superset of features spelled out by the low Themes, including the wholehierarchy of light verbs. The relevant lexical entries for both are presentedin (2).(2) a. Thlow: [R, VBecome]b. Thhigh: [R, VBecome-ν1P, ν2, ν3, ..., init]All of the relevant projections specied in the entries in (2) are in fact op-tional in one or the other of the following senses: (i) a projection can gen-erally be optional (as e.g. R in unprexed verbs, VBecome in unergatives orthe light verb system in Themelow stems), (ii) a projection can be only op-tionally spelled out in a given structure - a situation arising when a dierentlexical item with overlapping specication forces the Theme to up- or down-squeeze. For this reason I omit the brackets employed earlier in the lexicalentries. The important point about (2b), however, is a mutual dependenceof VBecome and ν1P. If the lower projection is spelled out, the higher onemust also be spelled out.Substantiation of the claim relating to the typology of Themes came from allsorts of diagnostics, which might traditionally be conceived of as `split intran-sitivity' diagnostics. I have argued, however, that in view of the elaboratethematic domain, and given the fact that an argument can acquire multi-ple Θ-roles by moving through verbal functional projections, the notion of`split intransitivity' should be deconstructed. Instead of thinking about itin terms of `external' vs `internal' argument dichotomy, it should rather beconceived of in terms of grades of externality. Depending on which level ofstructure a particular test diagnoses, it will delineate a potentially dierentset of verbs than some other tests might pick up (so-called `unaccusativitymismatches'). Since most of the tests in Polish diagnose the presence orabsence of ν, they naturally correlate with the two types of Themes. Thus,I examined the interaction of Themes with Impersonal -NO/TO construc-tion and the reexive marker, concluding that both require the presence ofhigh Themes (i.e. the presence of the light verb system). In the case of-NO/TO this requirement stemmed from the lexical specication of -n/t-,
363whereas for reexive-marked verbs it owed from the semantics of the reex-ive marker, i.e. licensing the identication of two Θ-roles on one argument.A corollary to this analysis was the necessity to distinguish between `trueunaccusatives' and anticausatives, manifested transparently morphologicallyin Polish by the low Themes in the former, and the high Themes with thereexive marker in the latter case. I have also argued that the distinctionbetween high and low Themes has a correlate in the Aspectual domain.Namely, due to the particular semantics of the Polish Secondary Imperfec-tive, only verbs which possess the homogeneous process subevent (locatedin ν) can form SI - a generalization which derived numerous morphologicalaberrations. Although `true unaccusative' Themelow stems can derive a pro-cess part by S-summing, this transitional process is incompatible with thehomogeneity requirement of SI.Thus, when all other things are equal (i.e. in a simple active sentence) ahigh Theme will spell out all of the subevents illustrated in (1), and all ofthem will be assembled into one big macro-event. When other things arenot equal, a part of the region of the verbal functional sequence in (1) willbe spelled out by the other type of word markers, which I refer to as EventSeparators. They delimit the domain of one event in the sense that what-ever merges on top of them will already belong to a separate event. Similarlyto Themes, they are lavishly inserted to ll up subsequences of fseq, but dif-ferently from Themes the projections spelled out by ES morphology do notdisplay any thematic features. This is because ES morphology always spellsout the default values of the projections. This, in turn, yields the eect ofthe absence of the relevant projections or `fseq abortion'.I have examined one type of such an Event Separating morphology in Polish,i.e. the -n/t- morpheme. The lexical entry arrived at for this morpheme isin (3).(3) ES -n/t-: [R, VBecome, ν1, ν2, ..., init]The main tenet was that the constant negotiation between the two types ofword markers concerning how big a subsequence they will spell out respec-tively, results in a typology of `Passives' and nominalizations. The traditionallabel `passive' was however restricted to the constructions, where the ES isinserted within the lowest (adjectival) region. Thus, the label might onlyembrace stative adjectival passive, verbal agreeing Periphrastic Passive, aswell as (nonperiphrastic) Mediopassive.The following spell out negotiation between Polish ES -n/t- and the Themecan take place:(4) a. [initP -n/t- [RP Th ]] stative adjectival prt/ result nominal
364 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONb. [initP -n/t- [ν1 Th ]] eventive prt/agentive nominalc. [initP -n/t- [ν3 Th ]] nominal + DPGENd. [initP -n/t- [ν4 Th ]] Impersonal -NO/TOPolish -n/t- seems to be spelling out up until initP, since in neither of theconstructions involving this ES do we have detectable traces of a Θ-featureon initP. However, this is not a necessity for the ES morphology in otherlanguages. E.g. for languages that have the compound Tense construction(e.g. Macedonian, Germanic, Romance) I have argued that the relevant mor-phology cannot display init in its lexical specication, and hence the externalargument can merge directly in Spec, initP. Furthermore, I suggested thatspecic regions in the universal fseq in (1) correspond to traditional categorydistinctions: adjective and noun:(5) a. A: [R, VBecome, ν1]b. N: [ν2, ν3, ..., initP]Thus, depending on the point in the fseq where the spell out takes place, oneexpects to see either adjectival or nominal paradigm markers. The nominal-izations involving ES merging still in the adjectival region (i.e. the resultnominal and the nominal with a by-phrase) are due to the presence of the-ie morphology spelling out higher projections in the nominal fseq. This wayof conceiving of category distinctions allows for a collapsed lexical entry forboth the `lexical' as well as `Auxiliary' use of verbs like by¢ (`be'), zosta¢(`become') in Polish, and HAVE in languages that use the latter also as anAuxiliary. HAVE always takes a nominal complement, whereas BE(COME)takes an adjectival complement. The possibility of a collapsed entry squaresnicely with the fact that in Polish even `Auxiliary' use of BE(COME) hasbeen shown to involve lexical verbs.Moreover, I have also argued that the hallmarks of particular constructionsin question are the syntactic activity, the morphosyntactic shape and seman-tic restrictions on the external arguments. This was keyed to a particulartheory about how nominal fseq relates to the verbal one. The nominal fseqwas taken to create an implicational hierarchy of features like: animate, hu-man, pronominal, etc.. The external argument was taken to be optionallyintroduced at the level of verbal ν1P. If the uninterpretable Θ-feature waspresent on this projection, the argument had to check/Agree with this fea-ture and, by hypothesis, with all the higher light verb projections spelledout by the Theme. In this way the argument was `peeled' of its oblique Caselayers by moving to particular verbal functional projections in the courseof the derivation. On the other hand, if the relevant thematic feature didnot occur on ν1P, it was also absent on all the remaining light verb projec-tions spelled out by the Theme. Therefore, the argument could only mergedirectly in Spec, initP. This is the case of a vanilla-avor active sentencewhere no semantic restrictions hold of the external argument. Yet, when




ΘAg1 ΘAg2 ΘAg3 ...
Θint
ΘU ΘR
The subscripting (ext(ernal), int(ernal), and Ag(ent)) might be rather arbi-trary, especially if it turns out that the Goal argument of e.g. ditransitiveverbs also has the feature relevant for one of the light verb projections. Forlack of space I did not include the discussion of Double Object Construction.What is important, however, is the level of distinction. Let us call these lev-els starting from the highest: f1, f2, f3, f4 corresponding respectively to theprojections in the nominal fseq: F1, F2, F3, F4 The presence of two featuresof the second level (i.e. external vs internal) on one DP in the Numerationalways induces the presence of the reexive clitic in the same Numeration.In other words, the clitic is sensitive to the feature present on the secondlevel. This is a desirable result since we have seen that the presence of theargument in ν2 (as in DRC) is enough for the reexive identication to oc-cur, as opposed to the presence of the argument marked just Θ in Spec, ν1P.No DP would ever require the specication with two internal Θ-roles (i.e.UNDERGOER-RESULTEE) since this specication is made redundant bythe specication: [Θint]. In general, any specication involving ΘR would beredundant since it will always necessarily involve also ΘU , and hence couldbe substituted with Θint, be it due to world knowledge or any other fac-1U stands for Undergoer, R for Resultee, Ag for Agent, init for initiator, ext forexternal, int for internal.
366 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONtor. This is dierent from the specication of two external roles on one DP(i.e. INITIATOR-AGENT), which are essentially independent of each other,and thus not redundant. Finally, any specication involving three Θ-roles ismade redundant by resorting to a higher level, e.g. the specication: [Θinit,
ΘAg, Θint] is made redundandant by [Θext, Θint]. This results in 10 dierentpossibilities a DP can be specied. I present one Θ-role specications in (7),together with examples of each, and two Θ-role specications in (8).(7) a. [Θext]: active transitive or unergative structures where externalargument is also volitionally involvedb. [Θinit]: active transitive structures with non-volitional, ofteninanimate, external argumentsc. [Θint]: transitive lexically prexed structures with VPBecome, e.g.wy-wróc-i-¢ (pref-return-TH-inf; `turn upside-down or inside-out')d. [ΘAg]: transitive or unergative structures without initP, e.g. inImpersonal construction or DRC.(8) a. [Θext,Θint]: prex-induced reexives with VBecome, e.g. roz-prost-owa-¢ si¦ (pref-straight-TH-inf re; `straighten up')b. [Θext, ΘU ]: unprexed reexives in active clauses, e.g. my¢ si¦(`wash onself')c. [Θinit, Θint]: anticausatives with lexical prexes, e.g. za-bi¢ si¦(pref-beat re; `get killed')d. [Θinit, ΘU ]: unprexed anticausative, e.g. niszcz-y-¢ si¦ (destroy-TH-inf re; `get destroyed')e. [ΘAg, Θint]: prexed-induced reexive verbs in init-less struc-tures, e.g. in Impersonal -NO/TO, e.g. za-bi-t-o si¦ (pref-beat-ES-o re; `someone has killed himself')f. [ΘAg, ΘU ]: unprexed reexives in init-less structures, e.g. my-t-o si¦ (wash-prt-o re; `someone was washing')Another issue related to `peeling' arguments is the availability of objective(i.e. ACC) Case. The frequent `ACC Case absorption' observed with dier-ent sorts of Passives or nominalization under the present assumptions followsfrom too early `abortion' of verbal fseq. The result stemming from the em-pirical investigations seems to be that ACC Case is available no lower than
ν4P. If ES with its default value specication is inserted at or lower than
ν4, no ACC on the object can emerge. Thus, out of all the participial con-structions examined it was only Impersonal -NO/TO that retained ACC onthe object. Although peeling of internal arguments and the way it ts thepresent architecture is a tightly connected issue, it would require a separatedissertation to do justice to it. Crucially, one sometimes sees the correlationbetween availability of ACC Case, and the semantic feature bundle of an in-ternal argument. For instance, in standard Finnish, human pronouns retaintheir ACC Case in the Passive, as opposed to full DPs, which acquire NOM
367(cf. Manninen and Nelson (2004)). On the other hand, in certain types ofnominalizations in Polish 1,2 Person pronouns are prohibited. That seemssuggestive if, as I argued for Impersonal -NO/TO construction, the presenceof a human pronominal requires peeling up to a high level, where ACC Caseis already available.This way of conceiving of the emergence of objective Case allows one to doaway with the questionable notion of `Case suppresion' or all sorts of `de-fective heads' proposed in various accounts of passives or nominalizations,where there is clear adverbial evidence for the presence of ν, but no ACCcan be assigned.Finally, I have also proposed a typology of constructions involving the re-exive marker. This typology was analogous to the typology of participialconstructions. In other words, the reexive marker was argued to be lavishlyinserted at dierent levels. However, the reexive in Polish spells out regionsslightly higher than the Event Separator, as shown in (9).(9) si¦: [ν2, ν3, ..., init, NOM]In comparison with the ES -n/t-, the reexive clitic does not get insertedimmediately on top of the root. Therefore, e.g., it is not involved in anyadjectival passive constructions. On the other hand, it can spell out as highas up until the projection responsible for NOM case assignment. The spellout negotiation between the reexive and the Theme is presented in (10).(10) a. [initP si¦ [ν1P Th ]] Mediopassiveb. [ν5P si¦ [ν1P Th ]] Anticausativec. [NOMP si¦ [ν2P Th ]] DRCd. [ν5P si¦ [ν3P Th ]] Reexivee. [initP si¦ [ν4P Th ]] Middlef. [NOMP si¦ [ν4P Th ]] IRC genericg. [NOMP si¦ [ν5P Th ]] IRC episodicA further dierence between the reexive clitic and the Event Separatingmorphology is that the former is not specied for default values of projectionsit spells out, although, similarly to ES, it does not possess any thematicfeatures in its lexical specication. The comparison of the two types ofmorphology is presented in (11).
Θ-features value of FPES - default (i.e. -)si¦ - +Table 6.1: Comparison of ES and the reexive clitic
368 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONDue to the fact that the reexive clitic corresponds to the presence of pro-jections that it spells out, ACC Case is also available in all the constructionsdisplaying the reexive morpheme. However, as ACC is only optional, invery many of the reexive constructions it will simply not have a chance toshow up, as the sole argument will simply move further along the verbal fseqto be nally peeled up to the NOM layer. This is the fate of all the con-structions involving reexive identication, where the sole argument movesup to the NOM position, or the constructions where the external argumentis frozen in an oblique shape due to unavailability of initP, e.g. in Mediopas-sive. On the other hand, it is conspicuous that ACC is available in DRC,where the projections responsible for the objective case (i.e. ν4 or higher)are clearly spelled out by the reexive clitic.On more conclusion stemming from the scenarios in (9) is that the upperboundary of the reexive can also vary. This must be the side-eect ofnegotating the spell out options with a higher item, i.e. probably Tensemorpheme located mostly in the verbal region of the universal functionalsequence.The advantages of the lavish insertion framework include accounting for thepolysemous nature of ES morphology and the reexive morphology withoutresorting to Underspecication, accounting for the cooccurrence restrictions,as well as the much too frequent zero morphemes without compromising thecomplexity of the data.Finally, one potential domain, where the mapping algorithm might also beemployed is Ergativity. This is obviously not surprising in view of the factthat Silverstein's 1976 Hierarchy was invented for that purpose. Thus, NPsplit ergativity might instantiate dierent levels of fseq abortion by an eventseparator, and in this sense be comparable to passives. From this perspective,it seems interesting that many Ergative languages display the same markingof arguments on nouns and on verbs (cf. Johns (1987) for so-called `nominal-ist tradition' in Inuit linguistics). Under the present assumptions the verbalstem in these languages would lexicalize a subset of the sequence lexical-ized by verbs in NOM/ACC languages (e.g. only up till ν3P). Tense/Aspectsplit ergativity, on the other hand, might bear some analogy to dierentlexicalization scenarios as in the reexive constructions. In that sense thepresent proposal is in line with ergativity related hypotheses presented inBok-Bennema (1991) (where ergative languages are in a sense `unaccusative')or in Nash (1995) (in the form of so-called `Internal Ergative Subject Hy-pothesis'). Ergative stems might simply not reach the projection relevant forACC assignment, which I argued is relatively high in the thematic domain.It is also my conviction that all sorts of Causatives are analysable in thepresent architecture. The so-called `inner' Causatives might correspondto a verbal stem spelling out the subsequence corresponding to the Pol-
369ish Themelow, but augmented by an item spelling out the light verb sys-tem. Since no Event Separating morphology intervenes in `ínner' Causatives,the result is one-event interpretation. The so-called `outer' Causatives, onthe other hand, involve an Event Separating morphology, which freezes theCausee in a given oblique shape and results in multiple-event interpretation.For lack of space I do not discuss Causatives in this thesis.
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Appendix AConjugation classes and theirparadigmsA.1 I THEMEhighA.1.1 -i- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation II class 7b:pros-i-¢ (`ask'), gub-i-¢ (`lose'), dziw-i-¢ (`surprise'), dzwon-i-¢ (`ring')1 prosz-¦ pros-i-my2 pros-i-sz pros-i-cie3 pros-i prosz-¡Table A.1: non-Past Tensesg pl1m pros-i-ªem 1vir pros-i-li±my1f pros-i-ªam 1non-vir pros-i-ªy±my2m pros-i-ªe± 2vir pros-i-li±cie2f pros-i-ªa± 2non-vir pros-i-ªy±cie3m pros-i-ª 3vir pros-i-li3f pros-i-ªa 3non-vir pros-i-ªy3n pros-i-ªoTable A.2: Past TenseA.1.2 -y- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation II class 7a:liczy¢ (`count'), burzy¢ (`destroy'), kroczy¢ (`walk'), wierzy¢ (`believe')371
372 APPENDIX A. CONJUGATION CLASSES AND ...sg pl1 licz-¦ licz-y-my2 licz-y-sz licz-y-cie3 licz-i licz-¡Table A.3: non-past Tensesg pl1m licz-y-ªem 1vir licz-y-li±my1f licz-y-ªam 1non-vir licz-y-ªy±my2m licz-y-ªe± 2vir licz-y-li±cie2f licz-y-ªa± 2non-vir licz-y-ªy±cie3m licz-y-ª 3vir licz-y-li3f licz-y-ªa 3non-vir licz-y-ªy3n licz-y-ªoTable A.4: Past TenseA.1.3 -aj- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation III class 8:czyta¢ (`read'), zaprasza¢ (`invite'), roz-pala¢ (`light up',SI), ±piewa¢ (`sing')sg pl1 czyt-a-m czyt-a-my2 czyt-a-sz czyt-a-cie3 czyt-a czyt-aj-¡Table A.5: non-Past Tensesg pl1m czyt-a-ªem 1vir czyt-a-li±my1f czyt-a-ªam 1non-vir czyt-a-ªy±my2m czyt-a-ªe± 2vir czyt-a-li±cie2f czyt-a-ªa± 2non-vir czyt-a-ªy±cie3m czt-a-ª 3vir czyt-a-li3f czyt-a-ªa 3non-vir czyt-a-ªy3n czyt-a-ªoTable A.6: Past Tense
A.2. II THEMELOW 373A.1.4 semelfactive -n- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation I class 4a:kopn¡¢ (`kick once'), machn¡¢ (`wave once'), krzykn¡¢ (`shout once'), warkn¡¢(`bark once') sg pl1 kop-n-¦ kop-n-iemy2 kop-n-iesz kop-n-iecie3 kop-n-ie kop-n-¡Table A.7: non-Past Tensesg pl1m kop-n¡-ªem 1vir kop-n¦-li±my1f kop-n¦-ªam 1non-vir kop-n¦-ªy±my2m kop-n¡-ªe± 2vir kop-n¦-li±cie2f kop-n¡-ªa± 2non-vir kop-n¦-ªy±cie3m kop-n¡-ª 3vir kop-n¦-li3f kop-n¦-ªa 3non-vir kop-n¦-ªy3n kop-n¦-ªoTable A.8: Past TenseA.2 II THEMElowA.2.1 inchoative -n- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation I class 4b:chudn¡¢ (`get slimmer'), gasn¡¢ (`go out'), marzn¡¢ (`freeze')sg pl1 chud-n-¦ chud-n-iemy2 chud-n-iesz chud-n-iecie3 chud-n-ie chud-n-¡Table A.9: non-Past Tense
374 APPENDIX A. CONJUGATION CLASSES AND ...sg pl1m chud-∅-ªem 1vir chud-∅-li±my1f chud-∅-ªam 1non-vir chud-∅-ªy±my2m chud-∅-ªe± 2vir chud-∅-li±cie2f chud-∅-ªa± 2non-vir chud-∅-ªy±cie3m chud-∅-ª 3vir chud-∅-li3f chud-∅-ªa 3non-vir chud-∅-ªy3n chud-∅-ªoTable A.10: Past TenseA.2.2 deadjectival -ej- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation I class 3a:siwie¢ (`grey'), mdle¢ (`faint'), gªupie¢ (`get stupid'), markotnie¢ (`get mis-erable') sg pl1 siwi-ej-¦ siwi-ej-emy2 siwi-ej-esz siwi-ej-ecie3 siwi-ej-e siwi-ej-¡Table A.11: non-Past Tensesg pl1m siwi-a-ªem 1vir siwi-e-li±my1f siwi-a-ªam 1non-vir siwi-a-ªy±my2m siwi-a-ªe± 2vir siwi-e-li±cie2f siwi-a-ªa± 2non-vir siwi-a-ªy±cie3m siwi-a-ª 3vir siwi-e-li3f siwi-a-ªa 3non-vir siwi-a-ªy3n siwi-a-ªoTable A.12: Past TenseA.3 III OTHER THEMESA.3.1 -owa- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation I class 1a:szorowa¢ (`scrape'), prasowa¢ (`iron'), kupowa¢ (`buy'), brakowa¢ (`be miss-ing')
A.3. III OTHER THEMES 375sg pl1 szor-uj-¦ szor-uj-emy2 szor-uj-esz szor-uj-ecie3 szor-uj-e szor-uj-¡Table A.13: non-Past Tensesg pl1m szor-owa-ªem 1vir szor-owa-li±my1f szor-owa-ªam 1non-vir szor-owa-ªy±my2m szor-owa-ªe± 2vir szor-owa-li±cie2f szor-owa-ªa± 2non-vir szor-owa-ªy±cie3m szor-owa-ª 3vir szor-owa-li3f szor-owa-ªa 3non-vir szor-owa-ªy3n szor-owa-ªoTable A.14: Past TenseA.3.2 -a- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation I class 2ab:pisa¢ (`write'), kaza¢ (`order'), rwa¢ (`tear'), wi¡za¢ (`bind')sg pl1 pisz-∅-¦ pisz-∅-emy2 pisz-∅-esz pisz-∅-ecie3 pisz-∅-e pisz-∅-¡Table A.15: non-Past Tensesg pl1m pis-a-ªem 1vir pis-a-li±my1f pis-a-ªam 1non-vir pis-a-ªy±my2m pis-a-ªe± 2vir pis-a-li±cie2f pis-a-ªa± 2non-vir pis-a-ªy±cie3m pis-a-ª 3vir pis-a-li3f pis-a-ªa 3non-vir pis-a-ªy3n pis-a-ªoTable A.16: Past TenseA.3.3 -e- stemsLaskowski's (1999) conjugation II class 6:krzycze¢ (`shout'), dysze¢ (`pant'), le»e¢ (`lie'), dr»e¢ (`tremble')
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sg pl1 krzycz-∅-¦ krzycz-∅-ymy2 krzycz-∅-ysz krzycz-∅-ycie3 krzycz-∅-y krzycz-∅-¡Table A.17: non-Past Tense
sg pl1m krzycz-a-ªem 1vir krzycz-e-li±my1f krzycz-a-ªam 1non-vir krzycz-a-ªy±my2m krzycz-a-ªe± 2vir krzycz-e-li±cie2f krzycz-a-ªa± 2non-vir krzycz-a-ªy±cie3m krzycz-a-ª 3vir krzycz-e-li3f krzycz-a-ªa 3non-vir krzycz-a-ªy3n krzycz-a-ªoTable A.18: Past Tense
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